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Abstract

A multidisciplinary approach that involves language universals, linguistic discourse analysis and

computer information technology are combined to support the descriptive nature of this research

dissertation. Utilising comparative methods to determine rudimentary language structures which

reflect both the scientific and historic parameters that are embedded in all languages. From a

hypothesis to the proof of concept, a multitude of computer applications have been used to test

these language models, templates and frameworks. To encapsulate this entire approach, it is best

described as "designing then building the theoretical, experimental, and practical projects that

form the structural network of the Maori language system". The focus on methods for integrating

the language is to investigate shared characteristics between Maori and New Zealand English. This

has provided a complete methodology for a bilingual based system. A system with text and

speech for language generation and classification. This approach has looked at existing

computational linguistic and information processing techniques for the analysis of each

language's phenomena; where data from basic units to higher-order linguistic knowledge has

been analysed in terms of their characteristics for similar and/or dissimilar features. The notion

that some language units can have similar acoustic sounds, structures or even meanings in other

languages is plausible. How these are identified was the key concept to building an integrated

language system. This research has permitted further examination into developing a new series of

phonological and lexical self organising maps of Maori, Using phoneme and word maps spatially

organised around lower to higher order concepts such as 'sounds like'. To facilitate the high

demands placed on very large data stores, the further development of the speech database

management system containing phonological, phonetic, lexical, semantic, and other language

frameworks was also developed. This database has helped to examine how effectively Maori has

been fully integrated into an existing English framework. The bilingual system will allow full

interaction with a computer-based speech architecture. This will contribute to the existing

knowledge being constructed by the many different disciplines associated with languages;

naturally or artificially derived. Evolving connectionist systems are new tools that are trained in

an unsupervised manner to be both adaptable and flexible. This hybrid approach is an

improvement on past methods in the development of more effective and efficient ways for

solving applied problems for speech data analysis, classification, rule extraction, information

retrieval and knowledge acquisition. A preliminary study will apply bilingual data to an 'evolving

clustering method' algorithm that returns a structure containing acoustic clusters plotted using

visualisation techniques. In the true practical sense, the complete bilingual system has had a bi

directional approach. Both languages have undergone similar data analysis, language modelling,

data access, text and speech processing, and human-computer network interface interaction.
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Preface

Whakamihi - Greetings

Tuhia te rangi, tuhia te whenua, tuhia te ngiikau 0 te ttingata, te mea nui 0 nga mea katoa. E nga

reo, e nga mana, e nga waka, e nga karangaranga maha 0 te motu, tena koutou, tena koutou,

tena ra koutou katoa. E nga tini mate. haere, haere, haere atu rii,

Ko Putauaki te maunga. Ko Tarawera te awa, ko te Awa 0 te Atua. Ko te moana a Toi ki te

huatahi. Ko Mataatua me Te Arawa nga waka. Ko Ngiiti Ttiwhuretoa, ko Te Arawa, me Ngiiti Awa

nga iwi. Ko Ttiwharetoa ki Kawerau, me Ngdti Umutahi, me Ngiiti Tuarii nga hapii, Ko Oniao te

marae, Ko Matata te kiiinga.

Ko Ngamare te whanau. Ko Hakaraia Ngamare raua ko Te Hoepo Penetito nga tipuna, ko nga

miitua nei 0 Pateriki. Ko Pateriki Ngamare rtiua ko Pirihita Hiikopa ngti miitua 0 toku whaea. Ko

Te Heeni Janey Harriet Patrick (Pateriki) te ingoa 0 tiiku whaea. I te taha 0 toku piipa, ko

Ronald Arthur Laws tona ingoa, ko tona whakapapa, he Kiitimana no Ottikou, Ko William Waiter

Norman Laws riiua ko Jessie Nancy Lee ona ttpuna Kotimana. Ko Karina Fredricka Rose

Morunga tiiku wahine. Ko Ngiipuhi tona iwi. Ko Whirinaki te kainga. Ko Renae Josephine

Pirihita rtitou ko Jamie Kuini Ngamare, ko Ani Darlene Aroha iiku tamahine,

No reira, ko tenei taku mihi.

Kei te tuhinga nei ngt; hua 0 taku rangahau 0 te huritanga me te whakauru 0 nga ahua e pa ana

ki ngti tikanga Mdori, hei arahi ki ngii huarahi 0 te ao hou me te piitaiao, He koha tenet ma ngii

iikonga 0 Te Rorohiko Whai Kt Aho-Putaiao 0 te Whare Wananga 0 Otiikou, me ngti iikonga

Mtiori me nga tikonga Piitaiao mo nga wti e heke mai nei. Kua meatia e te tauira nti Ta Apirana

Ngata. "E tipu e rea mo ngti ra 0 tiiu ao, ko to ringa ki ngti rakau a te Pakeha hei oranga ms to

tinana ...". Titiro whakamuri ki a tipuna, ki ngti taonga mahi piitaiao ki ngii mdtauranga hoki 0

enei ra hei oranga mo te iwi Maori mo apopi).

No reira, ko enei ngti mihi mo ta koutou mahi me te tautoko mai.
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Author's Note

The phrase "it goes without saying" came to mind when I decided to write this author's note.

Iuasmuch as the 'whakamihi' is a Maori socio-political statement of how I came to be (through

the parentage and linkages of a tribal ancestor), where I am from (based on my regional grouping

from the Bay of Plenty and Otago), and what I am currently doing. The whakamihi also sets an

important rationale based on the many marriages between dual entities. For example: (i) two

cultures, (ii) two languages, (iii) two historical approaches, (iv) two national identities, (v) two

streams of thought, (vi) two notions of knowledge, and (vii) but one academic disciplinary

approach. It would therefore be an injustice to the reader if I were to exclude this subsequent

English account of my greeting, albeit rather extended as it may be.

I feel strongly about the intentions to deliver to the reader my perspectives on the stylistics

of this work. That is, the intention is to humanise this part of the thesis by including an auto

biography type style. A style which is largely non-existent in the scientific technical genre of a

dissertation.

To glean a small token of why, when and where this research first started, I have placed in

chronological order the people, the events and the milestones which have finally lead to the

composition of this thesis. Culminating not just in the last ten years since I embarked on this

programme, but from my early recollections of life as a Maori boy living within a supposedly

bilingual, bi-cultural society in a small North Island town of AotearoalNew Zealand.

The first obvious point is based on the fact that I am of European and Maori descent. I am

by my parentage linked to both the old and new worlds-viz. Having parents from two

distinguishably different cultures generated certain conflicting views, this had made me acutely

aware early in my younger life that I was different from mono-cultural families-of either Maori

or Pakeha descent. Unfortunately not knowing or fully understanding this perceived difference,

did not become clear until later on in life. Therefore, back then, this meant I had a tendency to

devalue my Maoritanga and my ethnic heritage. English language and European society became

the authority driven mechanisms which I was forced to belong to. Nevertheless, my father with

his strong Otago-based Scottish up-bringing from a long line of craftsmen such as stonemasons,

builders and joiners had an influence on me to apply common-sense practical solutions to

theoretical problems. Definitely the first steps toward developing a logical thinking scientific

mind.

Most contact with my Maori whanau and hapii were restricted to school holidays and

formal occasions (e.g. funerals or tangi). Fortunately, I experienced the traditional Maori custom

of the eldest son living with his grandmother at the age of five, thus spending quality time with

my kuia Pirihita Pateriki Ngamare (1882-1982) this was an adventure I will never forget. That

exposure instilled certain values, beliefs and a strong sense of belonging thus knowing what it was

like to be a Maori boy from Te Arawa in a coastal village called Matata. Sadly I would not get the

opportunity to experience that way of life again for another twenty years. Even more rueful is the

fact that my own children and their geueration will never experience the same life I had.
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The following significant events in my life were a small core of primary, intermediate and

secondary school teachers. They taught me in one of New Zealand's newest towns. Kawerau was

planned and built as a company town by the milling company called Tasman Pulp and Paper (my

father worked at the mill as a builder, carpenter and foreman for 34 years). This was a very

modern town for its time, with a population of over 9,000, it boasted many sporting and

recreational amenities, a large shopping complex, and fine schooling premises. Some of my

teachers were more than just educational mentors, two in fact changed my whole life, and in

hindsight, my world view abont being Maori; including why I wanted to become a scientist at the

age of ten. This one teacher in particnlar showed me how to use my own passion for science to

instill an inquisitive mind-something that has remained as part of my psyche to this day. My

mother told me that I should follow my ambitions and take science and engineering, saying

"leave your Maori, it will be there for you later on in life. It won't pay the bills."

Having this head start compared to many of my family and whiinau, doors started to open

early exposing educational opportunities for me once I left college. I had three main choices of

employment; i) to work in a local electrical appliance store; ii) work as an apprentice at Tasman;

and iii) embark on a career in the military service. My early passion for electronics and radio

communications led me to join the Army, as I saw the benefit of receiving two forms of

education; military and technical training. After five years of service I had gained the highest

military qualification as a technician (Band 6), plus two New Zealand Certificates as a Radio

Electronics Technician-Serviceman from the Wellington Polytechnic and the Central Institute of

Technology. With my contract completed, I decided to leave the services and apply my skills and

newly acquired knowledge out in the civilian world.

Within four years, my profession as an electronic technician was over, on account of

leaving the trade to undertake full time voluntary work for the "Te Kohanga Reo' (TKR)

movement in Dunedin. After twenty years since my mother's advice about leaving my

Maoritanga behind, I had come full circle and with my young family we decided to revisit our

commitment to the Maori language and its culture. Our children became immersed in the

language, my wife went onto Teachers College as a result of the TKR training programmes which

I helped setup and run. Our main focus was to provide avenues to higher formal education for

our TKR parents, as this was one effective way to increase our skill-base. On reflection, I can say

that this change of career was the most important one in my life-as the work environment and the

people that I have been involved with since 1985 have given me a broader perspective on

education and training, and to this end, a greater insight into University life. One of the important

issues that TKR instilled was the notion that one could learn the language and culture in total

immersion anywhere anytirne, but, also use education, technology and support agencies to fulfil

that goal. My family chose to follow that kaupapa (philosophy).

TKR were early pioneers in the use of computer technology to facilitate the acquisition of

te reo in remote locations where access to native speakers was limited. The 'Pouaka Kapotangi

Reo' was designed and built in partnership with TKR and Progeny Systems between 1985 and

1987. The system consisted of a PC, audio devices with an external hard disk. Twelve systems
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were built, each could store speech recordings of selected waiata, karakia, mihi and whaikorero

by kaumatua from around the country. The whtinau could select an example, listen to it, and see

both the Maori and English text. My appetite for science and technology was again activated, as I

only required a rudimentary transfer in comprehension toward this new system of knowledge.

Upon completing an intensive training course in Christchurch, I was appointed the Training Co

Ordinator for the computer-video technology branch at TKR in Dunedin. I submitted a successful

proposal to the New Zealand Department of Employment to run the technology course for our

trainees. Based on using computer, video, audio, and office administration equipment, all under

the framework of te reo me ana tikanga Maori (an holistic approach to language and culture).

My TKR management and computer skills were seen as an attribute by a fledgling Maori

Studies Department at Otago University. This newest department was poised to burst onto the

academic arena with a mandate from the New Zealand government to help unshackle the

language barriers of an indigenous people and populate the country with Maori speaking

students. I am very thankful to Godfrey Pohatu for allowing me the opportunity to 'experiment'

with the marriage of Maori and computer-based leaming systems, surprisingly with much success.

Dedicated people like Godfrey and his wife Toroa were instrumental in nurturing me in those

early days. They gave me excellent career-advice which lead to an introductory meeting in 1991

with Professor Philip Sallis, Head, Department of Information Science. A new path was about to

open-up with many opportunities into a world of information technology.

Study in Information Science became my next pursuit, given that when one works in a

University environment, one tends to do a few papers here and there, then before you know it a

diploma, a degree and now a PhD. The idea to focus on the subject of the Maori language as a

study theme within the Department came without any surprise from a bilingual Senior lecturer

from Bulgaria, now the current supervisor to this work. Professor Nikola Kasabov's insight into

other European cultures and languages has clarified my own position as a bilingual/bi-cultural

scientific researcher and knowledge engineer.

The dedication and acknowledgements in the following pages should add credence to the

account of my life, as it includes the many people who contributed to this work-directly or

otherwise. The introduction chapter should also be read with interest, as it sets an important

historical platform from which to launch this dissertation.

No reira, tena ra koutou katoa. Naku noa, na

Mark R. Laws (Maaka)
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Dedication

This thesis is dedicated to the memory ofthe late

Professor Emeritus Bruce Biggs (1921-2000)

I like many others first received the sad news via an email message that Professor Emeritus Bruce

Biggs had passed away on Wednesday, 18"' October 2000. Coincidentally, I was actually reading

a number of Professor Biggs' papers at the time, in preparation for finalising some of this work.

Therefore, I have decided to dedicate this thesis to his memory, given that aspects of his works on

Maori represent an important part of this research.

Professor Biggs was an anthropologist, a linguist, a Fellow of the Royal Society of New

Zealand, the founder of, and honoured with, a Festschrlft by the Linguistic Society of New

Zealand in 1981. He was also acclaimed as the founding leader of the rust Maori Studies

teachings at Auckland University in 1951.

Many past literary works have been dedicated to Professor Biggs. One which I would like

to mention is Professor Patrick W. Hohepa "A Profile Generative Grammar of Maori" (1966) in

which Professor Hohepa acknowledges Bruce Biggs as a teacher, a colleague and a friend. But to

most in the wider academic and Maori communities, Professor Bruce Biggs was regarded as a

Rangatira, a noble man of high standing and character. A renowned international scholar of

Maori and Polynesian languages, Professor Biggs, in my opinion epitomises what this country's

idealistic view of itself as being. A bilingual, bi-cultural scholar, an ambassador who continually

battled to break down those early academic views that only Greek, Latin, French, German and

English were worthy of rigorous scholastic study. Over the last fifty years, Professor Biggs has

become a well known name within the publishing, broadcasting and education sectors. His most

Widely acclaimed publication being 'Let's Learn Maori: A Guide to the Study of the Maori

Language' (1998), Auckland University Press.

Although I never had the honour of meeting Professor Biggs in person, I had the

opportunity recently to discuss my research with him via the internet. He maintained a web page

called 'Pungawerewere' (spiders web) and published a regular on-line Maori newsletter called "Te

Paanui A Wai-Wharariki'.

Long may his name and works be remembered, given that New Zealanders and the Maori

people have now lost a great scholarly gentleman.

Ka hinga te tstara i te wao nui a Tiine,

(The t6tara tree has fallen in the great forest of Tane)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introduction serves four purposes. The first is a short overview of the Maori language and

culture. This provides the basis for the second section that outlines the 'new language modalities',

which are designed to elevate the Maori language onto a higher technological level. These 'new

language modalities' are the over-riding theme of this thesis, and will be emphasised throughout

the main chapters. The third section summarises the author's original contribution that will also be

demonstrated in the appropriate sections of the thesis, and the final part of this introduction

includes an outline of each Chapter.

1.1 Maori Language and Culture Overview

From the early encounters right through to the present day, there now exists a plethora of oral

and written literature of Maori language and culture. This ever increasing amalgamation of

information details innumerable aspects of the Maori language, culture, society, history and the

common everyday lives of its people. In cosmological terms, this only accounts for a small

window of time, but the resulting effects have been very dramatic. In just 200 years, a shift in

language use from a strict oral culture into an expanding evolving complete language-based

system has emerged. The written word in Maori has become the widely accepted mode of

communication amongst all its users.

Therefore, the goal for any discerning learner of the Maori language should be to use the

most current technologies to maintain a balance between language skills (oral, aural and written)

and cultural awareness (history and society). Furthermore, it is important to understand that the

Maori way of life has evolved from a very different melting pot compared to western

civilizations. Given that the language and culture were forged over generations of communal

based living, a tight interwoven relationship with nature, a strict spiritual belief system, and an

industrious work ethic, coupled with a rigorous and forcible survival instinct. However, this does

not necessarily mean that the language and its culture have remained static or entrenched in a time

capsule. The language has undergone, and will continue to undergo, an evolutionary

metamorphosis in both its oral and textual configurations.

To a certain degree, the oral descriptive nature of the langnage is still being performed

within the many speech domains on formal occasions at hui (functions, meetings and gatherings).

Nevertheless, the complete transformation to a formal written system has now heavily restricted
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the intricacies that the language possessed in those early oral forms. Sadly, the language, albeit

oral composition and performance, by the 'old-time Maori' were largely lost when they all

departed this earth.

Today, the Maori language comprises a highly developed structure of form and function,

all levels of which have undergone historical and empirical studies. Thus, its elevation to a higher

form of analytical inquiry has resulted. Maori has continued to evolve into a modern tongue fully

integrated into all the social and political fabrics of this country known as AotearoalNew Zealand.

This process has undertaken the traditional, contemporary and more modern approaches.

The following analogy may be used to describe this entire evolutionary process. The oral

culture of pre-european Maori can be termed as the 'Mother Language' (te whaea 0 te reo tupu).

This term is encapsulated through the myths and legends of Papatiidnuku or 'Mother Earth', as

well as, the established international term of 'Mother Tongue' used by Linguists and

Educationalists alike. As a consequence of European contact and amalgamation, the language

changed to adopt the new mode of discourse through the means of a written symbolic system.

Here, it is appropriately called the 'Father Tongue' (le matua d-tuhi), Thus, a marriage of the old

and the new was consummated. In the following years, the offspring (or bi-products) of this

language relationship are called the 'child progenies' (nga uri 0 te reo Maorty, these can be

termed the 'language modalities'. For example, Maori newspapers and magazines, Maori books,

journals, reports and dissertations etc. Also, recent communication technologies like the telephone

and broadcasting, where Maori radio, television and audio/video (AN) have had a great impact

on the wider communities of AotearoalNew Zealand.
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1.2 New Language Modalities
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New language modalities (NLM) are the next generation of Maori 'child progenies' that will assist

the integration of the language into the age of information technology.

It is important to note that the NLM are the over-riding theme of this thesis, and they

provide the new strands or connections between the three main paradigms of languages,

linguistics and computer information technology. These were all outlined in the abstract. To

graphically represent this over-riding theme, the following diagram indicates where the NLM sit

within the overall structure of this thesis.

Database Systems
Internet Translator

r-

Bilingual
Systems

Existing
Language
Modalities

(English)

-,
Speech Synthesis

Bilingual Systems
Language Translation

Existing
Language
Modalities

(English)

/
Corpus Analysis

Lexical Analysis
Phonological Analysis

Phonetic Profiles
Spell Checker

Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the new language modalities within the thesis structure .

Each of the three paradigms are displayed in their systematic form , with language and

linguistics along the base and computer information technology at the apex. The triangular

representation signifies the strong bond or connections (e.g. existing language modalities)
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between each of the paradigms. Each paradigm is also represented by a triangle, with the two

inward points of the triangle providing the connections, and the third ontward point producing

the outputs. Combinations of each of the three connections will determine the types of paradigm

outputs. For example, from language (paradigm) to translator connection (existing language

modality) to technology (paradigm) results in an intemet translator (output).

The paradigms and existing language modalities in the main are based on English

constructs, for example, English language text, data and speech analysis. The NLM structure

represents Maori, which is additional to the existing language modalities, and to certain degrees

have been constructed with the same systematic methodologies, analysis and applications. But the

underlying factor here is that the majority of the NLM are original contributions to the

knowledge repositories in each of their respected fields. This claim is further outlined in the next

section.

In the course of this thesis, NLM will be represented in the form of 'systematic

frameworks'. The platform on which these frameworks exist, will be within the many computer

based information systems and digital networks currently available. Therefore, these frameworks

will be developed in various computational lists, models, templates and structures. The main aim

is to discuss these framework developments at the appropriate times to substantiate their

justification and utlisation within the chapters of the thesis. The developments will be supported

by historical and topical data, presented in both theoretical and practical constructs.
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1.3 Author's Original Contribution
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Integrating aspects of the Maori language into computer and information technology is not a new

phenomenon, nor was it in any way a trivial exercise to implement. Most systems today that

contain certain components of Maori language have been done with a deliberate motive in mind,

that is to actively promote the language by using it within this new technological framework.

Both commercial and private endeavours have emerged to produce various software applications,

tools or utilities. However, many of these implementations have been undertaken in either

isolation with little research and development, or as an 'ad-hoc' process to solve a local problem.

More often, integrating this software is usually done on a single operating platform with limited

functionality or capacity. Finally, very few papers are published or results presented to contribute

to the wider scholastic community, therefore, many miss the opportunity to be further researched,

reported or even cited.

This work attempts to systematically bring together a large array of those Maori language

components, either existing and/or new, to present a number of models, frameworks and findings

that will contribute to this growing field.

The following outlines the authors original contributions contained here-in, with the

purpose of establishing a broad perspective on the NLM as mentioned in the previous section;

i) A proposed approach for measuring bilingual systems

(e.g. NLM with technology, linguistic and language outputs)

See §3.2.5;

ii) Analysis of the frequency rate of occurrence of all the Maori phonemes

(e.g. NLM using language and linguistic outputs)

See §4.1.4;

iii) A novel system to automatically mark word stress and syllables in Maori

(e.g. NLM from language to linguistic output)

See §4.2.3;

iv) Development of a Maori word template for an on-line web-based spell checker

(e.g. NLM combining technology and language with a linguistic output)

See §4.3.3;

v) Introduction to an acoustic analysis of Maori vowels

(e.g. NLM for language with a linguistic output)

See §5.3.2;

vi) Proposal of a system for constructing Maori representations based on the phoneme

activation vector

(e.g. NLM with technology and linguistic outputs)

See §5.3.3;
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vii) Various contributions to the Otago speech database system. Installed Maori

components, end-user interface and bilingual features

(e.g. NLM with technology and language outputs)

See §6.3.5, §6.3.6 and §6.3.7;

viii) Developments on the English-Maori word translator sub-system. The database model

and the on-line bilingual interface;

(e.g. NLM with technology and language outputs)

See §6.4;

ix) Core analysis of the word translator

See §7.2.3, §7.3 and §7.4;

x) Development of a Maori diphone database for a speech synthesis system

(e.g. NLM combining language and linguistics with a technology output)

See §8.1.4;

xi) Designing and testing a Maori speech synthesis module

(e.g. NLM combining langnage and linguistics with a technology ontput)

See §8.1.5, §8.2.2 and §8.2.3.

Additionally, the research presented in this thesis has contributed to, or is based on, several

working papers, books and journals in information science. These include;

i) Book chapter - Kasabov et al. (1997);

ii) Conference paper - Laws, M. R. and Kilgour, R. (1998);

iii) Book - Amari, S. and Kasabov, N. (1998);

iv) Joumal paper - Kasabov et al. (1999);

v) Conference papers - Laws, M. (1999, 1999a and 1999b);

vi) Conference paper - Laws, M., Kilgour, R. and Watts, M. (1999).
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Apart from this Introduction and the Summary, the core divisions in this work are divided into

eight chapters. Each is specifically targeted at a topic that contributes to the NLM for natural and

artificial speech and language processing.

Chapter 2: Maorl Language Integration

This takes an historical view of the evolution of the Maori people, their language and

culture. It embarks on both diachronic and synchronic approaches. Inclusive of a short study of

the sound-speech systems and written representations post European contact, the societaI impact

of two languages in conflict, their past and present status, resolutions, and the 'Maori language

renaissance'. The final section outlines statistical data to support possible future solutions to this

conflict.

Chapter 3: Bilingual Systems

The first section overviews the key perspectives of bilingualism, looking at its various

defmitions based on socio-linguistic, ethno-linguistic and psycho-linguistic classifications. The

second section investigates how computer-based systems have been used and measured on the

present technologies to replicate aspects of this linguistic event now known as 'bilingual systems'

(BLS).

Chapter 4: Analysis of English and Mliori: A Computational Linguistic Approach

The main focus is on the phonological and orthographic analysis of the phoneme unit,

language codes and the New Zealand English/Maori phonemic systems. It describes the syllable

structure with an emphasis on the modeling of word stress rules in the development of automating

syllable and stress placement in a Maori lexicon. With the last section describing a new mode of

Maori orthographic representation for the macron, also a Maori text-based spelling architecture is

presented.

Chapter 5: Basic Principles of Linguistic Data and Information Processing

This chapter is the cross-over point from which two converging planes of linguistic

language structure and information theory intercept. An information engineering approach is

used to illustrate the general theoretical and contemporary principles of data and information

processing. Moreover, the chapter is dedicated to certain components of the Maori speech and

sound systems. The data analysis will focus on the phoneme, the matching and labeling of

English-Maori units, data transformatious, and format frequeucy analysis. A uovel approach at

mappiug phonological-acoustic segments for feature rich classification of Maori speech, called

the 'phoneme activation vectors' (PAV) will also be reported.
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Chapter 6: Database Models for Language and Lingnistic Integration

Chapter 6 describes database design concepts for data models, structure and the bilingual

frameworks. It includes the further expansion of the 'MOOSE' database system with a detailed

description of the on-line web-based language tools for the 'New Zeaiand English and Maori On

Line Word Translator', the English and Maori spell checker, synthesiser and additional facilities.

Chapter 7: Statistical Data Analysis of the Engllsh-Manri Word Translator

This chapter reports the findings that were undertaken on the Word Translator. It examines

the empirical data collected from user log files, and provides metrical figures and tables that

support the language frameworks specifically developed for an information system. The main

Objective of the findings is to look at the successfulness of the translator as a complete BLS.

Chapter 8: Maorl Text-to-Speech Synthesis

This details the experiments for 'text to phonetic to acoustic' matching of Maori text and

speech, with a detailed description of the Maori 'diphone' database construction. An existing

'text-to-speech' (TTS) synthesis system will be outlined that reports the results from the speech

data analysis. Also, the speech unit database for the 'MBROLA Project' and the language model

construction for the 'Festival TTS System' as work in progress on te reo Miiori.

Chapter 9: Modeling the Emergence of Bilingual Acoustic Clusters:

A Preliminary Study

This final chapter will utilise the English and Maori speech data analysis results from

previous chapters to form the bilingual acoustic data. Also, a novel approach is described for a

new label notation to identify shared acoustic components which is called the 'minimal acoustic

segment' (MAS). This preliminary study will apply the bilingual training examples to an

'evolving clustering method' algorithm (ECM). This algorithm returns a structure containing

acoustic clusters plotted using visualisation techniques. The experiments are based on the notion

that about 75% of the phonological units in English and Maori occupy similar acoustic space,

they sound the same, and therefore they can be used to classify new unknown speech units or

words.

Chapter 10: Summary

Overviews the overall integration of te reo Maori into a selection of the current information

technological infrastructures. In addition, a working series of frameworks will be discussed with

the intention to provide a base for future development; i) A set of language models and tools

available for download in various media sources; ii) Integrating other 'Proto-polynesian'

languages utilising those models and tools.



Chapter 2

Maori Language and Culture

This chapter recounts the historical view of the evolution of the Maori people, the language and

their culture. The theme of this chapter is under the mantle of the Maori language, and, as such, it

is based on a discourse usually more evident in the Humanities than in the Sciences. Therefore, it

embarks on a diachronic approach to describe the period of cultural-linguistic movement from its

Asian origins right up to the first contact with the western world. This is followed by a short

synchronic study of the sound systems and the written representation post-European contact. The

next section briefly covers the societal impact of two languages and cultures in conflict, the

decline of one, the past and present status, and resolutions that have effected change. Also, there

is discussion on the notion of a modem 'Maori language renaissance' following the language

(and culture) through fluctuating periods of activity to the present day. This renaissance is also

supported by current statistics on population, language and education trends. The final part

outlines future solutions to embrace this new period of language growth.

2.1 The Maori Language

This section takes on an historical perspective to describe the origins of the word 'Maori", from its

past original use to the present day practices. Then it employs two ethnolinguistic examples to

show the relationship between spoken and written language forms in Maori, traditionally an oral

based culture that evolved into the orthographic word.

2.1.1 What is Miiori?

The traditional word 'maori' generally means 'usual, ordinary or normal', it also means

'fresh' (e.g. wai-maori = fresh water) (Williams, 1992; Ryan, 1997). The word is used more

commonly to describe the 'native peoples' (tiingata whenua) as the first inhabitants in the isles of

Aotearoa/New Zealand. This usage is relatively new by comparison with the previous examples.

"In Cook's day the name 'Indian' was commonly used to describe the natives of various places."

(Reed and Reed, 1951) but this term quickly became redundant. The designation Tiingata Mtiori,

which means 'an ordinary man' was initially adopted by tiingata whenua to differentiate

themselves from the early European explorers. Later, Europeans adopted the shorter term Maori

as an adjective for 'native man or peoples', and also treated it as a noun. Ultimately the term

Maori became globally accepted (Metge, 1967). Other English terms to describe tdngata whenua
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such as 'New Zealanders' or 'New Zealand natives' did not become entrenched amongst early

European settlers. Rather they started to use these same words actually to describe themselves,

once their established settlements became more widespread (McLauchlan, 1992). The term 'New

Zealander' thus became globally accepted as identifying a New Zealand European. On the other

hand, the Maori term 'Pakeha' was also adopted to describe New Zealand Europeans or anyone

being a non-Maori New Zealander (Metge, 1967).

Prior to contact with Europeans, the Maori concept of a universal name for themselves as a

form of national identity did not exist. Their view was centred on a 'meta-physical' level based

on cosmology, religion and kinship, not nationalism. Formal social structures of kinship are

associated with the "oneness of manyness" (Schrempp, 1992). This is seen in two forms; the

cosmological kinship to describes one's link to heaven and earth; and the physical kinship as an

idiom of the human offspring. Therefore, Maori called themselves after their eponymous

ancestors, through the genealogical ties with their family (whiinau), their larger extended

groupings (hapil) and their tribal connections (iwi). The extent of this kinship also transpired to

great events and landmarks. Thus a large collective group (ngati ... people of...) would describe

themselves (i) as being "Te Arawa' after their ancient migratory canoe, (ii) as 'Ngati Ttlwharctoa'

after their ancestor, and (iii) as "Tuwharetoa ki Kawerau' after their ancestor's birthplace.

Conversely, individuals would also identify themselves as belonging to many tangible links, and

significant landmarks such as mountains, rivers and lakes (Mead, 1997). Thus, this strong

connection to kinship was largely a locale description and not related to any national identity or

unity.

It must be noted, with some caution, that when the 'Declaration of Independence in 1835'

was founded by certain factions of Maori, it did not signify any widespread nationalism as we

know it today. It was expressed clearly that Maori (of the day) as a people identified themselves

in the Treaty of Waitangi (1840) as various leaders representing hapu,

Maori kinship still exists today through whakapapa (recited genealogy) and mihi (recited

speech) as portrayed in the author's preface to his tribal ancestors and linked to where he is from

based on tribal locality of mountain, river, ocean, and village. Today the kinship origins of the

word 'Maori' may have been lost to the general public, but it has become the present word

internationally recognised to describe the native peoples of Aotearoa/New Zealand.

2.1.2 Traditional Maori Speech: Proverbs and Sayings

This part takes a step back in time to an era that seems far less complex by today's

standards. This was an age full of natural organic linguistic knowledge bred in a culture based on

ancient customs of kinship, industries, institutions, beliefs, and ceremonies. Even in today's

world, the Maori language and its culture is still largely unknown, misunderstood or very foreign

to many who are "non-Maori", that is, people who are not of Maori descent. Hopefully, this small

temporal window will show 'the Maori as slhe was', by providing an appropriate insight into the
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'classical oral world' of the Maori, and then, into the language's deliberate transformation during

the early nineteenth century.

In the Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979), the first semantic description of

'proverb' is "1. a short, memorable, and often highly condensed saying embodying, esp. with

bold imagery, some commonplace fact of experience.", a further meaning is described as " ... a

wise saying or admonition providing guidance". Proverbs are the descriptive passages used to

emphasise someone, something or some place. They can describe an experience, they can express

an opinion or be used to 'coin a phrase'. Proverbs can also refer to a fact, a statement or to warn,

and they all contain messages portrayed with exemplary characteristics (Hanks et al., 1979). All

these anecdotal depictions are prime examples also created within the rich spoken language

framework of traditional Maori society. Whereby, whakatau-ii-ki hold pride of place in the all

important role of an oral-based culture-they are informative and persuasive tools to 'act out' or

are 'living examples' of the characteristics of direct speech and dialogue. The embodiment of this

form of 'spoken action' was regarded as a powerful force that could influence people, events and

even natural phenomena (Orbell, 1978). The intrinsic powers of various 'speech acts'

traditionally known to Maori are commonplace narratives (Mahuta et al., 1984). The following

whakatau-ii-ki exemplifies how effective the speech act was regarded as a tangible force:

He tao riikau e karohia atu, ka hemo
Te tao ki, werohia mai, tU tonu!
A wooden spearcanbe parried, andmiss its mark
Thespoken spearalways pierces andwounds!

(Grey, 1857, p. 28)

Paradoxically, in western society, an equivalent to this child playground saying 'Sticks and

stones can break my bones, but names will never hurt me!'. This was taken to mean that 'verbal

abuse' has little effect by comparison to a physical confrontation. Whereas, Maori society took

insults or curses to be very serious acts of aggression, reciprocated by an equal form of

vengeance. Time also had no barrier for this form of repayment or utu. In this case, Maori

considered the intrinsic character of profanity to have a much greater harmful effect on one's self

than that of physical conflict. Therefore, the experts in the art of narrative were just as well skilled

as the experts of weaponry and warfare. These orators were probably best referred to as having

an arsenal of skills within the speech idiom.

The next whakatau-ii-ki is an example that portrays the hospitable side of Maori traditional

history and society:

Ntiu te rourou, naku te rourou ka ora te manuwhiri.
Withyourfoodbasketandmyfoodbasket theguests will have enough.
(May eachcontribute.)

(Ryan, 1997, p. 19)
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This is a very common saying that signifies if all the host's people bestow their food stores,

this will add more substance to the table. Consequently, this will reflect favourably on the host as

a provider of bountiful feasts. who gains or upholds mana tangata (human status). This

characteristic of Maori society was based on the communal lifestyle where everything was equally

shared, with the best of everything was first offered to their visitors. The intention of the proverb

is to indicate the act of collective unity. Thus was established a strong foundation based on the

principles of caring, hospitality and the spirit of respect. This is commonly known to Maori as

manaaki (to care) manaakitia (to be cared for) or manaakitanga (the act of caring, or

hospitality), also now known today as whangaii-a) (to nourish, foster and care for).

Maori society possesses many proverbs, sayings or dictums all with similar sentiments of

descriptive expression that can hold or capture the attention of its audience. An elaborate example

is the mythological 'baskets of knowledge' that were brought down from the twelfth heaven as a

gift to mankind. Known as ngii kete 0 te wananga these three baskets each contained a different

domain or category of knowledge, wisdom or skill (Frederick and McIlroy, 2000; Walker, 1996).

Metaphorically speaking, this refers to the specialised compartments of learning that were

transmitted from teacher to student within the whare wananga: those special places of higher

education and learning. This example is a similar concept to the above mentioned proverb by

(Ryan, 1997) where the bearers of these knowledge baskets are likened to the hosts collecting,

storing, preparing and then sharing one's food with one's guests. However, in this instance,

knowledge was metaphorically prepared and consumed. Manaakitanga was perpetnated in all

elements of Maori society; the physical. intellectual and spiritual realms embraced it. That these

principles are still practiced throughout Maoridom today is a testament to the legacy past on from

those early whare wtinanga teachings and oral customary rights (Barlow, 1991).

At the simplified level, the spoken phonic substance of the language is harmonious. But

amongst the higher socio-linguistic levels, the totality of speech comprising of style, composition,

performance of poetry, music and proverbs were all essential instruments in the propagation of

innumerable customary practices. Somewhat all the important fundamental principles of the social

form were sanctified into traditional 'speech acts' through whaiknrero (oratory), whakatau-ti-ki,

pepeha (proverbs) tauparapara, miiteatea and karakia (chants and incantations).

Pepeha are the localised proverbs, specific to a certain iwi (tribe) or wdhi (place). These

sayings are part of the history, and, like whakapapa they are entrenched in the local narrative,

and passed on from one generation to the next. Certain pepeha are recognised as belonging to

certain tribes based on their peculiarity, or their uniqueness. It is the signature or maxim of that

particular lineage of people, a known attribute or a catch phrase that will be spoken of, and thus

revisited repeatedly at either formal or informal occasions. For example, Te Arawa use the

pepeha, "Ko te Arawa miingai nui" (Arawa of the big mouth), this signifies that Te Arawa are

famous for their oratory (Ryan, 1997). Here, the spoken word is the only mechanism for the

transmission of this discourse type.

The 'speech act' of whakatau-a-kt should be viewed from the perspective of a student of te

reo Miiori, To grasp a condiment of Maori culture and society, the student shonld also acquire a
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similar measure of language ability to better appreciate the overall dimensional magnitude of

spoken Maori, The whakatau-ii-ki is one example of how the spoken word alone can be further

articulated in extraordinary ways to heighten the oral beauty through the practice of metaphoric

imagery. The fact that because Maori only developed an oral manifestation of their language does

not mean it was inferior by comparison to other languages that also possess a literature based

system.

Under linguistic form and function, cultures that only use oral languages are referred to as

'speech communities' which are:

... any regionallyor sociallydefinablehuman groupidentifiedby a shared linguistic
system... use of language performs or promotes in the listener, respectively, force
and effect... the emphasis is on the role of its participants in constructinga discourse
of verbalexchanges.

(Crystal, 1980, p. 327)

The following is noted from an early anthropologist and historian who lived and

maintained a long personal contact with Maori society:

When we consider his ignoranceof any form a script, his long isolation and narrow
life, then we must be impressedby the evidence of his powers of reflection and his
ideality, as shown in his mythopoetic concepts and the higher form of his
religion... The mode of diction employed in debate and addresses is highly
interesting, the Maori being an easy and fluent speaker.

(Best, 1924a, p. 8)

An educationalist of a latter era wrote the following praises and accolades about the oral

form of Maori, but with less enthusiasm about its written state:

The Maori language of present day is recognised as a most euphouious one,
representing the sound of a quietly running stream heard from a distance. We can
but dream of what its beauty must have been before its contact with the European
language, and the entry of inevitableharshnessconsequentupon the effort to transfer
its oral beauty to print in an alphabet supplied from a foreigu tongue.

(Smyth, 1946, p. 13)

Harry Stowell (1911) another early educationalist, felt strongly about publishing the

teaching of Maori through the eyes of a 'Pakeha Maori". His book "Maori-English Tutor Vade

Mecum" contains an interesting introductory piece, with the following quotation:

In English we would say:- Having mused awhile with the object of stirring up the
fountain of speech, the speaker rises, and with his honeyed tongue and well
modulated voice begins an oration. Then is heard the expressive whisper, the full
tones of animation vigour l and those more tender and pathetic. the apt quotation,
pointed illustration and old-time proverb.From the nature of his discourse it would
almost seem that he had conversed with the gods of the sky, and that they had
revealed to him the originalplan of the creation of the world, and its evolution from
darkness to light, when the history of man begins.The rapt attention of the listeners
gives silent testimonyof their appreciation of his eloquence.

(Stowell, 1911, p. 5)
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What is clearly a significant observation made from all these authors, is that they recognise

the Maori language as having a 'collective speech system' containing structure and characteristics

based on an 'oral formulaic theory' (Mahuta et al., 1984). Te mita 0 te reo Miiori (the sound of

the Maori language) was noted as a flnid poetic living language that is distinguishably feature

rich.

2.1.3 ClassicalMiioriLiterature: The First Writings

From the first contact with the western world, Maori people were exposed to many new

forms of communication. We know their spoken language quickly evolved and in some cases was

totally immersed within the new introduced languages of English and French (Manning, 1956).

In many other cases, the Maori language was actually learnt and spoken by those early visitors

(Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 1999). But the paradigm that would alter the

Maori language genre with such enormous contrast was the act of oral-transcription into a

written-based form, now known as 'oral-written literature' or ngii tuhituhi Maori. This literature

was built from two streams of knowledge: one is the current oral traditions that have still been

passed on through generations after another. The second being the large body of manuscripts that

have preserved some of those oral traditions by way of fixed temporal windows (Thornton,

1987). From the first sustained contact with western society in the nineteenth century, the Maori

language had undergone a transformational change into a symbolic structure-a writing system

that has dominated the greater western world for many centuries.

When two languages come into contact (and if they possess equal status as seen by their

intrinsic worth in themselves, that is, both cultures see themselves as being in a position of

political and economic strength) then bilingualism becomes the mode of communication (Ryan,

1972). Within the two languages (i.e. of Maori and English) many forms of bilingualism

developed. Starting with early accounts of 'transcribed vocabulary' collected by lames Cook and

his crew (1769-70). Joseph Banks had the most extensive collection that was used as the basis of

the comparative vocabularies of Maori and Tahitian (Lanyon-Orgill, 1979). Banks was also noted

as being the first person to identify articles used in prefixes-thus the formation of an early

grammatical structure was appreciated. Maori equally applied the adoptions of English words to

their own speech system, and thus the first borrowings evolved as a result of those early verbal

interchanges (Ryan, 1972). Literally hundreds of loan-words, borrowings and transliterations

were 'Maorified' and'Anglicised' within a short time period. To a smaller degree, the English

language took on samplings of Maori words, especially for flora and fauna where definitions

were already well represented (e.g. kiwi, kauri and tuatara).

Over time, new Maori vocabulary was created to extend the lexical boundaries, borrowings

mainly in English were rife (e.g. Wane = town), and additional meanings to existing Maori words

were also adopted to accommodate for similar meanings. For example, the Maori word for

'snow' is huka, but now the new additional meaning is 'sugar' (Maori Language Commission: Te

Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000).
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Also at a relatively early period Maori learnt to read and write English, furthermore, they

became proficient in writing their own language (Thomton, 1987) thus aided in the development

of the written system. Maori became excellent adapters to this new technology, made possible

through constant contact with European sailors, sealers, whalers and settlers. Adaptation was seen

as a natural course of events, gaining further comprehension from new sources improved one's

ability to survive in the changing climate they were all experiencing.

The arrival of the missionaries saw the introduction of religious doctrines, accompanied by

new world knowledge from the holy scriptures (Orbell, 1995). In the main, this was welcomed

with open arms by Maori, who already had a strong connection with spiritual concepts, religious

ideas and belief systems; as this was interwoven into every aspect of daily life. Again, Maori

adapted to the main denominations and most quickly became fervent followers of Christianity,

albeit because the missionaries learnt, then used te reo Maori as the medium of religious

instruction. Thus came the first attempt to record aspects of the grammar based on lexicon,

orthography and syntax by Thomas Kendall in 1815. Commissioned by the Rev. Samuel

Marsden, Kendall and Samuel Lee, with collaborations from Maori chiefs, Hongi Hika and

Waikato, as well as Tui and Tetere, the first book of Maori grammar was published. The

following extract from the book's preface gives a clear reason why the work was undertaken,

aside from the purpose of 'evangelising the natives' the intention was to make the book useful to

the Maori, the missionaries and settlers:

Withrespect to the NewZealanders, care has been takento represent their language
in a manner as simple andunembarrassed as the nature of the subject and materials
wouldadmit.In doing this, the first point aimedat, was, to make the Alphabet* as
simple and comprehensive as possible, by giving the vowels and consonants such
names and powers as were not likely to be burthensome to the memory or
perplexing to the understanding: and for this end, the division into vowels,
diphthongs, and consonants, as well as the names of each, as laid down in the
Sanscrit Granunars, hasbeenpreferred;

(Kendell and Lee, 1820, p. ii)

With respect to the pronunciation of Maori, the authors were not too clear where to mark

all speech in its proper positions, so they left this open for further development:

... though the scantiness of the New Zealand sounds has made it impracticable to
follow their arrangement in every particular: it was not possible to illustrate every
soundby English examples: some are therefore left to be learnt from the mouths of
Natives.

(ibid)

Between 1820 and 1860, the Bibles scriptures weretranslated chapter by chapter, under the

guidance of the 'Translation Committee' that had many contributors, such as, the Rev. R. Davies,

Rev. W. Yate, Edward Hongi, Rev. W. Williams, Messrs. W. Colenso and Ward, Bishop Selwyn

and the Rev. R. Maunsell (Smyth, 1946). The Maori Bible (Paipera Tapu) became the most

influential text of the time; it was based mainly On the northern Maori dialect where the
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missionaries had first settled. This source was to become the foundation document from which

many future translations would be derived (Barlow, 1992). The works of Kendall and Lee had

also formed the basic building blocks with which further linguistic structural analysis has been

launched. In 1852, the orthography was fixed in its final form as we see and know it represented

today.
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A multidisciplinary approach that involves language universals and linguistic discourse analysis,

including evidence from archaeologists, anthropologists, enthologists, and historians is used to

support the descriptive nature of this section. Utilising comparative methods to determine

rudimentary infrastructures reflecting both the historic and linguistic parameters embedded in all

languages.

2.2.1 Comparative Approaches

Comparative philology or historic linguistics has been employed on many occasions to

identify the origins of te reo Miiori, Along with a myriad of related languages, Maori has been

charted onto a hierarchical grouping by means of linguistic comparative analysis-through

characteristic contrasts in the languages (e.g. vocabularies. dialects, etc.) and their associated

historical states (e.g. the formation of 'proto' languages) (Buck, 1987; Bauer et al., 1993;

Harlow, 1996). This process is commonly referred to as 'typological linguistics' which is largely

related to the comparison of the universal characteristics of human-based languages (Crystal,

1992). Many works devoted to Asiatic languages clearly show that the 'south-seas tongue'

originated as part of the languages of India and Persia, down to Central Asia, Siberia, Japan and

the East Indies (Lanyon-Orgill, 1979; Krupa, 1982; Lynch, 1998). Emerging from the central

and south Pacific Islands known as Austronesia, there now exist over 1,200 languages from

around this Pacific region. A division of the Austronesian languages is the Malayo-Polynesian

group, which contains Indonesian, Micronesian, Melanesian and Polynesian SUb-groups. Maori

belongs to the Proto-Polynesian tree that extends to the Proto-Nuclear-Polynesian and then to the

Proto-Eastern-Polynesian group (Harlow, 1987). Table 2.1 shows Maori as one of twelve Central

Eastern-Polynesian sub-groups belonging to the Tahitic class of seven distinct language dialects

(Grimes, 1996).

The Austronesian descendents were part of the early seafaring people who migrated out

into the Pacific Ocean on deep-sea voyages between 2000 and 1000 BC (Irwin, 1984). Essentially

they travelled to explore, to discover, to conquer, to colonise, but in addition, for adventurous

risk taking; all these are natural inquisitive characteristics of early 'proto-historic man' (Buck,

1954). It is believed that in the main, there were two reasons for this race of people to leave their

original homelands; i) overcrowding which resulted in warfare, and ii) in search of new food

supplies (Irwin, 1984).
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Table 2.1: Austronesian Language Tree. Note that only the direct line to the Central-Eastern
Po1ynesian sub-group is shown.

Austronesian (1236)

Malayo-Polynesian (1213)

Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (532)

Oceanic(493)

Central-Eastern Oceanic (231)

RemoteOceanic(198)

Central Pacific (44)

EastFijian-Polynesian (42)

Polyneslan (38)

Nuclear (38)

East (13)

Central-Eastem-Polynesian (12)

Marquesic (4)

HAWAIIAN [HWlj (USA)

MANGAREVA[MRV] (French Polynesia)

MARQUESAN, NORTH [MRQj (French Polynesia)

MARQUESAN, SOUTH [QMSl (French Polynesia)

Tahitic (7)

AUSTRAL[AUT] (FrenchPolynesia)

MAORI [MBFl (NewZealand)

PENRHYN[PNHl (Cook Islands)

RAKAHANGA-MANIHIKI [RKHj (Cook Islands)

RAROTONGAN [RRT] (Cook Islands)

TAHITIAN[fHT] (French Polynesia)

TUAMOTUAN[PMT] (French Polynesia)

RAPU[RPUj (Easter Islands)

Partof the Ethnologue, 13thEdition, Barbara F. Grimes, Editor.

Copyright© 1998, SummerInstoute of Linguistics, Inc.
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The entire Pacific was settled over successive generations, with the first point of the

Polynesian triangle being the west (Indonesia and Melanesia) slowly migrating across to the east

(Hawaiian Islands), then south-east down to Samoa, Tonga and Fiji. From there, through

alternative routes in many directions as far as Aotearoa/New Zealand and the Easter Islands.

AotearoalNew Zealand was probably the last group of isles populated, initially around 1000 AD,

with successive migrations occurring up until about 1500 AD (Irwin, 1984; Buck, 1987).

Those early seafaring cultures managed to traverse the largest ocean in the world,

confidently sailing around the Pacific well before any western seafaring civilisation had ever left

their coastal shores. " ...the ancestors of the Maori far surpassed Europeans of a much more

advanced culture status in sea voyaging." (Best, 1924a, p. 33). These migrations actually

happened centuries before the invention of the compass, sextant, charts or accurate time-pieces.

These were necessary navigational instruments to undertake voyages of discovery by the 'new
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age navigators' like Tasman, Dampier, Byron, Wallis and Cook (Seth, 1966). To defend the so

called superior navigational advances by these navigators, European scholars such as Pritchard

(1866) and Sharp (1963) attempted to debunk the great Polynesian migratory fleets. They argued

that the majority of sailings were 'involuntary drift voyages', as a consequence of which chance

settlings occurred through accidentally reaching far off islands. Postulating an 'accidental voyage

theory' was widely used to justify their arguments. Counter evidence from Buck (1954; 1987),

Grace (1959), Best (1976a), Irwin (1992) and Sutton (1994), with recent research based on both

theoretical and practical analysis by Keegan (1996) now clearly shows that innumerable journeys

over great tracts of ocean had been well planned, prepared then launched. The voyages employed

a wealth of navigational techniques, from knowledge of seasonal changes, winds, tides, migrating

birds, movements of fish and mammals, to the highly sophisticated use of the sun, the moon and

stellar mapping. This knowledge was accumulated over generations of deep-sea voyages (Best,

1976a; Keegan, 1996). How this information was transmitted between its people was in the

elaborate forms of rituals of encounter, here in lies the power of oral discourse as the only

medium for disseminating this knowledge. Many variants of these forms were practiced, such as

stories, myths, legends and factual experiences.

In Maori folk-lore tradition, Kupe and his brother Ngahue were first credited with

discovering Aotearoa (Grey, 1854; Best, 1924b; Grace, 1959; Kaamira, 1966), then they returned

home to report their discovery. Based On those experiences, over the following centuries, many

migrating fleets would undertake voyages, with some returning back into the Pacific to maintain

trade and common ancestral links. They settled and resettled all parts of the South Pacific in this

way.

Upon arriving in this new land, later settlers employed diplomacy, intermarriage or warfare

to integrate with earlier settlers (Stafford, 1967). These people also had to invent new vocabulary

to describe the new ways and tools for survival in this foreign land (Sutton, 1994), which had

very unfamiliar natural resources compared to the warmer sub-tropical climates that they were

accustomed to (Rust and Elgee, 1966).

Maori mythology embodies the wider ancient Polynesian principles of heaven and earth,

deities, the creation of man, and their genealogical relationships-all through traditional

cosmological understandings (Best, 1976b). Therefore, apart from mapping the linguistic

determinants, the religious beliefs encompassed with mythology also reflect a similar theme about

the origins of the Polynesian peoples' homeland. The following lament farewells the dead by

making mention of returning home to the sacred islands of the Pacific.

Haere e hoki i 0 koutou waka.
Kt Hawaiki-nui, ki Hawaiki-roa, ki Hawaiki-pamamao.
Kt re hono-i-wairua.
Go, return on yourcanoes.
To great Hawaiki, to long Hawaiki, to Hawaiki of great distance.
To the gathering place of the spirits.

(Grey, 1854; Best, 1924a; King, 1977).
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There are many versions of this farewell or poroporoakt, but most still reflect the spiritual

connotations that exists in the minds of the Maori, an ancestral place where life first began, and

where all life ends .

... e hoki ki Hawaiki,
ki nga takahinga 0 ngii tipuna kua ngaro .
...return to Hawaiki.
in the footsteps of your ancestors.

(Salmon, 1976)

Archaeological research suggests that the Maori were closely related to Rarotongan,

Samoan, Society and possibly the Marquesan groups owing to similar skin-colour, facial features

and hair (Best, 1924a; Irwin, 1984; Sutton, 1994). A study of blood types and their groupings

indicated a distant classification with Milori and Asian origins (Haami, 1995). Furthermore, recent

analysis of DNA has shown reduced genetic variability in Maori and other Polynesian

populations. Thus, the use of mtDNA sequencing data has shown a clear connection between

Polynesians and Orientals. "This suggests a pattern of Polynesian migration around 5,000 ybp

and the end point in Aotearoa 100 ybp" (Chambers, 1999).

In summary, the origins of the Maori race have now been well researched by linguists,

archaeologists, anthropologists, enthologists, historians, and geneticists. Therefore, a satisfactory

ethnographic perspective of this Polynesian-based society has been mapped out. The language

has also gone through the same primitive temporal and spatial domains to become a dialectal apex

known today as te reo Maori.

2.2.2 Speech System

Due to the fact that speech was used in all domains of society, its evolution into a complex

array of style and synergy was expected (Williarns, 1971; Salmon, 1976). On account of the

Maori language being littered with metaphors, similes and aphorisms (or proverbial sayings),

there exist a multitude of ways in which to describe even the simplest of things. This descriptive

nature of the language is a process of poetic imagery which was used to personify the world of

the Maori (Metge, 1967). The highly productive form of myths and legends was closely related

to their belief systems (Schrempp, 1992). As is the way for most traditionally non-scripted

languages of the world-here, the spoken word is extended far beyond the limits of a formal

structuralist written system.

The speech system evolved into a conduit of certain forms in which great powers of

memory were practiced and maintained (Webber, 1996). Without a wntmg system, the oral

transmission of knowledge had to be accurate. Passing on that knowledge to the next generation

was crucial to the survival of the race. Memory techniques polished over generations of training

associated with communal life allowed selected people to become the repositories of specific

knowledge. Strict laws were adhered to when the recital of an event, a genealogical passage or a

series of instructions were to be carried ont (Best, 1977).
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The chant, the song, the prayer, are all forms that extend the uttered medium of speech to

yet another level. Recital of all these forms were common place. For example, poems, lullabies

and laments were all used to express love, joy, anger, sadness and grief-all the emotional virtues

were moulded and caressed by the language.

The non-verbal mode of facial and bodily gestures were also frequently used to animate the

speech (Buck, 1987). These gestures were used to reinforce and illustrate further the beauty of the

spoken word. This extralinguistic situation could be understood in context to a certain extent,

even if the language itself may have been misunderstood-especially with the early settlers.

2.2.3 Linguistic Sound System

In the early part of this chapter, there were many examples that concluded Maori to have a

collective speech system containing structure and characteristics based around an oral culture.

Today, this oral sound system can be expressed in linguistic terms. For example, phonological

analysis has closely related Maori to other Eastern Polynesian languages (see Table 2.1), although

developing in isolation for hundreds of years, it remained relatively intact with mauy

corresponding sounds being widely used (§4.1.4 covers this in further detail). The phonological

system of the Maori language has been well researched, analysed, profiled, tested and

documented by many structural linguists. The most comprehensive of these works are based on

Biggs (1961) and Hohepa (1967).

Linguistically speaking, Maori consists of a single dialect, genetically connected to the

Central-Eastern-Polynesian sub-group. Many 'non-linguists' have been confused over this

statement, as it is assumed that Maori itself consists of many dialects. Even native speakers

incorrectly use the term, to imply that their dialect is different to other tribes or another area. The

language as a matter of fact consists of variations of the same dialect (Hohepa, 1967; Grimes,

1996; Harlow, 1996; Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000). These

variations are roughly based on regions such as Northland, the West Coast, Waikato, Bay of

Plenty, East Coast, South Island and the Chatham Islands (Grimes, 1996). Tribally-based

variations include Nga Puhi, Taranaki, Whanganui, Tainui, Tuhoe, Te Arawa, Ngati Porou and

Ngai Tahu (note the Moriori dialect in the Chathams is extinct).

Generally, the dialectal variations are mainly allophonic and allomorphic, with slight

differences in lexicon (Hohepa, 1967). Consonants have the most treatment in variation. For

example, Ngai Tahu switch from 'ng' to a modified '!s', so they are referred to as ~ai Tahu.

, Tuhoe treat the 'ng' as a 'n', so they say "tanata whenua" instead of "tangata whenua", Taranaki

and Whanganui replace the 'h' with a glottal, given they say "W'anganui". The preference by

Waikato and Te Arawa to replace their 'wh' with an 'h", is also used in reverse by Nga Puhi.

Vowels and Dipthongs have less variations, but they still account for many changes in intonation.

For example, tipuna <=> tiipuna, tatau <=> tiitou, keri <=> kari.

There is no recognised standard Maori language (or RP), but on the whole, speakers from

different backgrounds find no impediments with comprehension or intelligibility when
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conversing with other language variants. (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo

Maori, 2000).

When the lexico-statistical nature of the language was sampled, it had a 71% lexical

similarity with Hawaiian and a 57% lexical similarity with Samoan (Grimes, 1996). Granted that

numerous vocabulary items amongst the various Polynesian languages are widely shared

(Hohepa, 1967). This is portrayed in the following table of the lexical similarities between Maori

and Hawaiian (Lanyon-Orgill, 1979).

Table 22: Maori andHawaiian vocabulary items. Thefirst 8 items are the same,the otheritems
show the corresponding variations in Hawaiian.

Maori Hawaiian English:
Vocabulary: Variations:
hoa hoa friend
fioho fioho sit
wahine wahine woman
wai wai water
manu manu bird
inu inu drink
ono ono six
hoe hoe paddle
rima lima (1< r) five
ingoa inoa (n = ng) name
tangata kanaka (k e t) man
kai 'ai C=k) food
whare hale (h e wh) house
ringaringa limalima (m = ng) arm
whenua honua (o=e) land

Hohepa (1967) compared Tahitian, Rarotongan, and Hawaiian with Maori, and concluded

that they had more similarities than differences across all generative profiles. The simplest

example being the phonological profiles of the vowels. All five vowels were clustered in a two

back, two-front over one central vowel pattern, including parallel phonemic lengths.

Without going into any depth on the morphology, grammar or syntax, the following quote

sums up the other main linguistic descriptions of Maori,

Reduplication is frequently used, generally as a modification of intensity. Prefixes
and suffixes are relatively rare,andtheplurality of nouns and verb tenses is usually
indicated by the syntax of a statement.

(Encyclopeedia Britannica, 1999)

The complexities associated with just oral and aural language functions, becomes the only

social interactive medium for the community. The discourse of verbal exchange as a speech

behavioral mechanism was a powerful force that was seen as the essence of being Maori (Te Puni

Kokiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 1999). Therefore, over two hundred years, the tools,

methods and models to measure speech production were very systematic. This process, for some,

became an impersonal, unapproachable or even a foreign form of language used to describe their
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own. Yet, its form was shaped by those linguistic methods to represent the language as we now

know it today.

2.2.4 A New Writing System

The extension of the language to a written-based system had been a swift transition. Now,

the written word in Maori is the most accepted mode of communication amongst many of its

practitioners. Although speech is still widely used, it tends to be used only in certain situations or

occasions. The two systems evolved differently. The oral-based system remained entrenched in

the traditional construct with very little inflnences in phonological divergence. Whereas, the

writing nomenclature advanced quickly with its new contemporary introduced form. Fortunately,

this early process was undertaken by scholars who had backgrounds in lexicology, orthography

and syntax (see §2.1.3). As a consequence, the written system was granted the linguistic rigor

associated with transcribing and coding the sound units into standard phonemic symbols. With the

exception of the two digraphs 'ng' and 'wh', all other units were well founded. The objective of

Kendell (1820) was to make the alphabet simple and comprehensive, with names for vowels,

diphthongs, and consonants, employing the European Roman orthography based around the

'sanscrit grammar'. Thus their constraint and conformity to integrate Maori into the universal

grammar map of world languages was achieved in a very short period. The only omission at that

time, was their inability to mark vowel length correctly, with consistency. Nevertheless, this

principle has been rigorously, if not systematically amended, to become standardised in the

present orthography (see §4.1.4).

The legacy left behind by those early missionary scholars has equipped the Maori language

with a level of sophistication enabling it to evolve into its current state. The oral and written

systems are now well entrenched in the Maori culture, but still less obvious in the English culture.

2.2.5 Summary

To summarise this section on the evolution of the Maori language, we have briefly covered

four aspects that represent the main rudimentary elements of the language. These four elements

have helped establish the language development by being based on many different approaches

and perspectives. All have been essential in the progressive cycle, from a historic view right

through to a living working language. Reporting this process is important when we reflect on

these aspects in the following chapters, as they will use this section as the foundation for a more

in-depth analysis. For example, Chapter 4 further examines the linguistic, speech and writing

systems, and Chapter 5 details the speech and acoustic systems of Maori, The next section

examines some of the cultural-social issues that have impacted on the Maori language.
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2.3 The Social Impact on the Maori language

Ko te reo te hii te mauri 0 te Miioritanga.
Language is thevery life-breath of being Maori.

(Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000)
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The author in no way intends to cover in any depth aspects of the social, political, educational or

economic disparities (to name but a few) between Maori and non-Maori-past or present. A brief

coverage will suffice, as the intention here is to emphasise the colliding paths of two societies

having two languages in the one country. This post-treaty impact, in the main, is through

misunderstandings by the two cultures. This conflict has caused many wide ranging problems in

the past; problems that have manifested themselves in various watered down forms to this very

day (Miller, 1966; Belich, 1988; Walker, 1996). Especially when one of those cultures is now the

minority inhabitant bestowed the status of social underclass .

...there wasan informal divide between Maori andPakeha. Maori were dispossessed
underclass, refugees of an illicitmilitary invasion in 1865. Pakeha, the descendants
of military settlers, were the beneficiaries of that invasion. They were the
landowners. They controlled lifeof the town. They also ran the schools, the means
by which the minds of the powerless were infected with the grand narrative of the
British Empire.
These patently obvious disparities in power relations between Maori and Pakeha
were papered overbyexhortations of 'forgetthe past' and to go on to a rosy future
as 'one people' .

(Walker, 1996)

2.3.1 The Treaty of Waitangi

In hindsight, unfortunately, history cannot be changed or altered. Yet the historical events

have offered a very strong viewpoint as a means of learning from, and then 'making amends'

about the past, so the people of Aotearoa/New Zealand can better prepare themselves for the

future.

The Treaty of Waitangi (te tiriti 0 Waitangi) was signed between representatives of the

British Crown and Maori hapii in 1840 (Orange, 1987). In short, the Treaty is the founding

document that has inter-woven the layers of this country's political, social and cultural fabric into

an independent commonwealth nation. The author has no major concern about the historical or

even theoretical constructs of the Treaty's analytical processes. The Treaty will be viewed in a

similar fashion to that of Pohatu's Treaty Praxis"...the practical use of reason and the reasonable

use of practice - in contrast to purely theoretical activity" (Pohatu, 1998). Concerning ones-self

with looking at how the practical conceptions of the Treaty may have worked within the limited

boundaries to protect te reo Miiori. The Treaty's three main Articles and their Principles

(particularly the guaranteed protection of toanga) have led the way for the lawful process of

reconciliation, repatriation, reparation and acknowledgements of past injustices and grievances by

the Crown (Tauroa, 1989). This has been a long journey for many Maori and their descendants.
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For early Maori, encountering then managing to survive the colonisation process has taken

its toll on today's population (Te Puni K6kiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 1998a). After the

signing of the Treaty, the 'New Zealand Land Wars' ravaged the country for nearly thirty years.

Maori warring factions convincingly won many of the battles against the British Imperial and

local constabulary forces (Belich, 1988). However, in the end, Maori ultimately lost this war

through a methodical political force bent on taking land by any means-usually by confiscation.

This nemesis resulted in Maori being alienated, dispossessed and persecuted (Belich, 1989).

Successive colonial governments had enacted various Bills in Parliament to undermine the Maori

economic power-base, thus keeping them in a constant subordinate state (Williams, 1969; Walker,

1996). A prime example of this was the 'Native Schools Act 1867' which required all schools

only to instruct in the medium of English (Te Puni K6kiri: Ministry of Maori Development,

1998a). This was construed by successive authorities in the education system as the mandate also

to prevent the speaking (thus learning) of Maori in and around schools (Jones et al., 1995;

Ngamare, 1998). Assimilation and integration were the government's policies of the day,

including education. Thankfully, the language and culture (te reo me ona tfkanga) still managed

to sustain a strong hold in the rural communities. Especially on the Marae, where the last pockets

of this political resistance maintained the customary rituals of encounter solely through the

medium of te reo Miiori (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000).

2.3.2 The Waitangi Tribunal

The advent of a Maori population explosion in the 1950's, which subsequently caused the

ubanisation of many Maori families in the 1960's, forced a shift in government policy in the

70's. The shift was an attempt to address the new wave of change sweeping the country, known

as 'multiculturalism' (Te Puni K6kiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 1998a).

In 1975 Parliament passed a Bill that established the Waitangi Tribunal under the Treaty of

Waitangi Act 1975. The late Honourable Matiu Rata was credited with creating the draft

legislation for the Tribunal to provide New Zealand with a means of investigating the

innumerable injustices to Maori. As the most influential advisory body, with the reaffirmed status

of the Treaty, and the newly defined principles, the Tribunal guided the Government into taking

action to negotiate claims with the claimants. In 1977 the first claim to the Tribunal was lodged.

The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act 1985 extended the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to hear

claims retrospectively from 1840. By the year 2000 there have been over 260 claims lodged by

individuals, groups, whanau, hapii and iwi (Waitangi Tribunal, 2000). Over twenty-five years,

the New Zealand Government have used Treaty settlements to return lands, made monetary

compensations, allocated fishing quotas, introduced new Laws and amended Acts, all based on

the Tribunals recommendations.

Ten years after the first claim was made, a new type of claim was lodged which would

cause much debate amongst all New Zealanders. The status of te reo Mdori was about to be

acknowledged and officially recognised as a living treasure or taonga.
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233 Nga Reo Rangatira - An Official Language

For Milori, the word toanga as used in the Treaty, was not only regarded as having a

tangible quantifiable real world state, such as lands and fisheries. ioanga also comprised of

human attributes with spiritnal and cognitive qualities, which included the language referred to as

'ngil reo rangatira' the language of chiefs (Binney, 1968; Pohatu, 2000).

Similar to the Maori land issues of historical context. denied customary rights,

imprisonment and the like, the language was also in a state of perpetual crisis. Iu the 70's and

early 80's, linguists and educationalist's coutinually reported that the language was "in threat of

extinction". For the language to survive, it required urgent Govemment intervention on a major

nationwide scale. Many calls over many years had been asking to officially recognise the plight

of te reo Miiori.

In 1985 a claim was lodged sighting that the Crown had failed to protect the language. and

in doing so, breached the Treaty. In the course of the overwhelming evidence being presented,

this prompted the Waitangi Tribunal to make recommendations to draft a Maori Language Bill

(Waitangi Tribunal, 1986). After much debate, negotiations, amendments and changes, three of

the five recommendations were accepted (to varying lesser degrees) and the Maori Language Act

1987 was passed through legislation (Te Puni K6kiri: Ministry of Maori Development. 1999).

The Act established the Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori ,

whose main goal was to promote te reo Maori as Ha living language and as an everyday means of

communication" (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori, 1992). The Act

also gave the language its official statns in legislation enabling it to be used in legal proceedings.

This for many, has little or no significance, due to the overwhelming dominance of English, and

the watered down recommendations passed in the Act. Notwithstanding these outcomes, the

Maori Language Commission reflects the main thrust of Maori educators and the like. Promoting,

educating and lobbying Government agencies for equitable funding of language-based

programmes and initiatives that have given a life-line to the language (Olssen and Morris

Matthews, 1997).

23.4 Language Resurgence

Initially the resurrection of te reo Miiori had begun in silence, without the mass populace

being aware that the language was at a crucial turning point. Support from educators, linguists

and anthropologists helped along the increasing move to reawaken the language. Traditionalists

also revived aspects of the language that were classed as long dead or unused, despite the

countless attempts and measures by opposing forces to commit it to the extinction list.

The language resurgence movement is mainly an educational mechanism that focuses on

promotion, policy formulation, research and assessment. Knowing too well that if the language is

to be used effectively within the many expected societal domains of Aotearoa/New Zealand, it

would have to undergo a series of educational campaigns accompanied by progressive changes.

Furthermore. society in general must accept that cultural diversity is an inherent trait that reflects
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well on a nations identity. Therefore, society should embrace this language resurgence as a

positive impact on the nation.
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2.4 The Maori Language Reuaissance

28

The term 'renaissance' fits well with the aims outlined in this section, as the massive resurgence in

the popularity of te reo Maori over the last two decades has been an outstanding achievement.

Renaissance is the rebirth or revival of a culture as characterised by its religion, arts, sciences and

its languages. The culture is brought through a period of intensive activity, into an era where it is

regarded as having a broad range of intellectually classical traits (Hanks et aI., 1979).

The first two sub-sections overview the rise and fall of traditional activities from past to

present, including the effects of adaptations and movements. The third part looks at the

contemporary or present day activities, including references to a few scholarly works. The fourth

section highlights some of the crucial initiatives that changed the reseeding tide of language

denigration, into its current flourishing vibrant state.

2.4.1 Traditional Activities

In the distant past, well before the arrival of Europeans, recital of historical events,

important people, places and all forms of knowledge were undertaken through these great feats of

committal to memory (Webber, 1996). As mentioned in §2.1.2 'Speech System' the accurate

articulation then precise recall of this knowledge reflected in the power of comprehension that the

Maori people possessed at that time (Manning, 1956; Best, 1977). Through generations of

continuance in isolation, Maori society developed into a very highly structured form with a

holistic view of life and their own world view. This 'wholeness' was inextricably linked to the

human domains of body, mind and the soul (Irwin, 1984). Each of the physical, intellectual and

spiritual realms had experts, nga tohunga, nga rangatira, te ariki, they were the high priests, the

guardians, and the leaders. These people were regarded as sacred; to be feared, to be held in awe,

some were even looked upon as god-like (Phillipps, 1966; Irwin, 1984). Recognition for one's

ability to be the repository of this specialised knowledge was rewarded with great status. To excel

in one's area of expertise or vocation, one would be well respected. Therefore, encouragement to

pursue and obtain knowledge was the most powerful commodity one could possess. The

pressures to preserve then transmit that knowledge at the right time and to the right recipient was

a heavy responsibility. The hapu or iwi would then benefit from the collective base of knowledge

bearers. The tohunga and rangatira were the social engineers and religious architects in which the

people depended for their survival (Irwin, 1984). This period was known as the 'tribal law' era in

which the chieftainship system was seen to rule supreme (Best, 1977).

In the traditional system of belief and society, religion and law were one. The
institution of tapuwas the basis of civil order, its spiritual aspect being seen in the
ritual practices.

(Elsmore, 2000).
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The arrival of the European had a slow but deliberate influence on this traditional system.

By incorporating their own political, social and religious practices, the breakdown of tribal law

Was well expected. The native language that held this traditional system in flux was also heavily

taxed (see §2.4). Running parallel to this was the population's rapid decline through many

external influences (see §2.4.1). For example, the many introduced diseases, modern inter-tribal

warfare (i.e. the musket wars), starvation (e.g. introduced animals devastated food stores and

crops), and other socially imported ills such as alcoholism (Best, 1941; Manning, 1956; Miller,

1966; Elsmore, 2000). Even after all the intense overpowering impact of colonisation, Maori still

managed to retain the essence of their culture (Fitzgerald, 1977) albeit rather weakened through

acculturation.

2.4.2 Early Adaptations

Apart from the breakdown of the traditional activities, certain economic practices adopted

prior to the signing of the Treaty were highly evident. This was a remarkable period of industrial

growth for Maori. They became excellent adaptors to new technologies through contact with

European culture and society (Smith, 1999a). Maori saw this union as a natural way to gain

further knowledge from a new source, thus improving ones ability to survive in the changing

climate that they were all experiencing at the time. The Maori became proficient users of all the

European tools, utilities and weapons (Belich, 1988). They were already prosperous coastal

traders, and quickly utilised western merchant sailing technology to trade into the pacific and

Australia. Their increasingly developing commerce skills could only be matched by the smaller

population of educated Europeans during those early times. It was unfortunate that this period of

intensive growth for Maori was short lived, as their rise to economic maturity was soon to

plummet to an all time low (Smith, 1999a).

Likewise, western religion had impacted on Maori in various ways. Although, the one

which was seen to manifest itself in large multi-tribal unions, was the birth of numerous modified

religious movements. All these movements were adapted to suit the changing times. Some were

set up in areas based around well established missionaries, others were formed in areas where

grievances were suffered. Some were short-lived, others still exist today (e.g. about 70), many are

founded on the Hebraic system, and many were led by Prophets (Elsmore, 2000). Again, the

modified Maori language taken from the translated scriptures of the Holy Bible (Paipera Tapu)

were used to great effect by some of those Prophets (Smyth, 1946). Others adopted a system

based on their own holistic world view of ancient cosmological beliefs and customs. These

movements invariably resulted in clashes between the two cultures and the other regions,

including the political system (lrwin, 1984). The outcome was, in effect, the start of other

movements, which were to follow.

The establishment of the Kingitanga movement evolved out of the need to amalgamate the

major tribes to challenge the colonial system through a unified stance. Like some of the religious

movements, this was a major social migration and alignment by Maori spanning across all tribal
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boundaries-in some ways, this was the first concerted attempt to build a Maori nation. The

growth of these pan-tribal movements were closely aligned with a new wave of emerging political

parties. One of the largest parties was foundered by the prophet and renowned healer Tahupotiki

Wiremu Ratana in 1918. The Ratana Church dominated Maori politics for over seventy years

after it's inception, and continues to this day to serve its people through political activities.

In 1990, an independent body called the Maori Congress was initiated by the unification of

all the tribes. This has been the latest attempt by Maori to exercise their right to self

determination, more as a forum to discuss current issues within Maoridom.

This process of adaptation and amalgamation of religious scriptures and political

philosophies clearly shows that Maori society was able to evolve, thus advance to another level of

social awareness, which was characterised by this period of intensive acculturation.

2.4.3 Present Day Activities

Today, the marae has become one of the main institutions for the delivery of language

based activities, including whaikorero, karanga, mihi, and kapa-haka (inclusive of waiata, haka,

poi, waiata-ii-ringay. All these activities are underpinned either by traditional or contemporary

genres (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000).

AotearoafNew Zealand has seen significant progress and change, backed-up with a sense of

greater maturity and nnderstanding by both cultural societies. Many aspects of Maori culture and

the langnage are now viewed as national treasures, encapsulated by it's own assemblage of

knowledge, referred to as matauranga Miiori (Ministry of Education, 1997). This has forged

many social, educational, political and economic advances to today's Maori, The Year of the

Maori Language - He Toanga Te Reo, was celebrated in 1995, which also coincided with Te Hui

Taumata Reo Maori to present the provisional fmdings of the National Maori Language Survey 

Te Mahi Rangahau Reo Miiori. The flnal publication was released in 1998 to report on the

baseline information about the state of te reo in AotearoafNew Zealand. (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry

of Maori Development, 2000a).

There is still much more to be done, bnt with current initiatives engaged in assisting to

balance the ledger, there will be many more activities available to promote Maori language and

culture (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000).

At an intemationallevel, Maoritanga has become New Zealand's most distinguishing factor

in the swiftly evolving trend towards a knowledge-driven economic global society. A new age

society where the matauranga Maori dimension will start to play a predominant role in the

creation of future wealth, especially in science and technology (Smith, 1999a). The new

economic world view shows clear evidence that indigenous knowledge has become one of the

most sort after commodities worldwide (Frederick and McIlroy, 2000). How matauranga Miiori,

unique and only existing here, will be managed and maintained globally is a substantial question

to answer. The panacea must first come from Maori themselves, through self-determination via
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the development of stronger investment partnerships with crown-based agencies (Te Puni Kokiri:

Ministry of Maori Development, 2000a).

Over many years, there have been a multitude of books, journals, papers and articles

written on the subject of Maori language (Harlow, 1996) including a number of Master's and

Doctoral theses. This copious quantity of material, usable information, and obtainable knowledge

has been available locally and globally to anyone who is interested. Those who take the time and

effort to attempt to learn, understand, use and/or teach about the Maori world view are the new

generation of indigenous knowledge brokers. For Maori, what is most important, is that the

transmission and generation of knowledge becomes a public good commodity for the entire

nation (Crawford and Bray-Crawford, 1995).

2.4.4 Language Initiatives

The language has now entered into all aspects of social life, the educational curriculum, the

business environment, private and public institutions, and Government agencies.

The language has quickly gone through an evolving process championed by the Maori

Language Commission. It was noted that, "Maori has not been able to continue the process of

natural lexical expansion necessary to cope with the additional requirements of a changing

world". Therefore the Commission has undertaken the task of producing new Maori words for

the new contemporary societal domains. The following publications are proof that this function

of the Commission is working well (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo

Maori, 1990; Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori, 1991b; Maori

Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori, 1991a; Maori Language Commission: Te

Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 1992; Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori,

1996; Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 1997). These publications

have elevated the status of the language with intellectually classical traits.

Further examples of this newly acquired status can be seen in the number of language

policies established to guide public institutions into providing services in both English and Maori.

For example, relevant information on electoral rolls and voting papers. Another example is the

means to have Maori broadcasted on public Radio and Television. Proportionately this allocation

of media programming is small, yet it shows that the Act can be used to address certain social

imbalances.

"In 1979 a group of concerned Maori tested the effectiveness of the 'silent way' method

for teaching Maori to Maori adults. It worked and Te Atarangi was formed to teach Maori to

Maori adults of all ages and from all walks of life." (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 1999).

Overthelastdecade, education initiatives have beendeveloped by Maori,for Maori,
in order to improve outcomes for Maori, The importance of te reo Maori has
stimulated the growth of kohanga reo, Maori-mcdium classes and immersion
schools.

(Statistics New Zealand: Te Tari Tatau, 2000a)
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To date, the greatest language revival has been in the area of Maori-medium educatiou,

either through bilingual or total immersion programmes (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 2000b). Without doubt, 'Te Kohanga Reo' (TKR or language nests) have

exercised the most influential potential yet seen in the renaissance of the language. "The Kohanga

Reo movement has been hailed as one of the most exciting and powerful national educational

initiatives undertaken by Maori people." (Te Kohanga Reo National Trust, 1997). The teaching

of Maori-rnedium education is a positive answer to the propagation of any language initiative,

especially in early-childhood education where 40% of the Maori children are enrolled in TKR. In

1998 there were 646 TKR operating throughout the country (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 2000b). The principle that children should be totally immersed in the language and

nurtured with traditional Maori values from birth, will sustain them through an education for life

(Te Kohanga Reo National Trust, 1997).

The next significant Maori-medium education initiative was the establishment of 'Kura

Kaupapa Maori' schooling. Primarily set up to accommodate for graduates from TKR, given

there was concern that the gains made at TKR would be lost if their children had attended

English-based primary schools (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori,

2000). Again, the philosophies related to Maori culture, knowledge and values, through

traditional systems of education-known as the 'Kaupapa Maori Theory' model (Smith, 1999b;

Smith, 2000). This all comes under the umbrella of te reo Maori which is paramount to the

success of these language initiatives (Education Review Office, 1995). The cultural 'spin-off' or

'up shot' of these programmes have been the further strengthening, thus development of nga

wluinau (the families) in the wider community. This type of community support mechanism is

reflected in the Treaty Article of Tino Rangatiratanga (Chieftainship) or 'Maori Self

determination'. This is a principle that gives Maori the power to find practical solutions to their

problems (Pohatu, 1998). Given that many have been despondent about main-stream education

providing little, if not any answers in the past, thus self-determination allows Maori parents for

the first time to have a greater input into their children's education in the future. This process is

based on the collective concepts of the kaupapa theory model, which in practice, all TKR, Kura

Kaupapa, Whare Kura (Secondary) and Whare Wananga (Tertiary) implement Maori language

education programmes taught predominately in Maori (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 1999; Smith, 2000).

Throughout the last decade, there has been a demonstrated demand for Maori
language education programmes. Twosurveys of parents,'investigating the demand
for bilingual and immersion education, reported that more than half of Maori
families preferred primary and secondary schools in which their children could be
taught in both Maori and English.

(Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 2000b)

The above examples are but a few of the language initiatives mainly pertaining to the

education curricular. Granted, there are innumerable cases where the language has played centre
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stage in the developmental cycle of a variety of educational programmes, let alone the many

other language initiatives that are infiltrating into every aspect of this countries social fabric. This

process is still ongoing to this very day, in such works as diverse as this thesis.

On a final note, the revival of the Maori lauguage has always been inextricably bound to its

culture, thus the preservation of both are seen as flourishing aud vibrant.
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2.5 Maori Language Statistics

34

This section reports on a brief statistical overview of the Maori people. Its main purpose, first and

foremost, is to quantify the state of the Maori population and their language fluency. Secondly, to

see how well the language has been integrated into key systems of education. As well, viewing

some wider statistical classifications on geographic distribution and mortality rates.

Documents from three government departments are presented to provide the results,

namely, (i) Statistics New Zealand, (ii) Ministry of Maori Development and (iii) Ministry of

Education. The main reports reviewed are the NZ Census (1996), National Maori Language

Survey (1998), New Zealand Official Year Books (1990-2000), Maori in the New Zealand

Economy (2000), Ngil Haeata Matauranga: Annual Report on Maori Education 1996/97 &

Direction for 1998, and Maori Education Strategy For Maori: Consultation Making Education

Work For Maori

2.5.1 Population Trends

Population statistics provide a valuable insight into the demographic, social and economic

characteristics of a nation. Measuring the size of a population is a critical factor when one wants

to determine a number of statistical models that can represent the 'current state of health' of a

nation. Population data of an historical content, can determine the 'linear health record' of that

nation. Comparisons with both, can assist with making projections about the 'future health' of the

nation. Data gathered by census can be divided into certain categories or samples, which is

dependant on the type of survey methodology, thus allows individual categories to be targeted to

determine important characteristics. For example, the indigenous and ethnic groups of this nation

(Statistics New Zealand: Te Tari Tatau, 2000b). Therefore, population target figures have also

identified the characteristics of New Zealand's indigenous people.

Initial estimates of the size of the Maori population during Captain Cook's visits (1767

1777), were between 100,000 and 110,000 (Reed and Reed, 1951; Metge, 1967). Taking into

account the limited coastal view by Cook and Foster, further estimates were calculated between

200,000 aud 250,000 (E1smore, 2000) with other estimates up around 500,000 (Department of

Statistics: Te Tari Tatau, 1990). Continual debate about the reliability of these estimates made it

difficult to quantify the true standing figures of the population. Nevertheless, in contrast, the first

census figures in 1858, only numbered the Maori population at less than 60,000. Even by those

couservative estimates, this figure was considered to indicate a rapid population decline. The

population continued to decrease to its lowest figure of 42,113 in 1896 (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry

of Maori Development, 1998a). There were of course factors which altered the degree of

accuracy in Maori census numbers, as counts were inconsistent, poor coverage in some areas, and

incompleted survey forms. It was not until 1901 that Maori numbers were reported as the most

thorough at that time (Department of Statistics: Te Tari Tatau, 1990).
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Table 2.3: New Zealandcensus figures for Maoriand Non-Maori from 1858to 1996.Note
omissions, as no censusesfor Maori in 1851, 1861, 1867or 1871 (Statistics New Zealand: Te
Tari Tatau, 2000a).

Year of Maori Maori Non-Maori Total
Census: Population Percentage: Population Population

1858 56,049 47.17% 59,413 115,462
1874 47,330 15.90% 297,654 344,984
1878 45,542 11.04% 412,465 458,007
1881 46,141 9.46% 487,889 534,030
1886 43,927 7.62% 576,524 620,451
1891 44,177 7.07% 624,474 668,651
1896 42,113 6.08% 692,101 734,214
1901 45,549 5.91% 770,313 815,862
1906 50,309 5.68% 886,000 936,309
1911 52,723 5.24% 1,005,589 1,058,312
1916 52,997 4.83% 1,096,228 1,149,225
1921 56,987 4.69% 1,214,681 1,271,668
1926 63,670 4.74% 1,344,469 1,408,139
1936 82,326 5.52% 1,491,486 1,573,812
1945 98,744 6.16% 1,603,586 1,702,330
1951 115,676 6.34% 1,823,796 1,939,472
1956 137,151 6.73% 2,036,911 2,174,062
1961 167,086 7.43% 2,247,898 2,414,984
1966 201,159 8.13% 2,475,760 2,676,919
1971 227.414 8.63% 2,635,217 2,862,631
1976 270,035 9.44% 2,859,348 3,129,383
1981 384,933 13.96% 2,758,374 3,143,307
1986 404,778 14.16% 2,858,505 3,263,283
1991 434,847 14.80% 2,939,082 3,373,929
1996 523,374 16.91% 3,094,929 3,618,303

As reported in the last paragraph of section 2.3.1, the Maori population's rapid decline in

the late 1800's was due to many external influences. Several of these factors were also

compounded by the fact that Maori inherited all the social problems of colonisation. Given their

own communal style of living, in-turn accelerated the spread of these social epidemics. Also to

their detriment, by abandoning many of their own tribal laws and traditions (which kept life in

relative order) aided in the further decimation of the population (Elsmore, 2000).

Initially the recovery was slow. It took about seventy years for the population to recover to

its pre-census figure of just under 60,000, then another twenty-five years after that, to reach

Cook's first estimate of 100,000. Since 1946, the populations recovery had stabilised, with the

increasing growth rate after that period being very dramatic. In 1956 Maori were less than 7% of

the New Zealand population. In just four decades, the Maori population has over doubled to

make up 16%. It is envisaged that by the middle of this century Maori projections would have

again doubled in size (Statistics New Zealand: Te Tari Tatau, 1994).

2.5.2 Language Decline

It would be natural to assume that when a population recovers, so should its culture and

language undergo a revival. Unfortunately in this circumstance, it was the opposite, as language
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revival was very slow to recover compared to the population, especially for the language. Here

are two possible reasons for this slow recovery:

Urbanisation: In the 1950's, the urban movement in mass by Maori had begun. Leaving

their rural communities behind , including their te reo me ana tikanga (see §2.2.1). This change in

geographic distribution was the first underlining factor in the continual decline of Maori society ,

the culture and thus its language. The traditional society of the Maori as they knew it, had no

place in the dominant English speaking environments of cities and towns . Also compounded with

Government policies of assimilation and integration, the language continued to decline

proportionately to the increasing urban drift. By 1976, urban Maori accounted for 75% of its

total population, and by 1996, it was at 83% (Statistics New Zealand: Te Tari Tatau, 1994).

However, the Maori rural populations were still mainly concentrated in Northland,

Waikato, Bay of Plenty and Gisborne. Given in recent years there are signs of an increasing trend

for Maori to return back to these rural regions.

Proportion of the Maori Population
Living in Urban and Rural
New Zealand (1945-1996)
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Rural
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Figure 2.1: Shows the changing geographic distribution of Maori between the urban and rural
sectors over a fifty year period (Statistics New Zealand: Te Tari Tatau, 1998).

Mortality: In 1988, the Maori Language Commissioner, wrote an article which described

concerns about the decline of fluent speakers of Maori through high mortality rates. It was

estimated that there were 50,000 fluent speakers, with a further 100,000 who understood Maori.

This accounted for about 37% of the total Maori population at that time.
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...the picture is far less assuring when one considers the age profile of Maori
speakers; about 40 percent are aged 55 and above, whilst approximately the same
percentage arebetween 35and 54 years of age. It is equally alarming that there are
probably 10,000fewerfluentspeakers of Maori today thanjust 10 yearsago.
(Karetu and Waite, 1988; Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 1998b)

This situation reflects the enormous language imbalance between the age groups, given that

the older population (55+) retained the majority of fluent speakers. Also, by virtue of their age,

they were the main repositories of much traditional Maori knowledge.

In 1998 it was reported that the Maori population was much younger in age structure than

the total population of New Zealand. Nearly 38% of the Maori people were under IS years of

age, compared with 23% of non-Maori, and now only 3% of Maori were 65 years of age and

over, compared with 12% of the total population (Statistics New Zealand; Te Tari Tatau, 1998).

It should be noted then, that the group 55 years of age and over, were not affected as much

by the urban drift compared to the 35 to 54 year age group (see Table 2.4). They managed to

retain a higher level of language fluency.

2.5.3 Language Fluency by Age

The 1998 National Maori Language Survey, Section 4. Speaking: Showed that 59% of all

Maori adults spoke the language to some degree of fluency. The extent of their flnency was

measured through a series of questions, thus a scale of fluency levels was developed. Initially

seven where used to describe the levels from 'Very Low Fluency' through to 'Very High

Fluency'. Re-classifying the seven levels into just three levels was done to simplify reading the

results. In Table 2.4 the 'All Ages' row indicates the percentage of non-Speakers of Maori to the

three levels of fluency. Therefore note that only 16% of all Maori adults surveyed had a medium

to-high level of fluency, and only 8% were classed as highly fluent. Furthermore, proficiency in

speaking Maori was prominent in the older age groups, where almost a third of over 60 year olds

were highly fluent.

Table2.4: Fluency levelsof Maori adults, by age.Notefigures areroundedand' ...' indicates that
the figure is too smallto be expressed (Te Puni Kokiri:Ministry of Milori Development, 1998a)

Age of Non- Low Medium High
Speakers: Speakers: Fiuency: Fluency: Fluency:

16-24 39% 53% 7%
25-34 46% 45%
35-44 45% 41%
45-59 34% 34% 12% 19%
60+ 30% 24% 32%
All Ages 41% 43% 8% 8%

It is interesting to observe the 16-24 year age group figures, as their high rate of fluency

(low-to-medium) compared to their non-speakers could acconnt for the many Maori-medium
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education programmes being delivered throughout the country over the last two decades. Given

the next two age groups (25-34, 35-44) would have missed out on these language initiatives. The

25-44 age groups share a common theme as their low level of fluency figures are comparable to

their non-speakers, they are also less likely to be competent speakers than their older and younger

counterparts.

The snrvey also reported that rural respondents were more likely to be Maori speakers than

their urban counterparts, but stated that there were only small variations in language proficiency

across all the regional groupings. The levels of fluency were also influenced by qualifications,

where improved fluency is more likely through Maori training programmes such as Te Atarangi,

Marae-based and community-based courses, including Maori programmes at tertiary institutions.

2.5.4 Language Fluency by Education

One of the Survey's key issues identified that educated and professionally employed Maori

seem to have had good access to language programmes and services. Maori who had a recognised

School and/or Post Compulsory Education Training (PCET) qualification, accounted for a higher

number who spoke Maori compared to ones without qualifications. Again, it was noted that

proficiency in speaking Maori was prominent in the older age group, although they were more

likely not to have any qualifications. The survey reported that 76% of people with university

degrees spoke Maori to some level of fluency.

10%

High
Fluency:

8%

10%

10%

Medium
Fluency:

41%

44%

45%

Low
Fluency:

41%

43%

36%

Non
Speakers:

No qualifications
School qualifications
peET qualifications

Table 2.5: Fluency levelsof Maori adults, by highest qualification. Notefigures arerounded and
,...' indicates that the figure is too small to be expressed (Te Pun! Kokiri: Ministry of Maori
Development, 1998a)

Highest
Qualification:

All Adults 41% 43% 8% 8%

In July 1997, 1.13 million people in New Zealand were attending 7,531 state and private

educational institutions. Between 1991 and 1998, Maori enro1ments in early-childhood education

increased by 40% and Maori tertiary numbers increased by 115%. Between 1983 and 1993,

Maori students leaving without any school qualifications decreased from 62% to 34%.

Unfortunately in 1998, this figure has risen slightly to 38%. Currently the disparity between

Maori and non-Maori school leavers without attaining a qualification is running high at about

20% (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori Development, 2000a).

In 1997, the Ministry of Education released a discussion paper called 'Making Education

Work for Maori'. After a nationwide campaign, submissions and responses, public meetings, hui

and consultation, the ministry responded with the report 'Maori Education Strategy For Maori:
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Consultation Making Education Work For Maori'. In response to raising the achievement of

Maori students, the consultations identified the following broad themes:

• Maori want better information and better ways to have their voices heard;

• Miiori want schools and the system to have to be accountable for achieving what they
want for their children;

• Miiori expect schools and the system to identify and to respond to their needs and their
aspirations for learning;

• Maori want everyone involved to have high expectations of the achievement of their
children.

In general, Miiori want greater input into issues that concern education for life. More

recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi, thus tino rangatiratanga or more control of their own

education. Although the focus was on Miiori in the main stream education system, there were

moves to ensure that Maori-mcdium education programmes were also part of the strategy, given

these initiatives were already being run very successfully by Maori, for Maori (Ministry of

Education, 2000).

Table2.6: Ethnic composition of formal students by sector ofeducation at July 1999. Source
Ministry of Education.

NoI
SpecifiedOther:

Inter
nationaAsian

Pacific
Islands:Milcri:

Europea
n

Pakeha: I:
Education Sector:

0.8%
4.1%

...g!!!:\y.•..~.!!j).?h9.9.? §.?:z.?!: !.~.:9.~ §.;).:!? ~.:?.~ U.~ .
Schools (5-12 years) 64.4% 21.6% 8.0% 5.2% 0.1% 0.7%
Schools (13 and over) 66.3% 16.7% 6.6% 7.1% 1.9% 1.4%

····S~·btot;;F········································· ·· · ··6S:0·%······ ··..19·:9%·········7·:5%·········"5":90/d·········0:.:;O/d··········0:90/d········..············· ·
·..posi=S·ec·o~d;;;y··Ed~~;·ii~·~························ .

Polytechnic 64.9% 15.1% 4.4% 6.9% 2.7% 2.9% 3.0%
University 66.4% 9.0% 2.9% 12.1% 4.7% 3.7% 1.4%
College of Education 77.2% 11.9% 5.1% 2.2% 0.8% 1.7% 1.0%

...:f.{.!!!!!!?w.~~!!!!£~ ?.:Z.?!: ??:.!.~ ~.:9.:!? Q.:!.~ Q.:~~ Q:.!.?!: .
Private Training
Establishments
Tuition, loans and allowances 57.4% 19.1% 10.2% 4.9% 5.4% 2.2%
Loans and allowances 39.0% 36.4% 7.6% 3.7% 7.1% 2.0%
OIherPTEs 44.1% 39.8% 8.2% 2.4% 0.9% 4.5%

...9..rt!~E.T.~!.!!!!!:Y..gE9.~.i.?~!.~ ..??:z.?!: ~z.:?~ \.?:??!: §.:7.~ Q.:!.~ ?:?~ !.:§.?!: .
Subtotal: 63.7% 14.8% 4.5% 8.4% 3.6% 3.2% 1.9%

···············································TO'fA[;·······6·S:4%··········lir:60/d·········6:60/d··········6:ZO/d··········i-:2O/d···········i":50/d···········ii:4%········

Table 2.6 clearly shows the disparity between Maori and non-Maori in the education

system as of July 1999. Here, the only major reverse in composition is the numbers attending

Whare Wiinanga. It is unfortunate that separate numbers for TKR, Kura Kaupapa, Whare Kura

and other immersion-based schooling were not identified in this report.
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2.5.5 Summary

This statistical overview of Maori has revealed a growing population with a very poor

health record. Especially in terms of the cultural alienation through high urban migration, high

mortality rates of native speakers, large disparities in language fluency by age and education, and

the wide educational gap between Maori and non-Maori. These and many other statistical figures

have been used in a number of ways, by a number of Government agencies to compare Maori

against non-Maori, This in-turn has developed a broad overview of the socio-ecomonic rifts,

gaps, disparities and differences between each population, including profiling areas where

emergence or convergence has taken place.

This section was not intended to exacerbate these issues or even develop solutions for them,

its only intention is to provide supporting evidence on the Maori language renaissance through

current statistical methods. The identified characteristics inherent in this statistical overview have

pointed back to a number of issues relating to language initiatives developed by Maori, for

Maori, Sure, the population growth is a positive trend, accepted that reversing the urban drift is

presently improbable, and on the whole, the language is still in a critical state. But the key

principle here is that the age gap between young and old speakers of Maori is closing, mainly

from the fruits of Maori-medium education. As a corollary effect, the education gap will close

between young and old fluent speakers including non-speakers of Maori,

Furthermore, agencies such as the Ministries of Maori Development, Education, and

Statistics, including the Maori Language Commission that provide these substantial reports with

clear strategic directions and policies, must convey 'the state of health of the Maori language' to

the crown. It is then Governments responsibility to support more innovative revitalisation

initiatives.

On a final note, in the last fifty years, the Maori language has come a long way to be now

taught in main stream, bilingual and immersion education programmes. Extending the boundaries

further, the languages inevitable process of continuous change will require new kinds of tools to

help with its evolution. The new language modalities are one of many such processes which will

effect this further change.



Chapter 3

Bilingual Systems

This chapter sets the basic theoretical foundations for human bilingualism, in which language

integration leads to the practical implementation of new systematic frameworks. The first part

overviews the key perspectives of bilingualism, looking at its various definitions based on socio

linguistic, ethno-linguistic and psycho-linguistic classifications. The second part investigates how

computational tools have been used (and measured to certain degrees of success) to replicate

aspects of this linguistic event-commonly known as 'bilingual systems' (BLS).

3.1 Perspectives of Bilingualism

About half of the world's population speak more than one language (Milroy and Muysken,

1995). This statement is not surprising considering that there are about 8,000 distinct languages

and dialects spoken in over 200 countries, equating to about forty times as many languages in the

world than there are countries (Grimes, 1996). Besides, more than 5,000 of those languages only

have an oral-based system, such that multilingualism manages to survive in many of those speech

communities. What is surprising is the fact that internationally, native languages in thousands of

these speech communities are under threat of extinction because the number of intergenerational

users diminishes as time goes by (Fishman, 1991). For example, in New Zealand only a very

small percentage of the population are bilingual due to past and current negative social and

political perspectives (Hirsh, 1987). The socio-linguistic problem of intergenerational loss is

largely overlooked by a dominant monolingual society, whereas minority speech communities

are well aware of this disorder and are determined to 'reverse the language shift' (Fishman,

1991) .

It is important to note that bilingualism is more than just an individual trait, it is also a social

event spanning many cultural/linguistic boundaries, regions, nations and countries. Bilingualism

is a global phenomenon (Hoffmann, 1991). Furthermore, bilingnalism should not be considered

a single homogeneous circumstance. It is but rather a complex array of varieties of languages

amongst many people.

Apart from the global definitions of bilingualism presented here, five other meta-linguistic

perspectives will also be examined, specifically, the social, political, demographic, psychological

and educational conditions of bilingualism.
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3.1.1 Definitions of Bilingualism

Today there are still many discrepancies in knowing the exact number of languages spoken

iu the world. This is because factors such as differing definitions of language versus dialect are so

diverse across many disciplines (Milroy and Muysken, 1995). This same problem also exists

when seeking an exact definition for bilingnalism. Nevertheless, various definitions have littered

the literature over many years, from simple one line quotations to lengthy phrase and verse.

There seems to be the case that bilingualism on one hand can be very clear and concise, and on

the other hand can be quite a complex matrix of interacting factors and events. The definition of

bilingualism can be dependent on either one individual, or society as a whole (Baker, 1996; Song

et al., 1998).

The following are dictionary definitions for the term bilingual;

The Shorter Oxford Dictionary (1947) simply defines bilingual as "having or
characterized by twolanguages";
The Concise OxfordDictionary (1971) definition as "having, speaking, spoken or
written in, two languages";
The Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979) defines bilingual in three
semantic areas as; "1. able to speak two languages, esp. with fluency.", "2. written
or expressed in two languages." and "3. a bilingual person." The parts of speech and
theirderivedforms are as follows, 'bi+lin+gual adj.'; 'bi+lin+gual+ism n.' and
'bi+lin+gual+lyadv.';
The Encyclopedic Dictionary of Language and Linguistics (1992) defmes
bilingualism as "Bilingual means 'two languages', therefore bilingualism describes
the modeof communication amongpeopleof differentmother tongues".

Further definitions from linguistic scholars;

"native-like controlof twolanguages" (Bloomfield, 1933);
"languages, dialects or styles of speech that involves differences in sound,
vocabulary or syntax" (Taylor, 1976);
"is recognised wherever a native speaker of one language makes use of a second
language,however partially or imperfectly" (Halliday et al., 1964);
"The word 'bilingual' is derived from the Latin elements bi- 'twice', lingua
'tongue.Ianguage", -alis 'pertainingto'." (Benton,1979);
"The general senseof this term - a person who can speak two languages" (Crystal,
1980);
"bilinguals are referredto by theirdontinantlanguage first" (Hoffmann, 1991);
"bilingualism is a choicebetweentwo or more languages" (Romaine,1995).

Therefore, in a general sense of the term bilingualism, it can be broadly defined as "a

person's ability to listen, speak, read and write in two languages with some degree of

proficiency".

The following examples further elaborate the definition of bilingualism. "Having the ability

to speak two langnages. However, there is no agreement about how fluent a person needs to be to

be referred to as a bilingual person. It should be noted that bilingual persons are almost invariably

stronger in one of their two languages than the other." (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 1998).

Benton (1979) extends this definition " ... bilingualism refers to an ability or set of abilities

acquired by individuals, we can speak of degrees of bilingualism.:", Furthermore, Benton points
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out that the majority of bilingual speakers will have a first choice or native language (LI) and a

second less competent or non-functional language (L2).

Bender (1971) discusses this point further by stating that there are two technical distinctions

of bilingualism; 'compound' and 'co-ordinate' which refer to how the two languages are taught

and learnt, and to their functional use. Compound bilingualism has equal weighting between the

two languages being learnt in the same context (e.g. an infant with bilingual parents) they are

therefore used interchangeably without effort. Co-ordinate bilingualism is where the two

languages have been learnt in separate contexts (e.g. secoud language learners) thus, they are

used iu differeut ways for separate occasions, where the second language usually requires much

more effort than the first,

It is evideut that the term bilingualism can be variously defined. Its definition is

problematic because languages are often perceived as not of equal status (Ohia, 1998). Equality

of languages can be measured by various factors, such as attitude, status, numbers, environment

and significance; these all affect the definition of bilingualism from different perspectives (Baker,

1996). There is a distinction of importance that should be noted, this identifies the factors

affecting bilingualism, namely, the individual and societal forms. Individual or personal

bilingualism refers to the ability of a single person to use two languages. Whereas, societal forms

of bilingualism describe the existence of two language groups which reflect the official policies of

a particular society or country, in which the people are not necessarily all bilingual. Another term

associated with this is called diglossia (see §3.l.2).

"In a multilingual society, what people have in common, what binds them and generates a

unique cultural identity, is a shared competence in more than one language... communication

may even be enhanced where two people know two languages and know also how to switch from

one to another" (Graddol, 1997a).

Individual bilingualism can convey varying degrees of language characteristics that each

speaker will possess. For example, degrees of competence in their oral, aural and literacy levels.

This contributes to the degrees of functionality in their native language (Ll) and their second

language (L2). Which in-turn, reflect the degrees of high (H) and low (L) language varieties

within LI and L2. Furthermore, other factors that can narrow down the definition of an

individual bilingual have resulted in the production of descriptive labels that can be used to

profile individuals bilingual characteristics. For example, their age, the period, time and context

of language acquisition, sequential relationship of the two languages, competence of Ll over L2,

functional use, attitude toward bilingualism, social influences, psychological factors and

biculturalism.

In summary, because of the many factors that affect both bilingual individuals and societal

bilingualism, this adds to the difficult task of clearly defining what bilingualism actually is. But it

would be accepted, that the more we know about the nature of this linguistic system (from an

individual profile level right through to the societal bilingual assemblages of a particular group)

then, we will be nearer to constructing a valid generalisation on which to base a theory of

bilingualism (Benton, 1979; Hoffmann, 1991; Romaine, 1995; Ohia, 1998). Moreover, this
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theory can assist us to construct practical bilingual models based on a working definition of

bilingualism.

3.1.2 Social and Political Attitudes

Crystal (1980) adds that there are further kinds and degrees of bilingualism in use today.

There are issues about the social status of different languages, psychological effects of second

language use, and national recognition of bilingual or ethnic speakers. It has been pointed out

that these are all embedded in society's attitudes, most accompanied with all their many differing

interpretations. These can range from mild to extreme views of either support or denial.

A sociolinguistic approach is required here to describe the nature of relationships between

language and society. The social basis of bilingualism (which also includes multilingualism)

endures because there are key factors that contribute to its formation and continuance, such as the

following. The historical context of a society, which has been influenced by past conquests,

occupations, annexation and colonisation through either foreign and/or internal political

dominance is a major factor for the survival of bilingualism. Furthermore, religious missionaries,

migrations and immigration, alliances and federations can affect language shift. Other factors, like

contemporary constructs of past historic events, such as colonial dependency, treaties, social and

political policies, refugees, education, and internationalisation (Song et aI., 1998). Human factors

like changing attitudes and perspectives, and reversing language shift (RLS) programmes offer

new ways for bilingualism to survive. It is important to note that all these factors can have both

negative and positive affects on society. There is one common factor, the language's order of

dominance and sub-ordinance can shape the societies bilingual structure in different ways

(Hoffmann, 1991; Romaine, 1995).

Negative attitudes toward bilingualism have run rife in many countries over the past two

centuries. Given there was a widely held view in the 19'" century "that bilingualism would retard

the bilingual child, both cognitively and linguistically" with claims that "the brain effort required

to master two languages resulted in the inferior linguistic achievements of bilingual children..." or

"if it were possible for a child to live in two languages at once equally well, so much the worse.",

because their " ...intellectual and spiritual growth would not thereby be doubled, but halved"

(Song et al., 1998).

The 20" century did not fare so well either. Granted that most minority language groups

were expected to learn the majority language. Bilingualism was viewed with prejudice and

intolerance, officialdom also reinforced these negative attitudes, and as a consequence, even

minority groups perceived themselves negatively (Romaine, 1995; Song et al., 1998). Early

studies attempted to show levels of inferiority to bilinguals compare to monolinguals. The use of

varying socio-economic circumstances as a means of measuring different effects of validity.

Likewise, making defective conclusions or assertions, such that the justification of assimilation

policies were based on this negatively biased research (Benton, 1979; Ohia, 1998). It is the

opinion of the author that certain negative attitudes may be more toward a particular ethnic group

who practiced bilingualism as opposed to bilingualism per se.
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Today, the advantages of bilingnalism are now well founded, this can be attributed to

recent circumstances in global events. Culminating in change through new developments, with

expansion to include greater education for minority groups. Populations have also freely shifted

between nations and countries with political climates being transformed. Finally, global

multimedia communication has enabled massive transfers of multilingual knowledge (Milroy and

Muysken, 1995). Furthermore, over the past decades, more research on the benefits of

bilingualism now far outweighs any of the negative attitudes, views or issues that were once

postulated. Societies who use bi- or multilingualism are better able to communicate with people of

different language backgrounds (Crystal, 1992). Individuals who have the potential to use

bilingualism as a tremendous asset or skill, confirmed by bilingual scholars, economists, or

diplomats of the great advantages of communicating with other societies (Benton, 1979). When

two different societies make contact, and certain social and political factors are equal, a bilingual

arrangement evolves to become the mode of communication (see § 1.3) (Ryan, 1972). All these

factors are mainly associated with peoples attitudes abont bilingualism, either by the individual,

the family unit, the community, agents and their governments (Romaine, 1995).

Bilingual speech communities have sociolinguistic rules concerning the observation of

particular language functions. These rules are dependent on certain topics and situations (Hornby,

1977). The ability for bilinguals to switch between L1 and L2 to suit a variety of situations is

similar to monolinguals switching between different language styles or registers (Fishman, 1991).

For example, a bilingual might prefer to use their mother tongue to tell a joke they heard in that

particular language, whereas a monolingual in that same language would tell the same joke but

using a different style.

The term 'diglossia' refers to the coexistence of two markedly divergent varieties within

one language in the same speech community. Diglossia has a range of social functions, each

having standards and each belongs to a feature of that society. These social functions have high

(H) and low (L) language registers, which are usually associated with formality. For example, the

high variety is learnt in school, used in formal/official speeches/addresses, for news, most

literature and broadcasting, the high variety tends to have greater social prestige. The low variety

is used in the home, in relatively informal settings, for personal conversations and communication

(Fishman, 1991; Crystal, 1992). Now, speech communities that also have bilingualism have

inherent patterns to describe the relationships with and between diglossia (Song et aI., 1998). For

example;

i) Diglossia with Bilingualism: Almost all speakers know Hand L varieties within

one or both languages;

ii) Bilingualism without Diglossia: Only bilinguals use Hand L varieties;

iii) Diglossia without Bilingualism: Two speech groups meet, dominant group uses

H, minority group L;

iv) Neither Diglossia or Bilingualism: Implies no variation in language style, this is

monolingualism.
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Speech communities that experience these relationships with bilingualism and

diglossia are more adept at choosing which forms of speech to use for social, political,

educational and literary purposes (Grimes, 1996).

Research by Hoffmann (1991) has revealed that sociological views concerning language

and identity can shape attitudes in some sectors of society. In general, social attitudes are still

entrenched in the view that languages such as English, French and German have higher status

than ethnic minorities. These perceived higher languages are looked upon as vehicles for

nationalism, with an essential political element supporting this national identity. These are usually

related to dominant cultures, which are easily identifiable groups, with common heritages, which

sets them apart from other minority groups. A class system is perceived because language status

plays a central role in the maintenance of political power (Hoffmann, 1991). To counter this type

of sociological view or attitude, many minority groups are looking at 'language planning' to

elevate the status of their languages. Linguistic pluralism is maintained to help improve its

functional status thus becoming an officially recognised language. Another way to improve the

status of minority languages is to accord them the same technological research and resources, thus

their access and availability become elevated to another level.

3.1.3 Linguistic Populations

Anthony (2000) stated that "Nearly a quarter of the human population, using what is fast

becoming the world's first global language. And the language they are speaking is the one you

speak: English.". Therefore, if this statement is true, then more than three quarters of the world's

population must be speaking something else. Because many of those English speakers are also

bilingual.

Language researchers have embarked on investigating the long term future of the English

language. A number of publications have assessed the possible prevalence of English use in the

21st century, by examining global trends in technology, demography and the economy (Graddol,

1997b; Graddol, 1997a; Wallraff, 2000). In doing so, these researchers have also had to study the

other main languages of the world, as points of reference. This research also gauges the depth of

multilingualism from around the world, inclusive of other languages prevalence or influence on

English. It is interesting to note then, that not many of the high status languages appear in the top

ten languages of the world (see Table 3.1).
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Table3.1:The topten languages of the world. Note population figures refer to native speakers
(Ll) in all counlties. Source: Ethnologue, 13thEdition, Summer Institute of Linguistics (Grimes,
1996).
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Rank:
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Language Name:
Chinese (Mandarin)
Spanish
English
Bengali
Hindi
Portuguese
Russian
Japanese
German
Chinese (Wu)

Primary Country:
China
Spain
GreatBritain
Bangladesh
India
Portugal
Russia
Japan
Germany
China

Population:
885,000,000
332,000,000
322,000,000
189,000,000
182,000,000
170,000,000
170,000,000
125,000,000
98,000,000
77,175,000

The most spoken languages in the world (which includes Ll and L2) are 'Putonghua' or

Mandarin Chinese (official language of China), and English, now the most widely used and

studied language of the world (see Table 3.2). This is followed by Hindi and Urdu which are both

related to the Panjabi language in the Indic set. Then Spanish and Portuguese, Russian, and so on.

These languages are called 'Mega-languages' because they have 100 million or more speakers.

Lesser populated languages are called 'Macro-languages' (between 10 and 100 million speakers),

smaller still are the 'Arterial-langnages' which equate to at least 1% of the world's total

population, lesser again are the endangered or dying languages (Dalby, 1999).

" ...native speakers of English are already outnumbered by second-language and foreign

language speakers, and will be more heavily outnumbered as time goes on." (Wallraff, 2000). But

what can be considered a positive issue in all this, is that the English language is now seen to be

converting previously monolingual populations into bilingnal and multilingual ones.

Table3.2:The twelve most spoken languages in theworld, called 'Mega-languages'. Note
population figures referto bothLI andL2.Source: Linguasphere Register (Dalby, 1999).

Rank:
I
I
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

Language Name:
Putonghua (Ll)
English (Ll & L2)
Hindi & Urdu (Ll)
Spanish & Portuguese
Russian
Bengali
Arabic
Japanese
German
French

1,000,000,000
I ,000,000,000

500,000,000
500,000,000
200,000,000
200,000,000
200,000,000
lOO ,000 ,000
lOO ,000 ,000
lOO ,000 ,000

Table 3.2 seems impressive, especially for English. But when you consider that only about

a third (322 million) account for native speakers of English, then two thirds must be using

English as a second language. Yet, English is still considered the world's second most common

native language (Wallraff, 2000).

In summary, the broad overview of the world's demographic conditions have a direct

affect on how bilingualism and multilingualism survives, and in most cases flourishes. When
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measuring the prevalence of a language, be it globally, nationally, locally or in a speech

community, the key issue is to also measure other lauguages and their speakers within the sample.

The purpose is to see if they may have an over-riding influence, either as speakers of a native

language, second-language or foreign-language. This conclusion is an important consideration

when introducing forms of bilingual technology into a speech community.

3.1.4 PsychologicalEffects

Many studies have been undertaken to investigate the psychological effects on individuals

and societies when two or more languages are used for acquisition, production, perception and

comprehension (Taylor, 1976; Hornby, 1977; Baker, 1996). Psycho-linguistic behaviour has

correlations to both socio-linguistic and ethno-linguistic disciplines, where each is affected by the

other (Crystal, 1992). Social, ethnic and political perspectives all help to shape societies, and

bilingual speech communities are no exception. If any, this type of community is more

susceptible to those perspectives than monolingual ones-especially when they are inflicted by

negative attitudes about "what should be learnt" and "how should it be learnt" (Wallwork, 1970).

Bilingual individuals may be psychologically affected through one's personality, a sense of

identity, social perception of neglect and intellectual dysfunction; all because they know (or are

learning) two languages and cultures in the one society (Hornby, 1977; Baker, 1996).

In the main, this section will focus on the psychological effects upon individuals intellectual

capabilities when exposed to bilingualism. We now know from the research and literature (see

§3.1.2) that intelligence is not impaired through bilingual discourse. If anything, there is an

improvement in functionality (Milroy and Muysken, 1995). Here is a case in point. A bilingual

and a monolingual are presented with a series of instructions in the respective languages. The

bilingual will be able to understand these instructions adequately in both the languages, whereas,

the monolingual will understand the instructions in their language only, not being able to

function in the second language at all. This case may seem simplistic in its delivery, but what it

conveys in the broader sense is that a higher cognitive process is being achieved by the bilingual.

Bilinguals have the capacity to conceptualise a problem in one language and then express or solve

it in the other language, more adequately and more efficiently than their monolingual

counterparts (Benton, 1979).

This brings up an interesting point made by Benton, that learning to use two languages

brings with it insights that their monolingual correlates find difficult to attain. For example, Table

3.3 shows how differing conceptual classifications in two languages can provide a better

understanding of either language. English speakers would accept that 'eating', 'drinking' and

'smoking' are commonsense terms to describe the verb 'ingest' (to take food or liquid into the

body). For speakers of Maori, only these, with the exception of drinking are classed as

manufactured and are therefore termed as kai. The word inu is described as being separate or

different because it can only refer to the drinking of pure water (wai maorii. This example shows

the definite distinction between kai and eat: kai is used as a more general term, but inu is more
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specific than the English term for drink. Here we can see that both terms are used by each in

differing ways with contrasting importance. In each case there is no wrong way, so the issue is

based on knowing or realising their differences and using them correctly in each language's

context. The use of many associations for word classifications in the two languages, by the

speaker, can provide a better understanding of what bilingualism really is.

Water:Alcohol:Ci arettes:

Table3.3: An example of the two different types anduses for theword ingest,withsimilar
functions but withverycontrasting commonsense tenus fromeachof the languages. Table
modified from Benton 1979).

'In est' Food:
English eat
~aori kat

smoke
kai

drink
kai

drink
inu

To summarise this section, we have deliberately used the English and Maori languages as

an example of the expanded conceptual frameworks of bilinguals when exposed to two

contextual forms from each language. The English-Maori bilingual framework is significant

because the many dissimilarities between the two languages (e.g. their origins) are greater, thus

the cognitive processes can be more diverse. Compared to say English-German bilinguals, where

both these languages are based on the Germanic structure and therefore have many similarities.

Again we see that this perspective of bilingualism is considered important when we replicate this

system based on opposing languages with distinctive features. That is, English serves as the lingua

franca with origins from a post-imperial European status, whereas te reo Miiori serves as the

mauri (life force) for its people (Hornby, 1977; Aitchison, 1996). Therefore, each language is

based on diverse origins, and thus is generally perceived very differently by native speakers of

each language.

3.1.5 Educational Aspects of Bilingualism

It has been estimated that about 60 percent of the world's children are brought up iu

bilingual-multilingual communities, and therefore, they acquire competency in two or more

languages (Wallraff, 2000). How children acquire levels of understanding in other languages is

the collective influence of the many factors as outlined in the previous sections. All these

influences are aspects of social. political and psychological factors, the environment, the attitudes

and the stigma attached to being bilingual. To complete this array of conditional situations, the

final viewpoint is an educational one, with aspects associated to the acquisition of bilingualism. In

some ways, education is a by-product of the above mentioned influencing factors, in other ways,

education is a means to reverse some of those negative factors. Depending on these

circumstances, negative, neutral or positive effects have resulted in the cognitive development of

bilingual education over the past centuries (Hoffmann, 1991; Baker, 1996). Over the years, many

theories, methods and models have been developed to test whether or not bilingualism is
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detrimental to cognitive functioning, particularly in children (Garcia and Baker, 1995; Ohia,

1998). Today, the majority of researchers would argue that a more systematic process of

pedagogical measurement has evolved, and a more scientific approach confirms the enhanced

psycho-linguistic behaviours of teachingllearning more than one language (Milroy and Muysken,

1995). The positive effects of bilingual acquisition can be highlighted in all areas of

phonological, semantic, lexical, syntactic and morphological development (Hoffmann, 1991;

Song et al., 1998).

The following passages will now reflect the educational aspects of bilingualism in

AotearoalNew Zealand. This is because the focus of this thesis is to compare the Maori language

with other existing functional frameworks, either locally or internationally.

Historically, the first known bilingual to set foot in these lands was a Tahitian called Tupaia.

In 1769 Captain James Cook invited Tupaia to travel on board H.M. Bark Endeavour to act as an

interpreter and a pilot. From July to October 1769 Tupaia would have had to learn enough

English to communicate with Cook and his crew, thus establishing the origins of Polynesian

bilingualism. On the r: October 1769, land was sighted on the eastem side of New Zealand's

North Island. When first contact was made with the Maori, surprising to Cook, Tupaia was able to

converse with them, well enough to fully understand their intentions (see Table 2.1). Tupaia was

highly regarded by Cook as invaluable in establishing communication with early Maori (Reed

and Reed, 1951; Lanyon-Orgill, 1979).

Prior to 1840, te reo Maori was the predominant language, used on most social, religious,

commercial and political occasions between Maori and Pakeha (Maori Language Commission: Te

Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 2000). This was the only era in which a true and equal bilingual

community existed, The acquisition of each other's language by each race was advantageous for

employment, commercial activity and the enhancement of knowledge transfer from one entity to

another. Although there were no formal educational structures, the early missionaries did learn

and teach in the medium of Maori (Elsmore, 2000). Unfortunately, in less than ten years after the

Signing of the Treaty, Maori became the minority population and thus the rapid decline of its

language soon followed.

For the next one hundred years, the language was taught predominantly in Maori

communities and homes. It was not until the late 1970's and early 80's that the first bilingual

school was formalised then adult Maori language courses were piloted and the first Maori-based

tertiary institution (Te Wananga 0 Raukawa) was established. This was closely followed by the

Kohanga Reo movement and Te Kura Kaupapa Maori schooling. These and many other

initiatives were established by Maori, for Maori, about Maori, as part of the language planning

used to elevate the status of the language into a living entity (Te Puni Kokiri: Ministry of Maori

Development, 1998). In the late 1970's and onwards, specific research on bilingual education

started in earnest as a means to justify the kaupapa Maori theory as a credible model compared to

similar intemational frameworks (Hirsh, 1987; Benton, 1990). Today, the growing collection of

material on educational bilingualism in AotearoalNew Zealand is testament to the fortitude of

Maori language advocates, supported by many individuals, communities, scholars and
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educationalists. In the theoretical sense, Maori bilingual education has been viewed by some with

'a quasi-miraculous mystique', others as the last opportunity for its survival and moreover, the

revival or revernacularisation of a speech community (Fishman, 1991). In the practical sense,

bilingual education still has a very long path to travel to secure the language's future, and thus

remove it from the endangered list. Complacency has no room, but urgency has.

In conclusion, Ohia (1998) outlined five possible goals of bilingual education. In brief, the

goals ranged from political motives of assimilation and unification, to communication and

economic advantages, to preserving ethnic ties. His conclusions were to adopt the best bilingual

models and examples for our education system. Ohia also argued that the third article of the

Treaty of Waitangi should be used to establish the best quality bilingual education programmes

for both Maori and English. Education parity was an argument used to ensure that quality

bilingual programmes were the result. What is now required for these programmes, is the

continual development of quality educational resources in mixed-media and multi-media formats.

To summarise this section, Chapter 2 has laid down a strong historical foundation. This

secures a preface of the Maori language on a distinctive path towards modern integration. It is

clear that this part of Chapter 3 has attempted to set down the more theoretical groundwork,

mainly through linguistic configurations and constructions of bilingualism, in which the Maori

language foundations have been laid. The next task however is to integrate aspects of these

theories into practical functional constructs. First to overview the two merging disciplines of

computing and linguistics, then reviewing some past and current systems, to offer adage to

measuring certain degrees of Maori-English BLS.
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3.2 Computer-Based Bilingualism

3.2.1 Introduction to Computational Linguistics

52

Linguists and associated professionals have been using computer-based applications for the

purpose of language analysis for many decades now. Largely, these applications have been used

as practical and hypothetical developments, but more importantly, they have served to change the

nature of linguistics: a change from the traditional concepts and methodologies of structuralism to

a profession that conceptualises both linguistic and language theories with the new technological

frameworks of computing. Computing and linguistics have maintained this very long interwoven

relationship for the simple reason that both are scientifically orientated with strong theory and

practical elements. This is obvious when we consider that the human brain and human languages

are conceptualised in the form of computer hardware and computer software: both have become

inseparable aspects of each other's own phenomena. Generally speaking, many linguists became

serious computer users to harness the power of analytical tools for data, information and

knowledge processing. As a result, the now well known hybrid terms of Computational

Linguistics (CL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) were created. This has led to many new

forms of linguistic and language research; creating new types of data, new analytical tools and

statistical techniques, new concepts and methodologies, new education and training opportunities,

and a new breed of professional users (Grimes, 1965; Thieberger, 1994; Kwok-Wing, 1996;

Wilks and Slator, 1996; Lawler and Dry, 1998).

There now exist innumerable types of CL and NLP software tools. Examples include; fonts

and their associated typology tools for the development and use of custom type faces and

symbols for various international languages; multilingual resources for all the different computer

platforms and operating systems are now available from around the world; data management

systems that have evolved to cope with the large, growing and diverse range of linguistic data

requirements; speech analysis software covering all aspects of the signal processing domains,

from sound capture, storage, effects, formats, converters, reinforcement and segmentation, right

through to artificial recognition and generation of speech.

Phonetic and phonology tools have been designed to facilitate this dynamic field of

linguistics, from labeling or markiug simple speech units to transcribing entire spoken languages

(see Figure 3.1 for a software application that tracks formants). The morphology, grammar,

syntax and semantics have also had their fair share of software tools. From morphological and

sentence parsers, cluster analysis, trees for phrase structures, to modeling generative grammars, all

have had various CL treatments (see Figure 3.2 for an example of what a cluster analysis tool can

do). Lexical tools have played a major part in the revitalisation of lexical referencing, with

systems for the acquisition and management of reusable morphological and phrasal dictionaries,

spell checkers, thesaurus assistants, and tools for lexicostatistics-these are all lexical growth areas.

Text analysis and corpus linguistics are two of the big domains for CL and NLP, with
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concordance generators , multilingual corpus processing software , interlinear text processors,

multilingual text analysis tools, word list generators and word count-frequency compilers (to

name a few) . This also adds to the growing field of translation systems , where multilingual

interactive translation software, transliteration systems , converters and pattern-scanning text

processing (OCR) have made great inroads into cross-language interaction.
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Phoneme Anolyzer

Figure 3.1: An example of computational linguistic software tool called SoundScope" by GW
Instruments. This specialised tool allows linguists to design custom instruments that define a set
of functions and procedures to run automatically (uses C++). This Phoneme Analyzer was
developed to read speech files to display both the time and spectral plots, then track the average
Formant Frequencies (F1, F2 and F3) and append the data to a journal for later analysis.

Furthermore, CL has contributed to the development of many programming languages,

from the more traditional software frameworks , including programmable text editors , string

manipulation and scripting tools , to algorithms for cross language purposes and non-numeric

computing. In conclusion, there are also the outer linguistics disciplines that have integrated CL

and NLP into their areas of exploration, such as historical and comparative linguistics,

dialectology, ethno-linguistics , psycho-linguistics and socio-linguistics.
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Figure 3.2: Computational linguistic software called Cluster Analysis (Quigley, 1995). The
application can perform a number of transformations on vatieties of languages (Matrix data) to
produce cluster trees (Diagram data). A modified example of the Average Link Diagram Tree
representing the percentage matrix based on the selected languages in the list. A useful tool that
quantifies theobservations made between many languages ordialects.
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The new frontier is of course the Internet and the World Wide Web ('VVWW). Software tools

for email, news/chat-groups, FTP and telnet services, browsers, editors and consoles are being

used in an abundance of ways to widely distribute the above mentioned software, utilities and

methodologies. This includes the development of a new range of applications specifically tailored

for CL and NLP. "There is now a totally new communicational topology in linguistic

demography, due in large part to the Widespread nse of computers." (Lawler and Dry, 1998;

Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2000).

3.2.2 Bilingual Information Systems

CL and NLP systems that have been designed with various attributes of human bilingualism

are some of the many above-mentioned software applications that are developed for the purpose

of solving a fundamental language-based problem of bilingualism. Again, it was considered a

natural progression to instill certain human-based language traits into a computer-based

framework. The evolutionary outcomes have resulted in terms like "Human-Computer Interfaces"

(Kasabov et al., 1995), "Brain-Like Computing" (Amari and Kasabov, 1998), "Computing with

Words" (Wang, 2000), "Multilingual Systems" (Lawler and Dry, 1998) and of course bilingual

systems (BLS).

To investigate the reasons, justifications and motives behind the practical implementation of

replicating aspects of human bilingualism with computers, we only need to look at the various

contributing factors outlined in the first section of this chapter. The first reason stems from the

need or desire for people to want to learn and/or understand other languages. Starting with the

production of traditional written forms like vocabulary lists, glossaries, dictionaries and

translations, these all encapsulate the fundamental constructs of bilingualism in a tangible physical

entity. Secondly, the social, political and educational perspectives of both major and minor
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languages being accorded similar technological research and resources, which will improve the

access and availability of both. Given the above-mentioned written forms have all been

transported in one configuration or another over to the computer-readable formats. The third

factor is based on the fact, that the demand is enormous. Populations or movements can create a

momentum, which will outstrip any negative aspect of not wanting to introduce forms of

bilingual technology into a speech community. By the simple reason, that if there is a need, there

will be a way to supply that demand. For example, many of those computer-readable formats are

now very easily shared and transferable across many platforms, they can be duplicated many

times in many formats, and can be used with little or no cost to the language user. The physical

limitations of the early hard copy bilingual material has effectively disappeared, and opened the

way for limitless opportunities for minority languages within the CL and NLP domains that rely

on IT as the delivery mechanism.

Apart from all the bilingual dictionaries, translators, applications and systems currently

available, further examples include online and/or stand-alone electronic documentation

repositories, assistants or help-desks, computer interfaces and various Operating Systems (OS).

For example, in Figure 3.3, Microsoft Windows2000 Professional has installed for localisation

purposes, nineteen different languages comprising sixty-three variations, with thirteen for

English. The spell-checker also comes in four varieties of English.

o Traditional Chinese
o Turkic
o Vietnamese

0.'?:~:5~!_~~~~~ ~~?-~~_@_~~ _
Adyanced....s.et default...

Sellings forthecurrent user~~~~~~~;;"""';;;rrr;:~~~9'

Many programs support international sellings fornumbers, currencies,
times, anddates.Setthe locale in order to usethestandard s~llings.

Yourlocale (location): " , ,.0',

IEnglish[NeVoJ~ealand)
German (Luxembourg)
German (Switzerland)
Icelandic
Indonesian
Italian (Italy)
Italian (Switzerland)
Malay (Brunei Darussalam)
Malay (Malaysia)
Norwegian (Bokmall
Norwegian (Nynorsk)
Portuguese (Brazil)
Portuguese (Portugal)
S anish Ar entina

Figure 3.3: MSWindows2000 Professional regional settings, showing the multilingual features
available to international users for localisation purposes.
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Linguists, educationalists and politicians alike (including the majority of the general New

Zealand public) now know that the Te Kohanga Reo movement has been the most successful

Maori language initiative since the early 1980's. But very few know about TKR being pioneers in

the use of computer technology, primarily to permeate training programmes as a means of

providing computer administration to branches throughout the country (Te Kohanga Reo Trust,

1990; Education Review Office, 1999). But the initiative which went far beyond anything that

had been seen at the time, was the use of computers to facilitate the acquisition of te reo Mdori,

Essentially it was an in-house Maori language training system, designed and built specifically for

TKR whiinau, especially parents who for many reasons had little or no access to native speakers

and facilities (Renwick et al., 1988). TKR identified early on, that the loss of the intergenerational

transfer through the rapidly diminishing native speaker population, would require a resource that

could capture or literally 'snatch' (kapo) aspects of the native speakers language (tangi-reo), and

so store it forever. The principles were simple enough. Build and distribute a system that can aid

in the teaching and leaming of Maori. They would use their own local resource people (TKR

Technology Unit, kaumatua and whanaui, and use kaupapa Maori driven concepts. This meant

that Maori was to be used throughout. Without realising what they had initiated, by incorporating

Maori text and speech elements as an integral part of the system (which was predominately the

domain of English) TKR had developed New Zealand's first Maori-English BLS in 1986. Even to

this day, very little about this major significant shift in technological use from an everyday

administrative tool to a complex CL system has been acknowledged or even reported publicly.

Why is this so? The following will discuss these extraordinary bilingual hardware and software

developments, and the eventual decline in what was a technological advancement well before its

time.

The 'Pouaka Kapotangi Reo' (PKR: the literal translation means 'box that snatches the

sounds of the language') was commissioned by Progeni Systems in partnership with TKR. The

system was described as follows;

The Maori Language Training System is a computer based training system that is
centred on theuseof a Speech Unitconnected to a POLY 2 computer and linked to
a Polycorp hard disk drive. One hundred and fifty phrases commonly used in
Kohangas are stored on the harddisk. The phrases stored retain the enunciation and
inflexion of the speaker. In the authoring mode anyone or all of the 150 phrases
may be replaced. The maximum duration allowed for each phrase is ten seconds.
The software for running theTraining System is designed around the use of menus
which can be in Maori, English or both.

(Progeni Systems Ltd and Te Kohanga Reo Trust Inc, 1987a)

Specifications consisted of a POLY 2 computer running POLYSYS and POLYNET

operating systems on a CP/M format. The Hard disk storage was a Proteus unit that enhances the

POLY 2 storage, it was formatted with 2 x 10 Mb partitions. The system could be used as a stand

alone or on-line to a local area network. The Speech Unit provided the audio I/O for the system

with a speaker and microphone (Progeni Systems Ltd and Te Kohanga Reo Trust Inc, 1987b).
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Complete with monitor, printer and the vast array of connecting cables, the PKR system became

quite a large system to set up and maintain. Twelve complete PKR systems were built. Initially

each system had the same speech recordings with selected phrases from TKR kaumlitua from

around the country. Each system was capable of storing two and a half minutes of continuous

speech (e.g. 150 x 10 second phrases), with approximately fifteen words for each phrase, this

would amount to over 4,000 bilingual words on each system. Back in 1987 this system was a

significant technological achievement, which by today's monetary terms was also a very

expensive product to develop back then.

Once the systems were distributed around the eleven districts, training courses were held to

establish training management teams, who would then undertake further training courses with

their local TKR whiinau, The philosophy for training underpins many Maori cultural practices

when undertaking of meetings, discussions, learning and teaching. Where possible, training was

done at a TKR facility, using the Maori language, and more importantly using all spiritual,

intellectual and physical dimensions. For example, karakia (blessings) were used to ensure safe

training practices. Also, the PKR systems were treated like a taonga (valued treasurers), they were

personified in the same way as the wharetupuna (ancestral meeting house) is described as having

human-like attributes appropriately named after ancestors. In this case, parts of the computer

system were given equivalent human bodily names. Such as roro (brain) for the CPU, pouaka

whakaata (eyes-visual display box) for the monitor, papa (board) ringaringa (hands) for the

keyboard, manawa (heart) for the power supply, and pii-manawa for software. As a

consequence, of this embodiment naming process, not many new computer terms were in fact

required to compliment the existing vocabulary of words. Today, many of those terms (and their

concepts) are now well entrenched in the phraseology of modem computing for Maori.

After users have logged on, they are first presented with a series of menu-driven displays

with instructions in Maori text including supplementary English translations, options to choose

only Maori, Or English or both languages were available (see Table 3.4). Two modes of

interaction were accessible, either Learning or Authoring. The Learning mode allowed access to

the 150 phrases by numeric selection which also permitted repeating the phrase until the user was

satisfied with the example. Again, all the phrases were transcribed in both languages to reinforce

the spoken utterances (see Table 3.5). The Authoring mode permitted the user to record their own

speech over existing examples, as well as entering both Maori and English accompanying text. A

disadvantage with the Authoring mode, was that over time the new recorded speech examples

would slowly replace the initial speakers, which in some ways was a backward step in the initial

attempt to preserve some of those first native speakers (kaiknreroy. Nevertheless, whanau

members were either using or acknowledging the use of technologies in an appropriate Maori

conceptual way (Te Kohanga Reo Trust, 1990).
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Table 3.4: Exam le of the PKR bilin ual interface main-menu.

H" tikal1'J<I a ko reo

Maori Language Training System

Instructions can

Ma o r i

DtiMiI"
English

Haori me te Inga r ih i rane i

and English

I21iI!
Exit

Press the arrow keys t o select then ENTER

Pebia te k i kapuxa e hial: i a a na kc-e ka pebi t c mc

Table 3.5: Six examples from the 150Maori phrases including theirEnglish translations.
1. Haere mai e moko, haere mai ki konei kia awhi taua. Homai ra to ihu kia hongi taua.

.......................£?!!.1.~.gE~~9!?D .~!9.t .£?!P.~ .£!!? ~!:..~£.~!:..~.~~.!:!P.~~.~.~.C?~~£h..9.~!:E:.~L~~..P.E~~.~..~?.~~~.: .
2. Kei te pehea koe e moko?

.....................J!?~..~~.X.?~..w.-!'P..c:I.£h~J.<;!7. ..
22. ...Homai kia matou inaianei he taro ma matou mo tenei ra.

.......................9.~:~:~.!!~ ..~h!.~.9.~Y..!?'!.~..~~!!.Y..~E~~9: ..
77 . E hia nga tamariki kei rota i to Kohanga Reo?

.......................g?~..~~E.Y..~h!.~9EC?~.~E~.~E..Y.!?!!E.~.?h~EZ.~.~~!?? .
149. Kua eke tenei ki te rarangi korero kotahi rau, rima tekau, e ki ai te puku 0 te Pouaka Kapotangi Reo.

.......................~~..~~:-:~..~?~.E~~!?D.C?<;!.~.~.~ t~.9.~~..~~E.~~~£~ ..~h~!?D..~h!?!!.!9..~.~.~!~f.Y..~.~~.~.?~: .
150. Tirohia - whakarongotia te iniharotanga 0 tenei pouaka. Kia ora mai koutou katoa.

Look at it - Listen to it, marvel at this box. Greetings to you all.

It is disappointing that within three years the PKR systems would become unused, non

functional , obsolete and cumbersome technologies that quickly followed in the paths of the

kaumatua who willingly bequeathed a small token of their spoken language legacy to them. It is

ironic that the aspirations and initiatives which spawned this emerging BLS to counter the loss of

the older generation, had eventually succumbed to another generation of technologies itself.

Many other factors had contributed to the recall and then eventual storage of the systems at the

TKR national office. Now after ten years it seems that they have been largely forgotten from a

bygone era. A possible solution to resurrect the system would be to transfer whatever speech and

text data that was stored on all the Proteus hard drives, over to a reformatted updated computer

system. In this way , at least the material and taonga would be properly archived. This could then

provide the basis for a new PKR on say CDROM.
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This case study shows that even when all factors point to a critical requirement to develop

one's own CL bilingnal resources, there is no guarantee that in the near future that same BLS

becomes redundant. Changes in technological advances or in policies, funding, human resources

and priorities can all contribute to this redundancy.

But like many successful ventures, the Te Kohanga Reo Trust has been involved with a new

set of technologies that again leads by example in their field, they are championing the new wave

of intranet, internet and satellite communications between all their TKR whanau (Te Kohanga

Reo National Trust, 1997; Education Review Office, 1999). The future looks promising, with

many other innovative ground-breaking developments in the pipeline. Perhaps one day, a new

up-to-date Pouaka Kapotangi Reo BLS will be revived to remind future generations of the

"enunciation and inflexion of the speaker" from the past.

3.2.4 Current Types of Bilingual Information Systems

This section overviews some of the types of BLS in current use, underlining the motivating

factors behind visualising, planning, designing and implementing such tools for speech

communities to access. The main aspect is of course to provide a quality language resource in a

new medium that complements the existing material. Moreover, it can enhance the linguistic

environment by extending the 'shop window' of the language to a greater audience, thus

increasing interest and demand, which in turn provides a means to develop and distribute more

resources. Promotion of one's language can be well highlighted when it is regularly seen and

used in main stream technological surroundings where usually only the dominant languages

preside. Other reasons can be 'proactive' stances, where the minority speech community supports

policies to enforce the use of the language in certain domains and occasions (Te Puni Kokiri:

Ministry of Maori Development, 1998). Whatever the reason or factor, there is now an ever

increasing movement to develop BLS focused more on the minority language components than

that of the majority or dominant language (Te Kohanga Reo Trust, 1990). Here we are starting to

see that these systems are not just tokenisms any more, but well constructed and mature enough to

be accepted as a credible or official BLS or CL repositories (Lawler and Dry, 1998)

The main thrust has obvionsly been in areas where access and distribution to language

information has been widely covered. Thus the Internet would claim that important role as the

founding tool that enabled many BLS to be launched.

A small study in 1997 was undertaken to compare selected physical resource materials that

existed in Maori with their equivalent electronic forms. This study was to evaluate and assess the

scope of BLS readily available to users. The spread was thin, with only small pockets of

development showing signs of progress, but not the expected growth that some optimists had

expected. The study showed that much more research and development work was required with a

focus on producing resources (Laws, 1998). Furthermore, the assessments identified areas where

little effort was applied, which wonld help to fill in the gaps in the developmental process (Laws,

1999a).
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Other studies have looked at specific environments in which to evaluate the nature of BLS

in context to certain user requirements, one area in particular, is the Internet. Given there is a

growing stock of resources being made available on this digital network, means certain aspects of

this resource will have bilingual attributes (Smith, 1999a). Currently, they only number in the

tens of units, but they are recognised as having a profound effect on user's attitudes and

perceptions about bilingual resources, especially in education.

For economic reasons, Maori knowledge-base systems and the cultural/intellectual property

they encompass, are seen as the next growth area in terms of the nnique branding that they can

bring (Frederick and McIlroy, 2000). BLS as an economic viability is still in its infancy,

nevertheless, there is already a growing need, thns a demand to produce more of this type of

resource.

On the other hand, there are concerns being aired internationally about the impact that

commercialisation has played on indigenous peoples, their cultures, languages and knowledge.

Self-determination was the key message being delivered to indigenous people who are expanding

into technological developments of any kind. The type and flow of information can be better

managed by the people who are the owners or guardians of such resources (Crawford and Bray

Crawford, 1995). Again the BLS has been one of the major mechanisms used to propagate

indigenous peoples' knowledge to a greater audience, and most BLS have been developed with

the approval, consultation and support of the native or second language users.

Within this nation, certain Maori cultural concepts have been quickly adopted by

information technologies, such as the internet. Hybrid words like "Cyber-marae" (electronic

meeting-place), "Cyber-wananga" (electronic teaching-place), "Evhui" (electronic meeting), and

"Te Ipurangi" (the internet) are now all common-place terms (Keegan, 1997; Bright, 1999).

These transparent concepts reflect how adept Maori have become with this technology as to be so

comfortable and confident to create their own terminology. A similar process is employed by

Maori-medium educationalists who create new words to accommodate new learning/teaching

environments (Keegan, 1998). Here we can see that the BLS are also well populated with these

new terms to provide equivalency in meaning and usage.

A preliminary survey conducted in March 1999 found only fifteen internet sites that

supported te reo Miiori with written text to varying degrees of significance (Keegan, 1999).

Today, a count on one major Maori web site showed 280 links to web sites which had some

degree of Maori language. These embraced the arts, culture, language, education, health, law,

land, iwi, hapu, marae, trusts, libraries, museums, books, publishers, individuals, discussion

groups, businesses, organisations, media, news, databases, software, web resources and

dictionaries (New Zealand Maori Internet Society: Te Whanau Ipurangi, 2000). Although not all

these sites would be classed as bilingual, they indicate that awareness of Maori culture and

language is increasing rapidly.

The following are only a few selected examples of Internet-based Maori bilingual sites and

BLS. Each has undergone a well thought out planning and research process, and a developmental
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cycle, and each is backed by credible experts with intimate knowledge of their respective

languages. Note all URLs were current as at time of printing.

Kimi Kupu Hou Lexical Database. <http://www.nzcer.org.nz/kimikupu/>

Ngata-Base English-Maori Dictionary. <http://www.learningmedia.co.nz/nz/nd/>

English-Maori Word Translator. <http://kel.otago.ac.nz/translator/>

Te Kete Ipurangi - Bilingual educational resource (Figure 3.4). <http://www.tkLorg.nz/>

New Zealand Maori Internet Society . <http://www.nzmis.org.nz>

Te Karere Ipurangi, <http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/rhimona/karere/>

Maori News Online. <http://go.to/karere>

Toi Te Kupu - Maori Resource Directory. <http://www.toitekupu.org.nz/mindex.html>

Te Tautoko <http://www.learningmedia.co.nz/nz/rl/rl9807/rl980706.htm>

Maori Newsletters. <http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/rhimona/tehokioi.htm>

Niupepa - Maori Newspapers. <http://www.nzdl.org/>

Te Kura Kaupapa Maori. <http://www .minedu.govLnz/Curriculum/updates/>

Aromatawai - Urunga-a-kura. <http://www.cwa.co.nz/aka/>

Te Reo 0 Tu. <http://www.angelfire.com/tx/Tumohe/reo.htrnl>

Te Taura Whiri i Te Reo Maori. <http://www.tetaurawhirLgovLnz/maori/mmain.htm>

Figure 3.4: Sample snapshots of the two Bilingual Internet Interfaces for Te Kete Ipurangi at
<http://www.tki.org.nz/>

It would be difficult to ascertain the total number of personal web pages that have some

degree of Maori, but attempts were made to focus on the high profile sites, which inevitably

included the same people who were actually involved in the development and implementation of

the Internet-based BLS. Therefore, only a general overview is given. One business web provider

has about 250 Maori professionals and business people registered with them

<http://www.maoribiz.co.nz/>.Itis estimated that there are about 1000 individuals who claim or

register themselves as Maori with an Internet Service Provider <http://www.piperpaLco.nz

/nz/maori.html>. If we take into account all the people involved with research, development,

teaching and studying Maori language, this would make up the majority of those individuals who
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may have a personalised bilingual site on the Internet. As mentioned before, this is close to an

impossible task to undertake when attempting to identify all individuals who have some aspect of

Maori bilingualism on their web pages, but at a guess say between 250 and 500.

The third, but not so populated array of BLS are the stand-alone applications. Developed

specifically for use on single machines or shared on a Local Area Network (LAN). The

development of these applications have been largely overshadowed by the Internet boom.

Another factor that may also contribute to this less developed area is the closed environment in

which it operates, usually developers work alone or in small isolated groups. Unlike the Internet,

where an endless supply of beta-testers are available, including joint co-operative work from

distant locations, means the turn-around from design to implementation is much slower for stand

alone BLS. Costs are also an issue, especially when the BLS is being developed for the

commercial market. Another reason that the stand-alone BLS has not enjoyed the same success as

their Internet cousins, could be attitudes from users, like "why purchase it when you can access a

similar system for free!"

The following list is selected examples of stand-alone BLS from the author;

I. Te Kakano - A digital version of the popular Te Whanake series of books and

audio tapes by (Moorfield, 1988). This version was developed as a Computer

Assisted Language Learning (CALL) BLS On the Macintosh platform distributed

on a LAN (Laws, 1995);

2. Maori Language Pronunciation Programme - Developed as a CALL BLS on the

Macintosh and Windows platforms (Laws and Tamblyn, 1996);

3. English-Maori Word Translator - Two versions were developed, i) Linux version

for the Internet-based BLS (see §6.4) and ii) Windows version as a stand-alone

BLS (see §6.3.5) (Laws, 1998; Laws, 1999b; Laws, 1999a; Laws et al., 1999).

The following list is selected examples of stand-alone BLS available for purchase;

I. Te Kete Piimanawa Rorohiko - Translates the English Windows-based Interface

into Maori, is well equipped with many bilingual accessories;

< http://www.reddfish.co.nz/>

2. Kei Oho te Taniwha - Maori language learning software based on syllable and

sounds structure; < http://www.reddfish.co.nz/>

3. Te Reo Tupu - English-Maori dictionary, based on three dictionary sources,

including other bilingual accessories. Available for Windows and Macintosh;

< http://www.wordstream.co.nz/index2.htm>

4. Tangata Whenua 0 Aotearoa - Multimedia Interactive Educational CD-ROM.

Includes many bilingual accessories; < http://www.maoricd.co.nz/product.htro>

5. Te Pukapuka Rorohiko 0 Te Kupu Maori - An Interactive Maori dictionary which

allows the addition of new words. <http://www.merlin.net.nz/maori/index.html>
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3.2.5 Measuring the Features, Attributes and Characteristics of a BLS

What constitutes a BLS? Or in other words, which aspects or factors, as mentioned earlier,

that determine if a system has certain traits that make it bilingual? Bilingualism of late has endured

many forms of testing, assessments, evaluations and measurements, all to ascertain particular

'features', 'attributes' and 'characteristics' that may provide answers to the innumerable questions

being asked about this linguistic phenomena. Therefore, a process based on these theoretical

perspectives and constructs of bilingualism, including compnter testing frameworks, will be

outlined in a proposed specification that measures certain properties which are inherent to varying

degrees in all BLS.

This approach for measuring the BLS uses NLM that incorporate technology, linguistic and

language outputs to define the criteria for the following analysis. Based on §3.1 and §3.2.1 to

§3.2.5, the author identified three main features as the basis of the measurement system. By

nature of their composition, the first two features were classified as having attributes associated

with linguistic 'quality' and 'functionality'. The third feature identifies the technical attributes

associated with 'usability'. Each feature was assigned a set of attributes that represents a particular

aspect, factor, property or category associated with bilingnal computing. Each attribute was then

given a set of characteristics that provide the degrees of effectiveness which collectively

determine the quality, functionality and usability of a BLS. It is therefore not uncommon for a

BLS to have multiple characteristics for each attribute in each feature.

QUality

This feature has six attributes associated with all BLS;

1. Type (i) Educational led], (ii) Informational [in], (iii) Political [pi], (iv)

Entertainment [et]. Every BLS has been identified with these four general

language type definitions;

2. Genre (i) Historical [hi], (ii) Cultural [cu], (iii) Social [so], (iv) Theoretical [th],

Psychological [ps]. The development of a BLS will also have been influenced by a

certain background genre of literary characteristics;

3. Influence (i) Low Bilingual [Ib], (ii) Medium Bilingual [mb], (iii) High Bilingual

[hb]. BLS will all be classified by certain degrees of influence between L1 and L2.

Note that L1 is Maori and L2 is English, therefore Ib is heavily influenced with

L1, mb has equal degrees of L1 and L2, and hb is heavily influenced by L2;

4. Fluency (i) No Fluency [nf], (ii) Low Fluency [If], (iii) Medium Fluency [mf], (iv)

High Fluency [hf]. This attribute is determined by the BLS developers fluency in

both languages. Which reflects in the degree of how widely the mother tongue is

used throughout;

5. Function (i) Negative [neg], (ii) Unbiased [un], (iii) Positive [pas]. The reasons a

BLS is built is usually based on attitudes toward the developers, users and the
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wider speech community. Attributes like diglossia verses bilingualism or formal

verses casual;

6. Worth (i) Low [la], (ii) Medium [me], (iii) High [hi]. The overall quality of a

BLS has many other characteristics like the benefits, advantages, perceptions,

identity and worthiness as a tool to assist in RLS.
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Table 3.6 shows examples of how selected BLS can be measured to identify attributes with

certain characteristics of bilingualism in each of the systems. Important to note that this

identification process is based on the notion that the 'classifier', 'tester' or user has a working

knowledge or fundamental understanding of all the BLS being measured. In this case all six BLS

being evalnated were known to the author.

Table 3.6: Measuring the BLS attributes for 'Oualitv Features'.
Bilingual Information Systems

to be Measured: Type: Genre: Influence Fluency: Function Worth:
: :

Pouaka Kapotangi Reo ed.pl CU, so, hb hf pos me
ps

Kimi KupuHou Lexical Database ed. in so, th mb hf un hi
Te Kete Ipurangi ed, in. pi cu, so mb hf pos hi
Niupepa ed, ni hi, cu, so hb hf pos hi
Moana Kupu/Te Reo Tupu ed, in, et CU, so, mb mf un me

ps
mfEnelish-Maori Word Translator ed. in, et so, rh mb un me

The second proposed feature has four attributes associated with the functionality of a BLS.

The first three attributes are characteristics representing percentages of LI and L2. For example, a

true bilingual system will show 50 percent for LI and 50 percent for L2. Note that some of the

attributes characteristics may not be able to be measured under certain circumstances, and

therefore the tags 'N/A' or 'D' (unknown) may be used to define this circumstance (see Table

3.7). The fourth attribute is based on the graphical interface of the BLS which should reflect the

cultural significance.

Functionality

Each attribute is self explanatory;

1. Text (i) Percentage [%] of L1 and L2 text. Also considerations on the written style,

readability and orthography (macrons - ASCII or Unicode) shonld be taken into

account;

2. Speech (i) Percentage [%] of L1 and L2 speech. Also consider the audio

requirements (natural-digital or artificial-synthesis), quality and file format types;
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3. Dialog (i) Percentage [%] of L1 and L2 dialog or communication between the

BLS users. This can be either live, delayed or static forms. From email, chat

groups, bulletin boards to browsers and network consoles;

4. Visual (i) Low [10], (ii) Medium [me], (iii) High [hi]. Consider the impact of

graphics (e.g. icons, pictures, animation and video) Also the layout (e.g. menus,

frames) and file formats (.wav, .aif, .gif, .jpg, .mp3, .mov, .avi).

le 3.7: Measuring the BLS attributes for 'Functionalitv Features'.
Bilingual Information Systems Text: Speech: Dialog: Visual

to be measured: Ll% L2% L1% L2% L1% U% Impact:
Pouaka Kapotangi Reo 50 50 100 0 50 50 la
Kimi Kupu Hall Lexical Database 60 40 0 0 U U me
Te Kete Ipurangi 50 50 U U U U hi
Niupepa 95 5 0 0 U U me
Moana KupulTe Reo Tupu 50 50 100 0 U U me
Enalish-Maori Word Translator 60 40 90 10 10 90 me

Tab

The third proposed feature is based on four attributes associated with the BLS technical

usability. In this case, each system is scrutinised for computing characteristics which identify the

type of product it is, and how it is used. Note that some of these characteristics may not be able to

be measured, and therefore the tags 'N/A' or 'D' (unknown) are used (see Table 3.8).

Usability

Each attribute is self explanatory;

1. Delivery Mechanism (i) Distributed On-line [on], (ii) Stand-alone [st]. Either from

an ftp or web server as an executable, application, utility or file;

2. Platform Dependent (i) Either Windows DOS,Win9S/NT/98/00 [win], (ii)

Macintosh Classic/PPC/OSX [mac], (iii) Unix/Linux [unix], (iv) Other loth], (v)

All [all];

3. Packaged Software (i) Freeware [fiv], (ii) Shareware [sw], (iii) Pay [py], (iv)

Licensed [li]. Can be network downloadable or as physical media on CD-ROM;

4. Support Services (i) Help Desk [hd], (ii) On-line Assistance [ola], (iii)

Documentation [doe], (iv) Manuals [mn].

Table3.8:Measurin the BLS attributes for 'Usabili Features'.
Bilingual Information Systems Delivery Platform

to be measured: Mechanism: De endent:
Packaged
Software:

Support
Services:

Pouaka Kapotangi Reo st, on oth
Kimi Kupu Hall Lexical Database 0 n all
Te Keto Ipurangi on all
Niupepa on all
Moana Kupu/Te Reo Tupu s t win, mae
En Iish-Maori Word Translator st, on all

li
sw
sw
sw

py, li
,sw

doe, mn
ala

hd. ala
ala

hd, doe, mn
ala, doe
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By combining all three feature tables, the anthor was able to create a profile of each

individual BLS, thus a series of descriptive narratives can be constructed to provide a working

framework of reference for defining bilingual computing. For example, the following is a

descriptive narrative including all the associated attribute characteristics inserted in square

brackets;

"The Pouaka Kapotangi Reo was developed as a critical language tool for
educational purposes [Type: pi, ed], which provides the whanau with cultural,
social and intellectual development [Genre: eu, so, ps]. Te reo Mdori is used
throughout the entire system [Fluency: hb], with options to switch [Worth: me]
betweenEnglish, Maoriof both [Function: pas]. The PKR displays the text [Visual
Impact: la] in both languages [Text: 50/50] and all the phrases are spoken and
recorded in Maori [Speech: 10010]. Also all instructions and training are in both
languages [Dialog: 50/50]. The system can be used separately or networked with
other PKR [Delivery Mechanism: st, on] running its own specialised operating
system[Platform Dependent: oth] whichwas developed under license from Progeni
Systems Ltd [Packaged Software: li]. The training system is supported with user
manuals and technical references [Support Services: doe, mn]."

To conclude this section, it should be noted that this proposed measurement system is in no

way intended to quantify the attributes of one BLS to compare it with another in terms of either a

progressive or sliding scale. It is not intended to rate or rank individual BLS. Its purpose only

serves to identify which linguistic factors each BLS ascribe to. In other words, what key

perspectives of bilingualism have affected the development of that particular system which

reflects certain human characteristics. Secondly, there is a reason to identify which types of

computational factors that have been used to contribute to this development. Because this will

lead to the understanding on how future BLS can be assembled. Although the initial intention was

to identify selected bilingual and computational attributes with this measurement system, no doubt

other uses will be found. Moreover, there is wide scope for modifying this system to allow for

improved measuring criteria and/or customised models.
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3.3 Summary
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Computer-based bilingual systems have evolved from a long enduring relationship between two

like and sometimes contrasting disciplines of computing and linguistics. Generally, Ibis is known

as computational linguistics. The specialised field of natural language processing has contributed

to the expanding discipline of bilingual systems.

At the start of the chapter we looked at the theoretical foundations of bilingualism; first the

definitions and then the perspectives. We identified two types of bilingualism, and many differing

definitions from across all disciplines, to conclude that a general theory was sufficient for this

work. We also distinguished five main perspectives of bilingualism;

i) Attitudes are entrenched in society, which shapes both negative and positive

perspectives;

ii) Political climates reflect what the historical and social attitudes are, therefore

movement is slow;

iii) Populations are affected by social and political forces, but increased numbers can

alter the balance of power;

iv) Studies into psychological behaviour have shifted their stance on the effects that

bilingualism has, if anything it's better to be bilingual now;

v) Individuals have been learning more than one language for thousands of years

without any problems, as educational perspectives of bilingualism have now

started to balance the ledger.

This same theoretical linguistic shape and form has provided the foundations for the Maori

language to be integrated into practical functional constructs as BLS. After we reviewed some past

and current Maori BLS products, we presented a case study to justify all the theoretical notions

that minority language speech communities can make a significant difference under the right

socio-linguistic, ethno-linguistic and psycho-linguistic conditions.

Then we offered adage to a novel approach for a measuring system proposing certain key

features, attributes and characteristics associated with all BLS. However novel this approach may

be, this system was modeled on the theoretical foundations for human bilingualism (Hoffmann,

1991; Romaine, 1995). It will be seen that the practical implementation of a new systematic

framework can be used effectively to identify any BLS for quality, functionality and usability.

We also illustrated all the above mentioned points with a number of tables and figures

which highlighted the key issues about this chapter being both theoretical as well as practical in its

delivery of facts, details and discussions points.

The next step in the language integration process is to discuss in detail how we can use the

principles of linguistic analysis (e.g. the phonological, lexical and orthographic approaches).

Then apply them to data and information analysis (e.g. information engineering of the text,

speech and sound systems) to build a series of Maori BLS.



Chapter 4

Analysis of English and Maori:
A Computational Linguistic Approach

4.1 Introduction

The three preceding chapters have covered both traditional and contemporary methods for language

descriptive analysis to illustrate the current status of the spoken and written forms in Maori-a

language that has continually evolved through internal and external influences.

The main focus in this chapter is on the phonological and orthographic analysis of the phoneme

unit, language codes and the New Zealand English-Maori phonemic systems. Section two describes

the syllable structure with an emphasis on the modeling of 'word stress rules' in the development of

automating syllabification and stress placement in a Maori lexicon. The next section describes the

orthographic representations of Maori, past present and future modes. With the last section describing

the development of a Maori text-based spelling architecture.

4.1.1 The Phoneme

Early in the twentieth century, a prominent phonetician by the name of Daniel Jones (1881

1967) was named the "Grandfather of Phonetics" for his work on founding the first School of

Phonetics. He wrote the first works on the pronunciation of British English. He also invented the

standard method for precisely identifying the vowel sounds known today as the 'Cardinal Vowels'.

This system uses both articulatory and auditory features to represent the position and placement of the

tongue and lips within the mouth. Usually shown in the form of the 'cardinal vowel diagram' (Crystal,

1992; Jensen, 1993). Jones' definition of the phoneme is therefore based on the 'physical acoustic

parameters' of the human sound system.

A phoneme may be described roughly as a family of sounds consisting of an
important soundof the language (generally the most frequeutly used member
of that family) together with other related sounds which "take its place" in
particular sound-sequences or under particular conditions of length or stress
or intonation.

(Jones, 1918)
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An Anthropologist, by the name of Edward Sapir had a markedly different definition of the

phoneme, which could be said to have taken into account the 'psychological' parameters of the human

sound system.

Back of the purely objective system of sounds ... which can be arrived at
only by painstaking phonetic analysis. there is a more restricted "inner" or
"ideal" system which ... can far more easily then the other he brought to [a
speaker's] consciousness as a finishedproduct, a psychological mechanism.

Cited from Taylor (1999)

Here, this definition could equate to an abstraction of sounds, which do not uphold a direct

resemblance to a real phoneme as we know it today, but may also be heard in a perceptual opinion,

that is, what we hear. The following definition supports this notion.

We take for granted ... that phonetic representations describe a perceptual
reality. There is nothing to suggest that these phonetic representations also
describe a physical or acoustic reality. The [hearer] will "hear" the phonetic
shape determined by the postulated syntactic structure and the internalized
rules [of the language].

Chomsky and Halle (1968)

In all three cases, the phoneme is described as a significant parameter of the sound system,

small that it may be. It can have both a physical (in the acoustic sense) and psychological

interpretation placed upon it, which in turn contributes to it being widely misunderstood, mis

classified or even treated as an abstract notion. Therefore, in the course of this work, an arbitrary

definition based on the entries from linguistic dictionaries will suffice. Given that it fits comfortably

into the terminology used here to characterise the phoneme and its use, also, for the purposes of

simplicity .

Phones are the smallest known discrete segments of sound in a stream of speech (Crystal, 1980),

an individual phone is an uncomplicated unit symbol of acoustic substance. An indefinitely large

range of phones exist in all spoken languages, but each being distinguishable from one another in

some way. The Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979), description of the phoneme is:

"one of the sets of speech sonnds in any language that serve to distinguish one word from another."

Phonemes are the unit of sounds that allow for the grouping of phonetically similar phones into

classes. This definition then equates to the phone representing all the physical realisations of

phonemes. That is, the phoneme is a class of phones described as a set of variant characters.

Therefore, variations in the same phoneme are referred to as 'allophones", however, differences in

contexts of contrasting sounds have phonemes grouped into 'minimal pairs'. The phoneme is an ideal

element to differentiate specific parts of speech, as a spoken utterance can contain the following;

'Phone; Phoneme; Syllable; Morpheme and Word', which in turn can be used to establish how many

phoneme units exist in a particular language. All languages contain an inventory of phonemes
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commonly called the 'phonemic system'; some hold as little as fifteen, others, as many as fifty; so all

language varieties have different phonemic systems (Clark and Yallop, 1990).

Jones stated that the phoneme "take its place" in particular sound sequences (or spoken words).

For example, the phoneme Ipl can be spoken in three positions;

i) In the 'Initial Aspirated' position as in "pin" [pIn];

ii) The 'Medial Unaspirated' position as in "spin" [spIn];

iii) In the 'Final Released' position as in "nip" [nIp].

Of the twenty-four consonantal phonemes in New Zealand English, only six are limited to

where they can be positioned. Given 131 and IfJI may not occur initially, and /hi, Ir/, Iwl and Ij/ may not

occur finally. All the other consonantal phonemes can occupy any of the three positions. The English

long vowels can also appear in any of the three positions, but the short vowels /I/, le/, 1&1, lVI, lA!, IUI

can ouly appear in the initial and medial positional placement within words.

Phoneme can also "take their place" under particular conditions of length, stress or intonation. It

is here that each phoneme has been given a defined relationship with all other phonemes. This

relationship is best described as having a combination of 'distinctive features' (or DF) based on the

articulatory system (Jakobson et aI., 1952; Giegerich, 1992; Rastall, 1993). For example the English

phoneme Ipl is a voiceless, bilabial plosive, which is paired off with Ibl as a voiced, bilabial plosive.

The layout of Table 4.1 and 4.2 are ideal for calculating the distribution of DF of each phoneme,

commonly termed the 'Cartesian table' because the 'x,y' coordinates intersect to either identify or

'rule-out' a particular feature in that sector (Rastall, 1993).
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Table 4.1: The distinctive featnres (DF) assigned to the NZ English consonantal phonemes
gronped in place and manner of articulation. Features based on (Giegerich, 1992) and (Gimson and
Cruttenden, 1994).
Phoneme: p b d k 9 f v e 1\ s z S 3 h tS d3 m n ~ r w j

Bilabial + + +
Labiodental - + +

Dental - + +
Alveolar - + + + + + + + +

Postalveolar - +
Palatoalveolar - + + + +

Palatal - +
Velar - + + + +

Glottal - +
Lateral - +

Nasal - + + +
Affricate - + +
Strident - + + + + + +

Rounded - +
Low - +
High - + + + + + +

Coronal - + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Back - + + +

Anterior + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Tense + + + + + + + + +

Sonorant - + + + + + + +
Continuant - + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Unvoiced + + + + + + + + +
Voiced - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Table 4.2: The DF assigned to the NZ English vowels grouped into the cardinal classifications.
From (Gie erich, 1992 and (Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994).

Phoneme I e re A a u i a o 3 U ei ai oi au au 1:61
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Front+ + + +
Central - +

Back 
Close +

Closing -
Mid - +

Open 
Centering -

High +
Low 

Rounded -
Unrounded + + + +
Diphthong 

Monophthong + + + +
Tense -

Sonorant +
Continuant +

Voiced +

To summarise, the phoneme may consist of several phonetically distinct articulations, in which

some are regarded as identical, since one may be substituted for another without any change of

meaning. On the other hand, some are regarded as separate because they do alter the meaning for the

word. Thus, Ipl and /hI change the meaning of a word, whereas, the articulation of III in the initial and
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final positions of the word 'little' [Tital] are different but the meaning remains the same. These are

called the 'complementary distribution family' ofphouemes.

4.1.2 Phonetic and Phonemic Codes

Linguists rely on a series of international standardised symbolic codes to identify speech as

either sound values or functional elements (Clark and Yallop, 1990; Crystal, 1992; Giegerich, 1992;

Ladefoged, 1993). Both coding systems are so unlike the corresponding or similar printed alphabetic

symbols of a language that they can cause problems if they are used incorrectly for pronunciation or

descriptive transcriptions (Giegerich, 1992; Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994). When phones and

phonemes are transcribed or labelled, their phonetic alphabet and phonemic representations are used in

a written form that serves to aid Phoneticians and Phonologists' approach to understanding the

systematic nature of speech sounds and the orthography of phonemic nnits (Clark and Yallop, 1990).

Phonetic and phonemic symbols have many variations that are dependent on their application

within a given topic or field of research. Most will use the 'International Phonetic Alphabet' (IPA) as

the standard diacritic format (Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994; Kilgour, 2000) (see Table 4.3). Others

will use slight variations as a matter of preference or as a specific requirement for use with computer

text or 'machine-readable phonetic notation' (Dutoit et al., 1996; Wells, 1996; Sproat et al., 1997).

Linguists who map the IPA symbols using 'ASCll' codes like 'Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic

Alphabet' (SAMPA) or the 'British English Example Pronunciation' (BEEP) 'PhoneSet' codes; are

unfortunately limited to the 7-bit printable ASCII characters that range from '33 ..127' (Wells, 1996).

Table 4.3: Word examples represented by the two coding conventions, with various standards
grouped into similarnotations.

Word: Phonemic: Phonetic: ASCII: SAMPA: NfIS: PhoneSet: IPA: NZPhone:
barn !ban! [ba:n] ban BA:N bAAn baan ban be:n
born !bn! [ban] bOn BO:N bAOn baon bon bon

sing /singl [SIlJ ] siN sIN sIHNG slhng sr~ s.~

jump /jurnp/ [d3Arnp] dZVrnp dZVrnp jAHmp jhabrnp dgxmp dyamp
thick /thick/ [eik] TIk TIk TIIlHk thihk erk e.k

cat IkretJ [kret] k&t k{t kAEt kaet keer ket

The phonetic coding used in this thesis varies between ASCII, IPA, SAMPA and PhoneS et. The

justification behind using four different systems is based on the original coding method as used to

represent the original data source, the developer or receiver of the phonetic data, and the coding

requirements used in that particular analysis. As a general rule, phonetic transcriptions of words will

appear inside square brackets (e.g. 'bat' [bret], 'sit' [SIt]) and phonemic transcriptions of individual

phonemes will appear between slashes (e.g. II/, lal, lrel and Ifl), slight variations excluding this
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notation are used in the tables. For example, the realisations of Maori vowels will appear inside

slashes as the phoneme, and their phonetic quality inside square brackets, la:1 as [u:] and loa! as foul.

4.1.3 New Zealand English System

The most current analysis of the New Zealand English (NZE) phonemic and phonetic systems

has been undertaken by (Kilgour, 2000). The NZE phonemic system is similar to the 'Received

Pronunciation' (RP) of English, but the NZE phonetic system is quite different. The NZE phonetic

system has undergone many progressive changes over the years, especially the vowels. A recent

proposal for an alternative by (Taylor, 1999a) with modifications by (Watson et al., 1998) and

(Kilgour, 2000) have now called this system the 'NZPhone'. The NZPhone inventory use different

non-Latin characters to describe the current linguistic status of the NZE monophthongs and

diphthongs.

Prior to this current work, the allophonic realisations of the forty-three coded NZE phonemes

were hand segmented to extract selected phonemic and label information from the 'Otago Speech

Corpus' (Sinclair and Watson, 1995; Kilgour, 1996; Sinclair, 1996; Laws, 1998). The phonemic data

was first represented as segmental numeric units to identify individual phonemes from their initial,

medial and final boundaries within the isolated words from the database. This numeric data was taken

from the sampling points of the realised phonemes and therefore a model was developed of the words

to which their phonemes were constructed. Three extra phonemes were added to bring the inventory

up to forty-six, these included 'silence' Iql, 'schwa' 101 and the 'glottal stop' nI.

The following describes a brief outline on how the speakers, words and phonemes were

numerically coded for identification purposes. There are currently thirty-seven English and NZE

speakers allocated indexes ranging from [01] to [99] saying up to 141 isolated words three times each,

with allocated word indexes from [001] and [999] and utterance indexes from [I] to [3], the final index

is the forty-five NZ phonemes codes from [01] up to [99]. For example, the segmented phoneme file

'06010304.wav' indicates [06] as the speaker, speaking the word 'dart' [010], of the third utterance

[3], with phoneme Id! [04].
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vm 0 a e ng, some u e are wor examples an err hone transcnpti
Phoneme Word NZPhone
Code: ASCII: IPA: NZPhone: Example: Transcription:
01 p P P pin pan
02 h b b bay brei
03 t t t toy toi

04 d d d die drei
05 k k k key kai
06 g g g get get
07 f f f five faiv
08 v v v van yen

09 T 0 0 thick Oak

10 D 0 0 then oen
11 s s s see soi
12 z z z zinc zoUk
13 S S S ship Sop
14 Z 3 3 measure me3
15 h h h he hai
16 tS tS tS chin tjan
17 dZ d3 d3 jam dyem
18 m m m me mai
19 n n n not not
20 N U U sing soU
21 1 I 1 light lait
22 r r r ring rou
23 w w w win won

24 j j j yes jes
25 I I 0 sit sot

26 e e e get get

27 & re e cat kat

28 V A 0 hut hot

29 A 0 0 hot hut
30 U u '" put p",t

31 i i oi see sai
32 a a 0: father r.:oo

33 0 0 0 sort sot
34 3 3 0 bird bod
35 u U " too t"
36 el ei rei day dei
37 ai ai ai fly flai
38 Oi oi oi boy bci
39 OU ou AU go gAU

40 aU au reu cow kreu
41 i@ ia io ear io
42 U@ uo uo tour tua

43 e@ eo io air la

44 Q q Q [silence] Q
45 @ 0 0 banana bene.ne

46 ? ? ? writer rai'ld

Table 4.4: The 46 coded NZE phonemes represented by ASCII, JP A and the new NZPhone
phonetic s b 11 b li aI . I d d didth . NZP ons.
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4.1.4 Maorl Segmental Phonological System

Like many other languages, there are also two distinctive phonological segments in Maori;

consonants and vowels.

There are five phonemically distinct vowels in Maori. The length can be short or long, so there

are five long vowels that correspond to twice the length of the five short vowels. This accounts for ten

vowels in clustered pairs (or minimal pairs); /i i: e e: a a: 00: u u:/ (Hohepa, 1967; Bauer et al.,

1993; Harlow, 1996). Table 4.5 represents the five vowel clusters with various codes by the three

standard notations and also by three notable linguists of Maori. Note there are two differing notations

or opinions about the phonemic codes.

Table 4.5: 5 Maori vowel pairs indicating their length, word examples and meaning. Note the
Bvariations in notation between Hohepa, auer andHarlow.

Phonemic: IPA: SAMPA: Hoheoa: Bauer: Harlow: MaoriWord: Translation:
i i i liJ liJ lil pipi clam
r i: u liiJ li:1 liiJ , otot chick
e e e lel le! le! keke cake
e e: ee lee! le:1 leel kiike armpit
a a A la! la! la! kaka clothes
a a: AA laaI la:1 laa! ktika parrot
0 0 0 101 101 101 koko scoop

0 0: 00 1001 10:1 1001 kiiko bellbird
u e u lul lul Iu! ruru owl
n e: uu luu! lu:1 luu! ruru handshake

Combinations of non-identical vowels of equal or greater length are frequent, and their

considerable variation in form can be distinguished as either a diphthong or as a second rearticulated

full vowel (Harlow, 1996).

ns. (Baueret al., 1993).
lil li:1 le! le:1 la! la:1 101 10:1 lul lu:1

liJ m lie] [ie.] [ia] [ia:] [h] [io:] [ie]
li:1
lel rei] [e:] [eo] [EO] [eel
le:1
la! [oil [ai:] [UE] [a.] [uo] [ue]
la:1 [ata]

101 [oil [oi:] rOE] [0.] [0] [ea]
10:1 I fo:il fo:ul
Iu! [ui] [w:] [He] [eo] [uo] [e]
lu:1

Table 4.6: Phonetic realisations showing the quality of the Maori short and long vowel
combinatio

Because there are so many variations in short and long vowel clusters, there is the theoretical

possibility of having one hundred different identical and non-identical vowel combinations. This
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number is considerably more than the commonly used diphthongs in the language today. Nevertheless,

Table 4.6 has been tabulated to show all possible combinations, with clusters in phonetic notation

indicating all the realisations as ontlined by (Baner et al., 1993). In the main, five phonemic

diphthongs have been identified as being in common use, laol lail laul leil Iou! (see Table 4.8 for their

frequency distribution).

Except for variable realisations associated with dialect variations, consonants are given similar

treatment as their English counterparts. There are ten distinctive consonant phonemes, consisting of

three plosives articulated as Ipl It! 1kI, two fricatives /hI IfI, three nasals Imf 1nl IIj/, one liquid (trill or

roll) Irl and one semivowel glide Iw/. Note in Table 4.7 that two consonants have orthographic

symbols that use two Roman letters, where IfI is represented by wh and IDI for ng (Hohepa, 1967;

Bauer et al., 1993; Harlow, 1996). A further detailed lingnistic description of the consonant phonemes

is in §5.3.4, which identifies the distinctive features for each consonant as well as the vowels .

d. 5T bl 47 10Ma e .. aOD consonants m categories, wi wor examoies.
IPA

Characteristics: Phonemic: IPA: SAMPA: Ma-ori Word: Translation: Transcriotion:
Plosives p p p poaka pig [pouke]

t t t fepu table [te-pa]

k k k kuri dog [kani]

Fricatives h h h haka dance [haka]

wh f f whare house [fune]

Nasals m m m motokti motor car [matokai]

n n n noho sit [noho]

ng g N ngutu lips [gHtH]

Liquid r R r ringa hand [nhja]

Semivowel w w w wahine woman [wahine]

Because Irl appears to have so much variation in RP and NZE, it has been assigned many

different phonetic treatments. For example, the following all account for various dialects and types of

English Irl, [1] [c] [J<'] [1] and [R] (Giegerich, 1992; Jensen, 1993; Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994). In

Maori, the lingual trill or the rolling of Irl is very distinct compared to NZE, therefore it was

considered to be represented phonetically as [R].

This next part of the segmental phonological system of Maori analyses the frequency rate of

occurrence of all the phonemes appearing in a large set of text. This section is the author's original

work, with the findings being presented here as part of the NLM based on fundamental linguistic

frequency analysis being applied to the Maori language.

In the first instance, two separate sources of text were merged. The first being from "Te Ao

Hou' a Maori editorial published in the early 1950's. Over 14,000 words were extracted from thirty

five editions. The second text source came from the Otago Speech RDBMS which contains over 8,300
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Maori words (see §6.3.6). Both sources contained many duplicates, so once they were all removed,

only 6,678 unique words remained. The next step involved filtering out the individual phonemes from

each word. A total of 43,344 phonemes were identified, and separated into the twenty-five most

commonly used phoneme categories (e.g. ID consonants, ID short and long vowels and 5 diphthongs).

The limited scope used to only identify five diphthongs was based on the fact that their overall

frequency was less that two percent.

Table 4.8 clearly shows that all the short vowels occupy a high frequency within the corpus of

words, whereas the long vowels and five diphthongs are ranked very low in comparison. The la!

phoneme is by far the most frequently occurring segmental element in Maori speech. Amongst the

consonants, It! and IkI hold a high proportion of the count, closely followed by Ir/.

Table 4.8: Maori phoneme freqnency analysis, showing all vowels in their minimal pairs and
common clusters.

Orthographic Count: Frequency: Rate:
Units:
a 8525 19.67% 1
t 3614 8.34% 2
k 3573 8.25% 3
i 3403 7.85% 4
r 3218 7.43% 5
0 2441 5.63% 6
e 2349 5.42% 7
II 2237 5.16% 8
h 2227 5.14% 9

P 2114 4.88% 10
m 1234 2.85% II
ng 1199 2.77% 12
wh 1180 2.72% 13
n 1171 2.70% 14
il 1154 2.66% 15
ai 688 1.59% 16
all 688 1.59% 16
w 636 1.47% 18
ii 486 1.12% 19
e 470 1.08% 20
r 270 0.62% 21
e 154 0.36% 22
ao 137 0.32% 23
ei 86 0.20% 24
Oll 80 0.18% 25

Total: 43.344 100%

As a matter of interest only, Table 4.9 was tabulated to see if the frequency rate changed by

combining all the vowel units together. If anything, la! increases the most, given that la:1 and three of

the diphthongs each contain an element of la!. Also lil shifts to second ranking as it is also increased

by li:1 and two diphthongs, with lul moving up On account of lu:1 and laul, and so on. The interesting

aspect that this table presents, is the vowels relative stable position within the frequency rankings.

Apart from Iu!, which has moved up two places.
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Table 4.9: Maori phoneme frequency analysis. Note that all the long vowels and their realisations
have been combined

Orthographic Count: Frequency: Rate:

Units:
a 11055 24.63% 1
i 4447 9.91% 2
t 3614 8.05% 3
k 3573 7.96% 4
u 3491 7.78% 5
r 3218 7.17% 6
0 3128 6.97% 7
e 2589 5.77% 8
h 2227 4.96% 9

P 2114 4.71% 10
rn 1234 2.75% 11
ng 1199 2.67% 12
wh 1180 2.63% 13
n 1171 2.61% 14
w 636 1.42% 15

78
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4.2 Phonological Analysis
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Section 4.1.1 discussed the various definitions of the phoneme by different practitioners, who

generally agreed that in any language a string of phonological segments do not fully justify the

collective quality that each phoneme possesses in constructing a meaningful utterance or word

(Crystal, 1992; Giegerich, 1992; Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994). That is, the quality of each phoneme

in isolation is purely phonetic, but a phoneme in a sequential occurring form that can be slightly

altered by its preceding and following phonemes (Ladefoged, 1993). These are the phonological

features which, when analysed within utterances or words, require an additional larger component to

describe this complex process of relationships amongst groups of phonemes (Crystal, 1992).

4.2.1 Syllables

Syllables are the higher phonological units of connected speech, they are typically larger than a

single utterance, yet smaller than a single word. The syllable is the only phonological unit used to

describe the distribution between the segmental boundaries of phoneme classes (Jensen, 1993). Its

prominence to native speakers of a language is sometimes "taken for granted" as syllables can be very

easily identified in a word by comparisons between its individual phonemes. A good dictionary will

identify where syllabic divisions occur within a word, usually for both 'hyphenation' and 'syllabic

breaks', for example, [com+pu+ta+tion+al]. Stress patterns are marked between syllables, to which the

placement of stress within a word is a 'syllabic feature' of 'loudness'. Syllables can also affect how

certain language systems are written (e.g. Japanese) or spoken (e.g. Tone languages). Finally, syllables

are linguistically described by a hierarchical structure of theoretical form combining many parts

including; written alphabets, phonemes, speech sound and acoustic systems, phonetics and phonology

(Giegerich, 1992).

All the above, and more, are recoguisable properties of the syllable which define its concept in a

form that can be clearly identified as a separate distinguishable higher order phonological unit of

speech. Some parts have complex theories that to this day are still not universally accepted as

concrete. For example, 'sonority hierarchy' (loudness of speech) where the transformation by the

human articulatory system of air-pressure into the acoustic energy corresponding to the number of

syllables in a word equal to the number of 'sonority peaks' being generated (Giegerich, 1992). Other

associated aspects such as 'syllabification' (location of boundaries), 'internal branching structure'

containing the 'onset' (Le. opening segment of a syllable) and 'rhyme' components with its 'nucleus'

(Le. central segment of a syllable) and the 'coda' (i.e. closing segment of a syllable) are the

'consonant-vowel' patterns that describe sound segment clusters. Also, 'light' 'heavy' and 'super

heavy' syllable marking to denote the number of 'x-positions' in the rhyme, are all aspects to consider.

Finally, the 'phonotactics' concerned with a language that allows both permissible and constrained
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phoneme clusters based on the 'sonority scale' (Giegerich, 1992; Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994).

Vowels are more sonorous than consonants, which also contain relative sub-classes of sonority within

the two phoneme classes (e.g. open vowels are more sonorous or louder than closed vowels).

In both phonetics and phonology, all the above phonological features of the syllable have many

complex theories, structures and templates. So to recognise and thus describe in detail the vast

descriptive account of the syllable, would take an equally large set of work in linguistics, which is

beyond the scope of this section.

Moreover, within the domain of computational linguistic analysis, certain syllable properties

can be broken down into smaller manageable components that can be designed as 'language models'

to represent an applied solution to an equally small linguistic problem. To this end, the author has

deliberately left out many of the in-depth technical aspects of the syllable structure; overall, they are

important, but in this context they are not required. Therefore, the following section will only

investigate the functions of 'word stress patterns' in English syllables, since this feature has been

successfully modeled on many computationally based systems of an ordered sets of linguistic rules.

Maori syllabification and stress will be discussed further on.

4.2.2 Word Stress

There are differing schools of thought about the precise definition of the syllable and how it is

actually viewed by different sectors of linguistics. There is little doubt then, that because stress is very

closely associated with the syllable, stress can also be an ambiguous feature depending on what

discipline of linguistics is being used (Clark and Yallop, 1990; Crystal, 1992). Many would say that

stress should be referred to as 'prominence', or even sonority, others prefer to use the term 'accent'

which associates to those syllables that stand out above others in words or longer utterances (Edwards

and Lampert, 1993). For the purpose of this work the author has decided to use the term stress which

is concerned with the prominence of syllables within words (Clark and Yallop, 1990). This is based on

the English and Maori references being used here and the definitions extracted from appropriate

sources.

The English language is said to use stress in all 'polysyllabic words', that is, every lexical word

form (e.g. noun, verb, adjective or adverb) that contains more than one syllable will have one of the

syllables stressed, the other syllable will be either 'less-stressed' or 'unstressed'. Stress is related to an

increase in the 'loudness' (Le. volume) of a syllable, but increased variations in 'duration' (Le. length)

and to a certain degree 'pitch' (e.g. baseline rise and fall), can also be attributed to stress (Crystal,

1980; Crystal, 1992). It has been determined that polysyllabic words can consist of different degrees

of stress, ordered from strongest to weakest to none (Taylor, 1999). The main stress feature (or

strongest stress) is called the 'primary stress' element, usually marked with the raised vertical line

symbol ['] as in [pho'+nol+o+gy] (Hanks et el., 1979; Clark and Yallop, 1990).
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Now, for the purpose of simplicity in reading stress, the orthographic representation in this work

will mark stress using numeric symbols to denote its particular level preceding the vowel, for example,

[pho'{nol-i-o-i-gy]. The 'secondary stress' will now be marked by n. and followed by 'tertiary' ['].

Other elements are obviously unstressed syllables which have no markings. Here is an example of a

typical word indicating both stress placement and syllable boundaries [Iel+e'+va+lor]. Words

containing more than four syllables will usually have a combination of different stress mark

placements or locations, but in the main, only the first two stressed syllables are marked.

In long utterances, phrases or sentences, stress location can also be dependent on things such as

the 'information focus' or 'surprisingness' of content, where for example, a speaker's response can

alter the stress location in an utterance if different questions are asked about the same subject

(Edwards and Lampert, 1993). Edwards also points out that other factors such as 'word class' and

'syntactic structure' affect the location of stress (or prominence as she terms it), again there is a higher

level of linguistic analysis here which involves grammar and syntax not covered in this work. But it is

important here to recognise that stress is a feature that covers many sectors of linguistics, and therefore

has in some cases conflicting and/or ambiguous definitions, In other cases there exist complementary

arguments (van der Hulst and Smith, 1985).

The next significant contrast is that stress is fairly intuitive to locate within words. This can be

done by using intonation and vowel quality to find sudden falls in pitch which take place on the

syllable for primary stress. SUbsequently, the pitch will rise again to reoccur for secondary stress and

so on. The majority of English words will have a fixed position for primary and secondary stress, but

contrasts between words derived from a common 'root' or 'stem' can 'stress-shift' or remove some

stress features altogether. For example Ctel+e'+graph], ['tel+el+graph+ic] and [tel+leg+ra+phy]. To a

limited degree, certain English words will be affected by 'minimal pairs' for the position of primary

stress. This is based on the 'noun-verb pairings'. For example, [to ob-je'ct - an 'ob-ject] and [to

re's-cord - a 'rec-ord]. Root words that have 'inflected forms' or 'afflxes/suffixes' will also be

affected by stress-shift. For example [a't-som - a-to'm-i-ic] and [cha'r-sac-ter - cha'r+aC+ler+i1s+tic].

And in some cases there are 'inflectional affixes' that do not affect stress location on the stem at all,

these are called 'stress-neutral' words, [de-ve'l-top - de-ve't-ops - de-ve'J-o-ping - de-ve'l-oped].

English is known to have 'free' or 'movable' stress locations amongst individual root or

'monomorphemic' words, inflected words and utterances. Therefore, a complex set of heuristics has

been developed to account for all these permissible and constrained instances (Crystal, 1992).

In the area of computationallingnistics, these English 'stress rules' have been used to formulate

many different computational language models which have been implemented in a number of different

software applications for enhanced natural language processing of word and syllable stress placement.

For example the Festival text-to-speech system requires a set of ordered rules and parameters for

modeling the duration of syllable and stress placement on pre-synthesised units of speech (Black et
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al ., 1998). The model's parameters can be easily changed to alter the output to vary the stress (see

Chapter 8 for a schematic description of this process).

4.2.3 Syllabification in Miiori

The next phase in this comparative analysis is to take a look at how the Maori language is

governed by its own set of rules for syllabification and stress. And to this end, formulate a basic

'computational language model' that can automatically mark both on a series of words in a Maori

lexicon. In the first instance, we know the nature of the Maori language as being markedly different to

English (Hohepa, 1967; Benton, 1992). Therefore, we need to analyse a language that contains similar

attributes to Maori, that may also maintain a defined set of stress rules, from which we can undertake

further comparative analysis (Harlow, 1996).

Syllabification and the role of stress placement in Maori requires a certain knowledge of the

phonotactic and morphemic structure of the language (Hohepa, 1967; Harlow, 1996). The principles of

primary stress assignment in Maori words are 'pitch fall' and the length of the first 'vocalic element'

in diphthongs. There are six main stress features, which can alter the plosives, fricatives, the liquid,

nasals, and the vowels. The syllabification of Maori is defined as having a combination of the

following phonemic classes;

Vowel (V) - la! lellit lollu!;

Two Vowels (VV) - la:lle:lli:llo:llu:llaelleit lait Iou!;

Consonant and Vowel (C)V -Ita! /hellpit;

Consonant and two Vowels (C)VV -/ma:llmail/tae/.

On the surface, it is fairly intuitive to locate syllabification within words; the language seems to

indicate that syllable boundaries will always occur inunediately at every juncture prior to a consonant

and short vowel combination. For example (C)V in ka.ka.ri.ki. Therefore, if there is a morpheme

boundary, a syllable boundary will also occur there. This is a crude explanation to what is of course a

very complex process of rules and definitions as presented first by (Biggs, 1961; Hohepa, 1967) and

later by (Bauer et al., 1993). Nevertheless, only a simple model is required to identify syllable

boundaries after double vowels, diphthongs and then single vowels. This model was initially

developed to allow the second main part of the stress modeling process to take place. But first, we

must identify some specific arrangements of the phoneme units to establish a basic structure. The

phonotactics or the 'surface syllable structure' of Maori is defined as having the following heuristics;

Consonants can only appear in 'word-initial' (CV) and 'word-content' (VCV) positions;

Consonants cannot appear as 'word-final' or in germinate clusters within words;

Vowels can occur in all positions (VC, CVC, CV);

Vowels can occur in multiple clusters (CVV, CVVV, CVVVV);

Vowels of the same quality cannot occur in multiples of three or more.
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To summarise the rules for Maori, all the above mentioned statements can be collapsed

into the generative formula (Hohepa, 1967):

(C)V(V) - where (C) is optional, V is obligatory and (V) is optional.

For example, a correct arrangement (phonotactically) to building a series of words: ii - ngii 

ngdi - ngiiti. An incorrect arrangement would be: ii - nga - ngiii - ngiiit, as consonant final words are

impossible in Maori, Also, few vowels appear in the word-initial positions in comparison to

consonants (Bauer et al., 1993). All number of combinations of short and long vowels can appear in

Maori, where certain combinations of vowels may act as rhymes in syllables (Harlow, 1996). How

these are realised are based on the syllabic structure of vowel length, morpheme boundaries, identical

and non-identical pairs of vowels, as well as monophthongs and diphthongs. Finally, whether they are

used in casual or formal speech (Bauer et al., 1993).

4.2.4 Modeling Word Stress in Miiori

The position of stress within Maori words is fully predictable (Hohepa, 1967). Maori primary

stress in monomorphemic words has a descending order of precedence, initially positioned on the first

syllable containing a long vowel (or germinate cluster). If none exists, then stress is positioued on the

first syllable with a diphthong (e.g. 'gliding vowels' or 'non-identical vowel clusters'), and if there is

none, then on the first syllable (ibid). Furthermore, it has been stated that "the stress must never occur

more than four vowels from the end of the word, so in any word containing more than four vowels we

consider only the last four." (Biggs, 1969). Although Bauer (1993) disagrees with Biggs on this issue,

remarking that "I have not found any clear cases of monomorphemic words exceeding this length."

(Bauer et al., 1993) Harlow (1996) supports Biggs by his statement that "word stress falls on one of

the last four morae of a word." Where Harlow's definition of 'morae' is "Some grammatical processes

require the recognition of an underlying unit consisting of a single short vowel plus any preceeding

consonant, Le. (C)V. This unit will be referred to as a mora." (Harlow, 1996).

Therefore, within the collective domain of Hohepa, Bauer, Biggs and Harlow, the following

primary stress rules will be applied;

Rule 1: (C)ViVi - Syllables with long vowels (germinate clusters);

Rule 2: (C)ViVk - Syllables with diphthongs (non-identical vowel clusters);

Rule 3: (C)Vi - Syllables with short vowels (monophthongs);

(secondary word stress can be inserted as the fourth rule based on the three preceding rules)

Rule 4: (C)VsVs - Syllables with long vowels (germinate clusters).

For native speakers of the language, applying these stress rules is a natural process which is

done relatively sub-consciously and without any effort. Given that these heuristics have been learnt

over a long period of time, they then become part of the 'commonsense knowledge' to the speaker
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(Kasabov, 1996). Therefore, if we want to provide an artificial mechanism which can automatically

mark stress on a word, then we must attempt to represent these same rules in a computational

framework that will work in a similar fashion to a native speaker.

Presented with (C)ViVi > (C)ViVk > (C)Vi > (C)VsVs, this linguistic notation represents the

four stress rules. In order for a computer system to be able to process these in a systematic logical

sequence, we need to rewrite them in a heuristic form of 'IF, THEN, ELSE' rules (see Figure 4.1). We

already have some explicit knowledge about certain conditions and statements which must be met, so

we can defme some variables, conditions and conclusions to identify the following;

IF [word contains (C)ViVi)]
THEN [mark primary stress on (C)ViVi)]

IF [word contains (C)ViVk]
THEN [mark primary stress on (C)ViVk]

ELSE [mark primary stress on (C)ViJ
IF [word contains (C)VsVs]

THEN [mark secondary stress on (C)VsVs]
Figure 4.1: Heuristics for Maori primary and secondary stress

To test this hypothesis we can construct a table to parse selected words through it, and check

that each rule can be validated.

Words:
kaumiitua
haere
tepu
manaki
ata
kauwae
tiingata
pene
manawatii
paea
potopoto
marae

['te.pu]
[ma. 'nlHi]

[ma.na.wa.'tii]

['kau.wae]

lacement in selected words.
Rule 3: Rule 4:
C Vi C VsVs

[kau.1ma.2too]

[lhae.2re]

[lte.2pU]
[2ma.lnil.ki]

[a.'ta] ['a.'ta]
[lkau.2wae]

[lta.2nga.ta]
['pe.nel ['pe.'ne]

[2ma.na.wa.'ta]
[lpae.2a]

[po.to.po'.to] [po-ropol.to]

Now that we have checked the rules with some examples, we can apply the syntax to build a

computational model that can perform the task automatically. The first step is to identify all syllable

boundaries and mark them accordingly (see Figure 4.2). This was done with not much difficulty given

that the simplified syllabification of Maori was relatively straight forward in this instance. The order

of search and replace for each word was diphthongs, double vowels and then the remaining single

vowels. Table 4.11 gives some examples of the resulting syllabification code.
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findSyllable = "at"
syllableBoundary = "."
Set c = .Find(findSyllable, Lookln:=xlValues. LookAt:=xlPart, MatchCase:=True)
If Not c Is Nothi.ng Then

firstaddress = c.Address
Do

c.Replace What:=findSyllable, Replacement:= findSyllable &syllableBoundary
If c.Address = firstaddress Then Exi.t Do

Loop
End If

Figure 4.2: Sample of the code that searches the Maori text for the diphthong "ai", then inserts the
syllable boundary mark'.' to separatethe diphthong with the followingsyllable.

Table 4.11: Syllabificationexamplesof the selectedMiiori words.
Maori Words:
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he
tetahi
tetehi
inarnata
nonamata
takatatai
whakakorehia
whakarerea
whakarere
whakarapopoto

he
te.ta.hi
te.te.hi
i.na.ma.ta
nO.na.ma.ta
ta.ka.ta.tai
wha.ka.ko.re.hi.a
wha.ka.re.re.a
wha.ka.re.re
wha.ke.ra.po.pc.tc

The next step was to use the syllable boundaries as the markers for the placement of stress. Note

that the code in Figure 4.3 is written to only place primary stress before the vowel, and not the actual

syllabi e. A future re-write should be able to rectify this anomaly.

findStress = "lL"
Set c = .Find(findStress, lookIn:=xlValues , lookAt:=xlPart , MatchCase:=True)
If Not c Is Nothing Then

firstaddress = c.Address
Do

c.Replace What:=findStress, Replacernent:=stressBoundary & findStress
Exit Do

loop
.Characters(l, l).Font.Superscript = True
End If

Figure 4.3: Sample of the code that searches the Maori text for the double vowel "a", then inserts

the primary stress boundarymark' I, to its left.
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Table4.12:Showing examples of primary stressplacement of selected Maoriwords.
MaoriWords:
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he
tetahi
tstehi
inamata
n5namata
takatatai
whakakorehia
whakarerea
whakarere
whakarapopoto

he
t'e.ra.hi
t'e.te.hi
'Lna.ma.ta
n'o.na.ma.ta
ta.ka.t'a.tai
wha.ka.k'c.re.hi.a
wha.ka.r'e.re.a
wha.ka.r'e.re
wha.ka.r1a.po.po.to

To summarise, stress has a direct relationship to vowel length, mainly with the vowel clusters.

Therefore, the rules of stress are applied to the first double vowel, then the diphthong, then the first

single vowel and so on. Given that this section was initially looking at developing a program that can

mark stress, it has also set a good theoretical foundation on syllables and stress in Maori, This can be

further modeled and reworked to form the basis of the prosodic parameters required for speech

synthesis; namely, pitch, duration and intonation which will include the syllable and stress features.

Chapter 8 will cover these two prosodic parameters in more detail.
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4.3 Text-based Analysis
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This section will report the NLM development of two important systematic frameworks which places

te reo Miiori firmly into the category of an integrated language in the age of information technology.

These two frameworks apply to both the writing and spelling systems of Maori. These symbolism's

have evolved very quickly over a short period of time to become well entrenched in the language and

culture.

4.3.1 Miiori Orthographic Representations

The electronic writing system for a language entails an orthography which defines the

relationship between the written language and a computer generated script. The rules of orthography

specify the directionality, the level of discreteness, and the units of representation. For writing systems

based on European languages, a letter, a word and a paragraph are considered a unit of representation.

Word division and paragraph identification are easily determined for these languages. But this is not

necessarily the case for other writing systems, such as those based on Japanese or Indic languages.

Writing systems and scripts are understood differently by various computing systems, where text

handling software uses the concepts of writing systems and scripts closely associated with linguistics

(Apple Computer Inc, 1998).

Standard orthography serves most of the conventional purposes in terms of the written English

language (Edwards and Lampert, 1993), and this thesis is no exception. Even when phonetic notations

are required, the transformation is also seamless to a certain extent. In the case of Maori, again it

would be accepted that the standard orthography to represent the written form of the language is

sufficient. Or is it?

Given that the phonetic encoding by both languages have previously been discussed already,

there is still one particular area of concern, which requires attention. The Stylistics section of this

thesis briefly outlined the typeface settings and fonts used, to the extent that this work conforms to

certain regulations, and is printed to those specifications. Nevertheless, there are SOme major

orthographic differences between the two languages, which need to be discussed here. Especially

when the demand for the correct orthography of Maori is becoming a greater influencing factor in the

international arena.

We have already discussed in Chapter 2, about the history of written Maori being based on the

Roman alphabet, including the exceptions of the two digraphs (e.g. wh for IfI and ng for II]/) and the

'macron' (e.g. III I lel a! 161 lij/, III IEI IAI 101 10/). Otherwise the spelling system is phonemic

(Harlow, 1996). The diacritical marks we call macrons are the main differentiating feature of Maori, as

it's orthographic use to represent the long vowel has now been widely accepted as the standardised

notation (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori, 1996; Taiuru, 2000).
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Although the standard representation is to use the macron, others in the past have used and

promoted the double short vowel orthography to represent long vowel sounds (Hohepa, 1967; Biggs,

1969). Furthermore, many others still indicate short vowel length for all words, regardless. Therefore,

written Maori can have three different treatments, for example, whdnau, whaanau and whanau

(Harlow, 1996). Another more appropriate example is keke and MM, where the first notation means

'cake' and the second means 'armpit'. Surely this type of inconsistency in the orthography will cause

some confusion over the two meanings, especially when used in context with a sentence.

It is ironic that the Maori language has an official status, it has a government appointed

commission that promotes and advocates certain standards (e.g. approved set of writing conventions),

it has a large supportive following of academics, educationalists, government agencies and the

commercial and industrial sector, and including the general backing of most New Zealanders. But the

language still has three contrasting orthographic forms! Why is this the case?

Apart from the macron and the double vowel, the third widely used convention grossly

undervalues the language's intent to assist people first and foremost, in the proper pronunciation of the

vowels. The fact of the matter is, that many misunderstandings arise becanse of the incorrect or non

placement of vowel length, which leads to confusion in the meaning, spelling and the pronunciation.

Yet many people will still persist with this non-standard form, which will continne to add to a form of

degradation of the language.

Although the double vowel convention can be phonemically correct, many have said that the

appearance of too many vowels in the words can distract the reader. As it can be difficult to scan the

text quickly (Maori Language Commission: Te Taura Whirl i te Reo Maori, 1992). Proponents of the

standard, have said they recognise the nuances in le reo Maori through using macrons. Stating that if

people are serious about supporting the Maori language, then they should be using macrons (Taiuru,

2000). Furthermore, special mention of the importance of indigenous languages in the growing use of

information technology can be used to promote this unique character. The macron distinguishes Maori

apart from English and other non-Polynesian languages (New Zealand Maori Internet Society: Te

Whanau Ipurangi, 2000).

In the past, problems have arisen when people attempted to produce the macron character on

type-setting machines, tele-printers, electronic typewriters and early computer systems. In some cases

it was impossible, in other cases it was a very complex and cumbersome process. Because early

engineers who developed ASCII did not include the macron characters with the original 256 character

set (see Appendix A, Table 1). Thus a new character assignment protocol had to be implemented, so

the macron could be easily and effectively accessed and utilised.

Therefore, many localised solutions were developed which used an existing set of ASCII

characters with modified fonts that could redraw the macron above each assigned upper or lower-case

vowel (see Appendix A, Table 2). The 'dieresis' or 'umlaut' [ .. #172] character over each of the

vowels (e.g. a, e, I, 0, 11) was chosen because the double dot accent could be joined with a line by the
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modified font to create the macron. The various attempts to design, create and implement these

computer-based fonts have resulted in many specialised font-types for Maori and Hawaiian, with the

majority available free to the user (e.g. Times-Maori, Arial-Maori, Courier-Maori, Helvetica-Maori,

Palatino-Maori, HI-Keawe, HI-Manokalanipo, Verdana-Maori and Comic Sans MS Maori).

Further extensions were also developed so the macrons could be easily accessed from modified

keyboard drivers or mappings (e.g. Papa Pihi "HI", Aotearoa and Kiwi). The fonts have 'screen-maps'

so they can be displayed correctly on a monitor. They are also assigned with 'postscripts' (e.g. Bitmap,

True-Type or Type-I) for printing purposes on dot-matrix, ink-jet and laser printers.

In recent years, all the problems associated with the macron seemed to have been overcome,

given new operating systems (OS) and software tools that can now type, display and print the correct

macron symbols in many font types across the main OS platforms. In short, the macron can be

correctly displayed in all manner of output, including documents, printouts, presentations, web pages

and email (Taiuru, 2000).

Unfortunately, as stated earlier, all these solutions were based on localised machines which

worked well in isolation, or even between common machines with the same installed fonts. But when

the 'macronised' files, documents or data are transferred to a machine without the specialised fonts,

then the default will revert back to the dieresis characters. Moreover, when two different OS translate

the characters, and the code assignments for each OS are different, which means that the dieresis will

appear as something else-adding to the confusion and further reluctance to use this convention. For

example, the Macintosh ASCII character code for dieresis 'a' is [Ox138] versus the MSWindows code

for the same character is [Ox228]. Therefore when all these dieresis characters are transferred between

each OS the resulting couflicts occur [Mac 'a' = PC '%0' aud Mac '1\' = PC '1'].

Furthermore, with the ever growing internet traffic resulting in more and more Maori text-based

email and web-pages; editors and browsers which have no Maori fonts installed will again read the

text with the dieresis characters. Although there has been much effort put into providing these fonts

and utilities to users free of any charge, this measure is still not sufficient coverage, especially where

the internet is concerned.

Globally, the problem stems from machines which for many reasons do not have the 'non

standard' macron fonts. This is understandable, because factors such as new OS, software tools and

font libraries do not include these fonts as part of their packages. Other multilingual computer systems

are faced with this same problem, as their font mechanisms are becoming more overloaded in attempts

to map (or over-map) more and more foreign language characters than there are actually available

spaces. Another reason that these fonts are not included as proprietary software, is because the local

and national demand by users for this macron functionality is very small by comparison to the global

market forces which constitute that research and development be undertaken on much larger more

expansive scales.
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It appears that there is a major system upgrade now pointing toward the new international

standard coding system called 'Unicode".

The Unicode standard is known as the ISO/IEC 10646-1 :2000. It is the universal character

encoding standard that integrates the international character codes of all the major language scripts of

the world. It provides the foundations for software development on text and written systems, character

properties and algorithms for worldwide use. Unicode defines a consistent process of encoding

multilingual text that allows the data to be exchanged searnlessly between global computer systems

(The Unicode Consortium, 2000).

Although Unicode is modeled on the ASCII character set, it is far more expansive. It provides

over one million encoded characters that covers all the written languages of the world. This means that

the ASCII protocol will be obsolete in a few years time. As the transition period to adopt Unicode has

already begun by the major OS software developers introducing Unicode into core components of

their systems. Unicode incorporates many other ISO standards, which allows the computing industry

to quickly adopt the new standard to implement fast turn-arounds for multilingual solutions. Both

Microsoft and Apple have Unicode support libraries installed on their latest OS and software

applications. For example, Windows 951NT/98/2000 all support Unicode (see Appendix A, Figure 1)

and MacOS uses Unicode if the international language kits are installed. Netscape and Internet

Explorer web browsers can read Unicode if later versions are installed (Apple Computer Inc, 1998).

Unix and Linux have also begun adding support to their systems, with many other industry giants like

Adobe, Fujitsu, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Lotus, NEC and Xerox being fully represented within the

Unicode standard.

Unicode consists of hundreds of 'code charts' that represent nearly every known written

language (which is still apparently growing), with the Unicode characters grouped into similar blocks

with the same language scripts. For example, 'Basic Latin' controls the regular ASCII characters, with

'Latin-I Supplement' holding the extended ASCII characters, and the new 'Latin Extended-A' code

chart controls another 130 additional characters, including all the vowels with macrons (The Unicode

Consortium, 2000). When more software developers start to utilise Unicode to create more built-in

system fonts and more applications that can call the encoded character libraries, then eventually, the

macron will become available on aliOS, throughout all software tools and utilities, applications and

fonts. Therefore, the ISO Latin Extended-A code chart provides the next major breakthrough for

implementing Maori into an information system. This chart has the appropriate codes to create a

proper macron over every vowel without requiring a specialised Maori font. In Appendix A, Table 3 it

shows the sequence of Unicode codes that are used to create the macrons. Also included in the table

are the HTML codes which can be used to call the macrons on web-servers, browsers and web pages.

One of the current setbacks with Unicode, is that not many users have up-to-date hardware, OS,

and software supporting this new standard. As a consequence, they are unable to read the new macron

character sets. Instead they are presented with a question-mark or square box in place of the
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macronised vowel. To overcome this initial problem, HTML headers and styles are written to insnre

the specification of the correct font-families for the browser to read the macronised web-pages. Also, a

nation-wide internet campaign has begun to promote the new coding system and encourage users, and

developers alike to use Unicode (see Appendix A, Unicode Web Sites) (Taiuru, 2000). This is one step

in the right direction to switch to the next systematic framework for integrating le reo Miiori into an

information system.

4.3.2 Miiori Spell Checker

The motivation for developing a Maori spell checker started when the Online English-Maori

Word Translator was evaluated after one year of service (see Chapters 6 and 7). The analysis showed

that a high number of English and Maori words were not translated because they were spelt incorrectly

to start with. To overcome this problem, we decided to install an online spell checker to assist the end

user with a quick spelling menu. All English and Maori word entries were checked before being

passed to the database; if they are spelled incorrectly, a series of suggestions in spelling are presented

to the user to select from. More importantly, only those spellings of words that are already in the

database will be presented; in this way the user is guaranteed to get a correct translation of any of the

spellings they may select.

It was decided to use 'International ISpell' (Version 3.1.20) because it is a fast screen-oriented

spelling checker that displays errors in the context of the original word submitted, and then suggests

possible corrections. The most important featnre is that ISpell can handle languages other than English

(Kuenning, 1998). Pre-packaged language dictionaries came in Dutch, Esperanto, French, German,

Italian and Spanish, with a set of instructions on how to build your own language dictionary.

Although, the English dictionary came with the program, there was an option to download four

different sizes. Given the small and medium size dictionaries have been hand-checked with an official

hard-copy dictionary to improve the accnracy, it was decided to install the medium dictionary (see

Appendix B for the ISpell installation, tables and code).

The next step was to build a Maori dictionary based on the ISpell instructions and the text data

that we already had in various databases and text-base forms. Fonr files were created using ISpell on a

Linux Redhat 6.0 machine;

i) maori.txt - Text file containing 7,191 Maori words;
ii) maori.aff - Text file containing the affix table for Maori;

iii) maori.hash - The compiled Maori dictionary;

iv) readme.txt - Information about the three Maori files.

All the files are available at <ftp.kel.otago.ac.nzlWebDisk/ftpsite/pub/maori.tar.gz>.

The Maori dictionary was compiled by combining the text and the affix files (e.g. maori.txt and

maori.aff) into a binary 'hash' file. We then installed the multiple dictionaries tags in ISpell, this
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function allowed both the English and Maori spelling dictionaries to be accessed (see Appendix B,

Table 1).

To create the initial medium sized Maori text file, the author selected all the Maori words in the

Translator database (see §6.4). The motivation was simple, given the database contained all the most

commonly used head words in Maori, and the Translator would access those particular words during a

normal translation process from English to Maori, This meant, the medium sized Maori dictionary

would be more than sufficient to cover most of the possible mis-spellings submitted by users of the

Translator.

The affix file contains all the simplified and alternative characters, including macrons, prefixes

and suffixes as used in written Maori. Apart from defining and declaring the usual upper and

lowercase characters, the macrons and the two digraphs (e.g. ng and wh) are specific to this Maori

character set. Table 4.13 shows the character set flags (e.g. wordchars, stringchars), the ASCII

characters used in Maori, and the alternative characters for uppercase and macrons. Appendix B, Table

2 has the full version showing all the other alternative types and associated tables.

Comments:Character sets:

Table4.13:Examples for declaring the M.ori character set (maori.aff)with ISpell.
ASCII noroff
Chars: Chars:

wordchars
srringchar
wordchars
stringchar
wordchars
wordchars
stringchar
wordchars
wordchars
wordchars
stringchar
wordchars
stringchar
wordchars
wordchars
wordchars
wordchars
stringchar
wordcbars
stringchar
altstringchar
altstringchar
altstringchar
altstringchar
altstringchar
altstringchar

a A
a f
e E
e A
h H
i I
I ca
k K
m M
n N
ng NG
0 0
0 •
p p

r R
t T
u U
0
w W
wh WH
a %.
A f
t 0
I ca
0
U

macron a (umlaut a)

macron e (umlaut e)

macron i (umlaut i)

keeps 2 chars together

macron 0 (umlaut 0)

macron u (umlaut u)

betterfor searching
alternate formsfor ASCII

The 'prefix table' in Appendix B only contains two prefixes. These are kai... [indicates the doer

of the verb] and whaka... [cause to do, in the direction of, towards]. Both prefixes are the most

frequently used in Maori (Biggs, 1969). For example, adding the prefix whaka to the head word haere
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[move, motion, depart, travel] results in whakahaere [to direct], then adding kai to whakahaere to

create kaiwhakahaere [a director].

The 'suffix table' contains the twelve passive suffixes that were also selected from Biggs (1969)

section 7.3 on page 32. The only modifications made by the author were the additions of selected

cross-product character flags to each of the suffixes. Table 4.14 shows this in more detail.

Table 4.14: The 12 Maori suffixes selected from Biggs (1969)
Character Flags: Suffix-I

[AEIOU]
[AEIOUAEIOD] N
[AEIOUAEIOD] N G

[AEIOU]
[AEIOUAEIOD] H
[AEIOUAEIOD] K
[AEIOUAEIOD] M
[AEIOUAEI6D] R
[AEIOUAEIOD] T
[AEIOUAEIOD] N G
[AEIOUAEI6D] W H
[AEIOUAEI6D]

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Suffix-2
A
A
A
lA
lA
lA
lA
lA
lA
lA
lA
INA

As in hoki [also] > hokia [return]
As in hoko [buy] > hokona [bought]
As in areare [cavity] > arearenga [hollow out]
As in hanga [create] > hangaia [creative]
As in wero [stab] > werohia [strike]
As in miti [soak] > mitikia [soaked]
As in inu [drink] > inumia [to drink]
As in mall [bring] > mauria [brought]
As in korero [speak] > kiirerotia [said]
As in ptt [lie] > piingia [lie in a heap]
As in whi [how] > whia [how many]
As in fila [to cut] > tuaina [cutting]

The following figure shows a typical screen view of ISpell in operation with the Translator. The

Maori word "matauranga" was submitted to the Translator translations and the correctly spelt word

with the macron (e.g. matauranga) is returned along with other similar spelt words (e.g. tatauranga).

When the user selects the 'hyper-linked' word, they will be presented with another screen view

showing the English translation as "education" (see Figures 6.11 and 6.12 for further examples).

.... "':'"

whakamaori-a...tuhinga aho
. ».Gk4MX ,. .

"

"

International ISJ=ell Version3.L20

Spell Check
Didy~a!}: -

i:!mataur::mg;;l ltataurnnga I
,

~~ [ Translate another '" oml

-,

Figure 4.4: The online English-Maori word Translator results page showing the ISpell
functionality when a mis-spelt Maori word is submitted.
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The previous chapters specifically examined traditional and contemporary language components.

Additionally, certain routines that allowed Maori to be integrated as one partner in the bilingual

system methodology were covered. This enabled the introduction to a computational linguistic

approach.

Here initially, a linguistic approach for English, NZE and Maori was presented. This

demonstration was based mainly on the phonological and orthographic examination of each particular

speech and text system. The early sections were dedicated to defining some of the core principles

required to facilitate a study of the two branches of linguistics. Then the current known status of the

Maori language was defined through its own language codes, phonemic system and phonological

frequency rate.

The three remaining sections contained the computational approaches, which includes the

authors original work. The first section was the novel attempt to construct a model that automatically

places syllabification and stress on words iu a Maori lexicon. The next approach outlined the Unicode

representation that includes the diacritical marks for Maori. The final section described the procedure

for building a Maori text-based spelling template.

A liberal provision of both historical and current literature has formed the backbone of this

computational linguistic approach. The intent here was to provide a wide coverage of topic material

that lays dowu a strong foundation. This will serve to compliment the computational and linguistic

rigor in subsequent chapters. Furthermore, this analytical approach provides the structured,

standardised frameworks for NZE and Maori text and speech annotation. All these contribute to the

NLM structure as outlined in Chapter 1.



Chapter 5

Basic Principles of Linguistic
Data and Information Processing

This chapter is the cross-over point from which the two converging planes of linguistic structures and

information processing intersect. This involves the adoption of an information engineering approach to

interpret the general theoretical and contemporary principles of data and information processing.

Moreover, the chapter is dedicated to certain components of the Maori text, speech and sound systems.

Outlining these components as examples of the scientific engineering models accompanied with

comparative methods to investigate the common linguistic characteristics between Maori and New

Zealand English (NZE). The final section also describes a novel approach for artificially mapping the

'phonological-acoustic segments' as data for feature rich classification of speech.

There is vast scope for information processing techniques used to fulfil the demands for

language integration. We will be applying systematic techniques that utilise current standard practices

based around processing language and linguistic data components.

5.1 An Introduction to Information Processing Principles

What is information processing? How can this be used to build a strong foundation or systematic

framework for language integration?

Information is a collection of structured data. Therefore, different types of data will shape the

information structure so its representation can include the following;

i)Information can be in many different types and forms;

ii) Information can be represented as structures;

iii) It is important to know how information structures work so they can be modeled;

iv) Information can be static or dynamic, crisp or fuzzy;

v) Information can be quantified;

vi) Information can be transformed into knowledge.

"Knowledge is high-level structured information" (Kasabov, 1996). Therefore, knowledge is an

end product of the data and information processing task. It is this knowledge that we use to apply

solutions to our problems.
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Since this research relies on CL methods for integrating two languages into a BLS, we have to

apply basic theoretical principles to both the linguistic and computing paradigms. The theory of

bilingualism was described in Chapter 3, and here the theory of data and information processing will

be discussed. Therefore a BLS has data, information and knowledge about two languages. So when

accessed, the system provides various media formats such as text, audio, video and graphics to

communicate in a searaless manner in either one or both those languages. To extend the scope of a

BLS to span across many operating platforms, it will also provide a greater entry level for users

interested in NLP with 'human computer interfaces' (HCl). Better knowledge acquisition of the

specified languages is the major goal of this research

This chapter sets the groundwork for speech data analysis and principles of information theory

to enable the subsequent chapters to move into fundamental knowledge engineering tasks with

specialised computational linguistic examples.
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The main emphasis with data principles is to describe the basic functions and techniques that are used

with data processiug. These principles apply to problem-solving tasks associated with different classes

of data sets used. How these data sets were collected, compiled, transformed and then analysed to

produce the information processing models is important for the knowledge engineering tasks in the

following chapters.

5.2.1 Data Collection and Data Sets

The general definition of the term data, is a series of observations, measurements or facts

(Hanks et aI., 1979). A more scientific meaning associates data with the 'raw material' and 'mess of

numbers' comprising of either contextual or non-contextual meanings (Kasabov, 1996). All data is

used for a particular purpose, which is generally useful in one form or another, eventually the data will

furnish some form of information to the user (Date, 1995).

Data collection or capture, constitutes any process that converts and/or reformats the data into a

digital form that can be stored and used on a computer system, commonly referred to as electronic

files. With the wide range of computer platforms, operating systems and software applications to

choose from, the files can also exist in a multitude of different file formats. These formats can all be

collectively termed as stored data sets (Rob and Coronel, 1997).

Data sets can undergo further processes of organised structured groupings, which categorises

the data into similar characteristic classes. For example, the Iris data set is a standard widely-used

classification problem. It contains three data classes representing three species of Iris plant, each class

has four attributes to describe the flowers physical features (sepal length, sepal width, petal length,

petal width). There are fifty instances of each class, the fifth and final attribute in the Iris data set is

used to identify each class (I = Setosa, 2 = Versicolor, 3 = Virginica). Therefore, the data set is

represented as a matrix structure called Iris(5 x ISO).

The importance of data sets is in their implicit features interpreted to supply contextual meaning

in the form of structured information, which in turn can be measured to represent knowledge. The data

set is the most common structure in computing and mathematics. In traditionally mathematical terms,

data can represent 'elements' which either 'belong to or not belong to' a set. For example, flA (e) = 1

if e is an element of set A, and flA (e) = 0, if e is not an element of set A.

Data within a data set are generally characterised in the following mathematical notation. X =

(Xj,x" ...,x,). Where, XI represents the first data instance and X, represents the n-dimensional space of the

data instance. Data sets can belong to two classes, either large or small. For example, the Iris data set

has a five-dimensional space for each data instance, which is a small representation that correctly

describes the nature of this particular information structure (Kasabov, 1996). On the other hand, a
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speech data set can be dimensionally very large. Inherent in speech data is the fact that many more

instances of the elements are required to implicitly describe the complex features associated with the

amplitude, time and frequency domains (see §5.3.1).

It must be stressed that structured information can only be obtained if the process of data

collection and storage is undertaken in a systematic way which constitutes a 'valid' data set. That is,

the data must not be in any arbitrary form, it must have relevance, it must be correct, and most of all, it

must represent the truth (Kasabov, 1996). Then, and only then, can a proper analytical understanding

of the data be accomplished to enable a correct problem-solving computing process to occur.

5.2.2 Data Transformation

Data can be used in its 'raw state' (Le. the same condition it was captured and stored in) or in a

'transformed state'. We can apply various transformation techniques to the raw data to either remove

unwanted features, such as filtering out noise, or to extract only the meaningful features or variables

that we may be interested in. By reducing the number of features (e.g. down-sampling) this can reduce

the size of the data set, which should improve information processing efficiency. Especially if the data

set is very large in magnitude and/or complexity. Transformation can also assist with data analysis to

reveal missing features, identify repetitive features, hidden correlations and relationships between

features.

The main techniques used to extract features from the speech data are; sampling, normalising

and non-linear transformations such as the 'fast fourier transform' (FFT), the 'mel-scale coefficients'

(MSC) and the 'mel-scale cepstrum coefficients' (MSCC). These techniques will be discussed further

in the proceeding sections.

5.2.3 Data Types and Formats

As mentioned earlier, computing systems come in a wide range of classes and types, from

which the data is processed. Data can also be categorised into many different types. For example they

can be;

i) Static (non-temporal) or Dynamic (temporal). For example temporal data is

measured at Time t = (tJ,t.', ...i-") which means the instant the data is measured or

sampled, it becomes t, then at the next time interval it will become tJ and so on;

ii) Data can also be 'quantitative' (numerical system) or 'qualitative' (symbolic

distinctions) where each describes a metrical notion of amount or quality;

iii) 'Natural' (data collected) or 'synthetic' (data generated) types are the results of a

process;

iv) Data types which are 'clean' have no corruption or have no external influences

disturbing the quality. 'Noisy' refers to data which is either denigrated naturally (e.g.
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The data can also be in many different formats. For example, they can be grouped into either

plain characters, formatted text, numbers, logical codes, symbols, tables, figures, graphs, pictures,

graphics, sounds and speech.

Now the following list of the data sets were collected and stored for data and information

processing purposes specifically for this work. This also describes each data set with their different

data formats and data types;

i) Word lists in English and Maori formatted as text files representing a static,

qualitative, natural and clean data type;

ii) NZE and Maori speech files representing dynamic, quantitative and qualitative,

natural and noisy data types;

iii) Segmented NZE and Maori phonemes formatted as speech and text files representing

static and dynamic, quantitative and qualitative, natural, clean and noisy data types;

iv) MSCIMSCC & FFT of NZE and Maori speech and phonemes formatted as numeric

files representing dynamic, qualitative, synthetic and noisy data types;

v) Frequency analysis of Maori speech, syllable and phoneme data formatted as text

and image files representing all the data types;

vi) Phoneme vector analysis of NZE and Maori data, formatted as text and numeric files

representing static, quantitative, natural and synthetic, clean and noisy data types;

vii) Diphone analysis and construction of Maori data (see §8.1.4), formatted as speech,

text and numeric files representing static and dynamic, quantitative, natural, noisy

and clean data types.

Collecting and storing the data in different formats and types is an essential procedure when

identifying which data sets are to be used for specific processes. For example, the labelling of speech

files is based on a numeric form, this method is used to indicate a series of concatenated numbered

codes. The following examples show the transformed phonemes saved as separate wave files. This

format joins in order the codes to represent the following information; [speaker] [word] [utterance]

[phoneme] [.wav]. For example file 01138126.wav indicates [01] as the first speaker, speaking the

digit 'six' [138], of the first utterance [I], with phoneme !II [26] segmented from the medial position

in Is, I, k, si (Sinclair and Watson, 1995).

Numeric naming indexes are far better handled in searches, queries or look-ups by database

systems. Therefore, all data types will contain an index of some kind that have inherent features or

relational attributes to other data types.
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5.2.4 Data Analysis

The speech and text data collected in different types and formats are ordered into logical sets

which represent complex data structures. In order to understand the different aspects associated with

each data set, we need to look at the data from different perspectives.

This is an important part of the problem solving process of data analysis, as it can propose a

method of examination, which may go someway to solving the problem. Various examinations of the

data sets can also provide us with answers to many important questions about the data, which in-turn

can improve our understanding of the problem (Kasabov, 1996). Therefore, data analysis is about

examining under certain conditions, in detail, to discover meaning or essential features about the data.

What we have found has lead to a further process or an in-depth method toward solving the given

problems associated with language integration.

The data analysis in this chapter will focus on Maori speech for;

i) Spectral analysis and MSC data transformation;

ii) Formant frequency analysis;

iii) Phoneme activation vector analysis.

5.2.5 Spectral Analysis

Humans perceive speech based on features like quality, pitch and loudness, with their

perception of relative frequencies being disproportionate across the entire audio spectrum. In scientific

terms, speech production contains information regarding;

i) Spectral components (quality);

ii) Fundamental and formant frequencies (vowel quality);

iii) Intensity or amplitude (loudness);

Feature item i) is the most widely used for spectral analysis of speech (Piccone, 1993;

Campbell, 1997).

The main non-linear transformation processes for spectral analysis is the fast fourier transform

mel-scale cepstrum coefficients (or FFT-MSCC). This takes a small segment of the signal (called a

'window') in the time-domain and transforms it to the frequency-domain, called the 'spectral space'.

This contains a pre-determined set of frequency bands called mel-scales (see Table 5.1).

There are three parts to the FFT-MSCC algorithm, the main part is the 'discrete fourier

transform' (DFT) which samples the data as a series of vectors representing the frequency and power

distribution. The FFT algorithm effectively speeds up the DFT process with the MSCC inserting the

appropriate frequency distribution filter banks that represent that particular speech samples features

and characteristics (Campbell, 1997).
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The objective of spectral analysis is firstly to transform the data into a more manageable state

without losing too many important features. Thus the spectral data can then be saved in a more

compressed file format to be used for other higher-level processes. Secondly, with the appropriate

software tools, the spectral data can be visualised in a tlrree-dimensional array called a spectrogram

(see Figure 5.1).

50-150
150-250
250-350
350-450
450-550
550-650
650-750
750-850
850-950

950-1072
1072-1231
1231-1415
1415-1625
1625-1866
1866-2143
2143-2461
2461-2828
2828-3249
3249-3732
3732-4287
4287-4926
4926-5660
5660-6502
6502-7471
7471-8582
8582-9858

3db:
(Min-Max)

(Hz)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
124
160
184
211
242
278
320
367
422
484
556
639
734
843
969
1111
1276

Bandwidth
Frequency:

(Hz)
100
200
310
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1149
1320
1516
1714
2000
2297
2639
3131
3482
4000
4595
5278
6063
6964
8000
9189

Centre
Frequency:

(Hz)
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Table 5.1: 26 Mel-scale index (called bins or bands) filter bank showing centre, bandwidth and
3db point frequencies. Note that the scale is linear from IOO-I,OOORz (in 100Rz increments) and
log from I,OOO-1O,OOOR~z:::.. _

Mel
Scale
Index:

Apart from the spectral and non-linear frequency components of speech, the fonnant frequency

analysis will be discussed in §5.3.2
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5.3 Maor! Speech Data Analysis
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The Maori speech data collection and analysis has been an ongoing process, as new and existing data

sets are required for the many different purposes as described hereafter. This section will deal with

three case studies identifying specific points which will lead to further work in the following chapters.

The data set conversion process ranges from phonemic realised transcriptions and labeling, FFT and

MSCC representations, formant analysis of vowels, and a novel approach to describe the

characteristics of a phoneme with weighted activation vectors.

The systematic collection and storage of speech data is an important exercise for linguists and

scientists involved with developing speech corpora. The important aspect of a speech data collection

process is to make sure that the source are all fluent LI speakers with high confidence levels.

Therefore, in the following process, fluent or competent speakers of Maori were selected to assign the

speech corpus its own characteristic language signature or localised dialect. The recording of the

Maori speech samples was undertaken over a four year period, which included sources as described

by Laws (1998), further recordings by the author and recently with recordings taken from 'Nga Ingoa

o Aotearoa' (NGIOA) tapes of native speakers pronouncing Maori place names.

In keeping with the motivation to collect high-quality speech data for the Otago Speech

RDBMS (see §6.3.3), the selection of Maori words were also recorded with the same technical

parameters (Sinclair and Watson, 1995; Sinclair, 1996; Laws, 1998; Kilgour, 2000). A high quality

microphone was employed to convert the acoustic speech sounds into an analog signal with very low

noise, minimal loss of high and low frequencies and no distortion. The signal processing unit filters (or

band limits) the analog signal so it is half the sampling frequency, if any more filtering occurs, there

will be distortion (e.g. Nyquist anti-aliasing filters). So the signal was converted to a digital sampling

rate of 22,050 Hertz with amplitude quantising at 16 bits. This parametric is regarded as sufficient to

represent the dynamic bandwidth of speech for data analysis purposes, especially for speech

classification, perception and recognition (Piccone, 1993; Campbell, 1997).

The sampled speech files were saved using the 'wave' (or '* .wav') format, known as the

Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF wave). This is now the most commonly preferred sound

format in use today, because of its cross-platform independence. RIFF wave was designed by IBM and

Microsoft as the entry level multimedia data type based on the interchange file format standard by

Electronic Arts (called 'EA IFF 85'). The format uses three 'chunks' to store the information; the 'ID'

(ckID) has the RIFF header, the 'size chunk' (ckSize) contains the file length information and 'data

chunk' (ckData) stores the raw speech. Wave files are stored as binary numbers in the Intel notation;

with the 'most-significant byte' (MSB) on the right and the 'least-significant byte' (LSB) on the left

(Laws, 1998; Kilgour, 2000). In this format, the Maori speech files were used for the following speech

data analysis.
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5.3.1 Word and Phoneme Analysis

Both NZE and Maori phoneme analysis has been derived from the frequency or spectral

domains of the speech signal. This has been represented by phoneme units being transformed into

seventy-eight (78) input vectors which are represented by three times 26 MSC vectors. The first 26

MSC vectors represents time tJ , the second is represented by t, and the third by (+1, therefore '3 x 26'

MSC = (t_1
, t, (+1) (Kilgour, 1996; Sinclair, 1996; Kasabov et aI., 1997; Kasabov et aI., 1999). In

simple terms, the speech signal is mathematically transformed from the 2-dimensional time domain

into the 3-dimensional frequency domain representing the spectral components associated with speech

quality. This transformation model is the standard speech data input requirements used for the

'artificial neural network' (ANN) architectures (Zurada, 1992).

All the forty-five NZE phonemes were realised, segmented, and then transformed from selected

speech examples. They became the basis of the MSC training, testing and validation data sets used in

conjunction with the ANN for recognising individual phonemes and words (Kasabov et aI., 1997).

Over 10,000 realised phoneme labels have presently been completed, with over 4,000 segmented

phonemes currently saved as separate wave files in the database (Kilgour, 1996; Laws, 1998). For

further details of the stored file formats, see §6.3.

In Chapter 9, a case study for NZE and Maori word classification is presented. The data analysis

transforms isolated words into twenty-six MSCC with the 'log power' to produce speech frames

consisting of twenty-seven input vectors (see §9.3.1 for details).

5.3.2 Formant Frequency Analysis

There is a substantial source of research material describing the works undertaken by many

linguists in the study of acoustic analysis of the vowel and consonant systems of many languages.

Here are a few references which the author has reviewed (Chomsky and Halle, 1968; Fromkin, 1978;

Clark and Yallop, 1990; Fromkin et al., 1990; Crystal, 1992; Carr, 1993; Ladefoged, 1993). There is

also a growing faction of researchers working on the NZE acoustic system (Maclagan, 1983; King,

1993: Laws, 1998; Watson et aI., 1998) and the NZE phonetic system (Bauer, 1986; Lewis, 1996:

Laws, 1998).

The data analysis undertaken in this section specifically identifies particular frequency

components of Maori speech. To date, there are very few published works specifically for Maori

acoustic analysis, therefore, the following study attempts to report on the Maori acoustic vowel

system, firstly based on previous analytical models by the author on New Zealand vowels (e.g. II/, lel,

/te/and li/) Laws (1998) and secondly on similar related works by Hohepa (1967) and Harlow (1996).

Furthermore, this small study puts into practice the notion that to integrate a language into an IT

system, as many approaches as there are possibilities should be undertaken as justification of support.
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The acoustic sounds generated from speech are complex wave forms caused by the human vocal

tract resonating during articulation. This complexity of frequency and varying intensity forms the basis

of the acoustic spectrum of a sound. There are three main components that we are interested in. They

are frequency, amplitude and intensity. All vowels and some consonants have distinct variations in

amplitude at certain points along a range of frequencies, these peaks of acoustic energy (or intensity)

are known as the sound's 'formants' (Crystal, 1992; Ladefoged, 1993; Gimson and Cruttenden, 1994).

Formants are identified by a series of alpha-numerical labels (e.g. Fl, F2, F3), where Fl is the first

formant frequency energy peak, F2 is the second, and so on. Formants arise from vocal track

resonances which make useful pattern indicators that allow researchers to recognise differences and

similarities between the same speech sample and/or other similar samples.

The spectrogram is a means used to visualise complex wave forms like formants. Speech

analysis tools offer the researcher a host of options to display, edit, transcribe and analyse particular

acoustic aspects of speech. Trained lingnists can identify from a spectrogram the exact meaning of the

sampled sound being viewed, by taking into consideration all three speech components and a vast

knowledge of acoustics. Plus, the strength of the present software tools to provide simultaneous

displays of frequency and time domain results with numerically derived data enhances the

computational and statistical techniques of the acoustic analysis approach (Crystal, 1992).

It has been pointed out by many, that the most important factor in the analysis of acoustics, is to

have a data set of formatted speech that represents the required scope of the study. In some cases,

researchers are interested to observe the variations between vowels, semi-vowels, connected speech

and individual or many speakers. Some look at the acoustic differences between male, female and

children, while others are interested in dialectal variations or accents, and some use the formant

analysis techniques to test the quality and/or integrity of their speech data. This analysis will focus on

the correlation's between male and female vowel reproduction.

The following experiments were conducted in an attempt to validate the quality of a selection of

Maori phonemes from the Otago Speech RDBMS, and to observe the existence of the formant features

by comparative examples from recent works. The results produced two formant tables (see Appendix

C) and three FlIF2 distribution maps (see Figures 5.2,5.3 and 5.4) to show the Maori vowel space of

male and female speakers. The experiments followed normal guidelines involving the process to

match the individual phoneme formants with other similar formants on a two-dimensional plot

(Ladefoged, 1993).

Sixteen Maori speakers were selected from the Otago Speech RDBMS. There were eight male

and eight female, their ages ranged from 20 to 65 with an average age of 37. There were six native

speakers of Maori, and ten second language speakers who have been speaking Maori on average for

eleven years. Seven speel.ers originated from the Central North Island, four from the Eastern area of

the North Island, one from Northland, one from the West Coast of the North Island and three from the

South Island.
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From each of the speakers' data sets, the word utterance 'aeiou.wav' was chosen as it contained

all five IPA phoneme vowels lal , lel , lil, h i and lu/. Samples were selected from the stable part of each

vowel , to take into consideration minimal influence by either the initial or final positions of

neighbouring vowels . The speaker and speech file labelling convention was used to identify the

speakers, the word , the utterance , the phonemes and the file format. For example file '50200126.aif'

indicates speaker [50], speaking the phrase ' aeiou ' [200], as the first utterance [1], with phoneme lel

[26] sampled from the stable position. A total of eighty tokens were prepared.

All eighty stimuli were analysed using a program called Sound'Scope" (see Figure 5.l) . This

application's functionality offers a virtual instrumentation environment for recording-playback,

analysis , and mathematical manipulation of the sounds . SoundS cope was used primarily because a log

file (Notes) was generated when executing particular features of the 'Wave Plots', 'Spectrograms',

'Formants ' and 'XY Plot' windows. This log was exported to a numeric handling application to enable

the formatting of the comparative tables of results.

When each token was loaded, a 54 msec sample of the vowel was calculated and a spectrogram

was generated, then a ' formant tracker' plotted the F1, F2 and F3 frequencies (which were submitted

to the log) using a linear prediction coefficient of 512 and a sampling frequency of 2250Hz.

Figure 5.1: Soundscope" Formant Analysis Instrument. The Fl, F2 and F3 tracks can be seen on
the spectrogram as relative colour bands, and the average frequencies for each formant are also
appended to the Notes .
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The data from the log files was then used to generate the two tables in Appendix C, which

allowed us to illustrate some of the phoneme features in more detail. Furthermore, all the F1, F2, and

F3 frequencies were then matched with their corresponding MSC filter bank scales or bins, as listed in

Table 5.1. This extra feature is used to suggest an alternative means to easily identify the three

frequency ranges between the formants. Also looking at the ranges across all five phoneme vowels,

and to observe any variations between the speakers, either in each phoneme or between the other

phonemes. This alternative feature is discussed later.

The first measurement compared the mean formant values of all phonemes between the

speakers. Overall the female values are higher; Female(Fl = 473.3, F2 =1841.1, F3 =3037); Male(Fl

= 425.4, F2 = 1781.9, F3 = 2848.7). Although this metric includes all the phonemes (where each of

the five vowel features are combined) thus no acoustic properties are considered. Collectively, it

shows that there is a distinct variation in formant values between male and female speakers (also

children). This variation is considered as standard, due to the differences in vocal track size. In the

main, we can equate this to the fundamental frequency (FO) being higher in females, which proves that

the physical attributes of the auditory properties (Le. vocal track size) between the sexes also spans

across the language boundaries; in this case English and Maori (Ladefoged, 1993). A final validation

to confirm the difference in FO, is possible by comparing each of the formants MSC mean values,

described here as the alternative feature. For example Female(FI-MSC = 5, F2-MSC = 14, F3-MSC =

18) and Male(Fl-MSC = 4, F2-MSC = 14, F3-MSC = 17). Again the female values are higher,

especially for FI and F3.

Transferring the FI and F2 frequencies onto a distribution chart or scatter plot allowed us to

compare all of the phonemes in a two-dimensional space. We were also able to observe the phonemes

in relation to any variation in the male and female samples. In the two figures below, there is a definite

boundary between the lal phoneme, with some crossing-over at the boundary lines between the

phoneme cluster pairs 101 and lul with lel and Ii/. All phonemes have a certain degree of clustering

around a central point, but there are still a few sparsely distributed phonemes by comparison.

Although the ranges among the five phonemes do vary, this is not considered a problem. Based on

previous analysis of pure vowels by (Ladefoged, 1993) which have Fl/F2 triangular plots that show

these phonemes as having the same linguistic features.
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Figure 5.2: Formant frequency plots of the Maori Female speakers .
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Figure 5.3: Formant frequency plots of the Maori Male speakers .

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 reveal observations of the form ant plots for the two genders. Overall, both

plots appear to have similar characteristics , each vowel is clustered around the same dimensional

space and each have the same a vowel with a spurious distant plot (e.g. /a/). If we refer back to each

speaker's data to identify any commonalties to the spurious plots, we find that two female speakers
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and one male speaker appear to have 'joint ownership' of these anomalies. They could have been

removed and replaced by other speakers, but overall the results are quite satisfactory.

Table 5.2 shows an alternative method to check the validation of the vowel plots in Figures 5.2

and 5.3. Again we were looking for the vowel characteristics as describe by Ladefoged (1993) where

different shapes in the human vocal tract will still result in remarkable similarities in the articulatory

charts of standard vowel placement. Here we can see the similar vowel quadrilateral appearing,

therefore the F21F1 variant from Appendix C, Tables 1 and 2 does correlate well with the above

frequency plots.

Table 5.2: Average data distribution of the F2/Fl formants for each vowel, showing clearly the
separation between each. Especially for la!, also the close approximation of 101 to Iu! and lel to li/.

This table reflects similar distributions of the vowels as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
Phoneme Vowel: [la! 101 lul le! lit

Average F2IF1: 2.00 3.98 4.76 5.86 7.63

In Appendix C, Table 3, it shows the combined female and male phonemes calculated with the

mean and standard deviations of the three forrnant frequency values for each of the five Maori vowels.

This provides an interesting correlation with the final plot in this spectral analysis, which shows the

articulatory placement of the vowels based on their average Fl and F2 values.

The traditional articulatory placement is in a constrastive pattern of two front vowels [2F = lil

and le/], two back vowels [2B = lul and 10/] and one lower central vowel [N = laI] (Biggs, 1961;

Hohepa, 1967; Bauer et 01., 1993; Harlow, 1996). For example, this constrastive pattern can be

represented as [2FB over N] or represented in the following pattern;

u
e

a

Both axes in Figure 5.4 have been reversed so the lower values are now at the top right,

including the scale being logarithmic, this orientates the vowels into their natural articulatory positions

(Ladefoged, 1993). Apart from laI (lower central) which is too low, the Ii! and lel are in their correct

positions as front vowels, with Iu! and 101 positioned as the back vowels.
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Figure 5.4: The formant frequency chart showing the Maori vowels plotted in their relative
positions to the natural articulatory positions of 2FB overN.

One other interesting observation from Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix C show that although there

were large differences between some of the formant values, there was not a large difference between

the MSC bin values associated with the same speakers and phonemes. The female and male MSC

ranges for each phoneme are more wide ranging in the F1 and F 2 domains. Given that on average

there are six MSC bands for F1, four for F2 and only two for F3 across all phonemes (see Table 5.3).

Using the MSC centre frequency bands instead of the formants themselves makes it much easier to

identify correlations. In this example, we can clearly see that although there are more bands for F1, we

have to take into consideration that these are linear in 100 Hz increments. Whereas, the F2 bands are

much higher in bandwidth and therefore cover a wider range of frequencies. Furthermore, if we view

each vowel separately, we can make quick comparisons between the genders and the combined.

ID me l nr onemes.
P.~,l. (M<O R;n,' Male (MSC Bins) I (M<r R;n,'

Phoneme: Fl: F2: F3: I FI: F2: F3: Fl: F2: F3:
la! 8 13 18 , 7 12 17 8 13 18
101 4 12 18 4 14 18 4 13 18
1nl 3 14 18 3 13 17 3 13 17
lel 4 16 18 4 16 17 4 16 18
lit 3 17 18 3 16 18 3 16 18

Table 5.3: Data analysis showing average MSC bands for each formant from female, male and
eo bi d h
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5.3.3 Phoneme Activation Vector Analysis

A novel hybrid format called the phoneme activation vector (PAV) was constructed to train a

series of 'fuzzy spatial temporal' (FuST) 'self-organising maps' (SOM) on NZE (Laws, 1998) (see

§5.3.4 for more details on the SOM). These connectionist spatially organised maps plotted all the NZE

phonemes using 'weighted' PAY's. This methodology was first described by Kasabov et al. (1997)

and extended further by Kasabov et al. (1999). FuST's were ultimately used to map words in different

languages with the same meaning (Laws, 1998).

Initial experiments used the 'arbitrary weighted input values' of the PAY to plot similar

phonemes with other distance phonemes. These values were based On thirty-five linguistic features

identified in English phonemes (Luce et al., 1990; Giegerich, 1992). Combined with the acoustic

features derived from a confusion table generated by a hybrid speech recognition output weight file

from a specialised ANN developed by Kasabov et al. (1999) and Ki1gour (2000). Comparing the

weighted values with this confusion matrix has strengthened the integrity of the PAV to contain a rich

set of both linguistic and acoustic features.

The following will outline the construction of a PAY methodology for Maori. To determine all

the possible distinctive features (DF) of Maori, initial analysis was based on Hohepa (1967), Bauer et

af. (1993), Harlow (1996) and Giegerich's (1992) linguistic cartesian tables. Each phoneme has a

discriminative set of inherent distinctive features which collectively can more or less identify the

phonemic system of the language. Twenty-seven DF were identified as having a linguistic effect on all

fifteen phonemes of Maori (as described in §4.1.4). Also, in keeping with the DF of certain English

diphthongs, four similar units in Maori were added to the feature map. Therefore, all nineteen Maori

phonemes were plotted against their DF with the label'+' .

Table 5.4 shows the map of the coded phonemes with their associated features roughly ordered

on frequency rate. For example, the glottal feature has only the IhJ phoneme assigned to it, the

labiodental has IfI , and velar has !kJ and II]/. Where on the other hand, the sonorant, the continuant and

the voiced features have assigned a very large number of phonemes '13, 14 and 14' respectively, their

high occurrence is by virtue of their linguistic nature (Giegerich, 1992; Jensen, 1993; Gimson and

Cruttenden, 1994). The average frequency distribution of the DF over all nineteen phonemes is seven,

which is the same as the NZE values (Laws, 1998). The average frequency distribution across the DF

is five.
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Table 5.4: DF assigned to the Maori phonemes, with the frequency for each phoneme (bottom
row)andeachfeature (rightcolumn). Basedon Hohepa (1967), Bauer(1993), Harlow(1996).

Phoneme: p k f h m n D R W I e a 0 e ei ai oi •• if)

Glottal +

I

1

Labiodental + 1

Velar + + 2

Mid + + 2
Alveolar + + +

I
3

Dental + + + 3

Nasal + + + 3

Bilabial + + + 3

Coronal + + + 3

Unrounded + + + 3

Open + + + 3

Front + + + 3
Diphthong + + + + 4

Rounded + + + + 4

Closing + + + + 4

Close + + + + 4

Low + + + + + 5

Unvoiced + + + + + 5

Monophthong + + + + + 5

High + + + + + 5

Anterior + + + + + 5

Back + + + + + + + 7

Consonant + + + + + + + + + + 10

Tense + + + + + + + + + + + 11

Continuant + + + + i + + + + + + + + + 13

Sonorant + + + + + i + + + + + + + + +
I

14

Voiced + + + + + I + + + + + + + + + 14

Freouencv (f) 5 7 6 6 5 6 8 7 7 7 I 7 9 7 10 9 7 9 8 10 I 7/5

Each DF assignment was then converted to an arbitrary weighted value (e.g. a fuzzy value)

either [1,0.9,0.7, or 0.4] see Table 5.5. Calculating each of the phonemes weighted values was based

on the following criteria.

All features assigned to phonemes with one to three occurrences were given a value of '1'.

Features assigned with four phonemes were given a value of '0.9'. Features between five and seven

were given a value of '0.7', and features between eight and fourteen were allocated a value of '0.4'.

The four weighted values were decided based on the fact that features with sparse occurrences need to

have higher weighting compared to the dense or higher frequency feature occurrences. Because higher

frequency values will tend to swamp or out-weigh lower frequency occurrences-this process is in

effect 'balancing-out' the linguistic features to improve phonemic discrimination (Luce et al., 1990;

Laws, 1998). The weighted values will be used to contribute toward deciding on the final vectors in

thePAV.
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Table5.5: Plotsof the Maoriphonemes, showing theirconverted arbitrary weighted values.
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Phoneme: pt k fhmnlJRwe i a OH ei ai oi ~Ht

Glottal 1

Labiodental
Velar
Mid
Alveolar
Dental
Nasal
Bilabial
Coronal
Unrounded
Open
Front I
Diphthong 0.9 09 0.9 09
Rounded 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
a~g 09 09 09 09
Close 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Low 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Unvoiced 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Mono 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
High 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Anterior 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Back 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Consonant I 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Tense I 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Continuant 0.4 0.4 0.4 004 0.4 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Sonorant 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 004 0.4 0.4 0.4 004 0.4

Voiced 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

The next process compared these phoneme weighted values with the phoneme confusion table

values described earlier. The result derived a set of PAY's in a '19xI9' matrix. First of all, each

consecutive phoneme from Table 5.5 was checked with all other phonemes for 'shared' DF or

similarities. For example, Ipl and It I are both unvoiced and anterior with a weighted value of [0.7].

Also both are tense and consonant weighted with [004], this means that the sum of all the weights will

reflect to a certain degree the relationship between these two phonemes, which is [2.2]. Another

example where Ipl and Imf are bilabial [1] anterior [0.7] consonant [0.4], which is [2.0]. This DF

similarities process was followed through with all the phonemes.

A feature map was built up that when nsed in conjunction with a confusion matrix assigned

weighted phoneme values are registered (see Table 5.6). Each cross-over phoneme on the matrix will

have an activation of '1'. Then moving further away from the phoneme, will be lesser weighted

activation values for phonemes with DF similarities. All values of '0' are allocated to phonemes

without any similar features (in the Table 5.6 all zeros are shown as white-space). For example, Ipl has

similarities to It! and IfI to a degree of '0.8', IkJand Imf to a degree of '0.6' Iwl to a degree of '0.4', IhI

and 1nl to a degree of '0.3'. This is represented as: Ipl =(1,0.8,0.6,0.8,0.3,0.6,0.3,0.4).
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Table 5.6: Confusion matrix of the Maori phonemes which constitute the phoneme activation
vectors (PAV). Note PAV below 0.4 were set to zero (white-space).
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I 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6

0.6 1 0.6

05 05 1 0.5

0.6 0.6 0.5 1 05

0.6 1

0.7

0.7

0.6

m 05 I 0.8 0.6 05 0.6

n 0.6 0.6 1 05 0.5

IJ 0.6 0.6 0.6 1 0.6 0.6

R 0.6 0.6 I 0.6

W 0.6 0.6 0.6 'I 0.6

e I 0.9

i 0.6 1

a 0.7 0.7

0 0.5 0.5

Ii 0.5 0.7

ei 0.6 0.7

ai 0.5

oi 0.6 0.6

:lli 0 .5

0.6

0.6

1.
0.6

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5 0.5

0.7 0.6

0.7 0.5 0.7

0.5 0.6 0.7

0.8 0.8 0.8

I 0.8 0.9

0.9 1 0.9

0.9 0.8 1

PAY 's are an attempt to artificially represent phoneme clustering modeled on the actual speech

data used in previous phoneme ANN experiments (Kasabov, 1998a; Kasabov, 1998c; Kasabov et al.,

1999). This data can provide another means for establishing linguistic rules within the speech

classification phases (Kilgour, 1996; Laws, 1999b; Kilgour, 2000) . Experiments using these output

values based on phonemes from the ANN.

5.3.4 Maort Self-Organising Map

This section will briefly overview the well known classical standard ANN structure called the

Self-Organising Map or SOM. Then it will describe how the Maori PAV data sets were used with the

SOM to produce discriminate feature maps . This is a novel approach for artificially mapping the

'phonological-acoustic segments' as data for further research into feature rich classification of speech.

The 'Kohonen SOM' is a competitive connectionist structure that can effectively match patterns

in either a supervised or an unsupervised manner from an input source onto a continuous map of co

ordinates to an output source (Kohonen , 1997). SOM's have been widely used for many years to

achieve pattern recognition and classification tasks that maps similar sequences in the input layer by

identifying their data classes, then clustering those classes into ordered groups in one or two

dimensional discrete topologies onto the output competitive layer (Kasabov et al., 1999).

Therefore, SOM's that can process temporal data such as speech input vectors, with similar

features , and then spatially organise them all into distributed competitive classes , are ideal for speech

classification problem-solving tasks (Chappell and Taylor, 1993). We now know that PAY's, contain

feature rich properties that are well suited for the SOM. Therefore, the output competitive layer

reflects the inherent feature selection of the PAV data set, and thus is expressed in a topologically
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distributed feature map (Kasabov et al., 1999). The map will show activation boundaries as clusters

identifying the data with similar characteristics. PAY's overall can reveal better distribution amongst

all the phoneme complimentary pairs. This can then assist in the identification of the phonemes based

on their linguistic characteristics, which in turn, resnlts in the very close resemblance to where the

phonemes are normally positioned on the IPA consonant and vowel articulation charts (Ladefoged,

1993).

A SOM was constructed for NZE by Laws (1998) and Kasabov et al. (1999) nsing a 45-element

NZE PAY inputs onto a 7x7 map. This SOM was trained for 100,000 iterations (or epochs) holding

the learning rate (LR) at 0.05 for the first 50,000 epochs then releasing the learning for the remainder

of the training, and the neighbourhood (NB) was set to 1. The resultant output node weight file was

plotted to reveal all the phoneme clusters as coded labels. This experiment showed clearly

distinguishable clusters on the output map that represented particular DF. The trained SOM had

clustered similar phonemes onto topologically close areas of the map, this was called the 'sounds-like'

concept, as the phonemes with similar DF are clustered to the same spatial co-ordinates. This sounds

like method uses all the output activation's of the nodes around the winning output neuron, which are

called the 'nearest neighbourhood' function (Demuth and Beale, 1996).

In the following experiment, a SOM was constructed for Maori, with a '19x5x5' structure (Le.

the 19 Maori PAY inputs onto a 5x5 map). Initial training of 50,000 epochs (LR=0.05, l\'B=1)

produced an output plot to reveal the phoneme transcriptions as seen in Figure 5.5. Again there are

clearly distinguishable sonnds-like clusters that represent each phonemes DF for Maori, If the SOM

was trained for another 50k epochs (LR=O, NB=I), the distribution spread on the feature map could

resemble the NZE SOM. But we are currently satisfied with the resulting output and decided not to

continue with further training.

There was one major set-back with this and the NZE experiment, unfortunately, we were unable

to combine both PAV data sets because they are based on different DF. Thus each matrix structure has

a different size (e.g. NZE PAV=45x45 and Maori PAV=19x19). Consequently, we could not map a

bilingual phoneme SOM using the current PAY structures.
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Figure 5.5: Phoneme activations of the SOM trained with PAY's representing the Maori phonemes
with weighted DF. Note there is a distinct distribution between consonants and vowels, with
clustersfor phonemeswith similar DF.

Nonetheless, the SOM does have its limitations. The topological projections may be useful for

simple visualisation tasks as seen in Figure 5.5, but its inability to represent complex relationships

such as spoken language acquisition, is a problem (Kilgour, 2000). Therefore, they are only suitable

for pattern and classification problems, not speech recognition. In addition, at a practical level, the

SOM requires very long training cycles. For example, 100,000 epochs took 3 days to complete the

NZE phoneme training. These experiments also required a large set of input data examples converted

into PAY's. Thus the entire process was very time consuming and required many training re-runs and

recalls to test the SOM's for the final desired outputs presented in Figure 5.5.

The similar relationships to other close and distance phonemes, plus other weighted values,

based on the known DF have proven that the PAV and SOM experiments do work using this acoustic

synthetic phoneme data representation. This approach may seem novel, and currently there is more

emphasis placed on the discriminate features of phonemes, because each can now be linguistically

described. Apart from the values derived from a confusion matrix, the acoustic features still play a

small part in PAY construction. Further research is required to refine this NLM, especially with

acoustic data, given that Maori has less DF than the NZE model, and therefore would require a higher

ratio of acoustic-to-synthetic processing.
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5.4 Summary
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Here we have attempted to illustrate the basic theoretical and contemporary principles associated with

the domains of data and information processing. We used the current NZE information engineering

analysis as the base-line reference methodology. After covering the theoretical data analysis and

information processing techniques, we applied in practice, those principles to Maori. Therefore, we

specifically employed standard techniques to model Maori text, speech with the linguistic and acoustic

systems.

Based on the above-mentioned practices, the first case study presented an acoustic analysis of

Maori vowels. This will provide the basis for future research into a largely uncharted area of the Maori

language. The second introduced a novel approach to constructing a hybrid data set with a

classification experiment to test the concept. This will also provide the basis for future research.

Moreover, this chapter correlates certain characteristics between Maori and NZE to establish links

between the spoken and written forms. This methodology has now been embraced by proven data and

information processing techniques with computational linguistic approaches. This is one of the

fundamental steps in the language-technology integration cycle.



Chapter 6

Database Models for
Language and Linguistic Integration

6.1 Introduction

The effective storage and organisation of a large language repository containing phonological,

phonetic, lexical, semantic, and other language frameworks, is an important design issue to consider

when developing a speech database system (Laws and Kilgour, 1998). For the purpose of this chapter,

the aforementioned linguistic terms will be collectively called 'speech-text frameworks' (STF). Given

that these frameworks have varying degrees of linguistic relevance to each other, all the frameworks

and their associations can be explicitly modeled, thus logically represented in a series of database

models.

The 'database management system' (DBMS) is an appropriate software engineering tool that

utilises 'data modeling techniques' to represent data objects and their relevant relationships. Generally,

DBMS are used to solve business related problems by analysing, modeling, designing and then

constructing a customised business system.

STF databases are implemented in a similar fashion to store speakers, languages, transcriptions,

and phonetic information, including segmented units of speech. For example, the data associations

between phones, phonemes, syllables and words, and their realisations of each, can be stored then

retrieved in an efficient manner. In this case, the STF data becomes a complete 'speech corpus-based

description' on which expansive analytical computational linguistic research can be carried out.

6.1.1 Traditional Database Systems

Many older proprietary database systems are large 'flat-file based' structures which preserve all

the data stores by using a series of complex indexes. The data is usually a large single coded file stored

in a directory with other specialised indexed files (Date, 1995; D'Orazio and Happel, 1996). File-based

structures can be reliable systems if the data store is small, with simple formats providing basic user

interaction requirements. But as the file-based structures size and functionality increases, so does the

complexity associated with managing the data and indexes. There is a point where the data stores

become too large, that the database applications perform as inefficient processes, with little or no more
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flexibility for speed, expansion and adaptation (Martin, 1990b; Sinclair and Watson, 1995; Rob and

Coronel,1997).

The main disadvantage with the flat-file based system is that the same data is commonly stored

more than once. Duplicated data or 'data redundancy' contributes to a significant degradation of

database performance (Rob and Coronel, 1997). Problems arise from inconsistent updating of all the

duplicated data (usually in various storage locations), oversized storage allocations (e.g. three to fonr

times more space requirements), inefficient management and administration (e.g. more time involved

in data maintenance, thus higher costs involved), and most importantly, the extra human resonrces

necessary to facilitate these data redundancy tasks.

6.1.2 Speech and Language Database Systems

For many years now, linguists have required a variety of database structnres to store and

manage their speech and language data. Linguistic databases can facilitate a host of application related

uses, from data collection, storage and retrieval to the in-depth analysis of selected speech and writing

systems. The following bibliographic examples have all reported using speech and language databases

to assist with their descriptive linguistic research: (Benton et aI., 1982; Sejnowski and Rosenberg,

1988; Zue et al., 1990; Bauer, 1994; Cole et al., 1994; Hunt and Black, 1996; Lewis, 1996; Sproat,

1996b; Keegan, 1997; Kasabov et al., 1999). Unfortunately, with a few exceptions, such as (Sinclair

and Watson, 1995; Keegan, 1997; Laws and Kilgour, 1998; Cassidy, 2000), the majority of these

linguistic databases are still designed around the specialised flat-file based systems. These specialised

systems do not experience the same large-scale problems that business organisations with legacy

systems do. Nevertheless, there is now a growing trend internationally to develop bigger, far more

complex speech corpus-based systems, and integrated management databases with computer aided

software engineering tools are becoming the first choice applications for linguists.
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6.2 Relational Database Management Systems
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There are many types of DBMS, for example, hierarchical, network, inverted file, relational and object

oriented (D'Orazio and Happel, 1996). Information resource management using the 'relational DBMS'

(RDBMS) has been the main industry standard for some years now (Date, 1995). Currently the

RDBMS is the highest priority requirement by organisations wanting customised access to

comprehensive, well structured, accessible, efficient, flexible and secure systems. In order to develop a

series of relevant, complete, timely and accurate information resources which can provide 'valued

knowledge' for the organisation, a relational data production method approach is necessary to deliver

on these valued characteristics (Chen, 1976; Pratt, 1991). On account of the RDBMS being the most

widely preferred software engineering tool for the management of information resources, as it comes

with a comprehensive assemblage of data (raw facts/material), analysis (understanding the data),

logical procedures (sets of rules), hardware, software, documentation, and of course people

(developers, progranuners and end users).

Database applications exist in all facets of modem society, from stock inventory systems, right

through to human resource management.

6.2.1 Information Engineering

Information engineering (IE) is described as "The application of an interlocking set of formal

techniques for the planning, analysis, design and construction of information systems on an enterprise

wide basis or across a major sector of the enterprise:' (Martin, 1990a). IE requires the enterprise to

incorporate key parts of its strategic business plan into a knowledge-based blue-print which reflects all

levels of the enterprise's data and information. In this knowledge-based economic era, enterprises

place a very high value on their data and information; this value has become the most recent

investment commodity in the marketplace (Frederick and Mcllroy, 2000). The key to an effective IE

technique is in the scope of its planning stage, where a thorough top-down process involving all users

at all levels of the enterprise is practiced.

6.2.2 Data Analysis

The planning stages should use a data centered approach (as opposed to an application centered

approach) as the main functional requirement of analysis. This approach applies an IE task which is

mainly concerned with identifying the data and information requirements of the users (Martin, 1990a).

The data analysis process is therefore based on establishing what data types are to be used, and in

which configuration the data will be defined or specified. This logical process provides the

knowledge-based blue-print for which the end result is a software interface between the user and the
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actual physical data held in the database system. The key issue in this process is that one must know

one's data, or at least have a basic understanding of the data requirements of one's particular function

or operation. Large enterprises tend to look more globally at the data requirements associated with

their business practices. To this end, the process can evolve into 'Information Analysis' that advances

the projection of data analysis and integration into a more complex business strategic planning

procedure (Stamper, 1986). However, both data and information analysis are crucial components in

building a strong systematic framework, either small or large.

6.2.3 Data Models

As mentioned earlier, data analysis is an important part of the lE process. The next part

examines how we can represent that data. There are two products of data analysis, the first describes

the data structures and the second contains the details about the data structures. Data models are

generally described as either tools, constructs Or end products of the data analysis process (Date,

1995). A further description of the data model as a structure, a set of rules and operators for the

definition, integrity and manipulation of data (Codd, 1970; Codd, 1990). Within the two descriptions

we can collectively join certain meanings to further describe various types of data models;

i) Conceptual data models are used in analysis and design. Represented by an illustrated

diagrammatic notation of the data analysis concepts. An example is the entity-relationship

model (see §6.2.4);

ii) Database data models are used in design and implementation represented by an algebraic

or syntactical notation. An example is the relational model (see §6.2.6);

iii) Physical data models are used in the implementation phase. A description of how to

physically store and access data to disk;

iv) Data definition or schemas are the application-specific models that are represented at the

conceptual or database level. Schemas define the structure of a database which is usually

written in SQL and are often automatically generated with CASE tools (see §6.2.7);

v) Data dictionaries (DD) contain data about the definitions of the data models (see §6.2.5).

6.2.4 The Entity-Relationship Model

An entity can be anything known as an object or a fact, and can be designated in a logical form.

Entities can represent data as either 'resources' or 'activities' (Campbell, 1992), for example, English

words are a resource and translations are an activity. collectively, both types are described in an 'entity

relationship diagram' (ERD). These are commonly shown as named rectangular boxes. How the

entities interact with each other are called 'relationships' (ER), commonly shown as adjoining lines

between the entities. Collections of these related entities are referred to as an 'entity set'. The ER

notation is based on how some entities interact with other entities within an entity set. For example,
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the relationships between a phoneme entity and a word entity would be called a 'phoneme-to-word'

eutity. Note that more than one relationship can occur between the same entities. There also exist

certain 'degrees' or 'cardinality' within relationships, shown by the number of times an entity takes

part in a relationship; represented as (i) 'one-to-one' [I: I] or a straight line between each entity, (ii)

'one-to-many' [I:M], where M is drawn as a semi-circle attached to the many entity, and (iii) 'many

to-many' [M:N], semi-circles attached to both entities, see Figure 6.1 (D'Orazio and Happel, 1996;

Rob and Coronel, 1997)

I Entity-l p qEntity-2

Figure6.1: An ERD example of a many-to-many relationship [M:N] betweentwoentities.

It is important to note that M:N can be represented in an ERD, but are not normally done. The

reason for this is that the notation in Figure 6.1 should be converted into two I:M encapsulated with a

new entity to fully describe the expanded M:N. Furthermore, this notation violates the 'relational

model structures' and is removed when the ERD is normalised (see § 6.2.6). In Figure 6.2, the speaker

entity set can contain natural real-world relationships for I:M and M:N. Therefore, Figure 6.3, shows

an expanded representation with a new entity ('WordPhone') that replaced the M:N with two I:M.

Now the two new relationships allow one word to relate to many phonemes and one phoneme to relate

to many words.

I Speakers I q Words p qPhonemes

Figure 6.2: A simplified version of a STF ERD representing the speaker entity set, showing the
one-to-many relationship [l:M] between Speaker and Words, and the many-to-many relationships
[M:N] betweenWordsandPhonemes.

ISpeakers H Words H Word'hon. H Phonemes

Figure 6.3: A conversion of the speakerentity set, showing the new WordPhone Entity created to
replace the M:N betweenWords and Phonemes with two new relationships. Note: Optionality and
Mandatory relationships.

The next feature described here (see Figure 6.3), is that, either 'optionality' (or may have) or

'mandatory' (or must have) relationships exist between entities. For example, a speaker may be related
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either to none, one, or more words, but phonemes and words must all be related. Optionality is

indicated on the relationship as a circle and mandatory is indicated with vertical bars (Date, 1995).

The last and one of the most important features of the ER model are the 'attributes' associated

with each entity. Given an entity represents an object of some form of resource or activity, there will

be a clearly detailed list identifying the entity's properties (see Table 6.1).

Attributes can be described as two types;

i) 'Identifying attribute' which is the unique identifier or code for each entity (e.g.

SpeakerCode and WordCode). Each identifying attribute is usually called a 'primary

key' and/or 'foreign key (see §6.2.6);

ii) 'Descriptive attributes' which describe in detail all the other properties of the entity. For

example, Age, Education, Occupation, Words and Phonemes.

All entity-attributes are categorised with a particular data type (e.g. numeric, character, date),

data size, and data property (e.g unique, not null, indexed). Entity-attribute information is stored in the

DD (Date, 1995).

Table 6.1: STF ERD Entity-attribute report showing property names, relationships and their
values

Entitv: Attribute: Type: Size: Special:

Speaker: Soeakercode numeric 4 Primarv Key
Related to Words(mandatory. one) Aec numeric 2

Education character 20
Occupation character 30

Words: WordCode numeric 4 Primarv Key
Related to Speaker(mandatory, many) Words character 30
Related to WordPhone (mandatory, one)
WordPhone: WordCode I numeric 14 1Primarv/Foreizn Kev
Relatedto Words(mandatory. many) PhonemeCode I numeric 14 1 Primarv/Foreizn Kev
Relatedto Phonemes (mandatory, many)
Phonemes: PhonemeCode I numeric 14 1 Primarv Key
Related to WordPhone (mandatory, one) Phonemes I character I 2 1

The entity-relationship model is the most often used by data modeling practitioners to draft their

first serious ERD's based on initial data analysis requirements. Computer aided software/system

engineering (CASE) tools provide rapid prototyping that allows for the efficient design and

development of the database model (D'Orazio and Happel, 1996). CASE tools permit the developer to

integrate entities, relationships and attributes with the data modeling 'integrity rules' based on the data

dictionary elements. These rules can be generated automatically by the CASE tool in an English-like

manner, also, the 'database definition code' (or schema) can be produced in the same way. CASE

tools make the ERD easy to modify on account of early design changes, verification by the end users

for accuracy, and simple rule interpretation. This allows for a robust open-ended conceptual working

model to be built that reflects a meaningful structure of the intended database.
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6.2.5 The Data Dictionary

As previously mentioned the data dictionary (or DD) stores all the definitions about the data

model. These definitions are also known as 'metadata', which represent all the character, numerical

and logical data types belonging to the database model. The data dictionary contains all the entity

names, all the relationship structures, the attributes, data types, values, constraints and the numbers of

data entries (Date, 1995). Furthermore, important information on the physical structure of the ERD is

also embedded in the DD. Once the ER model, the ERD and the DD are completed to the satisfaction

of the developers and the end users, the conversion over to the more powerful relational database

model can take place.

6.2.6 The Relational Model

This is the second part of the structured approach to building a database which will represent all

the theoretical associations between all the known data objects in the ERD. Hence, a relational model

is the solid theoretical layout of a proposed database structure. Relational models have a more

conceptual approach to the design of the database, and appear to have a more detailed mathematical

description than the ER model nomenclature (Chen, 1976; Codd, 1990).

Converting the ER model into a relational model is usually undertaken using a CASE tool (to

create the schema, see Table 6.4) and a RDBMS (to test the schema). Once converted, there is no

differentiation between entities and relationships, as they can now be represented by 'relations' or by

'tables' in a RDBMS. For example, Table 6.2 contains the attributes (or columns) for 'SpeakerCode',

'Age', and 'Education', with each data entry layered in 'tuples' (or rows) where each is regarded as an

instance of the relation. All relations must have a 'primary key', which will uniquely identify each

tuple (e.g. SpeakerCode is the primary key for the speaker relational model).

Table 6.2: A simple example of the speaker relational model. This construct combines both
attributes andrelations to formdatabase tables

Attribute 1: Attribute 2: Attribute 3: ...
SoeakerCode Aec Education ...

Relation1: 01 20 University ...
Relation 2: 02 21 University ...
Relation 3: 03 16 College ...
... ... ... ... ...

Given that the relational model was first developed under a mathematical construct by (Codd,

1970) with adherence to strict rules to define its complexities, there is a point where the correct use of

terminology becomes very important, and intermixing these terms can cause confusion. Although the

ER model has similar terms for entities, relationships, data, attributes and 'keys', they can represent
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different notions when used in a relational model. For example, the term relationships as described in

ER model notation do not exist, and relations are not the equivalent term, but more of an

amalgamation of entities and relationships. Another example is a term called the 'entity data

occurrence', which refers to the importance of data being either in, or not in, the relation, whereas

order of the data (in tuples) is not so important. Attributes are used here as the list of all the unique

features of a relation by name, which can then be represented later in columns in the database table.

The next example shows that primary and foreign key terms are still inter-related between an ERD and

a relation, but the relational model uses a further term called 'composite keys' (also known as

'compound', 'concatenated", or 'structured' keys). Composite keys are made up of more than one

attribute from relations that have conjoined entities. For example, in Table 6.3 the relation

'WordPhone' consists of two foreign key attributes taken from the primary keys in 'Words' and

'Phonemes' , these two constitute a composite key.

Table 6.3: The notation of a relational model is usually written in the following form. With the
relation name in uppercase, attributes inside brackets separated by commas, primary key
underlined, andforei n ke s italicised.

SPEAKER CSpeaker(ode, Age, Education, Occupation)
WORDS (WordCode, Words)
WORDPHONE (WordCode, PhonemeCode)
PHONEMES CphonemeCode, Phonemes)

A final note on keys. Many of the examples used in this chapter indicate that all the primary

keys have been named as 'artificial keys' and not actual attributes pertaining to the relation, they were

selected during data analysis to represent a meaningful series of names with a specific purpose (e.g.

SpeakerCode and Maori'Word'Code, or StudentNum and CourseNum). This key selection process

assists in the implementation of the database through the use of applicable unique indexes that can be

easily checked automatically by the system to avoid data duplication. They can also speed up queries

to the database by users having to look up short and precise logical names using SQL.

62.7 Structured Query Language

A database is only as effective as the data being retrieved from it, that is, selecting or

manipulating specific data from tuples (rows) and attributes (columns) from adjoining relations. The

'structured query language' (or SQL) is a limited set of database commands that become a powerful

and flexible language to which programmers and end users communicate their intentions using ad hoc

queries (D'Orazio and Happel, 1996).

SQL is used for two main tasks. Initially it is used to create the database and table structures

(see Table 6.4). Secondly, it performs the basic management tasks to read, write, update and/or delete
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the data. SQL uses commands like 'Select', 'Set', 'Insert', and 'Update', with operators like 'From',

'Where', 'Into', and 'Or' (see Table 6.5 for an example).

Table 6.4: An example of the schemagenerated for the Speaker Relational Table. The schema is
generated using a CASE tool, comprising a series of SQL commands to build a detailed
description of the database tables, attributes, 'domains' (or data types) and 'query structures'
(unique indexes)

1 Schema definition generated by Pronto. Ver. 1.0b4
! Pronto (c)1992, University Of Otago, Ounedin, New Zealand.
! Developer: Mark R. Laws
CREATE SCHEMA FILENAME SPEECH;
CREATE TABLE Speaker

(Age SMALLINT, Education CHAR(20), Occupation CHAR(30),
SpeokerCode SMALLINT NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE Words
(WordCode SMALLINT NOT NULL, Words CHAR(30));

CREATE TABLE WordPhone
CPhonemeCode SMALLINT NOT NULL, WordCode SMAllINT NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE Phonemes
(PhonemeCode SMALLINT NOT NULL, Phonemes CHAR(30));

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX Speaker-pk_index ON Speaker(SpeakerCode);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX Words_pk_index ON Words(WordCode);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX WordPhone_pk_tndex ON WordPhone(PhonemeCode,WordCode);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX Phonemes_pk_index ON Phonemes(PhonemeCode)j
COMMIT;

SQL is recognised as the international standard (ISO) nonprocedural command language for

RDBMS's (ISO-IEC, 1992). SQL allows many users to interrogate many different RDBMS's in a

comparable fashion. The language permits users to ask complex questions about what is required,

since they are not necessarily concerned about how the query is actually performed. The user can

instantly interact with the database, to either gain knowledge, make decisions, perform tasks, control

devices, or even be entertained (Rob and Williams, 1995; Sinclair and Watson, 1995; Keegan, 1997;

Laws, 1999a). SQL simply and effectively helps transform the raw database data into valid,

meaningful, and timely information to the user.

Table 6.5: Some examples of SQL commands which are typically used to query the speech
database

SELECT * FROM Words;
INSERT INTO Phonemes

VALUES(4S,'schwa')j
UPDATE Speakers

SET Age = 20
WHERE SpeakerCode = 02;

DELETE FROM Words
WHERE WordCode = 2S

AND WordCode = 28;
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6.3 Otago Relational Database Management System
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Note the following examination in this section is based on the paper "MOOSE: Management Of Otago

Speech Environment" (Laws and Kilgour, 1998). References made to Kilgour will be identified

separately within this work to acknowledge his particular areas of contribution (e.g. [Kilgour, 1998]).

6.3.1 Otago Speech Corpus

The initial phases of the English speech recognition system was called 'HySpeech' (Kasabov et

al., 1995; Kasabov et al., 1997) and 'HySpeech2' (Kasabov et al., 1999). This system called for a

large enough corpus of speech data to fulfill the growing demand for analysis, training, testing and

validation of the 'artificial neural networks' (ANN) associated with the system's phoneme recognition

modules. The collection of the English speech data was undertaken in a rigorous systematic format

with an inherent bias toward the New Zealand dialect (e.g. NZE). In this approach, the speech

recognition system would truly be a NZE model. The completed corpns was titled the 'Otago speech

corpus' (OSe). Initially, the OSC was stored on a PC with a tape drive backup. In early 1997 most of

the data sets were also burnt to a CDROM for distribution purposes amongst the speech researchers.

Over a short period, a new version of the CDROM was pressed containing a larger data set, inclusive

of speech and text, stored as labels in a nested directory structure [Kilgour, 1998].

Although each labeled item of speech or text data could be retrieved, there existed no

relationship between each item in the directories. For example, once a phoneme was extracted from a

spoken word it had no direct relationship connecting it back to that word, thus no record existed to

identify the original source of the phoneme. Furthermore, with no logical management system, a new

user of the corpus was required to become familiar with the cryptic numbering scheme and the nested

directory structure before the corpus became a useful tool.

6.3.2 Otago Speech Database

The OSC grew to comprise thousands of speech and text files which became impossible to

maintain effectively. This problem added to the non-intuitive approach by users with little knowledge

about the corpus, which in turn was compouuded by confusion over how to systematically store, label,

retrieve and analyse the data. Therefore, the design, development and implementation of a relational

database was employed to manage and control the progressive development of the speech corpus with

the view to adding more end-user functionality (Sinclair and Watson, 1995). Sinclair and Watson

reported on the initial development of the new OSC that was modeled on the relational database

structure (see Figure 6.4). The motivation was to give the end-user the ability to use SQL on all the

data types for better control, functionality, and also for future expansion.
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SPEECH SPEECH ANALYSIS
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Figure 6.4: The Otago SpeechRDBMS (redrawn from Sinclair and Watson, 1995) is represented
on the left of the broken line. The cyclinders contain all the speech files, the folder holds all the
speaker details, the speech corpus unit controls the flow of data, and the speech processing system
controls the database output.

There are now thirty-six English and NZE speakers, with 9,420 utterances, and 10,467 realised

phoneme segments. The database reflected these various levels of speaker, language, label

transcription and phonetic information, plus speech files as isolated words, including derived

segmented units.

In summary, a fully functional speech corpus was accomplished in a very short period to

overcome the problems associated with large indexed flat-file based corpora. This approach has

greatly improved the processing techniques required by researchers undertaking speech data analysis

atOtago.
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6.3.3 New Otago Speech RDBMS

The OSC RDBMS was designed to be readily extensible to permit different types of data

formats, so further expansion to include more STF was expected. Therefore a remodeled database

version called 'MOOSE-Management of Otago Speech Environment' was commissioned (Laws and

Kilgour, 1998).

Recording

Session Style

Speaker

SentenceUtt

Other Languages

Sentence

Language

PhoneLanguage

Word

WordPhone

Diphone

Word Sentence

Phone Diphone

Word Utt

SentenceSeg

SpeechStyle

Phone Seg Phone

Figure6.5: Full ERD of the MOOSE system showing new entities for OtherLanguages. Diphones,
Sentences and Utterances.

Based on previous and current data requirements for analysis, the ERD in Figure 6.5 was

generated to account for the new entities and relationships (Laws and Kilgour, 1998). After all the

keys, attributes and relationships were fmalised, the ERD was converted to a relational model and the
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tables, queries and interface were generated to create the new database structure (this was undertaken

using Microsoft Access97).

There are four main divisions that form the basis of the new system;

i) The NZE and Maori words, with the diphones and phonemes all in separate text and

speech tables;

ii) The Sentences and Utterances;

iii) The Speaker tables that hold all related language, recording, sessions, styles and

background details;

iv) The Segmentation tables that contain all the related speech wave files.

The database engine is the core of the entire system, it maintains the tables, queries, metadata,

relations, and the interface modules. MOOSE is the amalgamation of the old and new Otago speech

corpora. Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 outline the type of data statistics that can be produced by running

various queries to generate reports.

Table 6.6: Sample of the phoneme segmentation list, showing the numberof segmented phonemes
extracted fromthe corpus.

Symbol: Count: #Speakers:
p 83 8
b 61 8
t 196 25

ai 37 8
Q I 0

00003092
00003058
00004752
00009536

End:
02 001 I 001 00002422
02 00 I 2 00 I 00002205
02 00 I 3 00 I 00003629
02 002 I 002 00008457

Table 6.7: Examples of the phoneme labeling information that is currently housed in the database
for automatic segmentation by the 'off-line' signal processing module.

Speaker: WordCode: Utterance: PhonemeCode: Start:

Table6.8: Section of the speaker information list.
Speaker: Sex: Age: Language:
oI M 20 English
02 M 21 English
03 F 16 English

Dialect:
NZE
NZE
NZE

Education:
University
University
High School

The current OSC RDBMS provides a full and comprehensive database system with the required

speech and language information designed specifically for analysis. The database contains the

speakers' and recording details, English and Maori words, sentences, phonetic transcriptions and
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pronunciations, segment labels, and a growing set of digitised Maori and English speech examples of

words, diphones and phonemes.

6.3.4 Other Features

The database has been progressively extended to allow for more English and Maori words with

many variations in their meaning and uses, plus more speech examples in both languages. For

example, identifiers for speakers with different languages and genders. Presently the text and speech

data exist in the form of 'crisp records' embedded in conventional look-up Tables. The possible

inclusion of 'fuzzy data sets' mean that a 'similarity-based query module' could be developed in the

future to allow the user to perform 'fuzzy-like' ambiguous queries using 'FQUERY' SQL commands

that access fuzzy relations in a relational database (Kasabov, 1996).

The current database structure allows for multi purpose functionality. Queries can be used to

retrieve whole words, segments of words and speaker data. The integrated design allows for all of this

information to be entered and subsequently used. Whereas previous implementations stored word data

as well as word-segment (phoneme) data, the RDBMS allows the definition of additional segments,

such as diphones. Additionally, relating the segment to the existing words eliminates redundant

storage of explicit word-segments. Queries for phonemes can thus return phoneme data automatically

generated from the words in the database. The automatic segmentation is performed by externally

defined functions, as the potential for the inclusion of additional functions to the system is open-ended

[Kilgour, 1998]. In this way, a more integrated environment is created for recording, segmenting and

otherwise managing the maintenance and development of the speech corpora. The ability of the

MOOSE system to generalise to other corpora is also under investigation. The relations have been

defined to allow for the storage of sentences, and for the storage of continuous and spontaneous

speech. Speaker information now includes language and dialect attributes. Therefore, corpora such as

TIMIT (Zue et al., 1990) may be stored using the same management structure [Kilgour, 1998].

6.3.5 End User Interface

The implementation of an 'intelligent human-computer interface' (IHCI) to control a specialised

speech and language database is an important factor to consider when building an expansive system.

Therefore, a 'Main Interface Menu' was constructed which provides the routine navigation and

functionality for end-users (see Figure 6.6), with sub-menus for in-depth productivity (see Figure 6.7)

of all tables to allow data to be viewed and updated (see Figure 6.8).
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~ tot ain tot enu I!!!!lIiII3

Otago Speech Corpus

Figure 6.6: MOOSE RDBMS . Main Interface Menu showing end-user navigation buttons for
various database functionality

Figure 6.7: MOOSE RDBMS. Speech Sub-Menu portion showing operational features for adding
(Update) and viewing (Views) of the database tables.
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~ Speaker Details ,,~t3

Record: J.!.l...U I
Figure 6.8: MOOSE RDBMS . Speaker table showing specific details
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The construction of a 'Speech Interface Menu' prototype enables access to an automatic speech

control mode with manual mouse and keyboard interaction between the user and the database . This

prototype has emphasised the need to undertake more comprehensive research that can fulfil future

demands for a complete move away from manual control devices to automatic speech recognition and

understanding. HySpeech2 is the current work in progress (Kasabov et al., 1999) . Figure 6.9 shows

details of the prototype interface linked to the language tables in the MOOSE system .

~ DEMO: English-MaOli Text and Speech TlanslatOl 13

Figure 6.9: Prototype speech recognition translator interface (HySpeech2), linked to the English
and Maori tables of the MOOSE system .
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6.3.6 English and Miiori Database

The ongoing development of the Maori speech tables was based on the NZE corpus, where new

and existing Maori speakers and words have corresponding file formats and codes. There are currently

seventeen speakers of Maori in the corpus. Presently a small selection from one male speaker's speech

data has been hand labeled and segmented into diphones (see §4.3.2). This was for the intended

purpose of building an experimental diphone unit concatenative Maori text-to-speech synthesiser, to

form part of a bilingual speech interface (see Chapter 8) (Laws, 1999b). Other work concentrated on

developing the NZE and Maori lexical structure, to provide a medium sized text database, initially

comprising 3,000 NZE words with phonetic transcriptions (2,000 basic words with IPA codes and

1,000 scientific words), and over 4,700 Maori words.

The Otago RDBMS provides the formal file based structure for the NZE and Maori word lists

with the stored speech files. The prime function of these newly developed language tables is to

provide the 'Iookup' or 'find' SQL functions with the MOOSE or speech interface. An English word

can be retrieved along with its Maori translation(s) and any associated embedded speech files. The

database's SQL 'select' command will display the words and the 'object linking and embedding'

(OLE) function will play the speech file automatically upon launching the appropriate sound

application (e.g. 'SoundRecord').

Because MOOSE houses the lexicon containing vocabularies in both languages, initially a

simple SQL query was executed to provide a basic lookup-table of NZE and Maori words. An

advantage of using SQL is that the system's functionality becomes more extensive due to the

availability of features for queries, updates, and reports. This allowed direct access to the two

languages, even if they were stored as separate entities. By explicitly defining the relations between

the tables, two-way translations could be performed. Further development extended the system with

language indexes to match corresponding words, thus a translation protocol evolved into an electronic

bilingual dictionary. This extended the functionality of MOOSE to a bilingual system.

Consequently, a separate stand-alone functional database was developed to generate the two

language tables, primary key structure, translation queries and an interface to meet the bilingual

requirements. This incorporated a word match from one language table to the corresponding words in

the other language table, thus, a word-to-word translation method was achieved.
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63.7 Text and Speech Query Tables

Given that MOOSE also stored both NZE and Maori speech files, again, SQL became an

effective tool to match text and speech units. Table 6.9 contains combined examples of both the NZE

and Maori words, and the Maori speech files, generated using the 'select' command. A few examples

of exported text from the 'English-to-Maori select query table' are shown. This option provides the

user with an assortment of tools to present the data in a more meaningful way that can answer 'spur

of-the-moment questions' (Rob and Williams, 1995).

Maori Speech Files:
aWAY
maWAV

MaoriWord:
a
m.

MaoriWodeCode:
5515
475

EnglishWord:
of
and

4167
267

Table 6.9: A sample listing of a text and speech query, sorted on 'Milan speech files', which
shows the speech files that are linked to the Milan database table of words, with the associated
English translation

EnglishWodeCode:

1978
4075

eat
no

724
5428

kai
kaore

kaiWAV
kaaore.WAV

6789
6673

woman
water

3400
604

wahine
wai

wahine.WAV
waLWAV

Another version of the database query that contained only the NZE and Maori words was

generated, then saved as a text file. This could also be used with the database where the same search

and extraction are used, but the digitised speech examples are stored as individual wave files in a

separate (but designated) directory.

The translations from the target language are words listed in order of their search result; there

are no grammatical conventions associated with the words or any identifiers to show different meaning

or application (Crystal, 1992). The feature of this database Translator allowed some of the Maori

searched words to be matched then linked to many pronunciations in COmmon use today (Laws, 1998).
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6.4 English-Maori Word Translator

The NZE and Maori word Translator (nga aho whakamdori-ii-tuhi) is a by-product of the 'Otago

Speech Corpus Connectionist-Based Information System Project' developed using the MOOSE

database framework with ERD modeling and reports (see Figure & Table 6.10) (Laws and Kilgour,

1998; Kasabov et al., 1999). It is a web-based version of the NZE and M1iori database tables, located

at (http://kel.otago.ac.nzJtranslator/). The Translator is intended as an on-line 'bilingual dictionary'

that allows full interaction with an internet server-based text/speech architecture. It is a dynamic web

based integrated relational database system, that was specifically designed to provide single head

word translations to on-line users (Laws et al., 1999). The 'world wide web' (WWW) has become an

effective operational environment for testing the Translator and all its associated components with

other users from different domains.

The system has been operational since August 1998, and now constitutes the highest internet

traffic usage by all servers managed by the Department of Information Science.

Furthermore, this and Chapter 7 are founded on the paper "Analysis of the New Zealand

English and Maori On-Line Translator" by Laws, Kilgour and Watts, 1999. Thus specific work

undertaken by Kilgour and Watts will be identified separately to acknowledge their own contributions

(e.g. [Kilgour, 1999] and [Watts, 1999]).

EnglishWord
~ ,

Translations
1"\, ~

MaoriWords

-Figure6.10: An ERD representing the English-Maori Translator entity set

Table 6.10: Enalish-Maori Translator ERD entity-attribute reoort.
Entity: Attribute: Type: Size: Special:
EnglishWords: BnzllshWordCode numeric 4 Primarv Key
Relatedto Translations (mandatory, one) En.lishWord character 255
Translations: EuolishWordCode numeric 4 Primarv/Foreizn Key
RelatedEnglishWords (mandatory, many) MaoriWordCode numeric 4 Primarv/Foreign Key
Related MiioriWords (mandatory, many)
MaoriWords: MaoriWordCode I numeric 14 1 Primarv Key
Relatedto Translations (mandatory. one) MaoriWord I character I 255 I
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6.4.1 Web Page Development

The present web-server operating system is running 'Red Hat Linux' version 6.0. All the

Translator's components are based entirely on 'open source' software. This was chosen for several

reasons;

i) Low cost to initially create the system;

ii) High reliability;

iii) System stability under heavy loads;

iv) Multi-platform support, with the option to port the system to other machines and

operating systems with minimal modification.

Native database support, which eases the programming burden, and adds efficiency of

execution;

Automatic parsing of arguments to the requested file;

An embedded Apache module that improves overall security.

ii)

iii)

The 'Apache http server' (http://www.apache.org) is the most widely used web-server on the

WWW. Apache has consistently demonstrated levels of reliability, security and flexibility far in

excess of its competitors [Watts, 1999]. The Translator functionality is driven by version 3 of the

'PHP' scripting language (http://www.php.net). PHP has several advantages over other scripting

languages;

i)

PHP scripts are embedded into the HTML files, which facilitate the bilingual interface features

[Laws & Watts, 1999]. Passing the desired language as an argument in the URL, the script can

determine which language to use for the text of that web page. JavaScript was used to enable the

'Macron Buttons' to generate and insert macron vowels into the submission box (see Figure 6.11). The

relational database 'PostgreSQL' version 6.5.1 (http://www.postgresql.orgl) was chosen as the back

end RDBMS due to it's improved database management functions, specifically, views and triggers

(see Table 6.11) [Watts, 1999].
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Table 6.11: The schema generated to create the Translator tables for the PostgreSQL database
[Watts,1999].

CREATE TABLE EnglishWords
(EnglishWordCode int,EnglishWord varchar (255),
PRIMARY KEY (EnglishWordCode));

CREATE TABLE MaoriWords
CMaoriWordCode int,MaoriWord varchar (255).
PRIMARY KEY (MaoriWordCode));

CREATE TABLE Translations
(EnglishWordCode int,MaoriWordCode tnt,
PRIMARY KEY (EnglishWordCode, MaoriWordCode),
FOREIGN KEY (EnglishWordCode) REFERENCES EnglishWords,
FOREIGN KEY (MaoriWordCode) REFERENCES MaoriWords)j

COMMIT;
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6.4.2 The Bilingual Interface

A true bilingual interface system gives both languages eqnal status (Laws, 1998). Consequently,

the option for switching the interface between the two languages was an important feature to consider.

End-users can therefore read all the instructions, messages, dialogues and comments in either language

(see Table 6.12). The bilingual interface promotes the system to a wider audience recognising that le

reo Miiori is an official national language of New Zealand. The interface allows end-users to enter the

word (to be translated) into the search box (see Figure 11), then they have to choose the appropriate

translation method (e.g. select the "Translate to Maori" button). The resulting translation(s) are then

presented on a subsequent web page (see Figure 6.12).

Table 6.12: Examples of the bilingual text displayed on the Translators interface when the
bilingualtogglebuttonis selected.

Instructions:
Entera single wordto translate .
He kupu tetahi kia whakamaori .
Sorry,the EnglishWord "alpha" is not in thedatabase
Ka aroha, kaua tenei kupuPakcha "alpha" kl rotoI te patengi raraunga

Messages:
English Word: <word>
He KupuPakehil: <word>
Click on the wordlink to play thepronunciation of thatword.
He kupu pawhiri kia whakahoki me te whakahua i te reo Maort
Button Dialogues:
Translate to Milan
Kia whakamaori
Translate another word
Whakamaoritia he kupu tztahl anf
Comments:
This page is maintained by MichaelWatts
Kuawhakatlki tsnct wharangi it Michael Watts
This site is poweredby 100% OpenSource software
Kei te mahi-a-tono ki tenet tiiranga roD kotahi rau orau piirnanawa tohatoha
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There are 15,301 words all based on traditional text sources , derived because of thei r high

frequency of use within each of the respective languages (Hanks et al. , 1979; Benton et al ., 1982;

Biggs, 1990 ; Bauer, 1994; Harlow, 1996) . There are currently 7,001 NZE words and 8,300 Maori

words , which amounts to over 13,500 possible word-to-word translations .

ng3 whakamaort-a-tuhi

Enter a single word to translate (use the macron buttons for Miiori)

Itelevisi on

[ Vi""" the text in M oo'; 1 [Help 1

This page is maintained by Michacl Watts ( mlke@ k€l. otago .ac.llZ )
The database translator and graph 1'cs arc maintain ed by Mark. Laws ( maaka@kcl .otago .ac .11Z )

Last modified on : 12/05/99.

Figure 6.11: Main web page Interface for the word translator

~lish W ord: televi ~ion

'!'I'mon Trnns18tion(s): '~~h.:.,i;;;; 'ti';r

Click on the word link to play the pronunciation of that wo rd.

I Tr:ln:.b.te ::mothel' word)

Thin cite j~ powered by 100% Open Source software
.' wered by

·A.. P .A. C ..... e:

Figure 6.12: Portion of the translation results web page from the word translator
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6.4.3 On-Line Features

The greater part of the features described here have been either upgraded, updated or added to

the Translator at various times. Just recently, many of the complex processes have become fully

operational, as a result of the statistical data analysis undertaken in August 1999 and October 2000.

The interface 'Help' button provides on-line documentation with introductory and background

information about using the Translator, the bilingual interface and how the database was developed.

Also provided are contact details of the developers and a link to a number of technical papers, data

sets and documentation associated with the Translator-these can be either viewed on-line or

downloaded by the user.

A feature that was developed with MOOSE also allows the on-line Translator to link the

searched Maori words to the matching digitised pronunciation examples stored as 'wave files". These

pronunciations can be played along with the translation results, or downloaded by the user for further

use or analysis.

A recently added feature of the Translator is the spell-checker supplied by International ISpell

(Version 3.1.20 was outlined in §4.1.2) [Watts, 1999]. All English and Maori word entries are now

checked before being passed to the database; if they are spelled incorrectly, a series of possible

spellings are presented for the user to select from.

The latest installed feature [Kilgour and Watts, 1999] enables users to select and play the

English searched words as sythesised speech files. These are generated using the 'MBROLA Project'

(Dutoit et al., 1996) and the 'Festival Text-to-Speech System' (Black et al., 1998), this and the Maori

Text-to-Speech system are discussed in Chapter 8.

Currently there over fifty known web pages that have links back to the Translator domain

address. The majority of these pages are either collections of links to online dictionaries or information

about Maori and New Zealand culture. The remainder are educational resource sites and personal web

pages. All these links have been included as a feature page attached to the Translator site

(http://kel.otago.ac.nz/translatorlLinks.htrnl)whichis automatically updated each day [Watts, 1999].

Through our email contact information, we run an ad hoc on-line help service where every

email query is answered. This adds a human interactive feature, which further improves the system

functionality. Presently we have received over 200 email messages.
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6.5 Summary
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It is clear that the STF described in this chapter have an all-important role in the effective modeling,

management and analysis of all the collected data. Identifying previous systems based on traditional

lines with their ineffective processes, we have built a strong case for rethinking the whole nature of

managing this type of speech and language repository. Applying tried and true systematic procedures

with industry-based standards for data and information processing was an appropriate way to model all

the data in a progressive, evolving framework that was robust and user-friendly. The OSC project

became a prototype working case study, which collectively brought together many researchers from

various disciplines, who all contributed their skills and expertise to develop a complete fully

functional linguistic database system. By-products of that system have emerged to become specialised

hybrid-based information systems, such as the Translator.

The sections in this chapter on database models have served to examine the effectiveness of

how the Maori language has been fully integrated into an existing English-based framework. The

success of this true BLS that allows full interaction with computer-based speech architectures on

multiple platforms will also contribute to the existing knowledge being constructed by the many

different disciplines associated with human languages-naturally or artificially derived.



Chapter 7

Statistical Data Analysis of the
English-Maori Word Translator

7.1 Introduction

This chapter is specifically designed to report on the statistical data analysis undertaken for the 'New

Zealand English and Maori On-Line Word Translator' (or Translator for short). It examines the

empirical data collected from 'user log files' to provide a series of metrical figures, tables and reports.

The scope applied to these analytical experiments use basic fundamental statistical methods. These

elementary concepts are the traditional components of statistical data analysis in which only a general

understanding of their structure is required to outline the measurable objectives herein (Harraway,

1997; StatSoft, 1998). Furthermore, the quantifiable nature of this work reflects the multidisciplinary

approach to examining the 'effectiveness' of Maori and English language-based frameworks being

fully integrated into an information system. These findings justify in human terms, the

'successfulness' of the on-line Translator as a complete BLS. The foundations for this work are based

on the paper "Analysis of the New Zealand English and Maori On-Line Translator" (Laws et al.,

1999). With reference to contributions by [Kilgour and Watts, 1999].

7.1.1 Data Variables

The empirical research applied to these user log files is based on using data sets that have

variables associated with fixed notions of measurement (e.g. dates, times and numbers), that is, all the

collected data is not adjusted or varied, it is only sampled then used to correlate ratios between one set

of variables to another set (Harraway, 1997; StatSoft, 1998). In this case, the correlation between

different users accessing the Translator, the relation between where these users come from, how many

times they visit the Web site, and comparing what they do (and do not) once there. Classifying these

data variables was determined by the actual collection process, designated as the 'sample period'.
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7.1.2 Sample Period

In August 1998, a log file (called Data Set-I) was automatically generated by the 'Apache Web

Server' to record daily web traffic on the Translator (e.g. the number of visitors). During March 1999,

a second log me (called Data Set-Z) was implemented to record all Web page activity (e.g. number of

translations). Therefore, both logs have provided the up-to-date 'data sets' to determine the 'nature of

the statistical inference'. That is, what conclusions are made from the evidence generated from these

two data sets (Lindgren, 1976).

The first point of reference is based on the paper by (Laws et al., 1999) which included the

analysis period from August 1998 to August 1999. This interval is referred to as 'Sample Period-I",

The second point of reference is the culmination of additional analysis from August 1999 to

November ZOOO, which will be called 'Sample Period-Z' (Owen and Jones, 1994; Harraway, 1997).

The observations made from both sample periods is commonly referred to as the 'population sample'

(Lindgren, 1976).

Also note, that all Web traffic from machines registered with the University of Otago (e.g.

'otago.ac.nz') had to be excluded from both samples, mainly because the vast majority of this traffic

was performed by our own ongoing in-house testing procedures [Watts, 1999]. Applying this form of

data reduction to the current population reduces the probability space, thus adds to the reliability of the

data variables (Lindgren, 1976). In other words, the analysis was not skewed by excessive unwanted

data influencing the population sample.

7.1.3 Statistical Tools

Both data sets were space delimited text files which had to be converted into spreadsheet

documents using 'Microsoft Excel Analysis ToolPak' (Dodge et al., 1997). This enabled a series of

mathematical functions to be executed, performing searches, matches, filtering, lookups, and counts.

Then statistical reports and charts were generated to display the results. The majority of worksheets

were generated using 'pivot-table reports' [Laws & Kilgour, 1999].

7.1.4 Statistical Results

The propagation of results from the population sample has pointed to a number of areas which

were, or are, being addressed. Namely, to inquire on the success rate of the Translators usage over

time, and secondly to evaluate the results so as to create an ongoing developmental picture for future

upgrades or improvements. As a direct result, more physical resources (e.g. electronic and human)

were allocated to facilitate the continuously high traffic rate; this demand will require another

hardware upgrade in the near future. For the non-tangible resources, we saw a significant number of

new words being added to the database for both languages. Also minor modifications to the interface
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and database tables were undertaken, with new features installed to account for the high rate of

unsuccessful translations, and interface errors by web-users.
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The 'internet protocol' (JP) numbers are converted into 'domain names' by the 'domain name

server/system' (DNS). For example, the JP '139.80.75.138' is converted into 'kel.otago.ac.nz". JP

numbers are unique identifiers consisting of four parts. Certain parts represent a specific 'sub-domain'

(e.g. 139.80. = 'otago.ac.nz', 75.138 = 'kel'), Note' .nz' is known as the 'first level domain name'

which usually represents a country. With few exceptions, every internet-based machine is registered

with an JP number. Therefore, machines can have more than one name (e.g. '139.80.75.138' or

'kel.otago.ac.nz' or 'ou075138.otago.ac.nz'). Domain name hits, is the term used when a request is

made from a 'web-client' to a 'web-server' (Graham, 1997).

7.2.1 Domain Hits

Data Set-I recorded daily web activity by logging the date, time and the domain names.

Therefore the overall accumulated number of domain name hits on the Translator's web pages were

calculated with the count totalling 127,706. The above figure shows the steady increase in hits,

interrupted during August 1999 which followed the official submission of the Translators URL to

various national and international web resource sites [Watts, 1999]. For example, web links were

added to pages that made reference to 'on-line Translators'.
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Figure 7.1: Monthly hits on the Translation web-page showing a steady increase in user traffic
over the entirepopulation sample.
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722 Domain Names

The next data metric involved filtering the domain names from Data Set-l to identify web-client

users. A total of 108,129 multiple domain name hits were available. Unfortnnately, over 10,000

domain names were not registered due to those web-client's machines not being associated with a

DNS entry. This meant we could not identify the user's origin as the log file would label these

unregistered machines as 'unknown'. Note that in the previous analysis reported from Sample Period

I, there were 9,000 domain names logged, with over half that did not have a registered DNS entry

(Laws et al., 1999). Present measurements of Sample Period-2 show a marked reduction in unknown

domain names (e.g. < 10%). This suggests that most current web-client users visiting the site, now

have a DNS registered IP number or name supplied by their "internet service provider' (ISP). The

contrast in measurement scales between both sample periods may be construed as reflecting the

increasingly evolving nature of the internet, thus the degree of statistical significance over the whole

population sample is more representative in Sample Period-2.

Once all the duplicate occurrences were removed from the sample, there remained 10,796

unique domain names. The first level domain names (e.g. '.nz', '.com' and '.edu') were tabulated and

charted. In Figure 7.2 the New Zealand domain name' .nz' accounts for just under half the domain

name hits. Compared to the previous analysis, this figure has remained stable over the period of both

samples. Tbis stability maybe the high interest shown by local users within NZ to make multiple visits

over lengthy periods. The other eight main domains represented, indicate a similar trend to analyses

undertaken in NZ on a more well established on-line 'English-Maori Lexical Database' by (Kecgan,

1997). Nowadays, the '.com' (16%), '.net' (14%) and '.edu' (2%) domains still predominately come

out of the United States (Lawrence and Giles, 1999), which collectively show the second highest

traffic users. It is therefore interesting to observe that practitioners of the Maori language are not

totally restricted to NZ alone (Keegan, 1997). It is also heartening that Australia's' .au' (7%) has the

third highest hit rate. But the author would surmise (based on the number of email queries) that the

majority of Translator users are expatriate New Zealanders. The other main traffic users come from

the United Kingdom '.uk' (4%), Germany '.de' (2%), Canada '.ca' (1%) and the Netherlands '.nl'

(I %). The 'other' 8% segment, accounts for thirty-two registered domains from other countries.
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Figure 7.2: Translator web-page hits sorted by the most frequent first level domain names.
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723 Second Level Domain Names

Further analysis of the population sample Data Set-1 was undertaken to specifically view the

' second level domain names' registered for NZ. This was for comparative analysis of the results to

those compiled from (Keegan, 1997, pll-12) to observe any temporal trends.

Once filtered and sorted, 4,771 unique second level domain name users were identified. Of the

ten registered NZ domains, nine were logged. The results reveal a significant move away from the

academic community being the predominant users, to ISP's in the main, commercial organisations and

network vendors now the largest visitors to the Translator site. This trend proves Keegan's expectation

correct, as a result of more and more ISP's emerging in NZ since 1997, and either providing the public

relatively low cost or even free access to the internet. This in turn adds to the high Translator demand

by many New Zealanders interested in learning te reo Miiori.
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Figure 7.3: Total Web-page hits by the registered second level domain names. Note that
'company' (.co), 'network' (.net), 'academic community ' (.ac), ' government' (.govt), 'general '
(.gen), 'organisation' (.org), 'crown research institute ' (.cri), 'schools' (.school) and 'tribal' (.iwi)
are listed, 'military' (.mil) is absent, and 'other' contains some unfamiliar names.
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In Figure 7.3, this high growth rate swing toward '.co' and '.net' users may on the first hand

reflect a reduction in traffic by the other domains (esp. academic), but this was not the case , given the

proportional gains by all domains in the current data set as compared to the previous analysis done by

(Laws et al., 1999).

To conclude this first series of metrics, there seems to be a higher flow of web traffic

internationally. Although national user demand is still increasing , especially from the general public.

As noted previously , the current user demands placed on the 'KEL web-server' are tolerable.

However, the process to keep up with this growing demand will require a further upgrade in both

hardware and software resources in the near future.

It was unfortunate that we have no current mechanism or data classification that could identify

actual Maori domain users from any sector of the internet society , other than from the' .iwi' domain

(which is minimal) , but one suspects based on assumptions from email queries, that there is a high

proportion of Maori using the Translator.
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Commissioning the second log me to record all 'PostgreSQL database' transactions was undertaken in

view of the marked traffic increase shown in Data Set-lover both sample periods. Moreover, this was

done on account of our eagerness to keep a track of all other user activities, especially the words being

translated. Therefore, the 'PHP3' translation script was modified to log all word submissions [Watts,

1999] leaving approximately twenty months of translations to be analyzed from the population sample

Data Set-2. Again, most of the analysis was executed using spreadsheet pivot-table reports.

7.3.1 Language Data Classifications

The following series of data metrics focused on the number of words successfully and

unsuccessfully translated from both languages. For this to be possible, Data Set-2 was divided into

classified distribution indexes. As a result, four separate 'data classes' were created to tabulate the

distribution indexes (Owen and Jones, 1994; Harraway, 1997). This was executed in the following

way.

Data Set-2 contained 88,848 separate word submissions, which represented 53,703 English

words, and 35,145 Maori words (a 60/40 ratio). The first distribution indexes presented the uumber of

words that were successful iu producing a translation. These were 36,982 for English (labeled Class-I)

aud 14,855 for Maori (labeled Class-3). The second distribution indexes presented the number of

'unsuccessfully translated words'. Representing 16,721 for English (Class-2) and 20,290 for Maori

(Class-d). The following, outlines in detail the analytical results of these pairs of data classes, each

accompanied by a conclusion to allow for comments or explanations.

7.3.2 Class-It English Successfnl Submissions

The majority of the successful English words were requested many times over, consequently

this ouly accounted for 3,148 separate words actually being retrieved from the 7,000 strong NZE

corpus-less than 45% coverage. To follow up this surprising result, a second observation of this first

data class was made. Thus the top most 1000 examples in even increments of 100 were examined, The

term 'most frequently translated words' (MFTW) was used to describe the following process, see

Table 7.1. The first 100 MFTW accounted for 40.77% of all English words, with over 50% of the

MFTW being in the top 200. In total, 86.71% of all successful requests submitted were in the first

1000MFTW.
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Table 7.1: English 1000 most frequently translated words in increments of 100.
Word Increments:
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1-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600
601-700
701-800
801-900
901-1000
•Sub-total:
1001-3148
Grand Total:

15,077
5,018
3,226
2,311
1,683
1,314
1,091
914
761
671
32,066
4,916
36,982

40.77%
13.57%
8.72%
6.25%
4.55%
3.55%
2.95%
2.47%
2.06%
1.81%
86.71%
13.29%
100%

In the next table, the first fifteen MFTW requests account for 16.71% (6,179 words). The word

"hello" followed by "love" are the MFfW from the database . There are also two count totals, (i)

MFfW Sample Period-l , (ii) MFfW Sample Period-2 which provide a temporal comparison of the

MFfW and their order of movement in ranking.

Table 7.2: The 15 most frequently translated English word requests.
Current English MFfW MFfW MFTW
Rank: Requests: Sample Period-I: Sample Period-2:
1 hello 324 (1) 927
2 love 274 (2) 622
3 ~ In~ ~

4 i 123 (4) 359
5 goodbye 125 (3) 317
6 welcome . 84 (7) 339
7 house 107 (6) 201
8 good 72 (9) 234
9 friend 72 (10) 183
10 dog 75 (8) 176
11 happy 68 (11) 183
12 beautiful 63 (12) 173
13 my 32 (15) 173
14 the 37 (14) 161
15 to 39 (13) 142

Totals:
1,251
896
502
482
442
423
308
306
255
251
251
236
205
198
181

Percent:
3.38%
2.42%
1.36%
1.28%
1.20%
1.14%
0.83%
0.83%
0.69%
0.68%
0.68%
0.64%
0.55%
0.54%
0.49%

733 Class-2: English Unsuccessful Submissions

It was assumed that because the medium size of the NZE vocabulary was restricted (e.g. 7,000

words) , the majority of the 31% of words that were not successfully translated were not actually in the

database . Further analysis of this second data class showed that this assumption was not correct. Once

all duplicate entries were removed from the 16,721 unsuccessful word submissions , 7,375 unique

submissions remained.

These were then systematically broken down into the following 'sets' and 'sub-sets';

i) Two sets were generated from the submissions, [1] with 'white spaces' and [2] without
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white spaces . Given the translator only accepts single words , therefore all phrases,

sentences and non compounded words with spaces were rejected (e.g. "thank you", "is

this home");

ii) Set [2] was passed through a English and Maori spell-checker to determine all the

correctly spelt words, along with all the mistakes, typing errors and other problematic

character mismatches. Two extra sub-sets were created [2a & 2b];

iii) All Maori words were identified and removed from both spelling sub-sets [2a & 2b] and

created a further sub-set [2c]. It has been noted that many users were not applying the

correct translation method (e.g. typing a Maori word and then selecting the "Translate to

Maori" button), therefore these Maori words were being sent to the NZE word table, thus

being returned as 'not found';

iv) All place-names and proper-names were also removed from both spelling sub-sets to

create a fourth sub-set [2d]. Even though the majority of these words were spelt

correctly , they do not exist in the Translator database and therefore would have been

returned with no translation (e.g. "wellington", "brian");

v) Hyphens were also filtered out from the sub-sets [2a & 2b] to determine if their frequency

rate was high , this created sub-set [2e];

vi) Nonsense characters like "h?g?I?" , numerals and words with extra characters such as

"bye!" and "don"t" were also filtered for their frequency, creating sub-set [2f].

Table 7.3 : Sets of English submissions and words not successfully translated
Sets:
[ 1]
[2]

White spaces
No white spaces

1,843
5,532

Grand Total: 7;375

24.98 %
74.54%

100%
Sub-sets: Words with:
[2a] Spelling mistakes
[2b] No spelling mistakes

Word Count:

1;389
2,452

Sub-total: 3,841

Percent:
25.11 %
44.32%
69.43%

Sub-total: 1,691
Total: 5,532

Sub-sets:
[2c]
[2d]
[2e]
[2f1
[2fl
[2fj

Extra Words with :

Maori
Place names & proper names
Hyphens
Nonsense characters
Numerals
Extra characters

Word Count:
1,093
424
61
43
29
41

Percent:
19.76%
7.66%
1.10%
0.78 %
0.52 %
0.74%

30.57 %
100%

To conclude, the submissions and the word counts in Table 7.3 , this indicates that just under

75% of all English submissions were single words. This represents the intention that was required for

a ' single headword' Translator. However, rejecting 25% of the submissions that included spaces was

still considered too high. Also, unfortunately, inclusive of the overall grand total, there exists a below
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average percentage of those words (45%) that were correctly spelt, although there remained a smaller

figure which contained spelling errors (25%) . There is the concern that high user errors may work

toward 'under valuing' the Translator when many incorrect submissions are returned with no

translations. The second concern also reflects on poor user performance or perception about how the

Translator interface operates. Granted the percentage of Maori words being relatively high by

comparison to the other 'extra word' sub-sets, means this issue must be addressed further. All

remaining errors seem too infrequent to be an issue, nevertheless, measures can be taken to reduce this

figure proportionately to the larger sub-sets.

Because the error rate of incorrect word submissions was considered high, the term 'most

frequently mis-hit words' (MFMW) was created to describe this event. This term will be discussed in

further detail later on.

Once the second sub-set analysis was completed, the sub-set "no spelling mistakes" [2b] was

applied to one extra filter. This built a category of correctly spelt words which contained affixes

(prefixes and/or suffixes) of the known head words in the Translator database. In doing so, this

verified whether or not to extend the Translator to include related words to each headword. For

example "accept" - "accepts" , "accepting", "accepted", "acceptable", "acceptability", "acceptably",

"acceptance", and so on.

Of the submitted 2,452 correctly spelt words, there were 1,025 words containing affixes (29

prefixes and 996 suffixes). These affixes were then matched off with the database head-words, which

numbered 739 (or 72.10%) word related matches. This figure provides convincing evidence that the

Translator needs to be upgraded to include (when and where possible) extra related headword entries

to improve on the successful translations already submitted. A viable option initially would be to use

SQL to update the NZE, Maori and Translation database tables from existing dictionary texts.

Table 7.4: Showing the calculated prefixes (29) and suffixes (996) extracted from the 2,452
correctly spelt words that were unsuccessfully translated due to no word matches in the Translator
database.

7.3.4 Class-3: Maorl Successful Submissions

Word requests for Maori translations were much fewer than English. In total , 35,145

submissions were presented, of which only 14,855 were successfully translated. This amounts to a

42% success rate, far less than what the English requests were at 68%. Similar to the previous

examination in Class-L, the majority of the successful Maori words were also requested many times ,
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but only 1,533 individual words matched the Maori corpus of 8,300-less than 20%. Consequently, a

second pass of the data class was made to generate the MFTW table in Maori. The first 100 words

accounts for over half of all the MFTW in Maori. 96% of all successful requests submitted fell within

the first 1000 MFTW.

Table 7.5: Maori 1000 most frequently translated words in increments of 100.
Word Increments: MFfW Count: Percent:
1-100 7,626 51.34%
101-200 2,476 16.67%
201-300 1,349 9.08%
301-400 837 5.63%
401-500 584 3.93%
501-600 427 2.87%
601-700 333 2.24%
701-800 272 1.83%
801-900 202 1.36%
901-1000 202 1.36%

.Sub-total: 14,308 96.32%
1001-1533 547 3.38%
Grand Total: 14,855 100%

Table 7.6: The 15 most frequently translated Maori word requests, with its English translation.
Current MaoriMFfW English MFfW MFfW
Rank: Requests: Translation: Sample Period-I : Sample Period-2: Totals: Percent:
I te the (singular) 78 (1) 235 313 2.11%
2 kia let 71 (2) 223 294 1.98%
3 kia ora hello 64 (3) 171 235 1.58%
4 aroha love 62 (5) 157 219 1.47%
5 nui big 46 (7) 121 167 1.12%
6 ora life 43 (10) Il8 161 1.08%
7 nga the (plural) 36 (12) 123 159 1.07%
8 kai food 46 (8) III 157 1.06%
9 maori native 51 (6) 99 ISO 1.0I%
10 mai toward 33 (18) 101 134 0.09%
Il e by 27 (29) 106 133 0.09%
12 wai water 35 (14) 97 132 0.89%
13 koe you 27 (27) 102 129 0.87%
14 iwi tribe 30 (21) 98 128 0.86%
IS haere become 34 (15) 90 124 0.83%

The top three Maori MFTW have remained the same over both sample periods, but after that,

the rankings have moved around since Sample Period-L The two translated words, and the phrase 'kia

ora', still ranks as the most preferred universal greeting in Maori,

7:3.5 Class-4: Maorl Unsuccessful Submissions

To follow the same course of events as the English data class had for unsuccessfully translated

word submissions or MFMW, we came to the same conclusion that user mistakes contribute to a

major problem with high error rates. With this in mind, it was decided to still pass the Class-4 data set
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through the same filters to ascertain comparative results. In contrast though, less sub-sets were

generated for the spelling types and English words .

Again, all the duplicates were removed from the 20 ,290 unsuccessful submissions , leaving

8,887 unique entries. Using the previous sub-set format, all submissions with white spaces were

removed, leaving sub-set [2] with 7 ,369 single entries (83%). This was passed through the English

Maori spelling checker to identify two further sub-sets [2a & 2b] in which [2a] contained 5,730 words

with spelling errors and [2b] with only 373 correct words. The final analysis identified 1,143 English

submissions [2c] and 119 other spurious entries [2d].

Table 7.7: Sets of Maori submissions and words not successfully translated.
Sets: Submissions with: Count: Percent:
[1] White spaces 1,518 17.09%
[2] No white spaces 7,369 82.91%

Grand Total: 8,887 100%
Sub-sets: Words with:
[2a] Spelling mistakes
[2b] No spelling mistakes

Sub-sets: Extra Words with:
[2c] English
[2d] Extras characters

Word Count: Percent:
5,730 77.75%
373 5.06%

Sub-total: 6.103 82.81%
Word Count: Percent:
1,143 15.52%
123 1.67%

Sub-total: 1,266 17.19%
Total: 7;369 100%

The results in Table 7 .7 reflect similar findings to the English examination from Table 6.14.

With the exception of sub-set [2a] and [2b], granted that the Maori spellchecker dictionary contains no

entries for place names, proper names and hyphenated words. Hence these would have been ignored,

thus inserted into sub-set [2a]. Correspondingly, all the correctly spelt words do not appear in the

Translator database table, so they would have been rejected as well.

During Sample Period-l , the most common reason identified for not finding a Maori translation

was the incorrect use and application of the macron character selection buttons-a spelling problem.

This has also been confirmed for Sample Period-2. For example, six different variations of the word

piikehii (e.g. pakeha, pakeha, piikeha, pakeha, piikehii, and pakehas) were requested five times more

often than the correctly spelt word .

The term ' most frequently mis-hit words ' or MFMW, suitably describes the culmination of

results from both Class-2 and Class-4 data analysis. As a consequence, there are four main types of

MFMW that have been identified and listed accordingly;

Users submitting words that are not in the Translator database language tables. This includes

new unknown head-words, suffixes and profanity-given that only the most commonly written

head-words in both languages are used, there are currently no profane entries;
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User evoked errors, through applying the incorrect translation method to the word requests-they

select the wrong translation button;

User typing or keyboard errors, usually by spelling the submitted words incorrectly--especially

for Maori;

Users submitting short phrases or sentences--especially for English.

Table 7.8: The IS most frequently mis-hit words from each language. The types of MFMW
indicate the differentusererrors andmissin words in the database.
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English MFMW
Re uests:
greetings
thank you
sex
thanks
fuck
thank
new zealand
i love you
good morning
thankyou
hi
good bye
maori
how are you
sex

Types of
MFMW:
suffix/missing
phrase
missing
suffix/missing
profanity
missing
phrase/missing
phrase
phrase
spelling
missing
spelling
selection error
phrase
missin

MFMW
Totals:
208
189
183
169
169
149
144
141
121
88
88
86
76
75
52

MaoriMFMW
Re uests:
ka
nga
pakeha
aotearoa
ra
arohanui
maori
whaka
whanau
hapn
tane
ko
hello
marae
ka

Types of
MFMW:
spelling
spelling
spelling
missing
spelling
missing
spelling
spelling
spelling
spelling
spelling
missing
selection error
missing
missin

MFMW
Totals:
233
174
145
121
121
113
99
92
90
88
86
83
81
78
73

A couple of points to conclude on this sub section. Table 7.8 clearly shows that the types of

MFMW are applied differently by users for each language. English MFMW requests tend to contain

more phrases. missing words from the database and suffixes, whereas, Maori requests are spelt

incorrectly or are missing. In view of the metric that identified the Translator usage as being a 60/40

ratio in favour of English, this suggests that the majority of users are English speaking. In addition to

the metric that identified the translation success rates (i.e. MFIW) as being highly weighted in

preference to English. thus supports the preceding point. Furthermore. the contrasting percentages

between English and Maori with MFMW, adds credence to the fact that a larger population of user is

comfortable with and prefers to use English, with no or little knowledge of te reo Maori. Therefore, it

may have been quite premature to conclude back in the domain analysis summary, that there was "a

high proportion of Maori using the Translator". Maybe the statement should now be "a high

proportion of English speaking Maori.;", It still stands to reason that the success of the Translator is

by no means one particular faction or sector of users on the intemet. It is, by it's own analysis, a

bilingual repository of a text based online dictionary which enjoys a broad coverage of mainly English

speaking users.
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7.4 Interface and Sonnd File Analysis
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Two more data classes were created from Data Set-2 for the next series of metrical analysis, the sets

were labeled Class-S and Class-6.

7.4.1 Class-5: Bilingual Interface

Class-5 data set involved the second log file being modified to register how many times the

Translator interface button 'View the text in Maori' was selected [Watts, 1999]. Data Set-2 would then

be able to verify in terms of how many users actually switched their page view to read all the interface

text in Maori, and once in that mode, how many times they used the bilingual features of the

Translator.

Due to the bilingual aspect of the Translator only being fully implemented late in the on-line

process (i.e. June 1999), only fifteen months of log files were generated for this purpose. This covered

a portion of Sample Period-l and all of Sample Period-2. There is enough scope for the results to be

viewed as an indication to what extent this facility has allowed users to choose. Making provision for a

bilingual interface may not currently be evident in the overall picture of high frequency use. Yet one

of the important reasons why the Translator was developed with functional duality was to promote

both languages equally (Laws, 1998).

It is obvious in Table 7.9 that the largest interface access figure is by far in the English mode.

Nevertheless, the number of times the bilingual interface was selected totaled 4,188 (less than 4%). A

further breakdown of the Class-5 data showed that the interface was selected each month on an

average of ten times. But given the total selection distribution was between one and forty-eight,

brought this average down somewhat. The number of times the Maori interface was in fact used for

translations only amounted to 2,107. Which could be viewed as an indication of the amount of times

that proficient bilinguals use this mode of interface with confidence. It appears then, that about half of

the time the interface was switched to Maori for purely perusal purposes by other users. Therefore, this

indicates a low irregular rate of use, which by contrast to the other data samples in the population is

not surprising.

Currently, no changes will be made to the bilingual interface. However, in the future, more

substantial analysis could be done to identify the bilingual users first, second and third level domain

names, thus their locations. This may reveal the users background (e.g. kautu.tepapa.govt.nz) thus

their possible level of Maori language competency.
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Table 7.9: An example of the daily log file that keeps a register of the Maori interface traffic by
selection and use.

'-:T~o:';;ta71-nu-m-b:"e-r-o~fu:""m-es"";M:-;:"ao-n'"'i'"n,-te"";rf'"ac-e-s-el:"ec-:te-d7"'--------:-:-:::::--

Number of times Milan interface selected this month:

Numberof times Milan interface selected today:

Total number of times Maoriinterface used for translation:

Numberof times Maori interface used fromtranslation this month:

Numberof times Maon interface used for translation today:

558
5

o

7.4.2 Class-6: Miiori Pronunciation Files

The sixth data class was assembled with both sample periods from Data Set-2, to compare the

access frequency of the stored 514 Maori pronunciation sound files with their equivalent Maori

translated word results-requested by either language. For example, the sound file 'aroha: was

accessed 509 times, the translated word was presented in the users results interface page 1,115 times,

with 896 translations for English and 219 for Maori. Therefore, the access frequency of this sound me

was 45.65%. The sound files were accessed a total of 12,569 times. Of the 514 individual files

available for download, a total of 456 were accessed. The following table shows the fifteen 'most

frequently accessed Maori pronunciation files' (MFAMPF) and their association with their English

and Maori search results.

Table 7.10: The most frequently accessed Maori pronunciation files associated with the word
request rankings in both languages.

MFAMPF
Rankings:
aroha (love)
whare (house)
haramai (welcome)
koe (you)
ahau (I)
kai (food)
kurf (dog)
koa (happy)
au (I)
hoe (friend)
pai (good)
rangi (day)
kura(red)
kore (love)
hari (happy)

509
234
221
186
183
164
161
149
137
132
127
126
124
123
121

Translation
Totals:
1115
377
439
631
520
312
263
287
535
316
377
191
186
927
272

English
Totals:
896
308
423
502
475
155
251
251
475
255
306
76
125
896
251

Milan
Totals:
219
69
16
129
45
157
12
36
60
61
71
115
61
31
21

Access
Frequency:
45.65%
62.07%
50.34%
29.48%
35.19%
52.56%
61.22%
51.92%
25.61%
41.77%
33.69%
65.97%
66.67%
13.27%
44.49%

Table 7.10 is interesting as it demonstrates that on average, users have accessed the Maori

pronunciation files linked to nearly half of all the text translations in the results pages. Furthermore, in

many cases, the translation results were displayed with more than one linked word to other

pronunciation files (e.g. love = aroha and kore, or happy = koa and hart) which increases the access
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by users dowuloading these extra files. This entire process proves that 'speech reinforcement' is an

important user integrated feature of the Translator.
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The analytical examination of the Translator presents comprehensive results for an all important step

towards improving on the bilingual text, speech, database and web-server resources. Expanding the

data capture logs, in addition to supplying an on-line user surveyor questionnaire is yet to be done.

But given the current results, this will embellish any future statistical data analysis that may be

undertaken. Early consideration of these statistical results has helped the modeling, design,

development and implementation phases of two further versions, which have been greatly enhanced by

some new innovations.

As mentioned in §6.4.3, the Translator now provides the user with a speech synthesiser. Adding

this functionality has allowed all the English translated words to also be accessed. The previously

reported 'Ispell ' spelling checker has also supported the bilingual text entry facilities, which again has

vastly improved the correct submission of word requests by users.

Future versions will include lexical expansion to add further dictionary attributes (e.g. multiple

headwords, variant spellings, pronunciation marks, inflections, and parts of speech). Interface

enhancements using 'Java' to reduce incorrect translation selections, Maori words with macron

standardisation using Unicode, and speech recognition or classification that require 'application

programming interface' (API) tools.

As outlined in the previous chapter, one of the bi-products of Otago speech RDBMS have

emerged to become a specialised 'hybrid information system' known as the English-Maori word

Translator. This on-line system has been fully justified in its developmental cycle through to the

implementation phases by account of the routine user log files that were generated. These logs have

assisted in the compilation of a process in which the 'quantitative nature' of the Translator has been

measured and mapped using the methods applied to analyse both the empirical and a-priori data

principles.

This chapter has served to examine how successfully the Maori language has been integrated

into an existing English-based framework. Inasmuch as pointing out the quality of this language

resource, the results also give rise to the principles stated in Chapter 2 about the social impact of

having two conflicting cultures, which have effected change toward a Maori language renaissance.

This revival can be explicitly measured by these results based on the high frequency rates of regular

users and their increasing search to know more about le reo Miiori,



Chapter 8

Maori Text-to-Speech Synthesis

8.1 Introduction

One of the main types of speech processing technologies is text-to-speech (TTS) or speech synthesis.

Maori TTS will be the main topic discussed here. This chapter brings together various theoretical

contributions made in the previous chapters to help construct a foundation working model that can be

used in a network distributed STF such as the English-Maori Word Translator. The motivation here is

to assist people who have no access to native speakers or speech examples so they can acquire a

proper pronunciation of Maori, Utilising 'information communication technology' (lCT) as the means

to widely distribute the spoken language, reflects the multi-disciplinary cross purpose nature of this

research. Propagation of the Maori language via this ICT medium is advantageous to increase it's long

term survival through greater external exposure and use.

8.1.1 TTS Synthesis Systems

TTS is the artificial generation of a language from one state (i.e. text) to another state (Le.

speech) under complex conditions associated with human languages and computing processes

(Mobius et al., 1996). These complex issues relate to linguistics, psychology, biology and acoustics,

including the mathematical modeling, the structured computational programming, systems

performance, and distribution (Sproat, 1996b). Research on TTS synthesis has provided a wealth of

documentation, software, tools and systems for theoretical and applied practices. High quality

synthetic speech which retains intact many facets of language, linguistic, acoustic and articulatory

properties to closely resemble meaningful human speech is the prime objective of researchers,

developers and engineers in the field (van Santen et al., 1996). Research of late suggests that speech

synthesis has been one of the fastest growing speech technologies in the computing industry (Dutoit et

al., 1996). Thus demand by a large cross-section of end-users to access various applications, available

across all system platforms, fuels the prime objective to improve on the current technologies (Stork,

1997).

Many dedicated international conferences, laboratory and collaborative research on TTS

synthesis have also contributed to that growth. All the world's major languages have been taken
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through some process in one form or another, to provide numerous working ITS models (Mobius et

aI., 1996).

8.1.2 Text to Phonetic to Acoustic Processing

This section investigates existing computational linguistic and information processing

techniques applied to languages in general. Overall, the speech data and higher-order linguistic

knowledge is analysed in terms of basic phonetic and acoustic characteristics, features, labels and

prosodic models.

At a simplistic level, ITS is a three-stage process (see Figure 8.1). The first stage sees the

character strings (or text) converted into phonetic symbols that represent the linguistic parameters of

the language. This is the 'text analysis' process. The second stage sees the resulting sequence of

phonetic symbols converted into acoustic elements with adjustable parameters that will affect the

quality or character of the speech. This is the higher-order 'linguistic analysis'. Both these stages are

associated with NLP. The third process, sees the acoustic elements synthesised into speech waveforms

that can be sent to the audio hardware to be played. This stage is the waveform generation which is

associated with 'digital signal processing' or DSP (Apple Computer Inc, 1993; Dutoit, 1997).

Speech.. Text-Phonetic Phonetic-Acoustic Speech Synthesis 1+Text

Figure 8.1: The three basic stages for ITS whichaddress the problem of NLP and DSP.

The text-to-phonetic conversion has specific rules (e.g. 'letter-to-sound' rules or LTS) that can

be applied to most langnages and dialects based on their DF and notation. Apart from the features, all

languages will usually require different phonetic inventories and labeling conventions. The phonetic

notation used in this chapter is SAMPA (Wells, 1996), therefore the phonetic inventory is divided into

two groups; vowels and consonants with DF assigned to each group of individual phonemes (see

Table 8.5). The LTS are based on alternate combinations of the text's individual letters in upper and

lowercase, which are matched accordingly to the SAMPA notation (see Table 8.6). When all the LTS

rules are exhausted by 'non-standard words' , further processing can involve lexical lookup tables (or

dictionaries) and specialised additional tables which contain each languages own particular distinctive

variety. For example, the text string "Dr. Smith lives at 10 S1. John St' will be converted to the

SAMPA string [dQktO: smIT IIvz {t ten selnt jQn stri:t] (Mobius et al., 1996). Note how the rules

convert abbreviated strings into fully scripted/ordered words.
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The phonetic-to-acoustic conversion stage can be more complex. A string of individual

phonemes are often not sufficient to describe the way a word should be pronounced in a particular

language or dialect. As previously discussed in §4.2, syllabification and stress are important

characteristics that can identify the quality of preceding and following phonemes in a string. For

example the word 'record' can be pronounced two ways, the first as a noun in ['rec+ord] and the

second as a verb in [re+'cord] (Hanks et al., 1979). Therefore, this problem must be addressed. In

addition to this, phonemes must also be augmented with prosodic parameters associated with duration,

pitch, accent, intonation, amplitude and other components. Prosody is used to precisely describe the

quality of the language and control sequences for the various speech parameters (Mobius et al., 1996).

In order to produce high quality near natural sounding speech from a synthesiser, the phonetic-to

acoustic conversion must first contain all the appropriate symbolic information (Apple Computer Inc,

1993; Black et al., 1998).

There can be many different methods to generate speech synthesis waveforms, but there are

only three main types of synthesisers in use today; they are 'formant-based", 'articulatory-based' aud

'concatenative-based' (Black and Lenzo, 2000). The latter is described here because this method is

used in the following sections. A piecewise 'linear pitch curve' (LPC) waveform synthesis engine is

used in the MBROLA Project, and a 'residual excited' LPC waveform synthesiser is used for the

Festival TTS system (Dutoit, 1997; Black et aI., 1998). Both provide the stable high quality diphone

speech synthesis that is very capable of handling variations in amplitude, pitch aud timbre conflicts,

post text-to-phonetic-to-acoustic language modules. The only disadvantage that concatenative-based

synthesisers have, is that they can only choose speech units from the diphone database; they are fixed

in their selection, so when au unusual phoneme is encountered an error will result. Whereas the other

two types of synthesisers have no trouble in producing phonemes outside their pro-defined

vocabularies (Black and Lenzo, 2000). Most speech synthesisers will often extend or enhance the

prosodic controls described in the previous paragraph (Malfrere and Dutoit, 1997; Apple Computer

Inc, 1993).

8.1.3 Maor! TTS

Unfortunately, minor languages have not had the same TTS treatment as the mega-languages,

especially any of the Polynesiau languages, including Maori (Sullivau, 1995; Laws, 1998). Therefore,

identification of the core components required for a Maori TTS system have been recently undertaken

by a small number of researchers in isolation. Small experimental projects to test a number of methods

and principles have resulted. Such as a computer pronunciation training system called 'Te

Whakahuatia Reo Maori/A Maori Speech Training System' by (Kingi, 1992), or a TTS conversion for

Maori by (Sullivan, 1995) and the experimental Maori TTS system (Laws, 1999b). Thus to hasten the

development of a fully functional Maori TTS, joint collaborative research with several renowned
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international projects were established (Laws, 1998). This has allowed the Maori language to be

presented to the wider scientific speech community well in advance of other similar languages that

may be many times larger and with greater distribution.

The TTS synthesis in this work is derived from concatenating indexed digitised speech

examples from a native speaker. This exemplifies the notion of applying a more natural human-like

speech capability to the system. This methodology was specifically designed for the construction of

the 'Maori diphone database' containing speech parameters for pitch and duration. The next section

outlines in more detail how this process was achieved.

8.1.4 Miiori Diphone Analysis and Construction

This section describes the methodology specifically designed for the construction of a Maori

diphone database used with the MBROLA project. A speech synthesiser based on the concatenation of

diphones that reads text via a phoneme transcribed list appended with parameters for pitch and

duration, to reproduce the best possible synthesised output (Dutoit et al., 1996).

The speech data analysis and the construction of a complete Maori diphone database first began

with the small test Maori speech synthesiser experiment with the MBROLA project as described by

Laws (1998 and 1999b). This section expands on that description to which a complete diphone

database of the Maori language was developed by the author. This outlines the process involved with

guidelines to consider before and during full construction.

What is a diphone? The term seems to be used only amongst the speech synthesis research

fraternity, as it is not a common term used in linguistics by phoneticians or phonologists'. There is no

entry by (Crystal, 1980; Crystal, 1992) or in the Collins English Dictionary (Hanks et al., 1979) to

describe what the word actually means. Still, it can be best described as all the phonemic transcriptions

taken between all the possible phonemes used in a particular language. For example, there are over

1,400 diphones for English, 1,200 for French, 1,800 for German and 800 for Spanish. Yet, just over

200 for Maori, Thus each language has varying numbers of diphones based on the total number of

possible phoneme combinations. Then as a general rule, the number of diphones in a language is the

number of phonemes squared. The main feature of the diphone is it contains the phonemic transitional

boundary between the two phonemes. Therefore, it holds the rich eo-articulation information that is an

important feature of natural continuous speech (Dutoit et al., 1996; Sproat, 1996b; Malfrere and

Dutoit, 1997). "Their main interest in synthesis is that they minimise concatenation problems, since

they involve most of the transitions and eo-articulations between phones..." (Dutoit et al., 1996).

The method to derive all the diphones from a speech data set is by hand segmenting the

transitions between two neighbouring phonemes. Starting from one phonemes stable state position

(usually in the middle), across the articulation channel, to the middle of the next phonemes stable

position. Silence is also classed as a consonant phoneme (e.g. labeled '_'), usually taken at the
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beginning and ending of the phonemes to match the silences before, between and after words; they are

therefore an important unit within the diphone inventory. Segmenting all the possible diphones from

any language is a time consuming process, thus preparation is the key to successfully undertaking this

task. Preparing a complete inventory of the diphones took into consideration the following points.

The first phase involved the author transcribing all the consonant-vowel combinations of CV,

VC, VV, and CC. Identifying all the diphones in Maori included mapping all the possible

combinations of vowel and consonant clusters, noting that the only CC pairs included the initial

silence before all the consonants (see Table 8.1, 8.2 and 8.4). Note that the phonetic notion used in this

section is SAMPA, as this notation is the standard used by the MBROLA project when working with

diphone databases. More details on this and other symbolic coding systems was outlined in §4.L2.

Table 8.1: The Maori diphone inventory matrix showing all the possible CV combinations. Note
that these three tables are also used to identify the impossible diphone combinations that are
redundant in the language, these are left blank.
CV: le i A 0 U

P [p-e p-i p-A p-o p-u
t It_e t-i t-A t-o t-u
k k-e k-i k-A k-o k-u
f f-e f-i f-A f-o f-u
h hoe h-i h-A h-o h-u
ID m-e m-i m-A m-o m-u
n [n-e n-i n-A 0-0 n-u
N N-e N-i N-A N-o N-u
r r-e r-i r-A r-o r-u
w w-e w-i w-A

eI
p-el
t-el
k-el

h-el
m-eI
n-el

r-el

aI
p-al
t-aI
k-aI
f-aI
h-aI
m-al
n-al
N-aI
r-aI
w-aI

OI
p-OI
t-OI
k-OI

h-OI

n-OI
N-OI
T-OI

@u
p-@U
t-@U
k-@U
r.eu
h-@U
m-@U
n-@U
N-@U
r-@U
w-@U

Table 8.2: The Maori di hone invento
VV: e A 0

matrix showin all the ossible VV combinations.
u eI aI OI @U

laI-e aI-i aI-A al-o

!@u-e
OI-A 01-0

@U-i @U-A @U-o
I -e -i -A -0 -u -el -aI

e e-e eA e-o
j li-e i-i i-A i-c
A A-e A-A A-o
o o-e o-A 0-0

u u-e u-i uA u-o
eI
aI
OI
@U

eu
i-u i-al
A-u A-aI
o-u
u-u

e-_
i-;

A-@U A-_
0-_

u-;
el-_
al-_
01-_

@U-@U @U-_
-@U

Table 8.3: All the possible VC combinations of the Maori diphone inventory matrix.
vc. ! t k f h m n N r w
e e-p e-t e-k e-f e-h e-m e-n e-N e-r e-w
i i-p i-t i-k i-f i-h i-m i-n i-N i-r i-w
A A-p A-t A-k A-f A-h A-m A-n A-N A-r A-w
0 o-p o-t o-k o-f o-h o-rn o-n o-N o-r o-w
u u-p u-t u-k u-f u-h u-m u-n u-N u-r u-w
eI eI-t eI-k eI-h el-m eI-n eI-N eI-r
aI aI-p aI-t aI-k aI-f aI-h al-m al-n aI-N al-r al-w
OI OI-p OI-t OI-k OI-m OI-n OI-N OI-r
@U @U-p @U-t @U-k @U-f @U-h @U-m @U-n @U-N @U-r @U-w

-t --k -f -h -m -n -N -r -w
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The second part of the diphone inventory process was to compile a set of Maori words that each

contained a predetermined diphone. Therefore, a list of words was created (see Table 8.4, and for a

full listing see Appendix D). The words used for the inventory (or corpus) were randomly selected

from the Translator database. As long as each selected word contained one of the diphones which was

derived from the above three consonant and vowel combinations tables, it was accepted. It was

decided that as there were 230 diphones (including silence), as a minimum, there would be 230

separate words assigned for each individual diphone. There are cases where many of the a single

words contained more than one diphone, but to reduce confusion the 'one word for one diphone'

criteria remained.

Table 8.4: Examples of the Milan word inventory with associated diphones and recorded speech
files.

Word Left Right Word
Number: Phoneme: Phoneme: Utterance: Wave Files:

1 Silence ##2216.wav
2 @U auahi #@u2216.wav
3 A a #a2216.wav

35 A - hula a#2216.wav
36 A @U whakaauraki a@1l2216.wav
37 A A a aa2216.wav

142 n A na na2216.wav
143 N A nga Nga2216.wav
144 n a1 naihi nai2216.wav

228 w aI wai wai2216.wav
229 w e wero we2216.wav
230 w wiki wi2216.wav

The third phase required the 230 selected Maori words to be recorded as speech files in an

environment that provided very good acoustics-low background noise with no reverberation or echo,

using high quality industry standard sound equipment (e.g. Digital-to-Analogue Tape technology). The

native speaker first practised the intelligibly and pronunciation of all the words. The next step required

the speaker to pronounce all the words with a constant pitch-this was to enhance the analysis

resynthesis procedure undertaken by MBROLA (see Chapter 8). To maintain constant pitch

throughout the session, the author first recorded a single vowel sound utterance (e.g. 'A') on a separate

recorder as an audible reference. This was played at the beginning of every fifth word utterance to

assist the speaker to keep at a steady pitch. The speaker had to speak very intelligibly, but not too

slowly so the eo-articulation between the phonemes was not lost. Because Maori vowels are very

stable in all positions within a word (e.g. initial, medial and final), there were no severe eo-articulation

problems encountered. It was also very important to only use one recording session, this is to be

consistent with the equalisation steps involved with the segmentation process.
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The speech utterances were saved directly to DAT at 48 kHz 16 bit mono. Once the recording

session was completed, the speech was transferred to computer, the entire file was processed for

normalisation and then down-sampled to 22,050 Hz 16 bit mono. The file was then divided into the

many word labelled units and saved in separate manageable wave files, this made the diphone

segmentation process an easier task to perform

The actual segmentation and labelling of the diphones was the painstaking part of this work.

Figure 8.2 shows how the diphones were processed using an application called Diphone Studio , which

was specifically designed to assist with the construction of diphone databases for MBROLA (Dirksen

and Menert, 1998). The author hand segmented each file with three sampling points, indicating the

left, the middle and right boundaries. These three boundaries represent the start of the first phoneme

sample, the crossover point between the two phonemes and the end of the second phoneme sample

(see Table 8.5).

l~mm'\,i'\¥m!!!l!""ItnM'M,j§g;lIlt11t1\1:M1i'.m,[,j4il"m,i,i4§!:M1i;,ffi

af2216 ,~ ·iA.-.:j~:.·· . ~RM.>;"' __ _ _._ . . . tJ~.~.~c~L..~ (Xj

Figure 8.2: An example of the diphone unit A-f being segmented from the word ' awhina' , the
sampling points are shown in milliseconds.

To monitor the quality of the diphone segmentation, the pitch and the energy , each diphone was

checked by testing it with a number of words/phrases (e.g. A hAkA mAnA pArA tAwAa NA fA).

This was an effective way to monitor the level and tone-each diphone should not vary too far from

the pitch and energy . This first evaluation step only gave a very crude reproduction of the speech, but

in terms of checking all adjoining diphones, it was very successful, the diphones performed well
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within the required specifications from MBROLA and the Diphone Studio documentation, including

an assurance from the native speaker.

Middle BounRi ht Boun

Table 85: Examples of the Maori diphone datafile generated by the Diphone Studio segmentation
tool. Note,a fulllistin is in A endix D.

Di hone File: Di honeLabel: Left Bound
dO.raw _ _ 2948

d1.raw _-@U 4757
d2.raw _-A 7831

8825
11969
13327

5888
8353
10588

dIOO.raw h-eI 1835 5791 2939
dlOl.raw h-i 2762 6046 3932

dI02.raw h-o 2971 8025 5064

d227.raw w-al 2458 92t2 3899

d228.raw woe 1620 5331 2547

d229.raw w-i 1593 4179 2747

Post-processing of all the diphones took place with the entire inventory being compiled into;

i) A data file containing all the diphone details (see Appendix D);

ii) Each diphone was extracted from their original word examples and saved in their' .raw'

format (e.g. header-less wave files).

The files contain no other linguistic information. The diphone database was then sent to the

MBROLA project team for further processing, where the data analysis and re-synthesis procedures

were performed, then the compiled database was returned for testing and evaluation.

8.1.5 Testing the Miiori Diphone Database

The compiled Maori diphone database (named 'rnb l ') was initially tested using the

MBROLIGN speech analysis and synthesis tool. MBROLIGN is a speech and phonetic alignment

program that generates files based on prosody (Le. mainly pitch and duration). This tool can

automatically extract prosodic features from digitised speech examples and aligns the phoneme labels

from the text example with pitch and duration vectors. These prosodic files can be read, and by calling

the correct diphones, it produces the appropriate high quality speech synthesis output (Dutoit et al.,

1996). This tool is ideal for testing all the diphones in the database with various diphone-to-diphone

combinations including manual adjustments to the prosodic vectors to fine tune the speech outputs for

each utterance.

For example, Figure 8.3 and Table 8.6 illustrate the process involved to test all the diphones

required from the database to construct the phrase kia ora. First a speech file and the phonetic

transcription of the diphones are loaded, then a synthesised version of the phrase is generated and
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saved as an output file along with the prosodic file containing the duration and pitch points . The

prosodic information for each diphone will contain its duration in milliseconds, and an optional series

of pitch pattern points composed of two floating integers, the position of the pitch pattern point within

the diphone (in percentage of its total duration), and the pitch value (in Hz) at this position . (Malfrere

and Dutoit , 1997).

These initial testing results were very acceptable, given the duration and pitch pattern points

were adjusted to compensate for slight variations in the quality of some diphone units. The speech

synthesis output wave files all had a very close resemblance to the original Maori speaker's voice .

This represents a very good reproduction that far exceeds all other attempts made with the current text

to-speech synthesis tools to pronounce Maori with the correct intonation.

iiii MBROLlGN V.l.l . @1998 AUTOCOR Ii!Il!Im
[lIe Iranscription Mbrolign fulnthesize Qatabase Help 1: Becord ~top

I",u.'"
11.111111 ..~

-1 8 4 3 Z. 0 0 0

C:\t.lBrol ign\samples\maori\k iaora.wav

~ ·r·WIffm'tt· ,. .......,. fr , -.- I"yr"r··"· 0.656

Phonetic Segmentation

k A o A

0 .000 0 .660

Stylize" Pitch

~[
1 37 ' 9 3 1

ao.ooo-==============~===========~~U.UU1 -

16361.000

-13670 . 0 0 0

0.000

Figure 8.3: The MBROLIGN test toolbox used for the phrase kia ora, showing the original speech
file example (kiaora.wav), the phonetic transcription , the synthesised output file (kiaoras.wav) and
the pitch rise/fall analysis.
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Pitch Value-2
(Hz)

Pitch Point-2
(%)

Table 8.6: The phrase kia ora requires the following diphone examples and prosodic features.
MBROLIGN generates parameters for each diphone based on the pitch analysis of the original
speechfile example and saves these in an output file (kiaora.pho).

Diphone Diphone Duration PitchPoint-l Pitch Value-I
Name: Units: (msec) (%) (Hz)

=

k
i

A

o
r
A

_Ok
k-i
i-A
A-_
_-0

o-r
r-A
A-

210
40
230
50
250
70
130
50
270

30
40

40
95

129
111

111
102

70
80

80
100

117
105

105
133

Once the diphone database testing was competed, we identified seven diphones which would

always return an error. Further testing showed these diphones were crucial to the production of many

Maori words, as they were all vowel endings (e.g. 'e-,,,'), and therefore the database could not be fully

implemented. Table 8.2 shows the diphones which produced errors every time they were called. It was

found that these diphones had more silence attached to the end of each vowel by comparison with the

other two working diphones. It was decided that this problem could be rectified by re-segmenting the

'right-boundaries' and sending the entire diphone inventory back to MBROLA to be re-compiled.

Right Boundary:
11372
12462
13169
17524
12018
i4204
14862

MiddleBoundary:
7176
7589
7887
9933
7123
10722
9476

@U-_ 2205
e-_ 2205
el-_ 2205
t-, 2205
0-_ 2205
01-_ 2205
u- 2205

Table 8.7: Diphones in the database thatproducedan error, thus no speech is generatedat the ends
of words where these diphones exist.

Diphone Label: Left Boundary:

Unfortunately, the database was returued with even more errors than previously (e.g. 23 errors).

After email discussions with the research team at MBROLA, they requested that the entire database

would need to be re-sampled from 22kHz to 16kHz and then be re-SUbmitted for compiling. It was

decided to hold onto the original database (with the 7 errors) and continue the testing and development

of a Maori TTS system for the time being.

Although the MBROLA synthesiser implements a cross-platform working system that can

access many diphone databases to synthesise those languages with high quality speech, there is one

setback with this system. It is not a complete TTS package, as every word, phrase or sentence requires

a prosodic file to be generated before it can be synthesised. This means a text-to-phonetic processing
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system is also required to enable tbe automatic generation of the prosodic commands, first and

foremost.

The Festival Speech Syntbesis System works with MBROLA to deliver a complete TTS system

ready for installation witb other applications-such as the English-Maori Word Translator. MBROLA

and its many users prefer to use the Festival system because it offers full TTS compatibility with tbeir

current diphone databases. Another feature tbat Festival offers is the option to build new voices based

on eitber an already supported language or a new language. Here-in lies the opportunity to build a

Festival diphone database witb tbe existing Maori segmented and labeled diphones (see §8.2.3)
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8.2 The Festival TTS System

Festival Speech Synthesis System Logo, University of Edinburgh.
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The Festival TTS system is a general purpose multi-lingual synthesis system for Unix and the

Windows platforms. Festival is written in C++ which includes a scheme-based scripting language.

Included with Festival are lexicons, voices and scripts that together form a complete speech synthesis

system. Festival offers a general framework for building systems as well as including examples of

various modules. As a whole, it offers full TTS through a number of APIs; from shell level, though a

scheme command interpreter (see Table 8.3), as a C++ library, and as an 'Emacs' interface. (Black et

al. , 1998) .

Table 8.8: The Festival startup message at the command line, showing the diphone database and
the text 'hello world ' being synthesised and the resulting wave file being generated .

Festival Speech Synthesis Systen 1.4.1: release N:>varber 1999
Copyright (C) University of Fdinbrrgh, 1996-1999. All rights reserved.
For details type ' ( festival_warranty) •
festival> (voice_rab_rrbrola)

rab_rrbrola
festival> (sayText "hello WJrld")

6283947 .wav
festival> I

Apart from rendering text as speech, Festival can also be used in an interactive command mode

for testing and developing various aspects of the speech synthesis technology. For example, building a

new language module, see §8.2.2.

8.2.1 The TTS Language Modules

Festival is designed to be multi-lingual, currently with UK and US English, Welsh and Spanish,

although the English modules are the most advanced (see Table 8.4) . After the Festival binary

packages were installed , preliminary testing was undertaken using the British English MBROLA

diphone database 'en1' and module ' rab_mbrola' . Each module consists of the following files;

i) The diphone database, labeled to comply with the international standard (e.g. en1 for the

first British English database, or 'us1' for American English);

ii) Information including the license and disclaimer, a brief description of the database, its
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distribution, installation, tests and acknowledgments (e.g. 'en1.txt');

iii) Some language modules require a conversion file which enables it to use other phonetic

notation systems (e.g. 'enlmrpa' to be used with enl);

iv) The scheme-based scripting file. This file contains details of the languages phoneme

inventory, lexicon, LTS rules, punctuation and the prosodic features of pitch, duration,

stress, intonation and accents (e.g. 'rab_mbrola.scm').

Table 8.9:Part of the 'rab mbrola.sem' serint showina lanzuazeand sneaker details.
(define (voice_rabJribrola)

" (voiceJab_rrbrolal
The current voice is a British rrale RP (Roger) speaker using the MBROI.A en1 diphone set."

(set! current-voice 'rabJbrolal
, «language english)

(gender rrede)
(dialect bdtish)
(description

"'!his voice provides a British RP English rrale voice using the MBROIA synthesis rrethod.
It uses a rrodified Q:.cford Advanced LeaI:ners I Dictiroary for pronunciations.
Prosodic phrasing is provided. by a statistically trained rrodel using part; of speech
and local distrihltion of breaks. Intonation is provided by a eARl' tree predicting
ToEI accents and an PO contour generated. £ran a rrodel trained frcm natural speech.
'!he duration node1 is also traine::l fran data using a CAR!' trree.vl l )

(provide 'rabJllbrola)

There are currently eleven different English speech modules in various advanced stages of

development, with six male and one female American, and six male British voices.

8.2.2 Creating a Maori TTS Language Module

Although the Maori diphone database had some embedded errors, it was decided to still go

ahead and develop the first version of the Maori TTS module. This was done on account of there also

being enough working diphones to further test all the parts of the module. Besides, the corrupt

database can be easily replaced at a later date without affecting the TTS system. All the specific files

that are based on Maori speech and language parameters have been developed and refined to improve

on the previous test results (Laws, 1998). Main areas of work completed were developing the

definitions for the phoneme inventory and lexicon. Areas still yet to be completed are on the prosodic

modeling for duration, pitch, stress, voicing and intonation. Although these do work to a certain

degree, because they are based on the English prosodic parameters, they can be reworked to closely

match Maori.

The proceeding section describes in detail the process involved in creating the various linguistic

and computational parameters that constitute the implicit features inherent in the Maori language. The

scheme file 'mb_mbrola.scm' (also see Appendix E) contains the following components;

i) A definition of the Maori 'phone set';

ii) Lexical look up, with LTS rules from words to pronunciations;
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iii) Lexical 'rule set' , used when a word is not found the in lexicon;

iv) Addenda lexicon with basic punctuation and numerals;

v) Phrase breaks for punctuation;

vi) Simple 'CART tree' used after boundaries and breaks;

vii) Accent and tone prediction;

viii) Fundamental frequency analysis;

ix) Intonation parameters;

x) Duration prediction model;

xi) Waveform synthesiser and voice description.
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The definition of the phone set are based on the same DF as reported in §4.1.4. In Table 8.10

there are eight parameters called 'Phone Set Features' which identify the phonemes into their

appropriate classes of vowels and consonants with features like vowel length, vowel height, vowel

front and lip rounding, including consonant types, place of articulation and voicing.

Table 8.10: Part of the mb mbrola.scm scrint showinz the DF of the Maorinhone set.
ii A definition of the Maori phcne set

(defPhoneSet rraori
;; Phone set Features

( (vc + -) I I 'VC:IWal or ccnsanant
(v]ng s 1 d 0) •• VCMe1 length: short long dipthang or n/a
(vhaight 1 2 3 -) "VCMe1 height: high mid low or n/a
(vfront 1 2 3 -) " vowel frontness: frcnt mid back
(vmd + -) " lip rounding
(ctype s f n r 0) I I o:.msonant type: stop fricative nasal ag;>raXiIrant
(cplace 1 a b v g Dl I' articulation: labial alveolar labio-dental velar glottal
(cvox: + -) " consonant voicing

;; Maori Phone set resrbers
«i + s 1 1 0 0 -) 11 pipi
(e + s 2 1 0 0 -)" keke
(A + s 3 3 0 0 -) It kaka
(0 + S 3 1 + 0 0 -) 11 koko
(u + s 2 3 + 0 0 +), I rum
(ii + 1 1 1 0 0 -)" pipi
(ea + 1 2 1 0 0 -)" kEkE
(AA + 1 3 3 0 0 -),,_
(00 + 1 3 1 + 0 0 -)" ktikO
(uu + 1 2 3 + 0 0 +l" rilrU
(er + d 3 2 0 0 -)" l<ai
(eI + d 2 1 0 0 -)" bai
(Or + d 3 3 + 0 0 -);; IJC)i
(00 + d 2 2 0 0 -);; iGu

, I 'rnese M3.ori consonant features are similar to :en;lish
(p 0 + s 1 -)
(t 0 + e a -)
(k 0 + S v -)
(f 0 + f b -);; whara
(h 0 + f g -)
(m 0 + n 1 +)
(n 0 + n a +)
(N 0 + n v +)" ngati
(w 0 + r 1 +)
(r 0 + r a +)
(# 0 0 0 -}»;; silence

{PhoneSet.silences '(#})
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The lexicon is defined in three parts; the LTS rules; the rule set and the addenda. The lexical

LTS rnles component is straight forward, as all possible combinations of upper and lowercase Maori

text is taken into consideration and assigned with matching phonemes (see Table 8.11). There are also

rules for the consonants to prevent any double clusters and endings, which are disallowed in Milan.

Furthermore, these rules also have English and dialect conversions (which are not in Table 8.11) for

phonemes that do not belong to Milan, for example, ( [ b I ] = p ) or ( [s ] = t) and ( [g ] = k).

Table 8.11: Examples of the lexical letter-to-sound rules. Note, ' ... ' indicates that there is a
deliberatebreak in the schemecode to removemost of the repetitiveexamples.(see AppendixE)

; ; Lexical look up, and letter-to-sound rules £rem words to pronunciations
(lex. create ~naori")

(lex:.set.phoneset "neorf,'')
{lts.ruleset
rraor-i,

; ; sets used in the Its rules
( (iIfung \'oh ng h k m n p r t w) i; I.Dwercase consonant. set

(\tHIn Ni N3 H K M N P R T W) ; i \.JfperCaSe consonant set
;; Its rules
« [ a ) = A A ) ;; tcsercese nacrcn~
([~)=ee)

( [ , ) = i i )
( [ (; ) = 0 0)

r t o i =uu)
( [A 1 = A A ) ;; Uj;::percase rracron vowels

([aij=aI

t j a r j v er

([Ai)=aI

([AI)=aI

([a)=A)

( [ A ) = A)

[ whng whng j # =
([whngj#= )
( [ whng lIRl3 ) # =
( [lIRl3 whng j # =
( [lIRl3 lIRl3 j # =
([lIRl3) #= )
( whng [ whng J =
( whng [ lIRl3 )
( lIRl3 [ whng j
( lIRl3 [ lIRl3 )
( [w H) = f )
([nG)=N)

([wh)=f)

([Whj=f)

( [W H) = f )

;; """""'-uwercase diphthongs

;; Upper-I.cwercase diphthongs

;; uwercase diphthongs

;; tcwercase vowels

t : Ufpercase vowels

i i no lowercase double consonant E!rldiLgs
;; no lcwercase consonant en:lir.gs
;; no lower-uppercase double consonant en:ii.ngs
;; no upper-lowercase double consonant en:lings
i : no ua;:ercase double consonant endings
;; no 'tlj;PE!rcase consonant endin;;Js
;; no double Icwercase consonants
:; no double r..c:mer-tJ:I;::percase consonants
;; no double Uj;::per-I..cMercase consonants
i; no double Uf:percase consonants
;; l.oirrer-UiJpercaSe biphooe consonants

;; I...c:1wercase consonants

; i uwer-Lowercase bipbone consonants

i; UJ;:percase cons onants
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The lexical rule set is used when a word is not found in the lexicon, this usually applies to non

Maori words or characters. The main part of the scheme is the last three lines in Table 8.12 which play

the predetermined phrase when an error is returned.

Table8.12:Examole of the lexical rule set included whena wordis not foundthe in lexicon.
(lex.set.lts.ru1eset 'naori)

; ; F\mctian called. M1en word not found the in Lexicon
(define (rraori_lts_functian w:>rd features)

"(naori_lts_function W)RD FE1l.'ItlRES)
Return pronunciation of \',Urd not in Lexicon. "

(forrrat stc1err "unpronouncable word %s\n" WJrd)
;; M30ri WJI:ds that rreen "urikncwl." and its pronunciation
, ("Ki1ore i m5hiotia" nil ({ (k A u A) 0) {(Al 0) ({m 0 0 h i 0 t i A) 0»»»))

In Table 8.13, the addenda currently has only the basic punctuation marks, further additions can

be simply included by adding extra entries. The Maori numerals are also a basic set of pronunciations

that can be synthesised when digits are presented as text. For example, in Table 8.13 the first Maori

numeral entry is (Iex.add "0" (k 0) I (r e) I) means the digit 0 is pronounced "kore", Note that there is

still much more work to be done in this section to accommodate for all the forms of numeric

representation. For example, $1.00 (one dollar) should be pronounced ko tahi tdra and not tiira tahi.

Another example, 1999 (nineteen-ninety-nine) should be pronounced ko tahi mano, iwa rau, iwa tekau

ma iwa and not tahi iwa iwa iwa.

Table 8.13: The lexical addenda for basic punctuation and pronunciation examples of the Maori
numerals.

(lex.set.Its .rrethod 'rraori_lts_functianl
(define (rraori_addenda)

"(naori_addendal Basic lexicon should have letters and punctuation."
(Lex.edd.enrxy 'I". - pone nil)}
(Lex.add.entry 'I" '" pone nil}}
(Iex.edd.entrry '1-," pone nil)}
(Lex.add.entry 'I ";" pone nil))
(Lex.add.entzy 'I"," pone nil)}
(Lex.edd.encry '1"-" pone nil}}
(Lex.edd.encry '("\"" p.mc nil»
(Iex.edd.encry 'I"'" pone nil}}
(Iex.edd.entzy 'I'?" pone nil}}
(lex. add. entry "("!" p.;rnc rii.Lj}
;; M30ri nurrerala
(Lex.edd.entzy '1"0" n I I (k c) 1} Ilr e) 1}}}}
(Lex.edd.entzy '1"1" n IlltA} 1} l(h i) 1)}}}
(Iex.edd.encry '1"2" n Illru} 1) I lA) 1}}}}
(Iex.edd.entzy '1"3" n I I It c) 1} I Ir u} 1)}))
(Iex.edd.entrry '1"4" n Illf A A} l)))}
(Lex.edd.encry '1"5" n Illr imA) 1}}))
(Lex.edd.entzy '1"6" n I I le} l} I In c) 1}}}}
(Iex.edd.entxy '1"7" n I I If i) 1} I It u} l}}}}
(Lex.edd.entzy '1"8" n IllwA) 0) Ilru} 1))})
(kex.edd.enzry '1"9" n Illi) 1} IlwA) 1})}}
(Lex.add.entry '1"10" n lilt e k 00) O})}}
(Iex.edd.entzy '1"11" n lilt e koo} 0) IlmA} D) lit A) D) l(h i) l})))}
(rraori addenda)
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;; Ratu's rreen fO
;; Ratu I s range
; ; set - do not change

In the following table, the prosodic features for Maori have been initially based on the well

advanced and adopted series of parameters for English. This process allowed us to quickly implement

a working prototype thus we were able to then start to refine and experiment with various parameters

to accommodate for the inherent features in Maori, The phrase break appears to work okay for both

languages. The accent and tone prediction (or stress) is based on the Spanish model that only places

stress on the first syllable. We have applied many other stress models with varying degrees of success,

including some of the rules used from §4.2.4, but have found that the simple Spanish model works

sufficiently enough for this first prototype. The fundamental frequency analysis was straight forward

given that a sample of the native speakers speech was analysed and the FO was determined. The

intonation parameters have not been experimented with, again they seem to provide an adequate

syllabification of the words, although we suspect that this model will require a lot more attention when

the demand for a precise and accurate Maori TTS is called for in the future.

Table 8.14: The prosodic features for Maori, including phrase breaks, accents, FO and intonation
parameters. (also see Appendix E for more details)

t : These prosodic features are based on the English rrodels
i; Phrase breaks, using p..mctuation
(set! rraori_phrasELcart_tree
I «R:Token.parent.p.mc in ("?" "." ": "l)

( (BB) ) " double break/pause
({R:'Ibken.parent.p.mc in ("!" "\"" "r ")

( (B) ) " single break/pause
(In.nere is 0) n end of utterance
«BB))
( (B) )) ) ) ) ; ; no break/pause

f , Accent and tone prediction, similar to the Spanish m:del
(set! rraori_accent_cart_tree

, «R:SylStructure.parent.gp:ls is content)
« stress is 1)

( (Accented) )
«N:m:)))))

i; FO Analysis
; ; oetermlned by" fO analysis of Maori senae sound

( set! naori_int_lrJ)araffiS
, «taJ:get_fO_rreaIl 140)

(target_fO_std 40)
(nodel_fO.]rean 170)
(nodel_fO_std 34)))

; i Intonation General Pararreters
(define (rraori_tarq.tuncl utt syl)
"(rra.ori_~ftmclutt syl)

Sirtple hat accents."
(let ({start (itan.feat syl 'syllable-fitart»
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The duration prediction model involved a process of trial and error to get the correct range of

time parameter vectors for each phoneme. Again, there are other more complex models which could

be used to determine the duration at the phoneme, syllable and word levels, which also use stress

placement to create a more advanced prediction model. But this initial model provides a good starting

point for developing a new source of knowledge about this prosodic parameter for Maori.

Table 8.15: The Maori duration model and parameters for each phoneme.
;; M:l.ori duration m:::del
(set! rraori_duratiarLtree
'«R:SylStrueture.parent,R:Syllable.p.syl.J:n:-eak > 1 )

«1.5) )
«R:SylStrocture.p3r€Ilt.syl_break > 1)
«1.5) )
«1.0)))) )

i; M:lori duration pararreters (nex & min msecj
(set! rraori....,J;:honare-<:1uratians
'11# 0.200 0.100)

(A 0.120 0.036)
(e 0.092 0.035)
li 0.058 0.023)
IQ 0.094 0.037)
(u 0.067 0.024)
(al 0.140 0.047)
(er 0.130 0.042)
(Or 0.183 0.050)
(@U 0.171 0.046)
(p 0.101 0.032)
It 0.070 0.034)
Ik 0.089 0.034)
(f 0.095 0.033)
(h 0.061 0.028)
(m 0.063 0.021)
(n 0.059 0.025)
CN 0.064 0.024)
Iw 0.054 0.023)
(r 0.0530.025)))

The next series of sub-components in Table 8.16, are the 'parameter.set' functions which

defines all the previously mentioned parts. In the main, this part of the scheme file checks all

parameters thus ensures the correct functions are called when this file is run by Festival. The final part

of the Maori language scheme file calls the MBROLA waveform synthesiser and imbeds the

mb_mbrola voice files.
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Table 8.16: Parameter definitions are set, including calling the MBROLA synthesiser and
activating the Maori voice files.

(define (voice_rribJ[brolal
" (voice_rID_rrbrola)
set up synthesis for Male M30ri speaker: Ratu TiJ:::ble"

(voice_reset)
(Pararreter.set 'Language 'naord)

i i Phone set
(Parameter .set 'fhaneSet 'rreor-i.]
(PhoneSet.select 'rraor-i)

;; Lexicon selection
(Lex.eel.ect; "rraori")

i; No postlexical rules
(set! postleJLrU1es_hooks nil)

;; Phrase break prediction l:¥p.m.ctuation
(set! p::IS_SllfPOrted nil)
(set! phrase_cart_tree naori....,phrase_cart_tree)
(parameter .set 'Phrase_Methoc1 'cart_tree)

; i Accent and tone prediction
(set! int_accent_cart_tree naori_accent_cart_treel

i; FO Analysis
(Pararreter.set 'Int.]1ethod IntanatietrLTree)
(Parameter . set I Int_Target_Method Int_Targets_Defaultl

; i Duration prediction
(set! duratioILcart_tree rraori_duratioILtreel
(set! duration-Ph--.info rraori_phonem:u1l..1rationsl
(Parameter. set 'DuratiorU1ethod 'Default)
(Pararreter . set .D.Jration_Stretch 0.85)

; i wavefonn synthesiser: MBROLA 001 di:fhones
(Parameter. set I SyntlU'~thod ':MI3ROLI\....SYthl
(set! mbrola....,prognarre "nbrola")
(set! nbrola_database
(fonrat nil "-I %S%S %s%s

nb_nmola_dir "rrb1Im:pa"
nb_nmola_dir "ml"))

(set 1 current-voice 'ni:urbrola))
i; Voice description
(proclaim_wice
'nb_nbrola
, ( (language rraoril

(gender mal.e)
(dialect rraori)
(description
"fhi.a voice provides a M3.0ri rrede voice using the MBRClLA synthesis method.
It does not need to use a Dictionary for its pronunciations.
Prosodic phrasing is provided by a sinple letter to sound rules
using parts of speech and local distrihltian of breeks , Intonation
is provided by a CAR!' tree predicting ecceoes and an FO
contour ge<Jeraterl from a nodel trained from natural speech.")))

(provide 'm nmola)
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Festival is designed for three levels of users, the first level is for users who just want high

quality TTS. The second level is for people who develop systems that include TTS with certain

features. The third level, are for the developers who want to test new methods, models and languages

with TTS (Black and Lenzo, 2000). Up until now, this chapter has covered the TITst two levels, so the

next section will briefly describe the process to develop and test a new Maori language diphone

database model.
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8.23 Building a New Miiori Voice

Given that the painstaking task of segmenting and labeling the diphone data had already been

done, the further processes involved with building a new voice would require less time and effort.

Festival has already been used to build and implement a number of differeut language voices in

a short period of time (Black and Lenzo, 2000). Therefore the template process had already been

tested and written, albeit in a beta version. So we attempted to build the necessary files for a new

Maori voice based on the MBROLA diphone database 'rnb l ' and the Festival scheme code

'mb_mbrola.scm' .

The Edinburgh Speech Tools Library (version 1.2.1) contains C++ classes, functions and utility

programs that are frequently used in speech software development. This suite of tools was used

comprehensively to construct our new voice. Because we have already defined the Maori phone set,

lexicon, LTS rules, pronunciations, prosodic phrasing, intonation and durations, all we needed to do is

construct the new diphone database. Then we could select an appropriate waveform generator (Le. we

were not able to use the MBROLA synthesiser, since this new voice was based on the Festival residual

LPC synthesiser).

The new Festival Maori diphone database was named 'mb_lpc_sep' (Le. mb = Maori , Ipc =
synthesis method, sep = separate diphones). Because the database was not compiled (e.g.

'mb_lpc~roup' =compiled diphones) until all testing was completed, a very large directory of files

existed for each diphone. For example, diphone 'h-A' has its original wave file 'hA22l6.wav', an

individual label file 'hA2216.lab', a cepstrum parameter file 'hA22l6.cep', a pitchmark parameter file

'hA22l6.pm', an LPC coefficients file 'hA22l6.lpc', and an LPC residual file 'hA22l6.res'. Also, a

file similar to the MBROLA diphone index file (see Table 8.5, or Appendix D) which holds all the

diphone names, their wave files and the boundary points called 'mbdiph.est'. Apart from the wave and

index files, all the other files were generated using specific 'make_*' scripts/functions from the

Speech Tools. Once the files were checked, the new version of the Festival scheme file was created

called 'mb_diphone.scm'. The file contained similar components to 'mb_mbrola.scm' but with minor

modifications. The main difference was the type of waveform synthesiser used (see Table 8.17).
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Table 8.17: Setting then calling the Festival UniSyn waveform synthesiser for the newly
constructed'mb loe sen' dinhone database.

" Ensures Festival has the. right diJ;:hone Sl.lfP=Irt ccerdted
(require_no:Iul.e 'uniSyn)

" set to LEe
Idefvar tt,-sigpr 'lpc)
(set! rrtLlpc_SEP
I list

'(name ~rob_1PC-Sep")

(list 'inoacfile (path-aa;:end nb_dir -dic/rrbdlph.est.")
'(grouperl "false")
llist 'coeCdir lpath-awarl nb_dir "lpc"ll
(list 'si<Ldir (path-awarl nb_dir "Ipc"]
'Iroef_e>d: ".lpc")
'(sifLEOCt ".res")
(list 'default_di.};hone

Istring-awarl
(car (cedr (car (PhoneSet.description '(silences»»)
It_,,

(car (cedr (car (PhoneSet.descriptian I (silences)}»»»)

t : set up the diphone Cb
(set! rrtu:lb_naIre (us_diPhone_init rrb_lpc-..Sep»

i i 1fI1ben the group file is ready - change to the follcwing
; (set! m:u:IbJ)aIrE (us_diphone_init rrU::L1pc....,group»

i i wavefonn synthesiser: nbJPC'-pEP di};hanes
(set! UniSynJrodule_hooks (list ota_IOCUllphone_fixl)
(set! us_abs_offset 0.0)
{set! windalcfactor 1. DJ
(set! us_rel_offset 0.0)
(set! us...,gain 0.9)
(Pararreter. set 'Synth_Met:hcx:l 'uniSyn)
(Pararreter.set 'us-Sigpr nb_sigpr)
(us_db-Select m::ujl:UlaIrE)

f' set cal1J:::ack to restore scsre original values change:i 1:¥ this "VOice
{set! eurrent_voice_reset niLvoiceJeSetl
(set! current-voice 'rID pj.phone)
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Testing revealed many sub-system errors, parameter errOrs and 'unknown utterance types'. Still

after many modifications to the scheme code and refonnatting some of the LPC and pitchmark files,

the new Maori TTS system functioned well enough to be satisfied with the results. Given there still

needs to be much more time and effort spent on improving the prosody, it was decided not to compile

the database and distribute it in its current state. Currently we are in discussions with the Festival

research team on particular tasks that require further work.

The following two figures (8.4 and 8.5) are spectral and waveform examples of the phrase kia

ora spoken by a native speaker of Maori and the same utterance synthesised from the new Maori TTS

system.
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Figure 8.4: The natural spoken utterance of the phrase kia ora. Note Fl and F2 tracks.
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Figure 8.5: The synthesised utterance of the phrase kia ora. Note Fl and F2 colours are ehanced .

It is obvious that the native speakers utterance in Figure 8.4 carries more acoustic variants and

noise in the spectrogram, although the FI (in red) and F2 (in blue) tracks can still be clearly seen

averaging 400 Hz and 1,200 Hz respectively . Also , the waveform shows the variable nature of

amplitude between the words based on their stress and pitch fall . On the other hand , the synthesised

utterance shows a much cleaner spectrogram with respect to no spurious acoustics (e.g. background

noise) , and with an absolute boundary of silence between words . The form ant tracks were more

difficult to follow , so these have been enhanced for comparison with Figure 8.4. The waveform shows

the amplitude is fairly even throughout the entire phrase , which suggests that the equalisation of the

diphones has an effect , including the placement of minimal stress and pitch fall by the prosodic

parameters.
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Overall, this simple comparative example shows that the features from both speech utterances

occupy similar acoustic space, in terms of the frequency, time and amplitude values. With respect to

the prosodic parameters, the duration of the synthesised phonemes appear to be slightly longer,

otherwise the phrase breaks, stress, FO, intonation and overall pitch appear to be satisfactory for a first

attempt.

On a final note, these last two sections have answered a number of questions about how a

systematic framework can be applied with a pragmatic approach; as these new Maori frameworks have

worked.
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8.3 Online English and Maori TTS
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In §6.4.3, a brief account of the latest installed feature for the New Zealand English and Maori Word

Translator (nga aho whakamaori-ti-tuhii, was the online English and Maori TTS system. The choice

of Festival was ultimately made because of the server/client functionality that it provides. The strong

motivation and desire by the author to implement this speech research project in an applied practical

environment , stems from the concept that the newest language modality in a systematic framework

with which a TTS language model and computational structure have been developed; and therefore be

distributed here after.

On account of Festival and MBROLA being installed on the same web-server as the Translator,

a simple directory path was created and the system environmentals were set to activate the English and

Maori TTS system, see Table 8.18.

Table 8.18: The Translator PHP3 script to activate the Festival TTS system . This code was
provided by [Watts, 1999].

$Fest CanTI3IldRoot = "/ kel/Festival/bin/ festival_client / enginit. san --outplt " ;
/ / /naoini.t i scm --outplt" ; / / M3.ori TI'S disabled

/ /pars e the source string
$Clean.5ource = Clean.5ourcestring ( $source );
$WavPath = terrplaITl( $FileRoot , "fest" ) ;
$WavPath = $WavPath. " .wav";
$WavFile = resenarre($wavPath) ;
$WavURL = $WavURLRoot.$wavFile;
$Path = getenv ( "PA'IH" ) ;
$Path="PA'IH=" .$Path. " : / usr / l ocal/bin";
putenv ( $Path );
$FestivalCcmrand = "echo I " .$FestCarnandRoot.$WavPath." - t tw --otype ' r i f f ' '' ;

Click on the word link to play the pronunciation of that word . I

[iiTram;lateanotbcr wOld l,.

Figure 8.6: A portion of the translation results page showing the HlML links to the Festival TTS
synthesiser for the English words "cheers" and "hello", including the Maori word link to the
pronunciation file "kia ora" .
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Note in Table 8.18, the Maori TTS is disabled, therefore, when an end-user client submits a

word for translation, the Translator will only link the English word and the English translated results

to the synthesiser (see Figure 6.12). When a link is activated the English word will be synthesised and

returned to the client as a wave file to be either automatically played or downloaded. All synthesised

wave files are stored on the server, and if the same word is requested at any later time during that

particular day, that wave file will be presented instead. The current practice of automatically deleting

all the TTS wave files from the server after each day, is to keep the storage capacity of the server to an

optimal level. This will be reviewed at the next statistical analysis period or when more storage

resources are allocated to the server.

Disabling the Maori TTS system was undertaken because the author felt that the language

models need further refinements before being distributed. A key concern here is that this system is

already well utilised and scrutinised by the general public, including many users from the Maori

communities and the like. Therefore, it is imperative that a fully functional Maori TTS system be well

tested and under go a rigorous trial before being implemented. To this end, a test site has been

available at <http://kel.otago.ac.nz/Synthesis/mao.html> to invite selected users to test the system and

report on their findings and personal views. Until then, the Maori digitised pronunciation examples are

still available to the end-users when they submit or are returned those particular Maori words (see

§6.3.7 and §6.4.2).
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This chapter has outlined the first steps in the introduction of the Maori language to the leT arena. It

has followed the path of many other languages developmental cycles by many dedicated researchers.

Speech database management has allowed the data to be accessed and processed for a number of

different applications-where TTS synthesis of Maori is just the beginning.

We introduced specific systematic frameworks from previous chapters to form the language and

computing foundations. We covered some fundamental aspects about this field of computational

linguistics. We outlined the motivation to distribute the final (ongoing) product. We discussed general

and specific issues that would be relevant to our own developmental process. And we built not one,

but two working diphone database TTS synthesis systems, one based on the MBROLA Project and the

other using the Festival Voice Tools, albeit both had some minor errors and limitations. We used a

variety of specialised tools to test, analyse and create the collection of customised files and scripts. We

also used the most current and relevant references to substantiate our thoughts and discussions.

Finally, we utilised a team of local and international researchers to provide technical assistance when

appropriate or when requested.

It is apparent that this entire process of building a functional TTS system for Maori has opened

up many more issues that need to be addressed in the near future. Important issues associated with

advancing the prosodic parameters of duration and pitch, with appropriate tokens for breaks, stress

placement, syllable prediction, intonation and lexical rules. All these are rich in the domain of

linguistic problem solving (Sproat, 1996a). Given that this process has also steered clear of the

morphological and syntactic analysis of Maori. Therefore, opting to remain with basic text and

phonological analysis may also limit this scope somewhat.

On a final note, the diphone analysis may also provide a more comprehensive unit of speech for

speech recognition. Granted that the boundary between adjoining phonemes is just as important in

isolated and continuous speech-based classification, as it is now in speech synthesis. The likelihood

that the same diphone units could be used for a future speech recognition BLS is promising.



Chapter 9

Modeling the Emergence of
Bilingual Acoustic Clusters:

A Preliminary Study

9.1 Introduction

This chapter presents some preliminary results of an original study to model the emergence of

bilingual acoustic clusters of both English and Maori speech. This is performed using true on-line

learning in a connectionist architecture.

Similar to Chapter 8, the culmination of previously discussed data analysis, including the

experimental word segment data analysis as reported in Appendix G is to be used to construct a

preliminary bilingual acoustic data model.

This study represents a joint collaborative analysis, which applies the bilingual data as training

examples to a connectionist-based 'evolving clustering method' algorithm (ECM). This algorithm

returns a structure containing acoustic clusters plotted using visualisation techniques that could be

used as the foundations for a future speech classification BLS. The following experiments are based

on the notion that about 75% of the phonological units in English and Maori occupy similar acoustic

space.

The first section discusses a novel approach to collectively label both languages with an

arbitrary notation called 'minimal acoustic segments' (MAS). This will be presented as an alternative

to the traditional linguistic nomenclature. The next section will briefly describe a hybrid connectionist

based approach, and the ECM algorithm. The final section reports on the initial results of the

experimental connectionist-based 'bilingual speech clustering' (BLSC) model.

9.1.1 Minimal Acoustic Segment Annotations

Linguistic annotations cover the descriptive and analytical transcriptions of a wide range of text

and speech notations. Speech and language databases are one example of the linguistic annotations

that have been developed to specifically describe all the elements and their relationships within this

technological tool (Bird and Liberman, 2001). Standardisation is one area of linguistic annotation that

has been difficult to maintain, granted the wide fields that this format methodology must cover. As
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various attempts have already been made to standardise computer file formats, there have also been

just as many efforts placed on the logical structures of linguistic formats (Taylor et al., 2001). In

addition, a specialised view closely associated with this analysis, also uses a logical linguistic notation

to describe rule node activations from a neural network classifier (Kasabov, 1999b).

Therefore, the novel approach to collectively label NZE and Maori with an arbitrary annotation

is based on the assumption that about 75% of the phonological units in both languages occupy similar

linguistic and acoustic space. We have called this annotation, 'minimal acoustic segments' (MAS)

because they represent sub-Units of sound that can have no limit on length or quantity. A succession of

MAS would represent higher orders of sound, and will appear at all levels of the classification task.

The successive similarities between MAS at those higher levels could be equated to say, phonemes,

syllables or even words. Because, initially, we were not sure what the BLSC analysis results would

present, we could only initially say that the MAS would at the least, represent varying units of sound

as output values.

To identify these units, we have decided to move away from the standard linguistic annotations

and rely on this arbitrary concept during the initial labeling process. This hypothesis will be tested in

§9.2 and §9.3 with further comments and discussions that should justify the use of a new form of

annotation.

9.1.2 Connectionist-Based Approach

This sub-section is only a brief overview of the connectionist-based approach for problem

solving applications, as the main focus is in §9.1.3 and §9.1.4.

A paradigm shift from the statistical modeling approach to a symbolic rule-based approach has

occurred over the past twenty years. In 1989 there was an article about connectionist systems breaking

through the problem barriers with more advances than the traditional statistical modeling techniques

(Waibel and Hampshire, 1989). Over this time, continued research has developed a wealth of proven

scientific and engineering approaches to solve the endless problems associated with the 'artificial

intelligence' (AI) and connectionist archetype. Nevertheless, both old and new approaches still have

their theoretical and practical applications in this expanding field. This is also pertinent when hybrid

connectionist and classical approaches are both combined to extract the best features from each

method, thus adding to an even greater selection of AI connectionist problem-solving applications.

Artificial neural networks (or ANN) are dedicated parallel processing structures that can

represent symbolic knowledge (Zurada, 1992). Many different types and models of the ANN have

been applied to numerous problem-solving tasks, from classical to novel approaches (Amari and

Kasabov, 1998). Collectively, all these ANN's are known as machine-learning architectures which are

generally called 'connectionist systems' (Kasabov, 1996). The connectionist approach represents

knowledge-based structures that can be trained with data. They can therefore learn from past
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experiences, they can adapt, they are able to generalise, they are robust and they utilise massive

parallel connections to best apply their problem-solving capabilities (Kasabov et al., 1999).

9.1.3 Evolving Connectionist Systems

The Evolving Connectionist System (ECOS) toolbox is a hybrid connectionist-based system

that utilises fuzzy logic inference and evolutionary programming. ECOS was developed under the

research program 'Connectionist-based Intelligent Information Systems (CBIIS) funded by the New

Zealand Foundation for Research, Science and Technology (FRST - grant U00808) (Kasabov,

1999b; 2001).

The ECOS principles are based on connectionist structures which can be quickly modified on

line through interactions with the environment they are exposed to. ECOS will enhance the general

ANN model by improving training and learning, by increasing memory and storage, and by reducing

local minima problems during training (Watts, 1999).

The ECOS framework is an emerging research theme which will ultimately consist of the

following characteristics;

i) Fast learning through 'one-pass' training;

ii) Adaptable to new data, features and classes;

iii) Open-ended structure that can accommodate for new inputs, nodes, outputs, and

connections;

iv) Memory stored in new connections to reduce 'catastrophic forgetting';

v) Continuously interacting with its data environment;

vi) Ability to explain its behavioural learning;

vii) Represents spatial-temporal concepts.

(Kasabov, 1998a; 1998b; 1999a; 1999b; 2001; Deng et al., 1999)

9.1.4 Evolving Clustering Method (ECM)

An evolving clustering method (ECM) can be employed in both on-line and off-line evolving

connectionist models. ECM can effectively learn complex temporal sequences in an adaptive way. The

ECM and its extension, an 'evolving clustering method with constrained minimisation' (EC-CM), both

of which are used in the ECOS model for partitioning the input space (Kasabov and Song, 2001).

The evolving clustering with constrained minimising algorithm uses the evolving clustering

(EC) procedure in a fast, distance-based, one-pass clustering process. Optimising of the on-line

estimation for clusters and cluster centres is required, as the constrained minimising (CM) optimiser

processes the results from the EC to allow more suitable off-line tasks. This is in order to partition the

input space with training data for creating fuzzy rules if and when required.
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EC is specially designed for on-line modes employed by the ECOS framework (Song, 2000).

The ECM algorithm has two functions; i) 'ecf'l ' and ii) 'ecfIp". The first function (ecfl) is for

clustering the data set in either an on-line or off-line training mode. This function takes two

parameters. The first parameter is the data to be clustered and the second (which is optional) is a list of

parameters. This function returns a structure containing a field of clustered centres. This represents the

network weights, and is the basis of the visualisation techniques described in §9.3. The second

function (ecflp) is used for plotting the results (see Figure 9.2) of the network weights (Kasabov and

Song, 2001; Kilgour, 200 I).

ECM has been compared with other clustering methods, such as fuzzy C-means (Bezdek, 1981),

and subtractive clustering method (Chiu, 1994). The results can outperform these well known methods

(Kasabov and Song, 2001).

The ECM algorithm is implemented in the Matlab numeric computing environment (Demuth

and Beale, 1996). A full description of the ECM algorithm and process is in Appendix H.
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The nonlinear acoustic modeling is the principle feature of this analysis, it uses the ECM method as

the basis of the following experiments. Here we will present results based on the NZE and Maori

speech data sets. All the speech examples were extracted from a single male speaker containing word

utterances in both languages (see Appendix G). The justification for using a single speaker in these

initial experiments was because we were primarily interested in the language variations, as opposed to

speaker variations. Three experiments are of interest, and will be compared with each other;

i) Experiment-I involved presenting all the NZE speech data to the ECM,

followed by all the Maori speech data;

ii) Experiment-Z was similar, except that the Maori speech was presented first;

iii) Experiment-S saw both NZE and Maori data randomly shuffled together before

being presented.

This analysis attempts to train three ECM models to respond differently to three controlled

speech stimuli. This process was framed around the hypothesis of how learners of different languages

cluster similar sounds in perceptual space. If a foreign-language sound is similar, but not the same, to a

native-language sound, then the learner will categorise the sound in their native-language. When they

are exposed to two languages in various orders, their ability to discriminate is very high, especially in

infants (Taylor et al., 1999).

In effect, we are attempting to model two types of bilinguals; the first is the adult 'second

language learner' (NZE + Maori or Maori + NZE), and the second is the infant bilingual native

language learner (NZE-Maori mixed). Although both language models can cluster the two languages,

the main learning effects are different. The first could be using the perceptual magnet effect where

sounds are clustered around a winning prototype, and the second uses perceptual space to discriminate

between similar sounds (Kuhl, 1991). Ultimately, both models cluster the sounds in a similar fashion.

9.2.1 Speech Data Processing, Training and Visualisation

The speech data is processed using the 'GetData' function which can take up to four parameters,

only the first is mandatory. The parameters are; the 'wave file name'; the amount of 'overlap' between

frames; the desired 'length' of the sample; and the number of samples to 'skip'. The overlap defaults

to 256 samples (50%). The length defaults to the length of the entire speech file. The number of

samples to skip defaults to zero. In normal usage, the last two parameters can be left as the default.

The GetData function also requires the 'readwav' and 'melcepst' functions from the Matlab

VoiceBox.
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The following Matlab function in Table 9.1 will return 512 FFf frames transformed into 26

'mel-scale cepstrum coefficients' (MSCC) resulting in twelve frequency components. In addition, the

log power MSCC was also calculated, thus each frame consists of twenty-seven vectors with

consecutive frames overlapping by half (Kilgour, 2000; Kilgour, 2001). If reqnired, the raw wave data

may also be returned.

Table9.1:The GetData function processes the speech data intoMSCC.
function [msccdata, wavedata] = GetData(wQvefilenome,overlap,length,skip);

if nargin<3,length = -l;end;

if nargin<4,skip=0;end;

[wavedata,FS] = readwav(wavefilename,'s',length,skip);

if nargin<2, overlop=256;end;

p=f1oor(3*log(FS));

n=pow2(floor(log2(0.03*FS)));

msccdata = melcepst(wavedata,FS, 'Na0ye',27.p,n,overlap);

return;

This speech data transformation processing format has been found to be the best suited process

for this type of network and classification problem (Taylor et al., 1999). Therefore the MSCC's were

presented to the ECM as a consecutive stream of unsupervised training speech examples. The ecfl

function required a distance threshold (Dthr) of '0.155' which was used for all the experiments. This

threshold was determined to yield the correct amount of cluster nodes that can be represented as the

arbitrary annotation of the MAS (see §9.l.1).

The transformation results for 100 NZE words produced 5,725 MSCC samples in a 27

dimensional configuration. The small distance threshold parameter keeps the number of clusters down

to 61, which is a comparable total. The training data is only presented once (Epochs = 0) and the time

taken for training was less than 10 minutes.

The results for lOO Maori words produced 6,832 samples (1000 more than NZE). There were 71

clusters which was similar to NZE and the training time was also slightly less.

After training the cluster plots of both languages did not seem to indicate any relative

representation of actual words being presented to the network. Otherwise, the important feature here

was the cluster learning rates, or evolving clusters. As the amount of MSCC samples increases, this

implies that more clusters are being created to accommodate for the new unknown data examples. The

learning gradient starts off steep and then begins to plateau after about 1000 samples, the learning

curve then becomes more linear. This is understandable, given that new rule nodes will be created

early to represent all the new presentations of the acoustic units of the language. Then as more and

more units are identified as being similar to previous examples, they are aggregated and clustered to

the winning neuron. Thus less and less nodes are created later on in training. There will come a point
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where the saturation phase of training is reached and no more new neurons are created, unless, new

unknown units are presented to the network.

These initial experiments were used to test the structure of the data sets with the ECM. The

results were ideal for visualisation of the clusters and the evolving learning, but large areas of the

cluster space was empty. This is because we were only seeing the first two dimensions of the 27

dimensional array (e.g. XI-X2). Which may not have enough relevant information to assist us in our

evaluation of the ECM performance.

Therefore, an alternative statistical method was used. We decided to use the 'principle

component analysis' (PCA) feature extraction and reduction process. This method transforms the high

dimensionality of a pattern by extracting the most informative data features (Cios et al., 1998). For

example, projecting the network output weight variables (e.g. data clusters and centres) onto an

alternative co-ordinate system where most of the sound unit variables will be correlated with each

other, while others will be un-correlated. This means the preservation of information is still maintained

even when the reduction in dimensional size is performed (Westphal and Blaxton, 1998). PCA

effectively finds the best features from the 'p-dimensional' variables and transforms them into the

smaller 'q-dimensional' model (q s p) (Pal, 1998).

The first two dimensions of this co-ordinate transformation reflect the two most important

extracted components. For clustered speech data, these PCA components account for approximately

20% of the variance. Whereas the XI-X2, accounted for less than 6% of the variance. The PCA

analysis on all the experiments were carried out individually. The amount of variance accounted for by

the first few PCA dimensions are shown in Table 9.2 (Kilgour, 2001).

Table9.2:Variance accounted for b various numbers of peA dimensions
# PeA Variance foreach language

Dimensions: NZE: Macri: Both:
1 0.1216 0.1299 0.1084
2 0.1821 0.1956 0.1643
3 0.2229 02315 0.2024
4 02587 0.2639 0.2315
5 02852 0.2940 02552
6 0.3081 0.3172 0.2755

Two functions allow the PCA to be used for plotting purposes (see Appendix F for the detailed

description of the PCA plotting functions). The first function plots the extracted centres and data

samples in PCA space. However, the dimensions of the PCA plot are now abstract, that is, they are

non-linear generative models (Cios et al., 1998). They now give us little or no clue about the new

properties of the cluster centres, because they have been forced into another dimensional featnre

pattern. Nevertheless, we are confident that similar cluster centres will stay together, and the data

points will appear closer to their appropriate cluster centres compared with the XI-X2 plots.
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Two parameters are required for the 'PlotPCA' function. The first is the normalised data, the

second is the structure returned from the ecfl function . Note that the returned structure contains the

normalised data used in the creation of the cluster centres. However, the syntax of the PlotPCA

function is intended to allow data other than that used to create the cluster centres , to be used in

visualis ation. For example , the cluster centres found using NZE speech data may be plotted with the

data extracted from the Maori speech examples. In Figure 9.1, the resulting plot shows the data is well

distributed .
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Figure 9.1: PCA plot results for 100 NZE words. The grey mass are all the data samples and the
black circles represent the cluster centres obtained through the ECM.

9.2.2 Mono-lingual Acoustic Clustering

The second and most important function was implemented to plot a single NZE test word onto

the PCA plot (see Appendix F for this function).

In Figure 9.2 , the start point of the word is marked with an 'x' character, and the feature points

are connected with lines. The word 'nine ' was plotted onto the same PCA space as in Figure 9.1.

Because we do not know exactly what each cluster centre represents, we can only speculate about the

words plot trajectory. On the middle-left of the figure, the starting point is obscured by the large area

of what is assumed to be 'silence' at the beginning of the word. The first phoneme 1nl appears to be in

the bottom-right hand corner and the diphthong lail is at the top-right , followed by the second 1nl

sound in the bottom-middle, and again returning back to the middle-left as silence in the word ending.

The final part of this speech data visualisation, was to label the clusters on the PCA plots with a

notation that would reflect the MAS. The only logical way in which we implemented this process was
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to consecutively number the clusters as they were being created. Therefore, this numeric notation gave

a clear indication about the relationships between the sequences and where word plot trajectories start

and end around correlating values. See §9.3.2 and Figures 9.5 to 9.7 for an illustrated account of the

MAS labelling system.
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Figure 9.2: The NZE word 'nine' plotted in peA space. Note if we discount silence, there are three
main trajectory points indicating the start of the word (at middle-left), the middle of the word
(bottom-right to top-right) and the endingof the word (backto middle-left).
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9.3 Modeling the Emergence of Both Languages
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93.1 Bilingual Acoustic Clustering

The NZE data set (with 100 words) had created a total of 5,725 frames and Maori data created

6,832 frames. On account of the Maori data set having a greater number of syllables, this would

explain the increased number of frames (see Appendix G). In Experiment-I, the NZE data alone

created fifty-four clusters and an additional fourteen were created once the Maori data was presented.

Experiment-2, the Maori data created forty-nine clusters and in addition, the NZE data produced

fifteen more clusters. For Experiment-3, both languages produced more clusters than either of the

languages did when presented separately.

Ex riments:

Table9.3:The number of clusters created for eachex
Numberof firstlanguage

clusters:

riment
Totalnumber of

clusters: Difference:
NZEthenMiiori:
Miicri thenNZE:

Both Lan ua es Mixed:

54
49

68
64
70

14
15

The lower number of first language clusters for Maori then English is understandable, given the

phoneme inventory for Maori is much smaller. Although the Maori syllable count was much higher,

this has managed to balance out the cluster numbers slightly.

The following figure shows the overall evolving cluster learning rates for each ECM

experiment. These three gradients were tracked over the period of their total MSCC frame samples and

the number of clusters created for each.
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Figure 9.3: Plots the evolving clusters over the entire sample periods for all three experiments .
Note the 'E-M' and 'M-E' positions which indicate where one language ends and the other starts.

In Figure 9.3 , Experiment-I (NZE + Maori) shows a predictable learning curve (e.g. close to

linear) for the first language , as the majority of the clusters have been created (e.g 54). Then as the

Maori data was introduced to the network (e.g. at E-M), far less clusters were created for about the

same amount of data samples presented. The second language learning curve overall was still linear,

but not as steep. This is the ECM aggregation of learning, where 'sounds-like' units from the second

language are mapped onto the same winning clusters (neurons) of the first language.

Experiment-2 (Maori + NZE) initially shows a similar learning curve to the first, but after about

3,000 Maori samples the aggregated learning starts much earlier. This seems to be the result of all the

possible acoustic units in Maori having already been presented to the network. From this point on,

there are less clusters created by comparison to the first experiment. Thus, the angle is not as steep, but

the curve remains relatively linear right up until the second language was introduced (e.g. at M-E).

Here we can see that once the NZE samples are presented, the curve seems to run parallel with the first

experiment, with a convergence only happening near the end. One would have expected an early

convergence of the two curves , with an initial creation of more clusters to allow for the new 'unknown

acoustic units' from NZE. Nevertheless, we can assume the longer periods of aggregation are probably

due to the initial slow response of the ECM to self-organise the clusters on-line. Furthermore, the time
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taken for the nodes in the multidimensional space to be re-organised, may have also had an effect on

the number of clusters being created around these nodes.

Experiment-3 has provided the most interesting results from Figure 9.3, as the random mixed

set of words from both languages has revealed some contradictory results. From the onset, the learning

did not follow the expected steep curve we were looking for. Granted, that having a total of seventy

clusters would indicate a higher rate of learning compared to the first two experiments. As this was not

the case, we speculated on the results in the following way. The random sort function may not have

distributed the samples in the linear manner we would have expected across the entire sample period.

The first case scenario is that one language is over represented at the beginning, but there is enough of

the other language present to alter the learning pattern compared to the first two experiments. There is

the possibility that many words with similar phonemes were shuffled to the beginning of the data set.

There is also the possibility that many words with contrasting or opposing phonemes could have

caused this poor learning initially. Furthermore, words with more silence than others may have

influenced this outcome (e.g. it was noted in Appendix G that the Maori speech examples have much

more silence than the NZE examples). This is especially evident after the twentieth neuron was

created, when there were no new neurons created for well over 1,000 samples. Probably the most

likely case is the larger array of complexity that both languages would create when the two divergent

samples were mixed (see Figure I and 2 in Appendix G). This maybe especially true when we

consider that NZE has a higher number of consonants over vowels, but with the overall greater

distribution. Whereas, Maori have the same amount of consonants and vowels, at a higher frequency,

but with less distribution overall.

A final reason for Experiment-S yielding contradictory results, could be a combination of all the

above. Therefore, we analysed each of the nodes at the time they were created, and counted the

number of samples that were associated with each node from the two languages. Figure 9.4 clearly

shows the proportions of language samples appearing at each node over the entire training period.
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Figure 9.4: Mixed proportion of language over the number of samples at each node

If we compare Figure 9.3 with 9.4, the first obvious point is that Maori samples have swamped

the initial training data right up to about the twenty-sixth node. Note that there are very few samples

clustered at the twentieth node, given that the 1,000 odd samples over this period were all being

aggregated. Then after the twenty-sixth node, NZE starts to become more predominant, which in turn

influences the increase in learning rate on a much steeper gradient, which starts to become linear right

to the end. In Figure 9.3, the mixed data indicates that at this point the learning surpasses the other two

experiments , and would seem to continue to evolve further. The large amount of samples appearing at

nodes' 1', '28' and '64' can be assumed to be silence.
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9.3.2 Bilingual Test Results

The next series of results shows a test word trajectory for each of the three experiments. The

output bilingual plots were created using the PlotWord PCA function (see Appendix F). Here, the

following series of plots are compared with each other, as the same NZE word was projected for each

experiment.

In Figure 9.5, the word 'zoo' is projected onto the NZE + Maori PCA plot. The start is marked

with an 'x' at the upper-left, with the words trajectory points marked as connected lines. Using the

MAS notation, we can say that labels '1 to 54' represent shared NZE and Maori space, with labels '55

to 68' being the difference when Maori was presented. Note, Maori may also have had a slight effect

on where the NZE labels were finally plotted. The upper-left of the plot is the starting point for

silence. The phoneme /zl appears to be in the upper-middle part and the lul is at the upper-right, and

then the trajectory returns back through the middle to silence again.
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Figure9.5: NZE+ Maori MAS labelled plotson thePCAspace,withthe word 'zoo' projected.
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Figure 9.6: Maori + NZEMASlabelled plots on thepeA space,withthe word 'zoo' projected.

In Figure 9.6, the same word is projected onto the Maori + NZE PCA plot. The MAS '1 to 54'

are the shared labels for Maori and NZE with labels 'SS to 64' being the difference when NZE was

presented. The mid-left starts with silence and phoneme Iz/ is in the middle with Iu/ at the lower-right,

then the trajectory returns back through the middle to silence again. Although the MAS labels are

plotted in different PCA space compared to Figure 9.5, the word trajectory here appears to be a mirror

image of the word in Figure 9.5. The distance is maintained but the plots are different.
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In Figure 9.7, the mixed language PCA plot shows a similar resemblance to Figure 9.5 for the

MAS labels. Again, the mid-left starts with silence and Iz! is in the middle with luI at the upper-right,

then as usual the trajectory returns back through the middle to silence again. The word trajectory also

appears similar to Figure 9.5 with the distance and plots being maintained.

To summarise this section, the test results for one word projected onto three different bilingual

PCA plots clearly shows that the words acoustic frames (including silence) hold their relative position

of distance and clusters. Furthermore, the MAS labels can represent the sub-unit acoustic space of the

speech data, which when grouped together can form phonemes of similar DF, and when highly

distributed they can represent phonemes with opposing DF.

Future experiments should include increasing the number of word examples. This should test

the general rule that once all the clusters have been created for a particular language, any number of

extra speech examples will be aggregated, thus the initial nodes will remain stable. Furthermore, on

account that Maori has heavily influenced most of the phonemes that it has clustered with NZE, a

more selective process in the number of phonemes and syllable boundary words in Maori should be

undertaken. This may also account for the initial slow learning rate of Experiment-3 where Maori

samples saturated the ECM.
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9.4 Summary
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Reporting on the connectionist-based bilingual speech clustering system was not about the acoustic

classification, but more about modeling the emergence of the acoustic spaces in a BLS. As a

conclusion, the evolving cluster analysis enables one language to be easily added to an existing

system, along with its accents and modifications This has high-lighted the next evolutionary step in the

integration of Maori with current information technology. The clustering of nodes that can represent

all the acoustic units in n-dimensional perceptual space are the ideal basis for constructing future

speech classification BLS.

Clearly, the results point toward a future connectionist-based architecture as an effective means

of classifying speech. But this comes with a cautionary note that these experiments are still in their

infancy, and would require much further research and analysis to fully justify the claim that these AI

arcltitectures are effective at classifying and visualising speech.

To conclude, this chapter has started an attempt to tackle the most difficult task of speech

classification using a bilingual speech data approach. Furthermore, we had also taken a risk by using a

newly developed connectionist-based method that has just recently been exposed to the public domain,

and is now receiving peer reviews. Therefore, this chapter in general could be viewed as using a novel

approach with a novel method to solve a long-standing problem. Nevertheless, the goal to integrate

another NLM from the language and linguistic paradigms with an emerging technology has now been

undertaken. Although, further comparative research and development is definitely required.



Chapter 10

Summary

The primary goal of this dissertation was to piece together selected elements of the traditional

paradigms associated with speech, language, culture and society, coupled together with the theoretical

and contemporary linguistic methods of style, structure, form and function. Then utilising computer

and information technology to apply a series systematic processes to produce language and linguistic

frameworks. The preparation of this work has collectively brought together many repositories of raw

and processed data, information and knowledge, along with human-based skills. This has built a solid

computational foundation from which to launch an effective procedure using comparative methods for

integrating te reo Mtiori with information technology. This summary overviews the integration of the

Maori language. First, it revisits the culture, language and linguistic perspectives that established the

foundations. Secondly, it views the computational processes involved with data, information and

knowledge. The culmination of both have resulted in the creation of some novel terms like "new

language modalities", "bilingual systems", "bilingual speech clustering", "minimal acoustic

segments", "speech-text frameworks" and "most frequently translated words". Some of these new

terms are now represented by fully-to-semi functional systematic frameworks.

10.1 Overall Integration of Te Reo Miiori

Te whaea 0 te reo tupu ka moe i te matua ii-tuhi, ka puta ngil hua ko ngil uri 0 te reo

The spoken mother-tongue and the written father-language, have produced many child-languages.

This analogy is appropriate to describe the evolutionary process required for integrating the Maori

language using information technology. As the latest delivery is the series of new language modalities

resulting from the outcomes in this research. These new language modalities have been transformed

into the systematic frameworks, which are now accessible to developers, researchers and users.

Computer-based information systems and digital networks have connected these systematic

frameworks to a global audience. Also, appropriate bilingual interfaces have now reduced certain

barriers sometimes confronted by people learning the Maori language. The next language integration

process will involve future developments to extend the language modalities into multilingual and

multi-modal systems.
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10.2 Working Frameworks
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These working systematic frameworks are the result of many analytical processes. The processes have

used traditional, contemporary and modern approaches, resulting in the delivery of working

frameworks for various computer-based language forms, models, templates and structures. Thus, the

primary goal of this research has been realised with the following 'framework-based' outcomes.

10.2.1 Culture-Based

Currently, there is a plethora of oral and written works based on Maori. This amalgamation of

speech and literature details innumerable aspects of the language, culture, society, history and the

everyday lives of its people. Maori language is now fully integrated into most facets of Aotearoa/New

Zealand society. The culture is flourishing, with the written word becoming the most widely accepted

mode of distant communication amongst users of Maori language.

10.2.2 Language-Based

A statistical overview reported the Maori population to be in a state of poor health, on a

majority of counts. In terms of the language, the large disparities by age and education show wide

gaps between Maori and non-Maori. The only shining light are the language initiatives developed for

Maori medium education, by Maori. The supporting evidence of a language renaissance is well

justified with the current population growth as a positive trend. As the age gap between young and old

speakers of Maori seems to be closing.

Furthermore, the health status of the language is currently receiving a 'shot in the arm' from

more crown-based support agencies with innovative revitalisation programmes. The language's

inevitable process of continuous change requires new kinds of tools to help with its evolution. The

new language modalities are one of many such processes that will effect this further change.

10.23 Linguistic-Based

Illustrating the basic principles associated with data and information processing, have set the

foundations for an information engineering approach. This applied in practice, the standard techniques

to model Maori text, speech and the acoustic system. Case studies where presented with

transformation methodologies for phoneme, diphone and word units. Moreover, linguistic

characteristics between Maori and NZE were compared. These results have produced the speech-text

frameworks that have an all-important role in the effective modeling, management and analysis of all

the collected data.
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Using these processing techniques with computational linguistic approaches have established

the fundamental link in the language integration cycle.

10.2.4 Bilingual-Based

Bilingual systems have evolved from the discipline of natural language processing in

computational linguistics. Identifying two types of bilingualism (individual and societal) with each

having five distinctive perspectives that have impacted on both. The foundations are based On minority

speech communities making significant differences, under the right conditions, for bilingual system

integration. The novel framework for measuring certain features, attributes and characteristics with

current bilingual systems can effectively be used to identify quality, functionality and usability.

10.2.5 Data-Based

Applying systematic procedures with industry-based standards for data processing was an

appropriate way to model the speech-text frameworks. Database models and management systems

serve as language integrated frameworks. Local projects became prototype working case studies which

developed into a complete fully functional linguistic database system. A by-product of that system

became the flagship framework known as the NZE-Maori on-line Translator.

The analytical examination has proven the success of the Translator. It now allows full

interaction with computer-based speech-text architectures on multiple platforms. This project has

contributed to the knowledge-based disciplines for natural and artificial languages.

10.2.6 Computational-Based

The computational linguistic approaches for English, NZE and Maori were demonstrated to

examine particular speech and text-based systems. The definition of core principles reported two

branches of linguistics that illustrated the use of Maori language codes, the phonemic system and

frequency. Approaches that automatically place pronunciation and diacritical marks on Maori words,

including a procedure to build a spell checker were also reported.

Furthermore, building a fuuctional Maori text-to-speech system has addressed the linguistic

parameters associated with prosody. This parameter will require more developments to improve the

current system. Additionally, the distribution of this speech tool with the Translator provides proper

pronunciation of Maori,

All these computational approach's contribute to the required linguistic annotated frameworks

for NZE and Maori.
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10.2.7 Connectlonist-Based
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Reporting on the connectionist-based bilingual speech clustering system has high-lighted the

next evolutionary step in the integration of Maori with current information technology. Clearly, the

results point toward connectionist-based architectures as an effective means of classifying then

visualising the speech examples. The clustering of nodes that can represent acoustic units in an n

dimensional perceptual space, are the ideal basis for constructing a future bilingual speech

classification system.
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10.3 Future Developments
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In terms of information technology integration, where does the Maori language progress from here?

To answer this question, we can make some strong predictions based Oncurrent trends. For example, it

has beeu predicted that by the year 2050, half of all students in all schools will be of Maori descent

(Ministry of Education, 2000). Which would equate to the high possibility that teaching le reo Miiori

would be mandatory across all curriculum areas. Demographic projections such as this can help assist

current statisticians, educators, policy makers, and politicians to be well prepared for the future. This

type of prediction also justifies the groundwork being undertaken here to prepare the many facets of

language integration ready for future developments, by future researchers.

If we can briefly recall the history of the Maori language, it has had a long and eventful journey.

From predominance to remoteness, to endangerment, to survival and then recovery, followed by

revival and now onto its present intergenerational nature. The next part of the language's journey will

need to be a systematically planned development-both short- and long-term. For the language to be

extensively used by the year 2050, it must have had to be securely embedded into the greater

population that carried it there. In other words, all New Zealanders must embrace it, if it is to have any

predicted longevity.

A key concern by current analysts is the need to provide high quality language resources in the

human, physical and material forms. This resource must be widely available, robust, but also flexible,

easily transferable and in multiple configurations. Resource analysis, design, development and

implementation are processes that require experts in many fields to be undertaken. This thesis has just

begun to scratch the surface, given the efforts by a small group of researchers who have assisted the

author in the development oflanguage resources.

As ICT is known to evolve at a rapid pace, many of the methodologies and approaches also

need to evolve in order to remain current. Therefore, future ICT solutions that would embrace this

period of language growth will have to create a series of more advauced language modalities that fit

the new frameworks. Nevertheless, the author is confident that these new advanced language

modalities will still be based around the systematic frameworks presented in this thesis.

10.3.1 A Comprehensive Set of Language Models and Tools

The following is a list of the language-based data, models and tools used throughout this

research. Some were created specifically, while others were used for certain processes and tasks;

i) Text-based data- Indexed lists containing thousands of words in English, NZEand Maori;

ii) Speech-based data - Directories containing hundreds of processed speechfiles for NZE and

Maori:
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iii) Linguistic-based data - Lists, tables and charts containing phonetic and phonemic labels

and symbols for English, NZE and Maori;

iv) Formatted data sets - Language dictionaries, spell checkers, database tables, compiled

database files, transformed speech data sets, language models and rule sets;

v) Software tools - Keyboard drivers, text and speech analysis, fonts (English, IPA and

Maori):

vi) Software code - Database schema, database interface code, HTML, PHP3, Per!, Visual

Basic, C++ and Matlab;

vii) Software applications - Run-time databases, Web-based Translator, TTS synthesis;

viii) Documentation - Conference and journal papers, technical reports, user manuals and help

files.

10.3.2 Integrating Other Polynesian Languages
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Ethnolinguistic research places the Maori language into the Central-Eastern-Polynesian branch

of the Austronesian language tree. The Tahitic sub-branch comprises of the main languages for

Rarotongan, Tihitian, Rapu and Maori. The Marquesic sub-branch comprises of Hawaiian and three

other Marquesan languages. The phonology of Maori is closely related to these above-mentioned

languages, having many corresponding sounds and lexical similarities. There are of course many

differences, especially in aspects of the orthography, morphology and syntax.

However, the differences are far less of a contrast compared with a language like NZE.

Therefore, applying the similar systematic approaches as outlined in this summary and the previous

chapters, these other Tahitic and Marquesic languages could be taken through the same process. Thus

a computational approach to integrate selected Polynesian languages into current information

technology is highly achievable in the near future.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Miiori Orthographic Tables and Figures

bd df hh ASCII d fin' .e : ~ppJe acmtos e ition man 0 c aracters an co e num ers
Char: No. Char: No. Char: No. Char: No. Char: No. Char: No. Char: No. Char: No.

D 1 ! 33 A 65 a 97 A 129 0 161 i 193 225
....1 2 " 34 B 66 b 98 c 130 ~ 162 ~ 194 226
1<- 3 # 35 C 67 c 99 E 131 £ 163 ~ 195 " 227
0 4 $ 36 D 68 d 100 N 132 § 164 f 196 %0 228
o 5 % 37 E 69 e 101 0 133 . 165 " 197 A 229
A 6 & 38 F 70 f 102 0 134 , 166 Cl 198 E 230
\: 7 , 39 G 71 g 103 a 135 B 167 « 199 A 231

Delete 8 ( 40 H 72 h !O4 it 136 (r) 168 » 200 E 232
9 ) 41 1 73 i !O5 a 137 (c) 169 ... 201 E 233
10 • 42 J 74 j 106 a 138 {tm) 170 202 j 234
11 + 43 K 75 k 107 a 139 171 A 203 i 235
12 44 L 76 1 108 a 140 - 172 A 204 j 236,

Return 13 - 45 M 77 m 109 , 141 " 173 <5 205 i 237
14 46 N 78 n 110 6 142 lE 174 CE 206 6 238

D 15 I 47 0 79 0 111 e 143 0 175 re 207 <5 239
i 16 0 48 P 80 P 112 e 144 00 176 208 • 240
~ 17 1 49 Q 81 q 113 e 145 ± 177 209 6 241
v" 18 2 50 R 82 r 114 i 146 s 178 210 D 242

• 19 3 51 S 83 s 115 i 147 ~ 179 211 D 243

• 20 4 52 T 84 t 116 i 148 ¥ 180 , 212 0 244
0 21 5 53 U 85 u 117 I 149 ~ 181 , 213 I 245
D 22 6 54 V 86 v 118 fi 150 a 182 + 214 · 246

<El 23 7 55 W 87 w 119 6 151 L 183 0 215 · 247•.. 24 8 56 X 88 x 120 o 152 II 184 i' 216 - 248

r 25 9 57 y 89 Y 121 6 153 " 185 Y 217 · 249... 26 : 58 Z 90 z 122 (; 154 I 186 / 218 250
e 27 ; 59 [ 91 { 123 0 155 a 187 219 251-
00 28 < 60 \ 92 I 124 U 156 0 188 ( 220 252

29 ~ 61 ] 93 } 125 U 157 Q 189 > 221 · 253
- 30 > 62 A 94 - 126 Q 158 re 190 fi 222 254·31 ? 63 95 D 127 U 159 0 191 fl 223 · 255-

Space 32 @ 64 96 A 128 t 160 " 192 + 224 256+

Tabl I A I M .

Table 2: Characters and codes for the macron used in different environments.
Char Char Dieresis Dieresis Dieresis Macron

Vowel: ASCll: Char: ASCll: HTML: Convert:
A 65 A 128 196 A
a 97 a 138 228 a
E 69 E 232 203 E
e 101 e 145 235 e
I 73 j 236 207 i
i 105 I 149 239 I
0 79 <5 133 214 0
0 III 5 154 246 5
U 85 n 134 220 o
u 117 U 159 252 o.. 172 175 ..
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Table 3: Unicode characters and codes that make u the macrons.
Char Unicode Unicode Unicode Latin Unicode

Vowel: Code: Macron: Macrons: Extended-A: HTML:
A 0041 + 0304 A 0100 256
a 0061 + 0304 = ii 0101 257
E 0045 + 0304 E 0112 274
e 0065 + 0304 e 0113 275
I 0049 + 0304 = I 012A 298

0069 + 0304 I 0128 299
0 004F + 0304 0 014C 332
0 006F + 0304 = 6 014D 333
U 0055 + 0304 D 016A 362
u 0075 + 0304 ii 0168 363

Characters la copy: I? _m m_m m mm m o o_mm m m mm.! I Select Copy

Ri Advancedview

Characterset_:-

Group by :

Search for:

IU+0101 : LatinSmall Letter~Wilh Macron

Reset

Figure 1: Windows 2000 Professional Charcter Map utility with Unicode support fully integrated into
the OS .

Unicode Web Sites

Two web sites that are currently using Unicode to support the macron encoding character set are the

New Zealand Maori Internet Society: Te Whanau Ipurangi at <http://www.nzmis.org.nz/> and Te

Kete Ipurangi <http://www.tki.org.nz/> (see Figure 3.5 in §3.2.4) . There are also a number of personal

web pages that have converted over to Unicode for testing purposes.
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Appendix B: Miiori Spelling Dictionary

The installation on the web-server had the English dictionary installed and implemented on the

Translator web-site in a relatively short period of time. There is also excellent documentation supplied

by Kuenning (1998) and the work by Mike Watts (cited in Chapters 6 and 7).

Table I: For simplicity. the modifiedportionsof the Translator PHP3 code that caIls ISpeIl (EnglishSpeIlCheck)
and parses the English words to the dictionary, then checks to see if the words are in the database
(CheckEnglishWordsExist), and then provides those words as suggestions in the users interface
(GenerateSu~~estionLinks).

function EnglishSpellCheck (EnglishWord, Words, WordArray)
CommandString => "echo "EnglishWord" I t spel l -0 I cut -vdel imt teo-: v-ftetosez":

Result = exec (CommandString);
ParseISpel1Results (Result, Words, WordArray);

end Engli.shSpel1Check

functi.on CheckEngli.shWordsExtst CNumWords, CurrWord, WordArray, CheckedWords)
CurrWord = WordArray [count];

if ( EnglishWordExists epgeonn, CurrWord))
CheckedWords [ChkCount] = CurrWord;

end if
end CheckEngli.shWordsExlst

functi.on GenerateSuggestionLinks (Words, WordArray, TranslationType, LanguageName)
echo Caption
echo Translate.php3 "LanguageName"&Words="TranslationType."CurrWord."j

end GenerateSuggestionLinks

There were some teething problems associated with the macron ASCII character set, which will need

to be upgraded at a later date to include the Unicode subset of macrons.

Table 2: ISpell Code for the Maori Spelling Dictionarv
# $Id: maori.aff, v 1.0 25/05/2000 maaka $
# A Maori dictionary for ispell 3.1.20
#
# Copyright (c) 2000 Mark R. Laws, Information Science Department,
# University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand.
# Email: maaka@kel.otago.ac.nz
# URL: http://kel.otago.ac.nz/maaka
# Affix table for MClori

nroffchars ().\\*
texchars ()\[]{}<\>\\$*.%
# compoundwords on # But not for joining words
alloffixes on

# Simplified chars and macrons as used in the Maori word list
# All other types ore defined relative to this one.

defstringtype "ascii" "nroff" ".txt"

# Declare the Maori character set.
# boundarychars [-] # Hyphen used to join words

wordchars a A
stringchar ~ f # macron a (umlaut 0)
wordchars e E
stringchar t A # macron e (umlaut e)
wordchars h H
wordchars 'i I
stringchar 6 re # macron i (umlaut i)
wordchars k K
wordchars m M
wordchars n N
stringchar ng NG # keeps these 2 chars together
wordchars 0 0
stringchar + # macron 0 (umlaut 0)
wor-dchot-s p p
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wordchars r R
wordchofs t T
wordchars u U
stringchar < # macron u (umlaut u)
wordchars w W
string char wh WH # ditto - much better for searching

# These alternati.ve string types are used for various machine modes/files
# Alternate forms for ISO latinl charset
altstringtype "latin!" "nraff" ".lotin!" ".txt"

al tstringchar 0\" ~

al tstringchar A\" f
01tstringchar e\" t
01tstringchar E\" A
al tstringchar i\" a
01tstringchar 1\" e
01tstringchar 0\"
01tstringchar 0\" +
01tstringchar u\"
01tstringchar U\"

# Alternate forms for plain ASCII text files
altstringtype "asci i" "nroff" ". asci i.n ".txt"

01tstringchar a ~

altstringchar A f
al tstringchar e t
al tstringchar E A
oltstringchar t a
al tstringchor r e
altstringchar 5
altstringchar 0 +
altstringchar Q
al tstringchar 0

# For those who use the ti.lde to si.gni.fy the double vowel
al tstringtype "asci t" "tex" ". txt" ", 'tex"

al tstringchar a- ~

al tstringchar A- f
al tstrtngchar e- f
01tstringchar E- A
al tstringchar i- a
cltstringchar 1- e
al tstringchar a-
01tstringchar 0- +
01tstringchar u-
01tstringchar U-

# For web-based macron (umlaut) vowels
altstringtype "html" "tex" "vhtml "
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al tstringchar
01tstringchar
altstringchar
al tstringchar
al tstringchor
al tstringchar
01tstringchar
01tstringchar
al tstringchar
al tstringchar

"\&auml;"
"\&Auml;" f

"\&euml;"
"\&Eurnl;" A

"\&i.uml;"
"\&Iuml;" lE

"\&ouml;"
"\&Ouml;" +

"\&uuml;"
"\&Uuml;" (

~

f

# The record of flags used so far, can add new ones.
# These fit within the minimal MASKBITS definition.
#
# Flags: ABCOEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
# Used: "''''''''''*'l<
# ABCOEF
# Available: --------------------
# GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
# These are used to add the flags for Maori.
# Prefix table. There are only two prefixes that are frequently used in Mdori

prefixes

flag "'A:
> WHAKA # As in haere > whakahaere = direct
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flag *B:
> KAl # As in whakahaere > kaiwhakahaere = director

# The suffix table. These are passi.ve suffixes that came from 81gg5 "Let's learn Mtiori."
# section 7.3 page 32. The only thing I did was to add selected cross-product flags.

suffi.xes

flag *C:
[AElOU] > A
[AEIOUrA<e+<]N
[AEIOUrA~+<]N G

flag *0:
[AEIOU] > lA

>
>

# As in hoki > hokia = return
A # As in hake > hokona = bought
A # As in area re > arearenga = hollow out

# As in hanga > hangaia = creative

flag *E:
[AEIOUrA~+<]H
[AEIOUrA<e+<]K
[AEIOUrA~+<]M
[AEIOUrA~+<JR

[AEIOUrA~+<JT
[AEIOUrA~+<]N G
[AEIOUrA<e+<]W H

flag *F:
[AEIOUrA~+<]>

> lA
> lA
> lA
> lA
> lA
> lA
> lA

lNA

# As in wero > werohia = strike
# As in mitt> mitikia = soaked
# As in tou > inumia = to drink
# As in mou > mauria = brought
# As in k5rero > korerotia = said

# As in pO > pOngie = lie in a heap
# As in whi > whia =

# As in tuo > tuoina = cutting
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Appendix C: Maor] Formant Frequency Charts

This appendix contains three tables analyses. Tables I and 2 each represent the female and male

speakers respectively, separating these two tables was more for practical layout convenience because

of their size, however, both tables do have implicit variations with which we have identified

correlations. Each table is arranged in order of the speech code, speaker and their phoneme tokens.

The last row of the tables show the calculated mean for each formant and MSC. With the last column

showing the F2/Fl variant which can be used to correlate with the FlIF2 feature plots in Chapter 5, to

confirm those particular analysis projections. Table 3 represents the calculated mean and standard

deviation for the formant values of each phoneme, this also provides an interesting correlation with the

Fl/F2 feature plots.

ivalent MSC bin to correlate frequency ranges.
Speech Speaker Selected F1: MSC F2: MSC F3: MSC
File: Gender: Phoneme: (Hz) Bins: (Hz) Bins: (Hz) Bins: F2/F1:

50200126 Female lel 387.6 4 2540.2 17 3607.5 19 6.55
50200131 Female lil 387.6 4 2269.8 16 3174.6 18 5.86
50200132 Female la! 934.0 9 1372.5 12 2694.5 17 1.47
50200133 Female 101 364.4 4 775.2 8 2972.3 18 2.13
50200135 Female lul 308.6 3 1639.5 14 3300.4 19 5.31................................................. ..................... .............................. ···2395:6·······16···· .............................. .................
51200126 Female lel 454.6 5 2869.3 18 5.27
51200131 Female liJ 344.5 3 2596.3 17 3469.3 19 7.54
51200132 Female la! 845.6 8 1292.0 11 3057.7 18 1.53
51200133 Female 101 430.7 4 841.5 8 2279.9 16 1.95
51200135 Female lul 356.5 4 1452.3 13 2798.2 17 4.07

·····52·iOO·i26·········F~;:;;~i~···· rtr: .............................. ···2552:2·······16···· .............................. .................
387.6 4 3220.2 18 6.58

52200131 Female lil 332.5 3 2537.5 16 3461.4 19 7.63
52200132 Female la! 833.2 8 1385.2 12 2952.9 18 1.66
52200133 Female 101 481.6 5 1951.5 15 3767.0 20 4.05
52200135 Female lul 344.5 3 1662.7 14 2469.8 17 4.83

·····533"j"6"i26·········F~;:;;~i~····
..................... .............................. ···2325:;;·······16···· .............................. .................

lel 344.5 3 2889.6 18 6.75
53310131 Female lil 344.5 3 2588.1 17 3052.8 18 7.51
53310132 Female la! 900.6 9 1885.2 15 3409.4 19 2.09
53310133 Female 101 379.7 4 896.5 9 2823.3 17 2.36
53310135 Female Iu! 387.6 4 1453.8 13 2383.1 16 3.75

·····54206·i26..·..····F~;:;;~i~···· ..................... ····"387:6·······4"····· .............................. .............................. ·······6":36··lel 2466.8 17 3120.6 18
54200131 Female lil 387.6 4 2514.0 17 3182.8 18 6.49
54200132 Female la! 943.3 9 1319.7 12 2552.2 17 1.40
54200133 Female 101 375.6 4 773.3 8 2753.3 17 2.06
54200135 Female lul 395.5 4 1675.8 14 2588.1 17 4.24

·····55266126·········F~;:;;~i~····
..................... .............................. .............................. ···2960:3·······18···· .................

lel 425.8 4 2290.4 16 5.38
55200131 Female liJ 348.7 3 2587.7 17 3174.2 18 7.42
55200132 Female la! 751.2 8 1417.1 13 3056.2 18 1.89
55200133 Female 101 446.8 3 1280.8 12 2847.3 18 2.87
55200135 Female lul 344.5 3 1644.7 16 ...2?!.?:?.......!.?..•.. 7.10................................................. ..................... .............................. .............................. .................
56200126 Female lel 344.5 3 2696.7 17 2890.6 18 7.83
56200131 Female lil 344.5 3 2238.3 16 3085.4 18 6.50
56200132 Female la! 661.7 5 1326.8 12 3088.8 18 2.87
56200133 Female 101 386.5 4 1704.5 18 3275.5 19 7.77
56200135 Female lul 340.4 3 1292.0 12 2630.8 17 3.80

·····5'i206126···..····F~;:;;;;i~···· ..................... .............................. .............................. .............................. .................
lel 465.9 5 2267.5 16 3119.9 18 4.87

57200131 Female lil 344.5 3 2497.8 17 3112.8 18 7.25
57200132 Female la! 869.6 9 1833.7 18 3840.8 20 3.60
57200133 Female 101 473.7 5 1851.5 14 3144.2 18 3.91

___?71Q9J~ ___-l'''-'1!~~ ________ jE!.______ 344.5 3 1551.1 13 .__~8_~L_.lL __-1,?'Q-_._---_._-_._._-------- --------------------

Averaze Formants: 473.3 5 1841.1 14 3037.0 18

Table 1: Data analysis showing the three Formant Frequencies from the five Maori vowels,
derived from eight Female speakers saying the same utterance. For each listed Formant there is an
equ
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v ent m to corre ate reouencv ranzes.
Speech Speaker Selected F1: MSC F2: MSC F3: MSC
File: Gender: Phoneme: 1Hz) Bins: (Hz) Bins: 1Hz) Bins: F21P1:

60200126 Male lel 387.6 4 2273.5 16 2836.8 18 5.87
60200131 Male lil 258.4 3 2342.8 16 2932.6 18 9.07
60200132 Male la! 673.0 7 1284.1 12 2423.7 16 1.91
60200133 Male 1,1 438.9 4 904.4 9 2573.1 17 2.06

.....~:?g.Q.\?.~............~~!'- ...... Iu! 297.3 3 1453.8 13 2918.4 18 4.89..................... .............................. .............................. .............................. .................
61200126 Male lel 430.7 4 2126.4 15 2567.5 17 4.94
61200131 Male lil 269.3 3 2415.5 16 2979.4 18 8.97
61200132 Male la! 709.3 7 1292.0 12 2426.7 16 1.82
61200133 Male 1,1 450.9 5 1887.8 16 3155.8 18 5.30
61200135 Male lul 313.4 3 978.2 10 2118.5 15 3.12···..62206T2·6..·····....M;(i~· ....· ·..·....·iey....·.. .............................. .............................. .............................. .................

387.6 4 2027.9 15 2599.3 17 5.23
62200131 Male lil 258.4 3 2193.4 16 3064.1 18 8.49
62200132 Male la! 681.2 7 1181.9 11 2505.7 17 1.74
62200133 Male 1,1 422.8 4 1710.2 17 3057.0 18 6.41
62200135 Male Iu! 258.4 3 ...!.?:f.?:Q.......1.2.... 2494.9 17 5.99

·....633T6·i26···..·....·M;(i~······ ..................... .............................. .............................. .................
lel 387.6 4 2114.0 15 2925.5 18 5.45

63310131 Male liJ 292.3 3 2313.6 16 3147.2 18 7.92
63310132 Male la! 732.1 7 1213.7 11 2786.6 17 1.66
63310133 Male 1,1 387.6 4 1474.0 13 2994.4 18 3.80
63310135 Male lul 258.4 3 1335.1 12 2212.1 16 5.17

···..64206126......·....M~i~· ....· ....•..............•. .............................. .............................. .............................. .................
lel 344.5 3 1941.7 15 2627.0 17 5.64

64200131 Male lil 262.5 3 2207.6 16 2940.9 18 8.41
64200132 Male la! 732.1 7 1426.1 13 2745.8 17 1.95
64200133 Male 1,1 373.0 4 1854.8 15 3271.2 19 5.51
64200135 Male Iu! 281.2 3 1326.4 12 2173.2 16 4.72....·65206·i26·....··....M;(i~· ..··· ..................... .............................. ..·2192::3·......16··.. 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .................

lel 418.7 4 2656.3 17 5.24
65200131 Male liJ 297.3 3 2297.5 16 3214.6 18 7.73
65200132 Male la! 811.1 8 1879.9 17 3640.8 19 3.06
65200133 Male 1,1 422.4 4 1655.6 14 3068.6 18 3.92
65200135 Male lul 340.8 3 1805.7 16 4240.0 20 6.77

..·..66206·i26..·....·..·M;(i~···· .. ..................... .............................. .............................. .............................. .................
lel 430.7 4 2534.6 17 3116.9 18 5.88

66200131 Male lil 340.8 3 2543.5 17 3157.0 18 7.46
66200132 Male la! 685.3 7 1162.8 11 2650.3 17 1.70
66200133 Male 1,1 454.6 5 1874.7 15 3455.8 19 4.12
66200135 Male lul 367.4 4 1527.5 13 2274.3 16 4.16..·..67200·i26·....·....·M;(i~ ...... ..................... .............................. .............................. .............................. .................

lel 383.9 4 2282.5 16 2827.5 17 5.95
67200131 Male lil 294.3 3 2317.3 16 3042.0 18 7.87
67200132 Male la! 755.7 8 1268.0 12 2984.3 18 1.68
67200133 Male 1,1 398.8 4 1882.9 16 2965.2 18 5.47

. 6720Q!.:!.L ___M~.lL ___ lul __ 325.4 3 1225.0 11 __.2J77,.:!.._!6 3.76- ._------_._------- -
Averaae Formants: 425.4 4 1781.9 14 2848.7 17

Table 2: Data analysis showing the three Formant Frequencies from the five Maori vowels,
derived from eight Male speakers saying the same utterance. For each listed Formant there is an
equi al MSC bi I f

each ohoneme.
Selected Average (Hz): Standard Deviation (Hz]:

Phoneme: F1: F2: F3: F1: F2: ___J'_L_
la! 769.9 1465.0 2926.0 121.6 372.3 420.0
101 418.0 1601.2 3025.2 37.8 625.3 347.0
lul 398.1 2314.2 2927.2 37.0 208.0 268.9
lel 319.2 2403.8 3136.9 43.5 146.5 154.2
lil 329.0 1554.4 2698.9 40.8 368.0 578.0

Table 3: Data analysis showing the average and standard deviations of the three Formant
Frequencies for
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Segmentation Points

Word Left Right Word Word Utterance Diphone Diphone Left Right Middle
Number Phoneme Phoneme Utterance Wave File File Label Boundary Boundary Boundary

I - - [Silence] ##2216.wav dO.raw -- 2948 8825 5888
2 - @U auahi #@u2116.wav dl.raw - -@u 4757 11969 8353
3 - A a #a2216.wav dz.raw _-A 7831 13327 10588
4 - al aihe #ai2216.wav d3.raw - -al 6283 13188 9732
5 - e s #e2216.wav d4.raw - -e 5788 10985 8363
6 - f wha #f2216,wav d5.raw - -f 9077 13590 11344
7 - h he #h2216.wav do.raw _-h 6233 8937 7993
8 - i i #i2216.wav cl? .raw _-i 6327 11291 8798
9 - k kete #k22I 6.wav d8.raw _-k 4591 8194 6934
10 - ill maka #m2216.wav d9.raw _-ill 6141 9523 8288
11 - 0 05 #n2216.wav diO.raw _-0 6224 11765 9505
12 - N ngati #Ng2216.wav dll.raw _-N 6303 10124 8438
13 - 0 0 #o2216.wav dl2.raw _-0 7483 13010 10259

14 - P patai #p2216.wav dl3.raw --p 7818 11144 10112
15 - r ringa #r2216.wav d14.raw _-r 5625 8966 7886
16 - t ta #t2216.wav d15.raw _-t 210 4498 2451
17 - u u #U2216.wav dl6.raw _-u 12110 18298 15253
18 - w wa #w2216.wav dl7.raw _-w 11751 15033 13965
19 @U - kau @u#2216.wav di8.raw @U-_ 11156 20323 16127
20 @U @U koauau @u@u2216.wav dl9.raw @U-@U 14334 25073 20136
21 @U A taua @ua2216.wav d20.raw @U-A 5531 16311 10862
22 @U e aue @ue2216.wav d21.raw @U-e 4688 15343 10712
23 @U f kauwhata @uf2216.wav d22.raw eu-r 4929 12606 9405
24 @U h kauhoe @uh2216.wav d23.raw @U-h 6657 13154 11152
25 @U i tauira @ui2216.wav d24.raw @U-i 4898 13495 9585
26 @U k kaukau @Uk2216.wav d25.raw @U-k 6423 12386 10674
27 @U ill taurnata @um2216.wav d26.raw @U-m 4773 10379 7720
28 @U 0 auroa @un2216.wav d27.raw @U-n 7756 14473 12571
29 @U N maunga @uNg2216.wav d28,raw @U-N 4268 8176 6802
30 @U 0 hauora @uo2216.wav d29.raw @U-o 3907 9823 6590
31 @U P kaupapa @up2216.wav d30.raw @U-p 6665 12422 10121
32 @U r mauri @ur2216.wav d31.raw @U-r 6754 12295 11050
33 @U t kaute @ut2216.wav d32.raw @U-t 6105 12865 10288
34 @U w kauwaka @uw2216.wav d33.raw @U-w 5672 12163 10796
35 A - hiiia a#2216.wav d34.raw A-_ 15868 22846 19779
36 A @U whakaauraki a@u2216.wav d35.raw A-@U 15194 24736 19298
37 A A • aa2216.wav d36.raw A-A 11286 16624 13974
38 A aI whakaalo aai2216.wav d37.raw A-aI 16063 23555 19574
39 A e Oe ae2216.wav d38.raw A-e 17327 25533 21355
40 A f swhlna af2216.wav d39.raw A-f 4713 9164 7270
41 A h aha ah2216.wav d40.raw A-h 13061 17000 15182
42 al - tai ai#2216.wav dalraw aI-_ 4478 12789 9540
43 aI A manaia aia2216.wav d42.raw aI-A 7310 16742 12727
44 al e taiepa aie2216.wav d43.raw aI-e 3814 22663 17407
45 al f kaiwhakaako aif2216.wav d44.raw aI-f 5299 11919 10067
46 al h taihoa aih2216.wav d45.raw al-h 3938 10568 8258
47 al i whaiira aii2216.wav d46.raw aI-i 5729 11594 9223
48 aI k whaikorero aik2216.wav d47.raw aI-k 3580 10177 6949
49 al ill kaimoana aim2216.wav d48.raw aI-m 8844 14318 13068
50 aI 0 hapaina ain2216.wav d49.raw aI-n 11831 16869 15480
51 aI N kainga aiNg2216.wav d50.raw aI-N 6666 14191 11360
52 al 0 kaioka aio2216.wav d51.raw aI-o 5544 13947 9989
53 al p waipiro aiP2216.wav d52.r:aw aI-p 4751 10240 8431
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54 al r whakairo air2216.way d53.raw al-r 14705 24263 22345
55 al I tamaiti ait2216.wav d54.raw al-t 10307 17911 15426
56 al w fiwaiwaka aiw2216.wav d55.raw al-w 13500 22830 18407
57 A k ake ak2216.wav d56.raw A-k 3958 7641 5536
58 A m amo am2116.wav d57.raw A-m 3805 6574 5114
59 A n ana an2216.wav d58.raw A-n 3153 6092 4339
60 A N anga aNg2216.wav d59.raw A-N 3171 7210 5291
61 A 0 ao ao2216.wav d60.raw A-o 2669 6989 4755
62 A P apop6 ap2216.wav d61.raw A-p 5313 12257 9001
63 A r .,a ar2216.wav d62.raw A-, 3416 5850 5091
64 A I srahua at2216.wav d63.raw A-I 5039 11478 8241
65 A II all au2216.wav d64.raw A-ll 3364 7873 5437
66 A w awa aw2216.wav d65.raw A-w 4937 10943 8944
67 e - ehe e#2216.wav d66.raw e-- 13197 23454 18581
68 e A ea ea2216.wav d67.raw e-A 4953 8957 6877
69 e e s ee2216.wav d68.raw e-e 4425 8001 6223
70 e I swnaea ef2216.wav d69.raw e-f 5006 10279 8669
71 e h ehara eh2216.wav d70.raw e-h 5134 7840 7247
72 eI - ahei ei#2216.wav d71.raw eI-- 10330 21294 16012
73 eI h heihei eih2216.wav d72.raw eI-h 4633 8040 6909
74 el k keikei eik2216.wav d73.raw el-k 5691 11414 8466
75 cl m reimana eim2216.wav d74.raw el-m 4668 9431 7730
76 eI n teina ein2216.wav d75.raw el-n 4146 10391 7963
77 eI N reinga eiNg2216.wav d76.raw eI-N 5249 II773 9253
78 el r neira eir2216.wav d77.raw eI-r 5730 II714 10143
79 el I teitei eit2216.wav d78.raw eI-t 5458 II965 9145
80 e k eke ek2216.wav d79.raw e-k 2926 6418 4568
81 e m ema em2216.wav d80.raw e-m 2739 5776 4092
82 e n mene en2216.wav d81.raw e-n 5638 10856 8306
83 e N engari eNg2216.wav d82.raw e-N 6741 16407 13495
84 e 0 reo eo2216.wav d83.nl.w e-o 5289 9737 7367
85 e p epa ep2216.wav d84.raw e-p 4686 10693 7744
86 e r pere er2216.wav d8S.raw e-r 7023 12406 10198
87 e I erahi et2216.wav d86.raw e-t 5001 9570 7363
88 e u heu eu2216.wav d87.raw e-u 3763 7772 5643
89 e w ewe ew2216,wav d88.raw e-w 5505 10209 8535
90 I @U puwhau f@u2216.wav d89.raw r.eu 9570 17255 10880
91 I A where fa2216,wav d90.raw I-A 32 4191 2033
92 f al whai fai2216.wav dvlraw f-aI 179 7889 2480
93 I e whetu fe2216.wav d92.raw f-e 3696 8898 6019
94 I i whiti fi2216.wav d93.raw f·i 4674 8698 7019
95 f 0 whO fo2216.wav d94.raw 1-0 72 5256 1816
96 f u whn fu2216.wav d9S.raw t-u 3033 8720 5459
97 h @U ahau h@u2216.wav d96.raw h-@U 6281 12252 7293
98 h A haka ha2216.wav d97.raw h-A 1290 5051 3494
99 h al hai hai2216.wav d98.raw h-aI 2569 7793 4324
100 h e hea he2216.wav d99.raw h-e 3696 6475 5136
101 h el hei hei2216.wav dl Otl.raw h-eI 1835 5791 2939
102 h i hia hi2216.wav dlOl.raw h-i 2762 6046 3932
103 h 0 hoha ho2216.wav d102.raw h-o 2971 8025 5064
104 h 01 hoihoi hoi2216.wav d103.raw h-OI 2666 7261 4082
105 h u hua hu2216.wav d104.raw h-u 2126 6451 3890
106 i - iwi i#2216.wav dlOS.raw i-- 18172 33491 25900
107 i A hfa ia2216.wav d106.raw i-A 6888 13712 10349
108 i al iaia iai2216.wav d107,raw i-aI 2791 10286 6193
109 i e hieke ie2216.wav d108.raw i-e 3330 8168 5872
110 i I iwhi if2216.wav d109.raw i-f 6385 12320 9755
III i h iho ih2216.wav dllO.raw i-h 2406 6210 5108
112 i i t ii2216.wav dll1.raw i-i 5295 10695 7931
113 i k ika ik2216.wav dIl2.raw i-k 4165 8050 6122
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114 i m lmi im2216.wav dIl3.raw i-m 4634 8637 67ID
ll5 i n inu in2216.wav dl lq.raw i-n 3163 8544 5411
ll6 i N ingoa iNg2216.wav dl15.raw i-N 3512 8603 5761
ll7 i 0 kiore io2216.wav d116.raw i-o 4407 8812 6316
118 i P ipu ip2216.wav d1l7.raw i-p 4287 121ID 7649
ll9 i r iri ir2216.wav d l t8.raw i-r 6036 ID692 9589
120 i I iti it2216.wav d l l c.raw i-t 3626 9070 6423
121 i u piu iu2216.wav d120.raw i-u 6182 13718 9900
122 i w twa iw2216.wav d121.raw i-w 5553 98ID 8417
123 k @U kaua k@u2216.wav dIll.raw k-@U 419 6558 2641
124 k A kaka ka2216.wav dl23.raw k-A 294 5561 2503
125 k al kai kai2216.wav dl24.raw k-aI 2179 9915 4552
126 k e keke ke2216.wav d125.raw k-e 581 5438 2819
127 k el kei kei2216.wav d126.raw k-el 413 7005 2339
128 k i kite ki2216.wav d127.raw k-i 1699 5860 3956
129 k 0 koko ko2216,wav d128.raw k-o 1238 6332 3392
130 k OI koia koi2216.wav d129.raw k-OI 1537 12757 3741
131 k u kuri ku2216.wav dl30.raw k-u 2322 6912 4564
132 m @U mau m@u2216.wav d131.raw m-@U 1850 9073 3966
133 m A ma ma2216.wav d132.raw m-A 1503 7021 3799
134 m al mai mai2216.wav dl33.raw m-al 1171 6768 3337
135 m e me me2216.wav dl34.raw m-e 2183 7430 4035
136 m el mei mei2216.wav d135.raw m-eI 1400 7606 2886
137 m i mihi mi2216.wav dl36.raw m-l 985 5039 2670
138 m 0 motokn mo2216.wav d137.raw m-o 1638 4500 2627
139 m u mua mu2216.wav d138.raw m-u 2521 8218 5001
140 n @U whanau n@u2216.wav d139.raw n-@U 10778 17897 11886
141 N @U ngau Ng@u2216.wav dl40.raw N-@U 1869 7626 3700
142 n A nil na2216.wav dI41.raw n-A 2228 7313 4046
143 N A nga Nga2216.wav d142,raw N-A 2193 7747 4238
144 n al naihi nai2216,wav d143.raw n-al 1330 5639 2546
145 N al ngai Ngai22I6.wav d144.raw N-aI 1931 7754 3684
146 n e neke ne2216.wav dI45.raw n-e 1423 4979 3092
147 N e ngeru Nge2216,wav dl46,raw N-e 2479 5825 3992
148 n el nei nei22I6.wav d147.raw n-el 2077 6822 3824
149 N i nglra Ngi22I6.wav d148.raw N-i 1514 5927 3339
150 n i niho ni2216.wav dI49.raw n-i 1586 5030 2889
151 N 0 ngo Ngo2216.wav d150.raw N-o 18ID 5273 2855
152 n 0 noho no2216.wav d151.raw n-o 1551 5060 3144
153 n Ol inoi noi2216,wav d152.raw nwOI 10128 14903 11267
154 N Ol ngoi Ngoi2216,wav d153.raw N-OI 2232 8342 3574
155 N u ngutu Ngu2216,wav dI54.raw N-u 1454 4278 2178
156 n u nunul nu2216,wav d155.raw n-u 1905 6602 4186
157 0 - ono o#2216.wav d lSfi.raw 0-_ 14893 24706 19811
158 0 A hoa oa2216,wav d157.raw e-A 4934 8686 6837
159 0 e moe oe2216.wav dl Sx.raw o-e 7914 15478 11634
160 0 [ owha of22I6.wav d l Sv.raw 0-[ 6136 13093 10045
161 0 h 000 oh2216.wav dlritj.raw o-h 6119 9712 7743
162 Ol - hoi oi#2216,wav dI61.raw 01-- 5772 17771 14289
163 Ol A htkoia oia2216,wav d162.raw Ol-A 13515 25304 20580
164 01 h hoiho oih2216,wav dI63.raw 01-h 4077 11003 8995
165 Ol k ngoikore oik22I6,wav dlM.raw Ol-k 4767 11247 8225
166 01 m roimata oim2216.wav d leo.raw OI-m 5607 10367 8316
167 01 n koina oin2216.wav d166,raw OI-n 6479 13241 10755
168 01 N koinga oiNg2216.wav d167,raw OI-N 5407 13194 9419
169 01 0 kciora oio2216.wav d168.raw 01-0 5802 16160 11953
170 Ol P poipoi oip2216.wav dl69.raw OI-p 5340 12332 9789
171 01 r whakairoiro oir2216.wav dl70.raw Ol-r 28764 33940 31954
172 Ol I hikoitia oit2216,wav dI71.raw OI-t 13109 19640 17348
173 0 k oku ok2216,wav dI72.raw o-k 7517 12793 9957
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174 0 m oma om2216.wav d173.raw o-m 5415 10960 8231
175 0 n one on2216.wav d174.raw o-n 5030 10547 7680
176 0 N onga oNg2216.wav d175.raw o-N 5922 12490 10043
177 0 0 e oo2216.wav d176.raw 0-0 5201 10192 7632
178 0 P ope op2216.wav dI77.raw o-p 4577 10884 6786
179 0 r ora or2216.wav d178.raw o-r 6510 10945 8983
180 0 I oti ot2216.wav dl79.raw 0-1 5525 11225 7630
181 0 u tou ou2216.wav dl80.raw o-u 5820 16814 11686
182 0 w town ow2216.wav d181.raw o-w 6982 11646 10294
183 P @U paura p@u2216.wav d182.raw p-@U 1738 6571 2971
184 P A pa pa2216.wav d183.raw p-A 1300 5106 2048
185 P al pai pai2216.wav d184.raw p-al 1364 5691 2629
186 P e peke pe2216.wav d lSfi.raw p-e 1334 4604 2161
187 P eT peita pei2216.wav d186.raw p-el 1955 5300 2859
188 P i pipi pi2216.wav dI8? .raw p-i 2656 6723 4196
189 P 0 poti po2216.wav dI88.raw p-o 1006 4657 2267
190 P 01 poi poi2216.wav d189.raw p-Ol 420 7958 1703
191 P u puhi pu2216.wav dl90.raw p-u 895 6003 3205
192 r @U rau r@u2216.wav d191.raw r·@U 1241 7958 2509
193 r A r' ra2216.wav d192.raw r-A 1864 5551 3031
194 r al arai rai2216.wav d193.raw r-aI 6679 11754 7060
195 r e kore re2216.wav dl94.raw r-e 9298 14369 11249
196 r el reira rei2216.wav dI95.raw r-el 1436 8955 5445
197 r i rima ri2216.wav d196.raw r-i 1642 5765 2743
198 r 0 rohe ro2216.wav d197.raw r-o 1264 5651 2893
199 r 01 horoi roi2216.wav dl98.raw r-01 5754 12430 6178
200 r u rufO ru2216.wav d199.raw r-u 1603 6914 3625
201 I @U tau t@u2216.wav d200.raw (-@U 1243 5891 2057
202 I A tahi ta2216.wav d20l.raw I-A 8581 12161 9891
203 ( al taiaha tai2216.wav d202.raw t-a1 499 7053 2046
204 ( e tekau te2216.wav d203.raw t-e 340 3679 1535
205 I er tei tei2216.wav d204.raw r-el 500 5858 1941
206 I i tika ti2216.wav d205.raw t-i 2607 7391 4881
207 I 0 (OfU to2216.wav d206.raw 1-0 202 5079 1991
208 ( OI toi toi2216.wav d207.raw t-01 509 8125 2472
209 I u whltu tu2216.wav d208.raw t-u 7390 10995 8387
210 u - tepu u#2216.wav d209.raw u-- 18483 31I4O 25754
211 u A rua ua2216.wav d21O.raw u-A 5827 13793 9804
212 u e hue ue2216.wav d211.raw u-e 3446 8916 6219
213 u f uwha uf2216.wav d212.raw u-f 5188 10264 8403
214 u h uha uh2216.wav d213.raw u-h 4291 8968 7073
215 u i hui ui2216.wav d214.raw u-i 3159 6924 4928
216 u k uku uk2216.wav d215.raw u-k 4214 9779 6747
217 u m umu um2216.wav d216.raw u-rn 5727 10787 8990
218 u n unu un2216.wav d217.raw u-n 4473 9291 6651
219 u N unga uNg2216.wav d218.raw u-N 3892 9753 6087
220 u 0 tuoho uo2216.wav d219.raw u-o 4292 9799 6960
221 u p upoko up2216.wav d220.raw u-p 6349 11292 9227
222 u r uti ur2216.wav d22Lraw u-r 6654 12249 10923
223 u I utu ut2216.wav d222.raw u-t 5835 12065 8909
224 u u fi uu2216.wav d223.raw u-u 6704 14251 10357
225 u w tuwu uw2216.wav d224.rdW u-w 7847 14113 11543
226 w @U awau w@u2216.wav d225.raw w-@U 6894 14169 8200
227 w A wahine wa2216.wav d226.raw w-A 1671 5259 2913
228 w al wai wai2216.wav d227.raw w-al 2458 9212 3899
229 w e wero we2216.wav d228.raw w-e 1620 5331 2547
230 w i wiki wi2216.wav d229.raw w-i 1593 4179 2747
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A definition of the Ma.ori son files and voice pararreters developed
by M3rk laws for the MBROIA/Festival M3.ori Speech Syntbsiser. Version 1.0
M:rrk R. Laws, Infomation SCience tepartnent.,
University of Otago, D.medin, New zealand.
Ehail: rraaka@kel.otago.ac.nz
URL: http://kel.otago.ac .nz/rraaka

; i voice by Ratu Tibble recorded. l-Erch 1999

"
i; ;i;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;iijii;;;; ;ii;i;

(set! mb...Jnbl:"ola_dir (cdr (asscc 'mb_mbrola voice-locations)))
(reqaize 'mbrola)

;; A definition of the Maori phone set
I I second version 10/02/00
ldefPhDneSet

rraor-L
;; Phone set Features

( (vc + -) " "\ItJW81 or consonant
(vlng s 1 d 0) " V"CMel length: short long dipthong or n/a
(vheight 1 2 3 -) " 'VCIt'Vel height: high.mid low or nla
(vfront 1 2 3 -) I I ~l frontness: front mid back
(vrnd + -) It lip rounding
(ctype s f n r 0) I I consonant type: stop fricative nasal approxim"mt
(cplace 1 a b v g O) " articulation: labial alveolar labia-dental velar glottal
(cvox + -)) " consonant voicing

" M9.ari Phone set rrssroers , 2nd attempt 18/04/00
((i + s 1 1 0 0 -)" pipi
(ii + 1 1 1 0 0 -)" pSpS
(e + s 2 1 0 0 -)" keke
lee + 1 2 1 0 0 -)" kfkf
(A + s 3 3 0 0 -)" kaka
(AA + 1 3 3 0 0 -)" ~
(a + s 3 1 + 0 0 -), f koko
(00 + 1 3 1 + 0 0 -)" k''k"
(1..1 + s 2 3 + 0 0 +) " ruru
(uu + 1 2 3 + 0 0 +);; r.r.
(aI + d 3 2 0 0 -)" kai
(eI + d 2 1 0 0 -)" hei
(OI + d 3 3 + 0 0 -);; poi,
(@U + d 2 2 0 0 -);; kau

" 'Ihese M3.ori consonant features are s:irnilar to English
(p 0 + s 1 -)
(t; 0 + s a -)
(k 0 + s v -)
(f 0 + f b -)" whare
(h 0 + f g -)
~ 0 + n 1 +)
(n 0 + n a +)
(N 0 + n v +)" ngati
~ 0 + r 1 +)
(r 0 + r a +)
(# 0 0 0 -)))" silence

(PhoneSet.silences '(#))

; ; Lexical look up, and letter-ta-sound rules from words to pronunciations
,,4th atta<pt 14/06/00
{Iex.create 'naord")
(lex:.set.phoneset "rraord ")
(Its .ruleset
naori

" sets used. in the Its rules
( whng wit ng h k m n p r t w b c d f g 1 q s v x y z) ;; 1.owercase consonant set

(WHN} WH ID H K M N P R T W)) ;; Uppercase consonant set
" Its rules

(( [%0] = A A ) ;; Lcwercase macron 'VCIW::!Is (non- iso charset)
I [ ! J = e e)
I [ 6 J = i i )
I [ , I = 0 0 )

( [ . ] = 1..1 1..1)

( [ f J = A A ) " Uppercase nacron vcsals
I [ A J = e e)

238
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( ce ] _ i i )
[ .;.- I = 0 0 )

l c ] = u u )
[ai]=aI)
[ei]=eI)
[oil=OIl
(au]=@U)
[aI]=o1l
[eI]=eI)
[01]=01)
[aU]=@UI
[Ai]=aI)
[Ei]=eI)
[Oi]=OIl
[AU]=@U)
[Alj=aI)
[EI]=eI)
[OII=OII
[AU]=@UI
[ ~ 1 = A A)
[ e ] = e e)
[ 3. ] = i i )
l 6 ] = 0 0 )

['0. I = u u )
I A 1 = A A)

I [ ~ ] = e e)
I[!]=ii)
I [ 6 1 = 0 0 )

( [U ] = u u)
I [ a ] = AI
I [ e ] = e)
I [ i 1 = i )
I [ 0 1 = 0 1
( [u ] ::::: u )
I [ A] = AI
I [ E ] = e )
I [ I 1 = i )
( [ 0 ] = 0 1
( I U ] = u 1
([vtmgvtmg] #=
([vtmgl#= )
I [vtmgWHN3 1 # =
I [WHN3vtmg 1 # =
I [WHN3WHN3 1 # =
([WHN3] #= )
I vtmg [ vtmg 1
I vtmg I WHN3 ]
IWHN3[vtmgl
I WHN3 [ WHN3 1
I I w H ] = f 1
I [ n G] = NI
I I w hi = f )
(Ingl =N)
I I h] = hi
I [ k 1 = k)
( [m 1 = m)
{ [ n ] = n )
( I p ] = pi
( l r J = r 1
( [ t 1 = t )
( [w] = w)
I [W h ] = f 1
I [N g] = N)
I [W H ] = f 1
( [N G 1 = N)
I [ H ] = hi
I [ K] = k 1
( [M 1 = m)
( [N 1 = n 1
( I P 1 = pi
I I R] = r 1
I [ T ] = t 1
I [ W1 = w)
I [ b 1 ] = p )
I [b r 1 = p )
I [ by] = p)
I [b] = p)
( [ c h j = k 1
I le 1 1 = k 1
I [ er] - k )

" tcsercesc diphthongs

" ~-Uppercase diththongs

" Uppercase diththongs

, f Locercase rracron vcsals (textlhtml; charset=iso-8859-1)

;; Uppercase rracrcns (text/html; charset=iso-8859-1)

;; tcsercase vowels

" Uppercase vowels

;; no Icsercase double consonant endings
; i no lowercase consonant endings
;; no lcrwer-uppercase double consonant endings
; i no upper-lcwe:rcase double consonant endings
j j no uppercase double consonant endings
;; no uppercase consonant enclings

;; no double l~case consonants
" no double I.ower-UI;:.percase consonants
" no double Upper-I.owercase consonants
,. no double Uppercase consonants
" Lower-Uppercase bipbone consonants

" I.owercase consonants

; j Upper-Lowercase biphone consonants

i; Uppercase consonants

;; English & dialect conversions
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[ c y I = k I
[ c I = k I
[ d r ] = t )
[ d w I = t I
[ d y I = t I
[ f 1 I = f I
[ f r ] = f I
[ f ] = f I
[ g hi = k I
[ g 1 I = k I
[ g n] = N)
[gr]=kl
[ g y] = k I
[ g I = k I
[ j I = h I
[ly]=rl
[ 1 ] = r I
[ ph] = f I
[phy]=fl
[ p 1 I = f I
[pr] =fl
[psyl=fl
[ p y I = f I
[ q 1= k I
[ q 1= k I
( s c 1 = t )
[ s h ] = t I
[ s k ] = t I
[ s 1 I = t I
[ s m ] = t )
[ s n) = t )
l s p ] = t )
[ s q] = t )
[ s ] = t I
[ s ] = t I
[v] = w)

[x J = r )
[y] = e I
[ z ] = k I

11
(lex.set.lts.ruleset 'Iraori)
; ; Function called when WJrd not found tile in lexicon
(define (rraori_lts_function word features)

"(maori_lts_functian i.ImD F'EA.'IURES)
Return pronunciation of WJrO. not in lexicon."

(let {( dr.o.ord kk::wncase word) )
t t Need to use the Lts.zujeset; for casing of the non-ascii characters.
(if (lts.in.alpha.1:::et word 'moori)

(list
word
features
; i This syllabification is wrong for Maori, its not very good
;; for English, rot it will give a gocd start
( lex. syllabify.phstress

( Its .apply word 'rraori»)
Il;egin
(forrrat stderr -urcrcoccccebie word %s\n" v.ord)
;; Maori words that mean "unknown" and its pronunciation
'("Kaore i m:3hiotia" nil « (k A u A) 0) «A) 0) «m 0 0 h i 0 t i A) O}»»»

(lex. set . Its .metho::l 'rraori_lts_functionl
(define (rraorUd::!endal

"{rraori_addendal
Basic lexicon should have letters and punctuation. "
11ex.add.entry 'I"." punc ni111
(Lex.add.entry , ('"'' punc nil))
(Lex.edd.ancry '(":" punc nil))
{lex. add. entry '("i" punc nil))
(Lex.edd.entrry '("," punc nil)}
(lex.add.entry , ("-" punc nil))
(lex.add.entry '("\"" punc nil))
{lex.add.entry , ("'" punc nil))
(lex.add.entry '("?" punc nil))
(lex.add.entry , ("!" punc nil)}
i; Maori msrerars
11ex.add.entry '1"0" n Illk 01 11 Ilr e) 11111
11ex.add.entry , 1"1" n I I It AI 11 Ilh il 111I I
11ex.add.entry '1"2" n Illru)11 IIAllI111
11ex.add.entry '1"3" n lilt 01 11 Ilr u) 1))11
11ex.add.entry '1"4" n Illf A AI 11111
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(lex.am.entry '("5" n « (r i ID A) 1})))
(lex.add.entry '("6" n {«oJ 1) «n 0) 1»»
(lex. add. entry '("7" n {( (f i) 1) Ut u) 1»)})
(Lex.edd.encry , 1"8" n I I Iw A) 0) Ilr u) 1))) I
(Lex.edd.entry '1"9" n Illi) 1) (lwA) 1)11)
(lex.add.entry '("10" n «(t e k @DJ 0»))
(Iex.ecd.entzy '("11" n « (t e k @DJ 0) «m A) 0) {(t A) 0) «h i) 1))))
)

(rreori_acklendal

j j 'Ihese prosodic features are tased on the English rrcdela
;; Phrase breaks, use punctuation
(set t rraori...,phrase_cart_tree
'({R:Tok.en.parent.p..mc in ("?" ";" ":")

( (BB)) " double break/pause
IIR,Toksn.parent.puru:: in I"'" "I"" "," ":"11

( (B) ) " single break/pause
(fn.nere is 0) " end of utterance
IIBBII
( (Bl ) ) ) ) ) j; no break/pause

, I Accent and tone prediction, similar to the English/Spanish nodal
, , Requires wcrk for M:lori
(set! rreori_accent_cart_tree
'{(R:SylStructure.parent.gp:Js is content) " ??

«stress is 1)
( (Accentej) )

«N:NE) )) ) )

;; FO Analysis
" Determined by fa analysis of sample sound "ea.wav''
(set! rraori...intJr...,params
, {{targeCfO_mean 140}

(target_fO_std 40)
Imxlel,..fO...Jlleafi 170 I
Imxle1_fO_std 341) I

; i Intonation General Parameters
(define (rraori_tars.-func1 utt syl)
" (rraori_tars..-funcl utt syl)

Sirrple hat accents."
(let {(start (item. feat syl 'syllable~tart))

(end (item. feat syl 'syllable_end»
{ulen (item.feat (utt.relation.last utt '8egrrent ) 'segrrent_end»)
nstert; nend fustart fuend fuend fstart fend)
{set! nstart (/ start ulenl )
(set! nend (/ end ulenj
(set! fustart '140) ; was 130
(set! fuend '110)
{set! fstart (+ (* (- fuend fustart) nstart) fustart))
{set! fend (+ (* (- fuend fustart) nend) fustert.)

lcond
((e::,rual? (item. feat syl "R:Intonation.daughterl.nane") "Accented")
(list
(list start fstart)
(list (+ start 0.010) (+ fstart 10 )) ; was 10
(list (- end 0.010) (+ fstart 8)) i was 8
(list end fend)

)1
«not t Ltem.rext; syl}}
(list

(list end fuend)))

«not r tcen.prev syl) )
(list

(list start fustart)))

It
nil))) )

" SpanishlEnglish duration rrodel, - check gsw
(set! rreori_duratiorLtree
'(R:SylStructure.parent.R:Syllable.p.syl_break> 1

111.5) )
«(R:SylStructure.parent.SYl_break> 1)

(11.511
111.011111

'J Maori duration rrodel, - first atterrpt (20/11/99) further anaylis reqJ.ired
{set! rraori.,.phonare_durations
, 11# 0.200 0.1001
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lA
; (AA

le
; tee
li
; (ii
10
; (00
tu
;(uu

laI
le1
lor
I@U
Ip
It
Ik
If
Ih
Im
In
IN
Iw
Ir

0.120 0.036)
0.155 0.045)

0.092 0.035)
0.136 0.044)

0.058 0.023)
0.092 0.0351

0.094 0.037)
0.138 0.046)

0.067 0.024)
0.107 0.044)

0.140 0.047)
0.130 0.042)
0.183 0.050)
0.171 0.0461
0.101 0.032)
0.070 0.034)
0.089 0.034)
0.095 0.033)
0.061 0.0281
0.063 0.0211
0.059 0.025)
0.064 0.024)
0.054 0.023)
0.053 0.025111

cemented out 21/06/00

; ;; Part of speech done 1::¥ crude lookup using gpos
(set! naori...,guess....,pos
'11 fn)

;; function W)rds
Or split them into sub classes (oot give tnen meaningful ranes)

IfnO .. )
Ifnl .. )
1fn2 .. Ill

(define (naori_nurrU:er token name)
"(naori...J11,.UIber token name)
Return list of words that pronounce this number in rro."

; You have to write this )

(define (voice_mb_mbrola)
" (voiceJnIurbrola)
Set up synthesis for M3.le M::lori speaker: Batu Til:ble"

(vcdce.xeset)
( Pararreter. set 'Language 'rnaori)

;; Phone set
(Parameter . set 'PhoneSet 'maori)
(Pho.neSet.select 'nacrd)

;; Token expansion (mncers , symt:ols, ccnpounds etc)
; i N;) pas prediction (get it from lexicon)
(set! poaLexnene nil)

;; Lexicon selection
( lex. select "neori")
;; ~ pastlexical rules
(set! postl~rules_hooksnil) ;; ??

i i Phrase break prediction by punctuation
(set! POS.-.SUI=POrted nil)
(set! phrase_cart_tree rreori....,phrase_cart_tree)
(Parameter.set 'Phrase_Methcd 'cart_tree)

i; Accent and tone prediction
{set! int...,accent_cart_tree rraorLaccent_cart_treel

j j FO Analysis
(Paraneter.set 'Int_Methcd Intonatdortjrreel ,,*
( Parameter. set 'Int_Target_MethOO. Int_Targets_LR) "sentences slew down rapidly
; ( Parameter. set 'Int_Target_Method Int_Targets_Default) i; sentences seem okay

i; Duration prediction
(set! duration_cart_tree rraori_duratiO!Ltree)
(set! duration....pfLinfo naori..,phone:re_durations)
(Parameter.set 'txrratdcnjeathcd 'Default)
( Pararreter . set 'DJration.....stretch 0.85) ;; Change for speed (0.5 to 1.0)

i; waveform synthesizer: MBROI.A mb1 diphones
( Parameter. set 'SyntlLMethod 'MEPDlA_Synth)
(set! mbrola-progname "mbrola")
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(set! mbrola_clata1::ese
(fornet;

nil
"-I %S%5 %S%5 "
rnb.J(frJrola_dir "roblmrpa"
rob_rrbrola_dir "robl"

)

)
(set! current-voice' rnb...,Jribrola)

)

j; Voice description
Iprccjedmvcdce

'mb...Jribrola
, ( (language rraori)

(gender rrede)
(dialect rraoril
(description
"This voice provides a ~ori rrede voice using the MSROLA synthesis method.
It does not need to use a Dictionary for its pronunciations.
Prosodic phrasing is provided. by a sinple letter to sound rules
using parts of speech and local distrihltion of breaks. Intonation
is provided by a CAR!' tree pre::licting accents and an FO
contour generated frcm a nodel trained from natural speech.")))

(provide 'rnb...JOOrola)
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function PlotfCA(data,centresl
% By R I Kilgour, university of otago, 2001.

% plot the data and cluster centres after proje:ting using pea
% find the pea translation matrix
pc = prmcc:mp(centres.cen);

% find the data projected onto the pea
data....,p:::a = data * P::i

% plot the first 2 dllnentions
plot {data.....PCa( : ,1), data...,I:Ca(: ,2}, 'y.');

hold ern

% find the centres projected onto the pea
center..,.pca = centres .cen * P::i

% plot the first 2 dirnentions
plot (centexpcat : ,1) ,center....rx:a(: ,2), 'ko');

hold off;
return

function plotw::>rd( filenarre,centres,dim)
% By R I KiIgour I University of Otago, 2001.

% function plObl.ord( filenartE,centres,dirnensionsl
% plots the da.ta and cluster centres after projecting using pea
% filename is the narre of the wave file to plot
% centres is an array of the result frcm ecf clustering
% dirrens.icns is the narcer of dirrensions to plot. May be 2 (default) or 3

if nargin<3, clim=2; end;

% find tbe pea translation matrix
pc = princorrp{centres.cen) i
data = cecrate (filenarre) i

%nornelise
ndata = (data - ones(size(data,l),l)*centres.mini)./(anes(size(data,l},l)*centres.maxi 
ones (size (data, l) ,1) *centres.mini) ;

% find the data projected onto the pea
data....,pc.a = ndata * p:::;

% plot the first 2 dimentions
% find the centres projected onto the pea
center....,pc.a = centres.cen * "fC;

elf;

% Here is the numt:er (centers) plot
if dim=3,
plot3(O,O,O);

for x=[l:size(center....,pc.a,l)],
text (center....,pc.a(x,1) ,center....,pc.a(x,2} ,center-PQa(x, 3) ,num2str(x)

end;
else
plot (0,0) ;

% plot the first 2 dirrentions
for x=[l:size(center....,pc.a,l} L

text (centerjxa (x, 1) ,center....,pc.a(x,2) ,num2str(x})
end;
%plot(center...,pca( : ,1) .centerpcat: ,2), 'ko'}:

end;

hold on;

XMIN :::: rnin(min(data...,p:::a(: ,1) .nunt center...,pca(: ,1») }-0.05;
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XMAX _ max(max(data...,pca(:, 1) .rraxtcenterjxat: ,1»)) )+0.05;
YMIN = min(min(data...,pca{: ,2) ,min( center...,pca(: ,2}» )-0.05;
YMAX = rraxtnaxtdata.pcat : ,2} ,max( center...,pca(: ,2)} )+0.05;
ZMilil = min(min{dat.a...,p:a(: ,3) .mint centerjxat. ,3)) )-0.05;
ZMAX = max{nax{data...,pca(:, 3) ,max{center...,pca{: ,3)}) )+0.05;

if diro=3,
% plot the first pcdnt as an "x'
plot3{data...,pca{l,l},data....,pca(1,2},data...,pca(I,3), 'kx');
p1ot3 lreta...PC" 1,,11 ,data-=I,,21 ,data-=I,,31, , .b-' I;
% set the range for the axis
axis ( [:xr-IDJ XMAX YMIN YMAX ZMIN ZMAXl};

else
% plot the first point as an 'x'
plot ldata...PC" 11,11, data...Pcal1,21, 'kx' I;
p1otldata...PcaI" 1), data-= 1,,2), '.b-' I;
% set the range for the axis
axis ([XMIN' XMAX YMJN YMAX]) z

em;

hold off;
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Appendix G: Word Segment Analysis

The experimental data analysis reported focuses on the word syllable segments in selected text from

speech examples of NZE and Maori; this will determine a baseline model for comparative analysis with

phoneme frequency analysis of the languages.

We have sufficient information about NZE and Maori phonology, the lexicon and the current status

in terms of their bilingual relationships. Therefore we have implicit knowledge about the similarities and

dissimilarities between the two languages. Thus we can make some general, as well as, informed

assumptions about both. To lay down the benchmark for a 'bilingual speech classification' BLSe

problem, we first analysed both lexicons for phoneme matching pairs to extract empirical knowledge

about the data before we presented it to the connectionist architecture. Understanding the relationships

between the phonemes in either language was not so important as actually knowing how the many

occurrences of each appeared in their respected pairs. This became more apparent when the results of the

BLSe cluster analysis were reviewed.

A training data set from Maori and NZE was assembled. The data sets contained lOO words each

(see Tables I and 2). A testing data set was also assembled, it coutained many word entries which were

not included in the training sets. All speech and word examples were extracted from a single male speaker

with utterances in both languages from the MOOSE database.

To construct the training data sets, we took a random sample of the NZE and Maori words. Once we

pre-processed these sets, we found that there were too many imbalances with the phoneme and syllable

sizes between both languages, this was weighted more toward Maori. Tables I and 2 clearly show that the

Maori data set has about twice as many syllables and a third more phonemes. Syllable boundaries and the

number of phonemes for each data set were determined because this was considered an important factor to

note prior to the BLSe analysis.

In the NZE lOO words, there contained sixty-five single syllable words and seventy double

syllables, a total of 135. There were also a total of 311 phonemes. In Maori, there were only three single

syllable words, one hundred and twenty double syllables, sixty-six with three syllables, forty-four with

four and twenty with five syllables, totaling 253. There were also a total of 435 Maori phonemes. The

large differences between the two languages clearly shows that the phonemic and morphemic structures

are vastly different. Therefore we were very interested in knowing how the under-represented individual

number of Maori phoneme units (e.g. 19) with its over-populated phoneme and syllable count, would

compare to NZE (e.g. 45 phonemes). Which in effect, NZE is the opposite of Maori, with the exception of

the total phoneme count.

We looked at the speech data from an acoustic perspective, and disregarded the phonological order.

That is, the acoustic representation for each phoneme is separate in each language, but identical across the
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languages, where matches occurred. For example, 'go' [gou] and 'ahau' [ahou] use the same diphthong.

With one exception, the voiced post-alveolar approximant represented as Irl in NZE is transcribed as an

alveolar trill [R] for Maori. Therefore, the rolling of Irl in Maori is very distinct compared to NZE, thus it

was considered important to identify these two phonemes separately. Maori also has twice as much silence

before and after each word. Note the IPA transcriptions were used to identify all phonemes.
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Table I: The lOO selected NZE words, showing the phonetic transcriptions and the syllable count for
each word. Note the number of s llables in total is 135.

Number Number
100 IPA of 100 IPA of

NZEWords: Transcri tions: S llables: NZEWords: Transcri tions: S llables:
ago a !=I ou 2 nod nod I
ahead ohed 2 one WAn 1
air eo I ooZe uz 1
any en i 2 other A50 2
are ar 1 over ou v a 2
auto :J t ou 2 palm pam 1
away d w ei 2 paper p ei p d r 2
baby b ei b i 2 pat p '" t I
bat b ee t 1 pea pi 1
bird b,d 1 peace pis 1
boo bu I pure p j lid 2
book buk 1 push pruS I
boot but I rather r a o o r 2
buzz bAZ I recent r i s r n t 2
card kad 1 reef rIf 1
carrot k e r o t 2 riches r I tS I S 2
choke tS ou k 1 river r I v a r 2
coffee k 0 fi 2 rod ro d 1
dart dat 1 rouge r ou 3 I
day d ei 1 rude r ou d I
dead ded I school skul 1
die clai 1 seven seVln 2
dog dog I shoe .r u I
dove dAY 1 shop Sop I
each i tS I sing SIB I
ear io 1 singer s I 1] 3 2
eight ei t 1 six. SI k s I
ether i 0 ;;l 2 sue sou I
fashion f"'In 2 summer S A m o r 2
fat f e t 1 tan t",n 1
five f ai v I tart tat I
four for I teeth tie 1
fur f, 1 teethe t i 5 1
go g ou 1 that 5",t 1
guard gad I thaw eo I
gut gAt I there 5 eo 2
hat h '" t 1 three er i 2
hear h ia 2 tour t ua 2
how haw I tragic t r ee dy k 2
jacket dg sek i t 2 tub tAb 1
joke d3 ou k I two tu 1
joy d3 ::11 1 utter Atar 2
judge d3 Ad3 1 vat v '" t 1
lad I '" d I visit v I Z I t 2
ladder l ee d a 2 wad wod I
leisure le3 2 yard j ad 1
letter 1e t 3 2 yellow .i e I ou 2
loyal I oi I 2 zero z i r ou 2
mad m",d I zoo zu I
nine n ai n I zoo zu 1
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Table 2: The 100 selected Maori words, showing the phonetic transcriptions and the syllable count for
each word. Note the number of s llables in total is 253, iust under twice as man as NZE.

Number Number
100 IPA of 100 of

Maori Words: Transcri tions: S llables: Maorl Words: BabIes:
ahakoa ahak:>a 5 nama 2
ahau ah ou 2 nei n ei 1

ahiahi ahiahi 4 ngahere IJaheRe 3
ake ake 2 ngaro !JaR:! 2
ako ako 2 ngakau n a k ou 2
aku aku 2 ngawari n a w a a i 3
anake anake 3 ngeru ueRu 2
anei a n ei 2 noa noa 2
ana ano 2 nou nou 1

aroha aR:>ha 3 nui nui 2
atu atu 2 oma oma 2
atua at u a 3 one one 2
aua ou a 2 oneone :lneone 4
auc ou e 2 ono ono 2
ahei a h ei 2 ora ORa 2
ahua ahua 3 cti o t i 2
ahuatanga a h u a t a n a 5 otlra o t i R a 3
akuanei akuanei 4 6ku oku 2
ap5p5 ap::>p:> 3 5na ona 2
atahua a t a h u a 4 pakaru pakaRu 3
awhina a fi n a 3 pekepeke pekepeke 4
engari eIJ8Ri 3 pikitia pikitia 4
ehara ehaRa 3 poti p o t i 2
enS. ena 2 putiputi putiputi 4
enct en ei 2 rangatira u a n a t i x a 4
era eRa 2 reri Re R i 2
etahi etahi 3 ringaringa n i q a a i q a 4
hanga hau a 2 rongonui R:l1J o n u i 4
heke heke 2 riima R uma 2
hine hi n e 2 tahuri t e h u n i 3
hoki h 0 k i 2 tena ten a 2
huri h U R i 2 tikanga t i k a n a 3
iho i h J 2 tokorua t o k c a u a 4
ihu i h u 2 tuna tun a 2
ika i k a 2 unu unu 2
inftianei i n a i a n ei 5 upoko upoko 3
ingoa i IJ 0 a 3 uri u R i 2
inu 1 n u 2 uta uta 2
iwa iwa 2 utu utu 2
kaha kaha 2 waha W a h a 2
kaiako k ai a k o 3 waiata waiata 3
kete k e t e 2 were weRO 2
kino kino 2 wha fa I
koti k o t i 2 whakahacrc f a k a h a e n e 5
kura kURa 2 whakapai f a k a p ai 3
mahi mahi 2 whanaunga f a n ou rj a 3
mea m e a 2 where fe R:) 2
miraka miRaka 3 whirl fi R i 2
motu m o tu 2 wiki w i k i 2
murl m u n i 2 wuru WURU 2
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Phoneme frequency analysis was then performed on both lexicons to determine the number of

occurring phonemes in each. In Table 3, the consonants which have high frequency counts are the shared

phonemes between NZE and Maori, this includes the vowel phonemes feffiffuffof and fa! which again are

the five main vowels in Maori, Figures 1 and 2 give a better indication of the influence that Maori has on

the overall frequency.

h hfth ff NZE dM . he : e I pr onemes or an aori, S QW1nQ e reauencv count or eac l ut oneme.
Corpus

,
NZE Maori Total Corpus NZE Maori Total

Code: Phoneme: Count: Count: Count: Code: Phoneme: Count: Count: Count:
1 p 9 11 20 23 w 3 7 10
2 b 9 - 9 24 j 3 - 3
3 t 26 23 49 25 I 12 - 12
4 d 19 - 19 26 e 7 31 38
5 k 10 29 39 27 le 14 - 14
6 9 5 - 5 28 A 9 - 9
7 f 7 7 14 29 a 7 - 7
8 v 7 - 7 30 u 2 - 2
9 e 3 - 3 31 i 12 43 55
10 5 6 - 6 32 a 8 95 103
11 s 11 - 11 33 0 3 36 39
12 z 6 - 6 34 3 4 - 4
13 S 4 - 4 35 u 8 34 42
14 3 2 - 2 36 ei 5 6 11
15 h 4 24 28 37 ai 3 3 6
16 tS 3 - 3 38 oi 2 - 2
17 d3 6 - 6 39 ou 11 5 16
18 m 3 8 11 40 au 1 - 1
19 n 9 27 36 41 ia 2 - 2
20 o 2 15 17 42 u. 2 - 2
21 1 8 - 8 43 3. 2 - 2
22 r 20 - 20 45 a 12 - 12

N/A R - 31 31

Tabl 3 Tb 46 h
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Figure 1: NZE and Maori consonant phoneme counts fromlOO words each.
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Figure 2: NZE and Maori vowel phoneme counts from 100 words each.

In summary , this data analysis was an important step before we submitted the speech data set

examples to the BLSC networks. We now have sets that represent a random sample for training and

testing.
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Appendix H: ECM Process

The 'evolving clustering method' (ECM) was developed by N. Kasabov and Q. Song. Therefore, the

following appendix material is a modified extraction from Kasabov and Song (2001). ECM can be

employed in both on-line and off-line evolving connectionist models. The ECM process Can effectively

learn complex temporal sequences in an adaptive way and outperform some well known existing models.

The ECM and its extension, an 'evolving clustering method with constrained minimisation' (EC-CM),

both of which are used in the ECOS model for partitioning the input space.

Create the first cluster by simply taking the position of the first example from the input

stream as the first cluster centre, and setting a value 0 for its cluster radius (Figure 1. a);

If all examples of the data stream have been processed, the algorithm is finished. Else, the

current input example is taken and the distances between this example and all others with

created cluster centres are calculated;

If there is any distance value, that is equal to, or less than, at least one of the radiuses, it

means that the current example belongs to a cluster with the minimum distance. In this

case, neither a new cluster is created, nor any existing cluster is updated; the algorithm

returns to Step 1, or else it goes to the next step;

Step 2:

Step I:

On-line Evolving Clustering (thisis the method used in Chapter 9)

Without any optimisation, the on-line evolving clustering method is a fast, one-pass algorithm for

a dynamic estimation of the number of clusters in a set of data, and for finding their current centres in the

input data space. It is a distance-based connectionist clustering method. With this method, cluster centres

are represented by evolved rule nodes. In any cluster, the maximum distance, MaxDist, between an

example point and the cluster centre, is less than a threshold value, Dthr, that has been set as a clustering

parameter and would affect the number of clusters to be estimated.

In the clustering process, the data examples come from a data stream and this process starts with

an empty set of clusters. When a new cluster is created, the cluster centre is defined and its cluster radius

is initially set to zero. With more examples presented one after another, some created clusters will be

updated through changing their centres' positions and increasing their cluster radiuses. Which cluster will

be updated and how much it will be changed, depends on the position of the current example in the input

space. A cluster will not be updated any more when its cluster radius reaches the value that is equal to the

threshold value, Dthr.

Figure 1 shows the ECM clustering process in a 2-D space. The ECM algorithm is described as

follows;

Step 0:
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Step 3: Find cluster with centre and cluster radius from all existing cluster centres through

calculating the values and then choosing the cluster centre with the mioimum value;

Step 4: If the minimum value is greater than 2_Dthr, the example does not belong to any existing

clusters. A new cluster is created in the same way as described in Step 0, and the

algorithm returns to Step 1;

Step 5: If the minimum value is not greater than 2_Dthr, the cluster updated by moving its centre,

and increasing the value of its radius. The updated radius is set to be equal to the

minimum value divided by 2 and the new centre is located at the point on the line

connecting the input and clnster centres, and the distance from the new centre to the input

point is equal to the cluster radius. Then the algorithm will return to Step 1.

In this way, the maximum distance from any cluster centre to the examples that belong to this

cluster is not greater than the threshold value Dthr although the algorithm does not keep any information

of passed examples.

The next part describes the off-line ECM that further optimises the obtained on-line ECM clusters.

Off-line Evolving Clustering

The off-line ECM is an extension of the on-line ECM mode. It takes the result from the on-line

mode as initial values. It applies an optimisation procedure to the resulted cluster centres after the

application of the on-line ECM. The method partitions the data set clusters and finds a cluster centre in

each cluster, to minimise an objective function based on a distance measure subject to given constraints.

Taking the general Euclidean distance as the measure between an example vector in a cluster and the

corresponding cluster centre. The partitioned clusters are typically defined by a binary membership

matrix, where the element is 1 if the i-th data point belongs to cluster and 0 otherwise. Once the cluster

centres are fixed, the minimising equation is run.

For a batch-mode operation, the method determines the cluster centres and the membership matrix

iteratively using the following steps:

StepI: Initialise the cluster centre that come from the result of on-line ECM clustering process;

Step2: Determine the membership matrix by Equation distance;

Step3: Employ the constrained minimisation method with the minimising equation to get new

cluster centres;

Step4: Calculate the objective function according to the minimising equation. Stop if the result is

below a certain tolerance value, or its improvement over previous iteration is below a

certain threshold, or the iteration number of minimisation operations is over a certain

value. Else, the algorithm returns to Step2.
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Figure 1. A brief clustering process using ECM with samples Xl to X9 in a 2-D space:
(a) The example Xl causes the ECM to create a new cluster C l

o

(b) X 2: update cluster CIO -7 Cll
X 3: create a new cluster C20

X4 : do nothing
(c) Xs : update cluster Cl I -7 C/

X6: do nothing
X7: update cluster C20 -7 C2

l

Xs: create a new cluster C30

(d) X9: update cluster Cl
2 -7 Cl
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